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DECLARATION OF BRUCE A. EGAN, Sc.D.

1. I am president of Egan Environmental, an environmental consulting

firm in Beverly, Massachusetts. My education and professional experience is

summarized in the attached curriculum vitae.

2. I have been a specialist on the subject of air pollution modeling for over

35 years and am familiar with the development and application of dispersion

modeling methods.

3. I have been retained by the Office of the Attorney General to comment

on Entergy's air dispersion modeling for its Severe Accident Mitigation Alternative

(SAMA) analysis.

4. I earned an A.B. degree from Harvard College in 1961 and an S.M.

degree in Engineering and Applied Physics from the Harvard Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences in 1962. I earned a second masters degree (S.M. 1969) and a

doctorate (Sc.D. 1972) in Environmental Health Sciences from the Harvard School

of Public Health. To support my doctoral thesis topic, Numerical Modeling of Urban
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Air Pollution Transport Phenomena, I cross registered at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology to take courses in Meteorology.

5. Before starting my own company in 1998, I was Vice President and

Technical Director at Woodward Clyde Consultants and, before that, Senior Vice

President and Chief Scientist at ENSR Corporation. I have over 35 years of

experience as a manager and environmental scientist on projects involving the

development and application of atmospheric dispersion models to complex

topographies, including mountainous terrain and coastal settings.

6. I have also performed accident and consequence analyses for risk

management plans and modeling for both hypothetical and actual accidental release

scenarios. I am the co-author of a book about compliance with the United States

Environmental Protection Agency's (US EPA's) Risk Management Program under

the Clean Air Act.

7. I have been an active member of the American Meteorological Society

(AMS) for over thirty five years and have served on its committees relating to air

pollution and meteorology. I am a Certified Consulting Meteorologist and an

elected fellow of the AMS.

8. I have reviewed Entergy's License Renewal Application, the

Environmental Report annexed as Appendix E to the application, and Attachment

E to the Environmental Report supporting the SAMA analyses prepared by

Entergy. I have also reviewed available documentation of the Melcor Accident
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Consequence Code System (MACCS2) which was used by Entergy to perform its

SAMA analyses, and Entergy's update to its FSAR.

9. The comments below relate to the use of the ATMOS air dispersion

model (which is incorporated in the MACCS2 code) for purposes of estimating the

number of people who will be exposed to radiation from a release of radio nuclides

from the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station.

10. The Indian Point Nuclear Power Station is located in the northwest

corner of Westchester County on the eastern bank of the Hudson River. The Indian

Point reactors and spent fuel pools are approximately 24 miles north of the New

York City line, and approximately 37 miles north of Wall Street, in lower

Manhattan. The station is approximately 3 miles southwest of Peekskill, 5 miles

northeast of Haverstraw, 16 miles southeast of Newburgh, 17 miles northwest of

White Plains, and approximately 18 miles southwest of Brewster, New York. It is

also 23 miles northwest of Greenwich, Connecticut, 37 miles west of Bridgeport,

Connecticut and 37-39 miles north northeast of Jersey City and Newark, New

Jersey. Portions of four counties - Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam -

fall within the inner 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone, and significant population

centers in New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey lie within the 50 mile

Emergency Planning Zone.

11. The Indian Point Station is on a point of land that protrudes into the

Hudson River as the river bends west. On the west side of the Hudson River one

mile north of the station, is Dunderberg Mountain. This mountain rises to a height
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of 1086 feet above sea level at a distance of approximately 2.5 miles from the

station. North of the Indian Point Station, the eastern bank of the river is formed

by high grounds reaching an elevation of 800 feet; to the west across the river, the

Timp Mountains reach an elevation of 864 feet. Environmental Report, Appendix E

at 2-1.

12. For purposes of categorizing appropriate air dispersion models for

regulatory applications, EPA defines complex terrain as settings where nearby

terrain heights exceed a facility's stack height. The Indian Point Station is located

in a complex terrain. Releases from the station may come from near ground level

sources or from stack vents with heights up to 334 feet and within 1-2 miles of high

terrain features on the opposite side of the Hudson River, such as Dunderberg and

the Timp Mountains, that rise well above the facility and well above the top of the

122 meter meteorological tower located onsite.

13. From a meteorological air flow perspective, the presence of the river,

nearby terrain features and non homogeneous ground surface features, all affect the

overall air flow patterns, which in turn affect the rates of vertical and horizontal

mixing of any pollutants released from the plant. The presence of high terrain

features that rise above the height of the meteorological towers at the Indian Point

station means that the wind speeds and directions measured on the towers are

unlikely to be representative of the larger scale flow patterns that carry

contaminants from the plant to the surrounding areas. It is important that

atmospheric dispersion modeling of the effluents from the plant consider these
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factors in order to provide a reliable basis for estimating ground level

concentrations and corresponding estimates of potential exposures to the

surrounding population.

14. Entergy's air dispersion modeling does not provide an adequate

technical basis for its SAMA analyses. The human health cost side of the cost-

benefit analysis for any particular mitigation measure is based on the total

population dose of radiation that results from an accident. The total population

dose is estimated by using an air dispersion model to predict the geographic

dispersion and concentration of the accidentally released radionuclides. To obtain

an accurate estimate of total population dose, and therefore of human health cost, a

model that accurately predicts the spatial distribution of the pollutant must be

used. Entergy's reliance on the ATMOS air dispersion model for this purpose is

inadequate because that model's simplified assumptions and limited meteorological

inputs will not yield the most reliable predictions. That is why EPA does not

recommend such models for use in complex terrains.

15. I will first briefly review the physical factors involved in the dispersal

of pollutants from emission, sources. I will then identify the specific deficiencies in

the ATMOS modeling methods as they pertain to the Indian Point Station's license

renewal application. I will then comment on the present state of the art of

dispersion modeling referencing the advances made by the US EPA over the past

decade. I will then suggest how the modeling could be improved to both adequately
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support the SAMA analysis process and to form the basis for reliable emergency

response plans for any future unforeseen releases from the facility.

I. OVERVIEW OF DISPERSION MECHANISMS IN THE LOWER

ATMOSPHERE

16. Dispersion of contaminants released into the air from a source can be

described as the combination of two mechanisms. The first is the advection or

downwind transport of the contaminants by the wind. A major influence on wind

speeds and wind directions at any given place is the location and strength of large

scale high and low pressure system air masses that migrate across a geographic

area. The downwind transport winds are also influenced by the dynamics in the

lower levels of the atmosphere, and specifically by ground surface topographic

features and by ground surface heating and cooling processes that can alter the flow

speed and direction and generate local circulations as discussed in more detail

below. See also Slade (1968), Chapter 2.

17. The second mechanism is the mixing of contaminants by atmospheric

turbulence as the plume is transported downwind. The rate of mixing depends

upon many factors arising from the interaction of the planetary boundary layer (the

lowest layer of the atmosphere) with the earth's surface.

181 For example, heating of the earth's surface by solar radiation during

the day results in the formation of small thermals or parcels of air that tend to rise

upward because of their lower density compared to the surrounding air. Parcels of

cooler air then descend to fill the space vacated by the thermals. These movements
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generate turbulence. Pollutants under these conditions are vigorously mixed with

the surrounding air. This condition is called 'unstable' because the buoyancy forces

on the parcels prevent the parcels from being initially at equilibrium with the

surrounding air.

19. Conversely, cooling of the earth's surface occurs from the radiation of

heat from the surface at night and results in the formation of a layer of cooler air

under warmer air. This "inversion" of the normal decrease of temperature with

height above the ground tends to suppress turbulence in the atmosphere.

Pollutants in this layer will mix slowly with the surrounding air as upward and

downward motions are suppressed by buoyancy forces. This is called an

atmospherically stable condition.

20. In the absence of strong heating or cooling of the ground surface or

under high wind speed conditions, the mechanical friction generated by the wind

flowing over the earth's surface creates turbulence having intensities between the

extreme of unstable and stable flows. These conditions are called "neutral."

Neutral conditions can occur during the day or night.

21. In order to create a model that accurately depicts the dispersion of

pollutants from a source, the complexity of the relationships of the processes that

drive dispersion -- wind speed, wind direction and atmospheric turbulence -- must

be accurately accounted for.
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II. SPECIFIC DEFICIENCIES AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE ATMOS AIR DISPERSION MODEL

A. The ATMOS Model Predicts The Dispersion Of Pollutants In
The Atmosphere By Using Dispersion Rates Devised In The
Early 1960s Which Do Not Incorporate More Recent Scientific
Understanding Of The Dynamics of the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer.

22. An accurate depiction of the mixing of contaminants by atmospheric

turbulence is essential to an accurate estimate of the dispersion of these

contaminants over a geographic area. The dispersion rates in the ATMOS model

were developed by Pasquill and Gifford in 1961 and are based on the observation

that turbulent diffusion rates increase in intensity with increasing instability in the

lower boundary layer.' Pasquill and Gifford developed a system of differentiating

turbulent mixing rates by atmospheric stability categories and defined stability

categories based on observations of rudimentary weather conditions, (e.g. wind

speed, solar insolation and cloud cover) and time of day.

23. The diffusion rates associated with these rudimentary atmospheric

stability classes are referred to as the Pasquill-Gifford (P-G) dispersion parameters.

The ATMOS model adopted the Pasquill stability classification system and the

corresponding Pasquill-Gifford dispersion parameters. However, ATMOS further

modified the stability classifications by basing them only on measurements of the

vertical temperature gradients between 10 and 60 meters above the ground or for

releases above 85 meters, the temperature gradients between 10 meters and the

height of the higher release point (NRC 2007).

See the attached List of Referenced Publications for complete citations.
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24. The dispersion parameters were largely based upon a limited set of

field experiments where dispersion of near ground-level releases of contaminants

were used to measure the cross wind, lateral spread of plumes. Real field

measurements of the vertical spread were limited and vertical spread estimates

were based in large part on conservation of mass principles and an assumption that

the distributions were Gaussian in shape. Atmospheric stability classifications

from A to G (Extremely Unstable to Extremely Stable) were associated with

different rates of growth of the standard deviations of the Gaussian shaped plume

with increased distance downwind. The data base supporting these diffusion

coefficients is not extensive and is limited to short downwind distances and flat,

open terrain. Extrapolations and interpolations of the data were made to develop a

complete set of continuous curves out to 100km (Turner, 1967).

25. Although the P-G method of assigning dispersion rates to stability

categories was used for many years by US EPA in air dispersion modeling, US EPA

has now adopted models that reflect advances in our understanding of the factors

that affect the strength of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer directly

above the earth's surface. These factors relate to the properties of the earth's

surface, which include the surface roughness, the surface albedo (reflectivity), and

the Bowen Ratio, a measure relating to the moisture content of the soil and the net

heat flux from the surface to the air. See paragraphs 40-47.

26. As set forth below, the P-G dispersion parameters in the ATMOS

model do not incorporate this more recent scientific knowledge about how
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turbulence in the boundary layer is created and how that affects the dispersion of a

release of pollutants.

B. ATMOS Utilizes A Steady State Straight Line Gaussian Plume
Model To Calculate Concentrations Downwind Of A Release
Point Which Is Inappropriate For The Terrain In Which The
Indian Point Station Is Located.

27. In effect, ATMOS assumes that any emissions from the Indian Point

Station are imbedded in an air mass having a single wind speed that flows for each

period of simulation in a single straight line direction. The stability classification

assigned for a simulation time period is also assumed to be constant over that time

period.

28. The concentrations of contaminants within the plume are assumed to

have a maximum value along the plume centerline and to fall off in a bell shaped,

Gaussian distribution curve with distance away from the plume centerline. The

horizontal and vertical dimensions of the Gaussian plume increase With downwind

distance as a function of the assumed P-G atmospheric turbulent diffusion rates.

29. Neither the P-G method nor the straight line flow assumption is

appropriate for determining air quality concentrations in areas where complex

terrain alters the turbulent diffusion rates and alters the flow trajectories that pass

up and over or around hilly or mountainous terrain objects. The P-G method and

the straight-line flow assumption are not appropriate for regions where uneven

ground surface heating results in the formation of local air circulations associated

with mountain-valley upslope and down slope wind systems (Randerson,1984,

Section 13-10). The presence of local flow regimes such as the mountain-valley
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flows can greatly alter the trajectories and ultimate fate of contaminants. Therefore

an air dispersion model that ignores the presence of such flows will provide

erroneous information on environmental impacts.

30. For all the reasons set forth in paragraphs 22 through 29 above, the

ATMOS model, with its P-G dispersion rates and straight-line flow assumption,

cannot accurately predict the dispersion of pollutants released from the Indian

Point Station, which is located in a complex terrain in a river valley that can alter

the turbulent diffusion rates and the wind flow patterns.

C. ATMOS Cannot Accurately Calculate The Dispersion Of
Pollutants Within A 50 Mile Radius Around The Indian Point
Station

31. Entergy used the ATMOS model to predict the dispersion of

radionuclides in a 50 mile radius around the Indian Point Station. However, the

US EPA does not consider steady state Gaussian plume models to be accurate for

setting emission limitations for distances beyond 50 kilometers (about 32 miles)

from a source. For distances beyond 50 kilometers, the US EPA recommends using

a "long range transport" model capable of simulating the effects of spatially varying

wind directions. Such models generally use more than one source of meteorological

data to define the spatial variations of the winds because even in flat terrain the

likelihood of observing changes in wind direction increases with downwind

distances. Further, at a distance of 50 miles, it is inappropriate to use the

meteorological data from the onsite meteorology tower to define the wind speed and

direction of contaminants emitted from the Indian Point Station because of the
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influence of the nearby terrain on the winds at the meteorological tower. At 50

miles away, the winds are likely to be from a very different direction except under

very strong wind conditions.

32. In addition, Entergy did not model the dispersion of radionuclides

beyond a fifty mile radius of the station, despite the EPA's development of long

range air transport models precisely for that purpose. See paragraph 45 for a

discussion of one of these long range air transport models known as CALPUFF.

33. Since the determination of the cost effectiveness of a mitigation

alternative under SAMA is based in part on the total population radiation dose, and

since the number of people affected increases substantially with the radial distance

from the Indian Point Station, the SAMA results are disproportionately influenced

by impacts at large distances from the source and those impacts will not be

accurately estimated by the ATMOS air dispersion model.

D. The ATMOS Model Cannot Account For Dispersion Patterns
That Are Related To Changes In The Surface Characteristics
Along The Plume Trajectory

34. In the ATMOS model, changes in surface characteristics along the

plume's trajectory do not affect the model's dispersion rates. For example, a plume

released from the Indian Point Station flowing towards an urban area would

encounter very different surface roughness conditions as it entered a city. Such a

change would rapidly mix an elevated plume down to the ground, a situation called

fumigation. ATMOS would be unable to simulate such an event as it cannot

incorporate changes in the turbulent mixing rates along a plume path.
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35. Similarly, time varying changes of turbulence resulting in fumigation

of plumes initially aloft cannot be accounted for. This would occur after ground

surface heating in the morning creates a layer of highly turbulent air that extends

upward into an effluent plume released earlier into a stable layer. Contaminants in

the elevated plume can then be suddenly mixed down to ground level. This type of

fumigation can occur at moderate distances from the station and subject

populations at these distances to relatively high concentrations. This situation

cannot, to our knowledge, be simulated with ATMOS.

36. A workshop was convened by the American Meteorological Society

(Hanna, 1980), in which both Dr. Gifford and Dr. Pasquill participated, to review

dispersion curves and to discuss alternative methods of determining stability

categories that would provide more useful turbulence indicators in the surface

layer.

37. The alternatives involved the use of the Richardson number or the

Monin-Obukhov length since they are more direct measures of atmospheric

stability. The workshop specifically recommended that the estimates of dispersion

rates include the roughness length, and the friction velocity computed from wind

profiles as measures of mechanical turbulence and that the mixing depth, and the

heat flux or Monin-Obukhov length be used as measures of the convective

turbulence during daytime hours (Hanna, 1982). US EPA adopted these

recommendations in the development of the AERMOD model (US EPA, 2003).
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E. The Change Of Mixing Depth With Time Of Day Is Not
Incorporated In ATMOS

38. Mixing depth is an important variable in the determination of ground

level concentrations at large distances from the station as it limits the vertical

extent that turbulent mixing occurs during the day. Mixing depth is commonly

determined by an analysis of vertical temperature soundings taken in the

atmosphere. However, in the ATMOS model, the inputs for this variable are values

averaged on a seasonal basis rather than using actual daily measurements. This is

an unnecessary simplification in the model that affects its accuracy. Sounding data

is routinely available daily from the National Weather Service stations in White

Plains and in Albany and could replace the use of seasonally averaged values

presently used in ATMOS.

F. The Information Entergy Provided In Its SAMA Analysis Is
Inadequate For A Comprehensive Review Of Its Air Dispersion
Modeling.

39. The information provided by Entergy is inadequate to allow a thorough

review of its air dispersion modeling effort. There are no modeling input files that

detail the source terms or meteorological events modeled. Also essential

parameters used by the model such as the assumed roughness length, and

deposition rate parameters are not included in the documentation.

40. There is no description of the MACCS2 model provided. I have based

some of my comments on a description of the original MACCS model published in

1990 (Jow et al. 1990) and which may be out of date.
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41. The meteorological data set used in the modeling which represents an

average of data from the years 2000 through 2004 (Environmental Report at page

E. 1-89) has not been provided. The use of multi-year averaged data in the modeling

does not allow a review of the year to year variability of the output results.

G. Superior Models Have Been Developed And Can Be Applied To
The SAMA Analyses.

42. The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) resulted in regulations

requiring modeling of the emissions from new sources that demonstrated that

effluents from the source would not exceed specific ambient air quality standards

and incremental increases of ambient air concentrations. These requirements

placed responsibility on the US EPA to assure that modeling methods would be

developed and tested to provide a reliable and defensible method of permitting

sources subject to the new regulations. US EPA was required by the CAAA to

recommend and approve new and advanced models and to provide guidance on

model use. As a result, the US EPA initiated several activities to address

improving dispersion models.

43. US EPA established a cooperative agreement with the American

Meteorological Society to evaluate the state of the technology of modeling, solicit

reviews of different modeling issues and recommend ways to improve models. The

EPA held a conference to develop a modeling guideline and then subsequent

conferences to recommend model evaluation and validation methods. US EPA also

sponsored workshops to design field experiments to provide measurements to
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validate models. US EPA then sponsored'or co sponsored field measurement

programs in several different terrain settings.

44. The technology of modeling advanced rapidly with both government

and private sector research funds supporting the development of models for

situations where existing models were not suitable. This included complex terrain

settings, long range transport applications and limitations to models in simple

terrain settings. US EPA recognized the fact that not only do the algorithms for

individual components of a model (e.g., diffusion rates, plume rise, plume

trajectories), need to be evaluated but importantly, the predictions of a model as a

whole needs to be shown to be valid when compared to concentration measurement

data.2

45. An important result of these efforts has been the development of the

AERMOD and CALPUFF models. CALPUFF is a model that was originally

intended for use beyond 50 km but is, in fact, applicable to many situations within

50 km.

46. AERMOD assumes a straight line trajectory but incorporates

algorithms that calculate the horizontal and vertical spread of the plume in terms of

wind fluctuation data, measured heat flux, surface roughness, albedo (reflectivity)

and Bowen Ratio. Surface parameters can be specified as a function of location

using land use input data. The interaction of elevated plumes with the mixing

2 Efforts to validate the ATMOS model by comparing its predictions with actual field measurements have been

extremely limited. After a search of the literature, I have found only one study which compared real data with the
ATMOS model's predictions and that study was limited in time and the data represented only neutral atmospheric
conditions (Hills et al., 1998).
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depth is also simulated in the model. AERMOD is suitable for most complex terrain

settings.

47. CALPUFF would also be a more accurate model for SAMA analyses

than ATMOS. CALPUFF is a non steady state model in which emissions from a

source are released as a series of puffs each of which can be carried separately by

the wind. This enables CALPUFF to simulate the effects of time varying winds and

other meteorological inputs. It is also suitable for simulating the effects of spatially

varying winds and meteorological parameters. It can simultaneously utilize data

from multiple meteorological stations making it appropriate for long range

transport simulations where data from several meteorological stations would be

appropriate. Many of the algorithms in CALPUFF are based on the same improved

knowledge of boundary layer parameters that was incorporated into AERMOD.

48. Today, the state of the art of dispersion modeling is further improving

by major advances in our theoretical understanding of the dynamics of the

atmospheric boundary layer. For example, the MM5 Meteorological model is a

numerical simulation flow field model that can be used to drive numerical advection

and diffusion models. It can calculate winds and other meteorological parameters

using methods similar to those used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration and the National Weather Service to predict weather. These models

are now routinely used for real time assessments of meteorology on a local scale -

predicting winds, dispersion rates, precipitation, visibility and other factors and can

be easily coupled to diffusion models to calculate air quality impacts. The US EPA
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encourages the use of outputs from such models to drive long range transport

models such as CALPUFF (EPA, 2005).

49. In fact, an advanced modeling method has been developed specifically

to estimate the dispersion of radioactive releases from nuclear power plants. This

model, the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC), was developed by the

United States Department of Energy's Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Leone, et

al. 1996, Baskett, 1999). ARAC is an atmospheric dispersion model that can model

the dispersion of accidental radiological releases in highly variable winds. It uses

windfields generated by meteorological models as inputs to a computational grid

representation of the area of interest. ARAC was used as an analysis tool after the

Chernobyl accident. With today's computers, ARAC or similar programs could be

readily used in SAMA analyses.

Conclusion

46. For the above reasons, the ATMOS model cannot account for the effect

of the complex terrain in which Indian Point is located, will not accurately estimate

the dispersion of radionuclides at distances beyond 32 miles, cannot account for

changes in surface characteristics along the plume's trajectory and does not

incorporate the latest scientific knowledge about the physics of the atmospheric

boundary layer.
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47. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that

the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on

November " , 2007
Beverly, Massachusetts .

Bruce A. Egan
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

in re*:
Docket Nos. 50-247-LR and 50-286-LR

License Renewal Application Submitted by
ASLBP No. 07-858-03-LR-BDO1..

Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC,
Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC, and DPR-26, DPR-64
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.

X

DECLARATION OF STEPHEN C. SHEPPARD

Stephen C. Sheppard, hereby declares under.penalty of perjury that the following is true

and correct.

1. I have been retained by the New York State Office of the. Attorney General to provide,

expert services in connection with the application by Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. and its

affiliates (collectively Entergy) for a renewal of the two separate operating licenses for the

nuclear power generating facilities located at Indian Point.

2. I am a Professor of Economics at Williams College where I teach in the Economics

Department. In addition to teaching, I also conduct research on issues that include

environmental and natural resources economics, public finance, and land use economics; In:

2006 I was a Fellow at the Weimer School of Advanced Studies in Real Estate and Land

Economics. Before that, I was the Herman H. Lehman Fellow at the Oakley Center for the

Humanities and Social Sciences at Williams. And in 2004 1 shared with a colleague the Royal

Economic Society Prize. My CV, which is attached, includes a list of my published papers and

other work.

3. I received a B.S. from the University of Utah in 1977, and received from



Washington University (St. Louis) an A.M. in 1979 and a Ph.D. in 1984.

.4. Attached to this Declaration is a Report I prepared and a copy of my current CV.

Both of these documents were prepared by me and are true and correct to the best of my personal

knowledge.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, 1 declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct.

Dated: November 29 2007
Williamstown, Massachusetts Steen Sheppard
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Potential Impacts of Indian Point Relicensing on Property Values

Summary of finding

I have been asked to report on the extent to which it is valid to regard the impact on off site land use of the continued

operation of Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 as small in the sense of being undetectable or so minor as to not

noticeably alter any important attribute of local resources, and in particular local land use. It is well established that,

within regulatory bounds, land uses are determined by property values and the uses that tend to generate the highest,

values. In my examination of the existing research and evidence, I find that there are sound scientific reasons to

expect that these impacts will not be, small, and in fact may be substantial. The impacts can be expected to arise

because of changes in property values that are associated with the presence of the power plant. The report below

presents the basis for this finding.

Introduction,

There have been several scientific studies of the impacts of power generating plants, in general and nuclear fission

power plants, in particular. The most useful of these, for present considerations, are those that have determined the

impacts, if any, on property values. These studies are the most useful because it is the market value of property that is

the most significant determinant of its use and maintenance. To assert that the changes in land use in the area around

the Indian Point nuclear power plants will be small is equivalent to asserting that the impacts on property values of

extending the operating license will be negligible. If the presence of the nuclear power generating plant has a:

significant impact on property values, then it logically follows that extending the license will have a significant impact

on property.values which in turn will affect land use by affecting the decisions made.by thousands of property owners

and developers. Whether this significant impact exists is a scientifically testable question.

Blomquist' was one of the first to present a scientifically sound estimate of the impact of power plants generally on

property values, and to publish the result in a peer-reviewed journal. It is plausible that such land uses will be the

source of modest to severe levels of nuisance and disamenity that could depress the market value of nearby properties.

His analysis found that, after adjusting for other factors (property size, demographic composition of neighborhood,

etc.), there was a clear and statistically significant impact of power plants on property values. The impact was most

'Glenn Blomquist, "The Effect of Electric Utility Power Plant Location on Area Property Value" Land Economics, Vol. 50, No.
1. (Feb., 1974), pp. 97-100.
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clearly detectable up to a distance of 11,500 feet from the power plant. Within this zone, -increasing the distance from

the power plant by 10% was associated with an increase in market value of 0.9 percent. This level of impact was

evaluated for samplemean properties, meaning that it could be expected to hold for typical properties in the area

around the power plant. It did not cover the impacts on commercial properties.

Do these results hold for the particular case of nuclear power plants? The careful analysis across several urban areas

undertaken by Clark and Nieves2 suggests that if anything the impact of nuclear power plants is larger. Their analysis

uses data covering the entire United States and includes the impacts of 21 nuclear power plants, as well as 39 coal-

fired and 53 gas or oil-fired generating facilities. They find impacts to a reasonable and professionally accepted

degreeýof scientific certainty from all types of power plant. Their analysis further indicates that the impact of nuclear

generating plants is more than 3 times the impact of coal fired plants and more than 4 times the impact of gas and oil

fired generating facilities. Their analysis is particularly valuable because they have been careful to separate the

impacts of the plants themselves from the employment or income-generating impacts of power plants. This must be

done to isolate the pure impact of the power plant that would be observed if the facility is completely replaced with an

alternative use that is also capable of generating employment and income.

Not all published studies suggest clear negative impacts, but those that suggest zero impacts or ambiguous impacts*

generally have flaws in their scientific design. For example, Clark, Michelbrink, Allison and Met& estimate a hedonic

model for residential property values around two nuclear power plants located in California. They find small increases

in property value associated with proximity to the power plants.

The analysis of Clark et al. openly combines both the impact ofjob accessibility with the impact of disamenity and

nuisance associated with proximity to the nuclear power plants. Combining these two impacts would-be an

appropriate technique for estimating the impact of the nuclear power plant ONLY in the case where the counter-

factual being evaluated was complete removal of the plant and abandonment of the land. For most cases, and

certainly in the case of decommissioning of the plant contemplated in the Indian Point case, this is not the appropriate

question to ask. Decommissioning of the plant entails removal of all radioactive materials from the site and making

the site available for alternative use. In the.indian Point case, the highest and best alternative use of the site where the

nuclear power plant is located would certainly NOT be abandonment, but rather a combination of attractive riverfront

development that would be likely to include employment and other attractive locations. It is therefore not

scientifically valid to assert that the results of Clark et al. could be applied to the Indian Point site.

2 David Clark and Leslie Nieves, "An Interregional Hedonic Analysis of Noxious Facility Impacts on Local Wages and Property

Values" Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, Vol. 27 (1994), pp 235-253.
3 David Clark, Lisa Michelbrink, Tim Allison and William Metz, "Nuclear Power Plants and Residential Housing Prices" Growth
and Change, Vol. 28, (1997) pp 496-519.
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The study by Folland and Hough4 does a somewhat better job of adjusting for the local employment effects, but unlike

the Clark and Neives study discussed above does not fully account for the labor market impacts. They look at the

impacts on the value of commercial or potentially commercial land in 494 market areas around the United States in

..years ranging from 1945 to 1992. They confirm that there is a statistically significant negative impact on property

values that results from installation of a nuclear power plant.

In conclusion, there is clear scientific evidence that the presence of nuclear generating plants can reduce the value of

property in the area around the plant. There are differences between the studies about how far the impact might

extend, and about the magnitude of the impact. All properly done studies, however, indicate the potential for a

significant, not a-small, impact. In the next section I will present some estimates of how large that impact might be in

the Indian Point case.-

:Analysis.

In order to obtain a general estimate of the magnitude of property value impacts, I have made use of data available

from the.2000 Census for the region around the Indian Point generating facility, making appropriate adjustments as

described below..

A conservative estimate of property value impacts can be obtained by applying the impact estimated by Bloiquist

discussed above. His analysis suggested that there are no impacts on property values beyond 11,500 feet, and that up

to that distance moving 10% further away from the power plant would increase the value of the property by 0.9%.

According to the 2000 Census, there are 32,427 persons living in Census Block Groups whose center is within 2 miles

of the Indian Point facility. Within this area there are 12,933 housing units. The area around Indian Point and the

associated census block groups are illustrated in Figure 1 below. The block groups are shaded blue with darker shades

indicating more dwelling units. Of these dwellings, 6886 units are owner occupied units whose collective value in.

2000 was $1,425,552,500 (over $1.4 billion). There were 5468 renter-occupied properties, whose average median

contract monthly rent was about $750 per month. I approximate the value of the rental properties by calculating the

discounted present value of the stream of rents that can be earned, and this produces an estimated value of rental;

property in the area of $816,613,800 (nearly $817 million). Combining these indicates that as of the 2000 Census the

total value of residential property within 2 miles of the Indian Point facility was about $2,242,166,300 ($2.2 billion).

4 Sherman Folland and Robin Hough, "Externalitiesof Nuclear Plants: Further Evidence" Journal of Regional Science Vol. 40,
No. 4, (2000) pp 735-753.
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Figure 1: Region around Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant

Property values have continued to increase with the overall market, and the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise

Oversight (OFHEO) tracks the course of house prices in every state and many metropolitan areas in the US. Using the

index for the state of New York indicates that on average house prices have increased 93% from the first quarter of

2000 to the first quarter of 2007. Therefore the current market value of residential property within 2 miles of the

Indian Point plant is approximately equal to $4,327,380,959 (over $4.3 billion).

For each Census block group, I calculated the percentage increase in distance from the Indian Point plant that would

be required to move the block group to be 11,500 feet away from the plant. This is a very conservative estimate, based

on Blomquist's study, of how far away from the plant properties would have to be to be free of impact from the plant.

To be particularly certain that I obtain a minimum estimate of the impact, I excluded those houses in the block group
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that actually contain the plant, since these are not typical of the sample in a way that would make application of

Blomquist's results scientifically valid in all circumstances.

The resulting calculations indicate that removal of the impacts of the Indian Point Nuclear plant would increase

property values by $576,026,601 (over $500 million). This is clearly, sufficient to alter the decisions about land use

* made by the owners of the most affected properties. The result indicates that the assertion that the impacts of extended

licensing of the plant would be non-existent or undetectable cannot be accepted as scientifically valid.

Concluding remarks

The results presented in the report above provide a very cautious preliminary estimate. I have not considered the

* impact on commercial or agricultural property, although research suggests that these impacts can be significant as

well. I have used.a scientifically respected result based on analysis of power plants in general, while research suggests

that the impact of nuclear power plants can be several times higher.

Finally, I have made use of the Census data only because they are widely regarded as reliable. A more complete

analysis of residential and commercial properties is possible using detailed data from property tax records and land

use information obtainable from the individual communities in the region. This would also permit examination of the

extent to which the impacts extend beyond the very localized area I consider in this report.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. USNRC Docket Nos.
50-247 & 50-286

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NOS. 2 & 3

Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating Licenses
No. DPR-26 and No. DPR-64 for an Additional 20-year Period

DECLARATION OF Dr. RICHARD T. LAHEY, Jr.

I, Richard T. Lahey, Jr., declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and

correct:

I. I am currently the Edward E. Hood Professor of Engineering at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy, New York. I hold the following academic degrees: a B.S. in

Marine Engineering from the United States Merchant Marine Academy, a M.S. in Mechanical

Engineering from RPI, a M.E. in Engineering Mechanics from Columbia University, and a PhD.

in Mechanical Engineering from Stanford University. At RPI, I have served as both the Dean of

Engineering and the Chairman of the Department of Nuclear Engineering & Science. I am a

member of various professional societies, including: the American Nuclear Society (ANS),

where I was a member of the Board of Directors and Chair of the Thermal-Hydraulics Division;

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), where I was Chair of the Nuclonics

Heat Transfer Committee, K- 13; the American Institute of Chemical Engineering

(AIChE),where I was the Chair of the Energy Transport Field Committee; and the American

Society of Engineering Educators (ASEE),where I was Chair of the Nuclear Engineering

Division. I was also the editor of the Journal of Nuclear Engineering & Design. In addition, I

have served on numerous panels and committees for the United States Nuclear Regulatory



Commission (USNRC), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL), and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). I am a member of the

National Academy of Engineering (NAE), and have been elected Fellow of both the ANS and

the ASME. Over the last 40 years, I have published numerous books, monographs, chapters,

articles, studies, reports, and journal papers on nuclear engineering and nuclear reactor safety

technology., and most of these publications have been peer reviewed. My curricula vitae, which

more fully describes my educational and professional background and qualifications, is available

at: http://www.rpi.edu/-Iaheyr/laheyvita.html.

2. I am very familiar with the operation of, and safety analyses associated with,

pressurized water nuclear reactors (PWRs), the type of reactor currently in operation at the

Indian Point (IP) site in Buchanan, New York.

3. I have reviewed the license renewal application for the two Indian Point nuclear

reactors that was submitted by Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Entergy). These reactors are

known as Indian Point-2 (IP2) and Indian Point-3 (IP3). In my opinion, and as I explain more

fully below, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) should grant a hearing

on at least five aging management and safety issues:, (1) embrittlement of the reactor pressure

vessels and associated internals; (2) the potential for fatigue failure; (3) inadequate baseline

inspections of IP2 and IP3; (4) the need for enhanced inspections because of an inadequate

water/cement ratio in the containment structures- and, (5) the risk of a terrorist attack on the

spent fuel storage pools.

4. As nuclear power plants exceed their normal design life of 40 years, key structural

components degrade - they begin to wear out. To assure safe operation during a 20-year life

extension of the IP reactors, it is imperative not to erode the original design safety factors in the
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interest of keeping the plant running (e.g., by doing "best estimate" rather than licensing-type

safety evaluations). Rather, one must ensure that the record reflects a thorough licensing

analysis, which, unfortunately, the present application does not accomplish.

5. To ensure that aging systems, structures, and components do not become

compromised during the term of an extended operating license, the USNRC has recognized the

importance of developing and implementing an effective aging management program for such

systems, structures and components. See generally 10 C.F.R. Part 54. Among other things, it is

important to develop and implement an effective aging management program to ensure that the

facility's systems, structures and components do not become compromised due to neutron-

induced embrittlement or fatigue. Entergy's license renewal application (Appendix B - Aging

Management Program and Activities), however, does not contain a commitment to the

development and implementation of an effective aging management program to preclude failures

due to embrittlement and fatigue.

Embrittlement of Reactor Pressure Vessels (RPVs) and Associated Internals

6. The first issue that the USNRC should conduct a hearing on for Entergy's relicensing

application for IP2 and IP3 is the phenomena of embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessels

(RPVs) and the associated internals at both plants. Embrittlement of the RPVs and their

associated internals is one of the most important age-related phenomena that the USNRC must

consider in its review of Entergy's relicensing application. Failure to carefully consider the

effects of ermbrittlement could result in system/component failures which could lead to a

meltdown of the core and a release of a significant amount of radiation subsequent to various

accident scenarios. As explained in more detail below, some of the RPV structures and internal
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components in IP2 and IP3 have serious embrittlement concerns which are not adequately

addressed in Entergy's relicensing application.

7. Entergy currently operates two pressurized water nuclear reactors (PWRs) at Indian

Point. PWRs have water (i.e., the primary coolant) under high pressure flowing through the core

in which heat is generated by the fission process. This heat is absorbed by the coolant and then

transferred from the coolant in the primary system to lower pressure water in the secondary

system via a heat exchanger (i.e., a steam generator), which, in turn, generates steam on the

secondary side. These Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) are located inside the

containment structure. After leaving the containment building, via main steam piping, the steam

drives a turbine, which turns a generator to produce electrical power.

8. The RPV is the primary container that holds the core (i.e., the nuclear fuel); it also

serves as a key part of the reactor coolant's pressure boundary. In addition, there is a pressurizer

on the primary side that performs several functions. In particular, it maintains the operating

pressure on the primary side of the nuclear reactor and compensates for variations in reactor

coolant volume during load changes during reactor operation, as well as reactor heat-up and

cool-down. The reactor coolant also moderates the neutrons produced in the core since a PWR

will not function unless the neutrons are sufficiently moderated (i.e., slowed down due to

collisions with the hydrogen molecules in the primary coolant).

9. Embrittlement refers to the change in the mechanical properties (or structure) of

materials, such as metals, that can occur over time under the bombardment of neutrons. The

degree of exposure to neutrons is normally expressed in terms of a "fluence" (i.e., the neutron

flux times the duration of the irradiation process). The exposure to neutrons causes damage to

metals and makes them more brittle so that they become more susceptible to failure due to

cracking or fracture. For the relicensing of the two reactors at Indian Point, embrittlement of the
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RPVs and their associated internals is an important age-related safety concern, particularly in the

so-called "belt line" region of the RPV, which is the region that is the closest to the reactor core.

10. For a PWR to operate safely, the metals involved need to be sufficiently ductile,

which means that they must be able to deform without experiencing failures. When metals, such

as steel, experience a significant fluence, which happens to the materials in close proximity to

the reactor core (e.g., the steel RPV and associated internals), the temperature required for them

to maintain some ductility is increased as the metal is continually bombarded by a neutron flux.

The temperature at which there is a marked change from ductile to non-ductile behavior is often

called the "nil ductility temperature" (NDT). However, even for temperatures well above the

NDT, the irradiated metals continue to be damaged and further embrittled due to the neutron

bombardment. Indeed, the neutron damage will not be annealed out (i.e., be neutralized) unless

the damaged metals are taken to temperatures that are well above PWR operating temperatures.

11. One important safety concern associated with embrittlement is the ability of the

metals to withstand a thermal shock event. A thermal shock can occur in various ways, for

example: (1) during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), or, (2) during various anticipated

transients without scram (ATWS). A particularly bad LOCA event is one in which there is a

rapid depressurization of the secondary side which causes a reactor Scram (i.e., a rapid insertion

of the control rods, which terminates the nuclear chain reaction) and rapid cooling of the primary

coolant via the steam generators. This accident leads to a severe pressurized thermal shock of

the RPV and the associated internals.

12. A degradation in ductility will adversely affect a PWR's ability to withstand

pressurized thermal shock transients, and thus there is a threat to the integrity of the embrittled

internal structures in the RPV and to the RPV itself. That is, various accidents can expose the

embrittled RPV belt-line materials to significant pressurized thermal shocks. The resultant
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stresses may then cause the RPV and/or RPV internals to fail structurally. If so, the ability to

effectively cool the decay heat in the core may be lost.

13. Severe thermal shocks can also occur during a design basis accident (DBA) LOCA

event (i.e., a breach of main coolant piping on the primary side), which rapidly depressurizes the

primary side and leads to the injection of relatively cool emergency core coolant into the RPV

(e.g., from the accumulators). As noted previously, this may lead to the failure of a highly

embrittled RPV and/or the RPV internal structures, and thus the inability to subsequently cool the

core.

14. Sections A.2.2 (Evaluation of Time-Limited Aging Analysis - Unit 2) and A.3.2

(Evaluation of Time-Limited Aging Analysis - Unit 3) of Appendix A of the license renewal

application briefly mention thermal shock as it relates to the requirement of the licensee to

perform an assessment of the projecied values of reference temperature whenever a significant

change occurs in the projected values of the adjusted reference temperature -for pressurized

thermal shock (RTPTS). The license renewal application, however, does not indicate if the

applicant performed any age~related accident analyses, or if it even took embrittlement into

account when assessing the effect of these transient loads.

15. Even more significantly, Entergy's failure to discuss how embrittled RPVs and RPV

internal structures and components would respond to the highly transient severe decompression

shock loads associated with a DBA LOCA is a very serious omission from its relicensing

application. A decompression shock, created during the subcooled decompression phase of a

DBA LOCA, can create significant transient pressure differentials across, at-least, the following

embrittled metal internal RPV structures: the core barrel, particularly in the "belt line" region of

the reactor core; the thermal shield; the baffle plates.and formers (and the loads on the associated

bolts); and intermediate shells in the core. Detailed experiments (e.g., the Loss of Fluid Tests
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(LOFT) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)) and analyses have shown that

when sufficiently ductile, internal structures of this type are not likely to deform to the point

where a coolable geometry can not be maintained for the core during the reflood phase of a DBA

LOCA.

16. In contrast, Entergy has not presented any experiments or analysis to justify-that the

embrittled RPV internal structures will not fail and that a coolable core geometry will be

maintained subsequent to a DBA LOCA. See, e.g., LRA §§ A.2.2, A.3.2. This is a serious and

unacceptable omission by Entergy because embrittled structures are known not to tolerate shock

.loads well (i.e., they can fracture when exposed to high strain rate shock loads). If a coolable

geometry of the core is not-maintained, it can melt, releasing a significant amount of radiation and

possibly causing a breach of the lower head of the RPV, which would represent a serious

challenge to the integrity of the containment structure.

17. A commonly used method to assess the effect of neutron damage on metal structures

is to test in-core samples using a "Charpy test." In this simple impact test, the toughness of the

material is determined and any degradation in toughness is a measure of radiation damage.

18. The tests of some of the RPV structures and components in IP2 and IP3 raise serious

embrittlement concerns. See LRA, §§ A.2.2.1.3, A.3.2.1.3. Specifically, Entergy states the

following in A.2.2.1.3:

The predictions for percent drop in CVUSE at 48 EFPY are based on chemistry
data, unirradiated CVUSE data, and 1/4 T fluence values. The projected 48 EFPY
peak beltline fluence level was applied to all beltline materials with the exception
of axial welds. Based on surveillance data,.peak fluence levels at the beltline axial
welds is based on the expected fluence at the 30 degree azimuth position.

One intermediate shell plate (B2002-3) and one lower shell plate (B2003-1) have
projected upper shelf energy levels that fall below 50 ft-lb during the period of
extended operation. All remaining plate and weld beltline materials meet the
requirement of exceed 50 ft-lb at 48 EFPY.

An equivalent margins analysis performed in WCAP-13587, Rev. 1, demonstrated that the
minimum acceptable USE for reactor vessel plate material in four-loop plants is 43 ft-lbs.
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In the safety assessment of WCAP-13587, the USNRC concluded the report demonstrated
margins of safety equivalent to those of the ASME code for beltline plate and forging
materials. The USE values are therefore acceptable since the lowest projected USE level
for the beltline plate material through the period of extended operation of 47.4 ft-lb for
intermediate shell plate B2002-3 is above the 43 ft-lbs minimum acceptable USE for four-
loop plants determined in WCAP-1 3587 Rev. 1.

Thus, according to Entergy, based on Charpy tests of in-core samples, several in-core

shells will not meet the upper shelf energy acceptance criterion of 50 ft-lb during the proposed

relicensing period. Moreover, RPV internals in IP3 imply operational limits for extended life

operations due to the high NDT associated with the predicted irradiation-induced embrittlement.

Thus, irradiation-induced embrittlement is a significant issue which must be more thoroughly

considered, particularly when evaluating various LOCA events, before any decision is made on

the relicensing of IP2 and IP3.

Potential for Fatigue Failure

19. A second issue on which the USNRC should conduct a hearing on Entergy's

relicensing application for IP2 and IP3 is the age-related criterion of fatigue. Fatigue is one of the

primary considerations when conducting a time limited aging analysis (TLAA) as part of the

USNRC's General Design Criteria (GDC) for nuclear power plants. Fatigue of various

* components in a nuclear reactor can result in pipe ruptures, component failures, and the migration

of loose pieces of metal through the reactor system, which can interfere with the safe operation of

a nuclear plant. The ultimate concern about fatigue is the increased potential for a primary or

secondary side LOCA, or other safety-related events, such as a control rod ejection.

20. A common figure of merit used to appraise the possibility of fatigue failure is the

cumulative usage factor (CUF), which is the ratio of the number of cycles experienced by a

structure or component divided by the number of allowable cycles for that structure or

component. At a nuclear power plant, the maximum number of cycles that should be experienced
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by any structure or component should always result in a CUF of less than 1.0. In other words, the

number of actual cycles experienced should always be less that the number of allowable cycles.

21. Entergy's relicensing application demonstrates that several important structures and

components in IP2 and IP3 are near, or will exceed during the proposed relicensing period, the

CUF = 1.0 criterion. Entergy provides data in Tables 4.3-13 (IP2) and 4.3-14 (IP3) of its

relicensing application indicating that some key reactor components will have a greater potential

for failure due to metal fatigue before the years 2033 and 2035 (i.e., during the proposed period of

extended plant operation for IP2 and IP3, respectively). In particular, according to Entergy, the

following reactor components all have unacceptably high CUF: (1) the pressurizer surge line

piping (on the primary side- IP2 and IP3), (2) the reactor coolant system (RCS) piping charging

system nozzle (IP2), and, (3) the pressurizer surge line nozzle (IP3). These exceedences are

shown in the following table:

Component Plant Environmentally Amount of exceedence
Adjusted CUF of 1.0 CUF criterion
(Entergy's data)

Pressurizer surge line piping IP2 9.21 nearly 10 times

Pressurizer surge line piping IP3 9.21 nearly 10 times

RCS piping charging system IP2 15.20 over 15 times
nozzle

Pressurizer surge line nozzle IP3 2.35 more than double

22. Entergy has failed to adequately explain or commit to how it will address these

exceedences. It claims that it will: (1) "refine the fatigue analyses," that is, rework the

calculations, (2) conduct an inspection program, and, (3) repair. or replace the components that

exceed acceptable limits. In my opinion, the third option - repair or replace the components that
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exceed the 1.0 criterion - is the only option that adequately addresses this important aging issue

and adequately protects the public.

Inadequate Baseline Inspections of IP2 and IP3

23. A third issue on which the USNRC should conduct a hearing for Entergy's relicensing

application for IP2 and IP3 concerns Entergy's failure to provide any meaningful inspection data

or comprehensive inspection program for the proposed life extensions.

24. As part of the relicensing review, and prior to the commencement of any extended

operations, the USNRC should require Entergy to conduct a thorough baseline inspection of both

IP2 and IP3. These inspections should involve both visual and physical characterization and the

non-destructive testing (NDT) of at least the RPV, the RPV heads/fittings, the control rod drive

mechanisms and associated RPV penetrations, most RPV internal hardware, and all key welds

and fittings in the primary and secondary systems of the reactors.

25. Conducting baseline inspections of IP2 and 1P3 is critical to the aging analysis

required by the USNRC. Thorough baseline inspections should examine the changes that the

plants' systems, structures, and components have experienced during the first three and a half

decades of operation. Without proper inspections, the USNRC, the applicant, and the public will

not have the necessary information to assess whether these plants are in any condition to continue

to operate for an additional 20 years. If the answer to that question - whether they can continue to

operate for 20 more years - is yes, then the baseline inspections are not wasted since they provide

valuable data. with which to assess the performance of these already aging plants as they continue

to operate and age for 20 more years beyond their original design life (40 years). Conducting a

baseline inspection for the license extension of a nuclear power plant should be considered to be
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routine, sound engineering practice since it will establish the state of the reactor

facility/systems/structures/conlponents at the end of their design life and indicate any degradation

which may have occurred over the lives of these plants. The failure to conduct thorough baseline

inspections prior to life extension is reckless and runs counter to rudimentary engineering practice.

26. The inspection program that Entergy proposes in the license renewal application is

vague and ill-defined. Throughout Appendix B - Aging Management Programs and Activities of

the license renewal applications, indicates that Entergy, for most of the facility components, will

"participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on reactor

internals and evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs as applicable to the

reactor internals." Without further detail, there is no way for the State to determine if these

industry inspection programs are sufficient. Omitting details does this rise to the level of sound

engineering practice. This vague "to-be-determined-later" proposal postpones Entergy's

commitment until after all intervenors are scheduled to file their contentions. This deferral could

also remove the USNRC's review of any contingent or theoretical monitoring programs from the

public license renewal proceeding.

27. In Appendix B, Entergy also proposes to begin its vague and ill-defined inspection

process no later than twenty-four months before it starts its extended operations at IP2 and IP3.

That hardly provides data for the USNRC, or anyone else, to review during the relicensing

process. These plants were not designed to operate for 60 years; they were designed to operate for

40 years. The USNRC and any intervenors should be able to evaluate now, prior to any USNRC

decision on relicensing, the proposed inspections and the inspection methods to be used to assess

their adequacy to provide the necessary baseline information on the condition of IP2 and IP3 at the

end of their 40-year design lives.
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Water/Cement Ratio of Containment Structures

28. A fourth issue on which the USNRC should conduct a hearing on Entergy's license

renewal application for IP2 and IP3 concerns Entergy's lack of sufficient or meaningful

commitments to monitor the integrity of the containment structures. See Appendix B, section

B. 1.7 for a discussion of the Containment Leak rate Program and section B. 1.8 for a discussion of

the Containment Inservice inspection. Containment structures are steel-lined, reinforced concrete

structures which enclose the nuclear reactor systems. They are required to prevent the escape of

radiation in the event of an accident and arepart of the "defense in depth" safety design for nuclear

reactors in the United States. Significant concerns exist regarding the continued integrity of the

containment due to the water/cement ratio in the IP2 and IP3 containment structures and the

proposed aging management and monitoring of those structures during any license renewal term.

29. The water/cement ratio is a measure of the density and strength of the concrete used in

the containment structures; the lower the ratio, the stronger the concrete. The USNRC has

established - after IP2 and IP3 were constructed L that an acceptable water/cement ratio is in the

range of 0.35 to 0.45. When the water/cement ratio at a plant exceeds this range,.the plant

operator is normally expected to conduct enhanced inspections. Enhanced inspections would

confirm the integrity of concrete in the containment structures during another 20 years of plant

operation. If enhanced inspections reveal a structural problem, the USNRC can either order

corrective measures or determine that the plant can no longer operate safely. So even though the

more stringent water/cement ratio would not apply here, the concern remains the same, and

Entergy should conduct enhanced inspections.

30. According to Entergy, the water/cement ratio for the containment structures at IP2 and

IP3 is within the ratio of up to 0.57. LRA, p.3.5-6, § 3.5.2.2.1.1. This ratio is larger than the

USNRC's acceptable range of 0.35 to 0.45. See NUREG 1801.. This discrepancy requires
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enhanced inspections of the containment structures throughout any license renewal term. In other

words, because of this construction deficiency, the Indian Point containment structures require a

more thorough and frequent monitoring protocol than would a facility that met the required

water/cement ratio. Entergy, however, has not proposed to do enhanced inspections in its

relicensing application. See generally LRA. Thus, the USNRC should require Entergy to perform

enhanced inspections of the IP2 and IP3 containment structures, or to conclusively prove that these

inspections are not required.

Terrorist Attacks on Spent Fuel Pools

31. A fifth issue on which the USNRC should conduct ahearing on Entergy's relicensing

application for IP2 and IP3 is the safety of the storage of spent fuel, and the consequences of a

terrorist attack on the spent fuel pools at all three of the Indian Point reactors. This issue arises

from the USNRC's severe accident mitigation analysis (SAMA) and its review of environmental

impacts under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). A terrorist attack on the spent fuel

pools could result in radiation releases that could cause significant adverse environmental and

health effects and property damage in one of the most populated areas of the country - the New

York metropolitan area.

32. All three Indian Point plants have spent fuel pools outside their containment buildings

that contain large quantities of radioactive material. After it is used in nuclear reactors to generate

energy, spent nuclear fuel remains extremely radioactive. To protect workers, facilities, and

neighboring communities, most nuclear power plants in the nation have constructed large

swimming-pool-like structures in which the spent fuel was to be stored temporarily until it cooled

sufficiently to allow its transfer to a final disposal site in the United States. Because no final

disposal site has yet been developed, the spent fuel has remained for decades in these temporary
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storage pools. The storage pools are susceptible to fire and radiological releases in the event the

pools drain.

33. I served as a member of a committee that conducted a study under the auspices of the

National Research Council (NRC) of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), which reviewed

the safety and security of spent nuclear fuel storage. The committee was officially called the

"Committee on the Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage of the Board of

Radioactive Waste Management," and it reported directly to the United States Congress. In 2005,

the National Research Council published both public and classified reports of the Committee's

study, which I co-authored. The public report, "Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear

Fuel Storage," is attached as Exhibit A. (National Research Council of the National Academies,

Safety and Security of Comnmnercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage: Public Report, (copyright 2006)

(hereinafter called the NAS Study). I understand that the State of New York will request that the

ASLB be allowed to review the National Research Council's confidential report during the license

renewal proceedings. In any event, my colleagues on the National Research Council Committee

and I studied various possible terrorist attack scenarios, and we concluded that spent fuel pools,

such as those at Indian Point, are indeed vulnerable to such attacks.

34. Regarding the potential of an attack on the three spent fuel pools at the Indian Point

plants, the Generic EIS state that "if such an event were to occur, the resultant damage and

radiological release would be no worse than expected from internal events." See USNRC's

Generic Environmental Impact Statement (NUREG-1437 Vol. 1): § 5.3.3.1 (Review of Existing

Impact Assessments). The Generic EIS conclusion may be true for a terrorist attack on or within

the primary containment, but it is most certainly not true for a terrorist attack on any or all of the

three spent fuel pools at Indian Point. Indeed, far more radioactivity is present in the spent ftiel
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located in the three spent fuel storage pools at Indian Point than there is in the active core of the

two nuclear reactors.

35. Additionally, the spent fuel pools are not enclosed by a leak-tight containment

structure. Rather, they are surrounded by only a confinement building, which is not a leak-tight

containment structure. Thus, if a terrorist attack leads to pool drainage and a propagating

zirconium fire, much of the radioactive inventory in the spent fuel could be released to the

environment. The resulting plume of radiation released into the atmosphere can result in

significant adverse environmental and health effects and property damage in and around the Indian

Point plants, including New York City (NYC), and the immediate portions of northern New Jersey

and southwestern Connecticut. Approximately twenty million people reside or work within a 50-"

mile radius of NYC. At risk, too, are trillions of dollars of property in the tri-state region and, of

course, the Financial capital of the world (NYC) could be seriously disrupted.

36. The NAS Study made several recommendations for mitigation, including the

rearrangement of the spent fuel in the storage pools and spray cooling. Entergy has not indicated

in its relicensing application that it has adopted these mitigation measures for any of the spent fuel

pools at Indian Point. Although Entergy is apparently moving some of its spent fuel from the

spent fuel pools to dry cask storage, that will not completely mitigate the threat outlined above

since the most highly radioactive fuel generates the most decay heat and thus must remain in the

spent fuel pools. In other words, the two active reactors will continually generate more spent fuel

during the proposed renewal period, and because of its decay heat and radioactivity, this spent fuel

must remain in the spent fuel pools for some time before it can be moved to dry cask storage (i.e.,

the natural convective cooling by air in dry cask storage can not keep this fuel cool enough).

37. Moreover, the movement of some spent fuel from the Unit 2 and Unit 3 spent fuel

pools to an on-site dry cask storage area will not significantly reduce the density of spent fuel'
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inside those units' pools because the two reactors will continually generate more spent fuel during

any renewal period. Nor does the LRA evaluate these mitigation alternatives.

38. Finally, given the proximity of these plants to New York City, the potential health,

environmental, and financial impacts are very significant - much more so than at any other nuclear

power plant in the nation. Thus, Entergy's application for license extension must consider all

reasonable severe accident mitigation alternatives (SAMA) concerning a terrorist attack on the

spent fuel pools.

Conclusion

39. In summary, these five aging and safety related issues - (1) embrittlernnt of the

reactor pressure vessels and associated internals; (2) the potential for fatigue failure; (3)

inadequate baseline inspections of 1P2 and IP3; (4) the need for enhanced inspections because of

inadequate water/cenent ratio in the containnent structures; and, (5) the risk of a terrorist attack

on the spent-fuel pools - all demonstrate that IP2 and IP3 have significant aging and safety related

issues that need to be addressed in the context of this relicensing proceeding. The applicant has

glossed over rmny of these issues, to the extent that it has addressed them at all The USNRC

should conduct a very rigorous inquiry by accepting these contentions and holding a hearing on

each of then.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct.

Dated: November _, 2007
Troy, New York

Richard T. Lahey, Jr.
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NOTE TO READERS

This report is based on a'classiffed'reporttthat was developed at the request of theU.S. Congress with sponsorship from the Nuclear R:e mmission and theDepartment of Homeland Security. This report contains'al of the findings and
recommendations that appear in the classfedreport. Some have been slightly rewordedand other sensitive information thaf might allow terrorists to exploit potential vulnerailities
has been redacted to protect naional security Neverthelessý,the National Research Council.and the authoring committee- believe that this report provides an accurate summary of the,classified. report. including its findings and recommendations.r-

7.The authoring committee for this ireport examined the potentiaI consequences of alarge' number of scenarios for attacking spenifuel storagei facilities at-c.mmerciat, nuclear. power plants. Some of these Senars were developed bythe Nuear.RegulatoryCommission as part of its ongoing vulnerability analyses, whereas otherOs Were developed..bythe committee based upon the expertise of its mebOers or suggestions from participants,at the cornmittee's open meetings. •Thecommittee focusefdits discussions about terrorist'.:attacks on the concept of maximum credible scenaos. These atedefifed:by the committee,.to be physically realistic classes of attaks that, If-carried out successfully, would produce,1the. mostserious potential consequences within 4tat class. n a, practic4l sense they can be',said to bound the consequences fora given, 0pe of attack. Such-scenarios could in some'cases be very.difficult to carry out because they require a high level of skill and knowledge::or luck on the part of the attackers.'twas nevertheless useful to anaiyze these scenariosbecause they provide decision makers with a better understinding of the full range of.potential consequences from terrorist attacks.

The committee uses the term potenftialconsequences advisedly. It is important torecognize that a terrorist attack on a spent fuel storage aclity would notnecessarly result inthe release of any radioactivity t the environment. The consequences of such an attackwould depend not only on the nature of the 'attack itself, but also on the construction of thespent fuel storage facility; its locatlon.relative to surrounding features that might shield. itfrom the attack; and the ability of the guards.and operators at the facilityt0 respond to theattack and/or mitigate its consequences. Facility-specific analyses are required to determinethe potential vulnerability of a given facility to a given type of terroist attack.,-Congress asked the Nationalearch Council for technical-advice related to the
vulnerability of spent fuel storage facilities to terrorist, attacks. Congress, the NuclearRegulatory Commission, and the Department of Homeland Security are responsible fortranslating this advice into policy actionsy; This will require the balancing of costs, risks, andbenefits across the nation's industrial infrastructure. The committee was not asked toexamine the potential vulnerabilities of other types of infrastructure to terrorist attacks or theconsequences of such attacks. While such comparisons will likely be difficult, they will beessential for ensuring that the nation.'s limited resources are used judiciously in protecting itscitizens from terrorist attacks.
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SUMMARY FOR CONGRESS

The U.S: Congress asked the National Academies to provide independent scientific
and technical adviceon the safety and security of commercial .spent nuclear fuel storage in
the united States, specifically with respect to the following charges:..

,. Potential:safety and security risks of spent nuclear fje piresently stored in
cooling pools at commercial nuclear reactor sites'..: ,

*. Safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage versus wet pool
storage atthese reactor sites.

... .Potenial.safety and security advantages, sif any,.ofdr csktorage using

various single., dual-, and multi-purposecask designs.

* The risks of terrorist attacks on these materials ,and the risk these materials
might be used to construct a radiological dlspersal device.,

.Congress requested that the National Academies produce a classified report tat .
addresses these, charges within 6 months and also provide an uncassifidsummary for
unlimited pubilc distribution The .first request :was fulfille .d in July 2004.1 TIhis report fulfills the,

The highlights of the report are as follows:

(1) Spent fuel pools are necessary at at operating, nuclear power plants to store
recently discharged fuel.

(2) The committee judges that successful terrorist attacks on spent fuel poos4,
'though difficult, are possible.

(3) Iffan attackfeads-to a propagating zirconium cladding fire, it could result in Ihe
release of large amounts of radioactive material..I

(4) Additional analyses are needed to understand more fully the vulnerabilities and:SIconsequences of events that could lead to propagating zirconum cladding fires.

.(5).t appears to be feasible to reduce the likelihood of a zircbnium cldadding fire by:
rearranging spent fuel assemblies In the pool arid making provision -for water- .
spray systems that would be able to cootheifuel, even., if ••epoo or overying
building were severely damaged.

(6). Dry cask storage has inherent security advantages over spent fuetlpool storage,
but it can only be used to store older spent fuel.

(7). There are no large security differences among different storage-cask designs.

(8) It would be difficult for terrorists to steal enough spent fuel from storage facilities
for use in significant radiological dispersal devices (dirty bombs).

The statement of task does not direct the committee to recommend whether the
transfer of spent fuel from pool to dry cask storage should be accelerated. The committee
judges, however, that further engineering analyses and cost-benefit studies would be
needed before decisions on this and other mitigative measures are taken. The report
contains detailed recommendations for improving the security of spent fuel storage
regardless of how it is stored.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the Fiscal Year 2004 Energy. and Water Developrment Conference Reportthe
U S. Congress asked-the National Academies to provide independent scientific and
technical advice on the safety and security ol commercial spent nuclear fuelstorage in the
United States, specfically with respect to the following four charges:..- ::.

(I) Potential safety and security risks of spent nuclear fuel presently. stored in
cooling"pools at commercial reactor sites.

(2) Safety and securitv advantages, if any, of dry cask storage6versus wet pool
storage at these reactor sites'...-•

(3) Potential safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage usingva ous single-, dual-, and mulitopurpose cask designs.:

(4) The risks of terronst attackson these rnaterials and the risk the e materials might
be used to construct a radiologicai dispersal device.

Congress requested that the National Academies produce a-classified report that
addresses these charges within 6 months and also provide an unclassified summary for
unlimited public distribution. The first request was fufilled In July 2004. This report fulfis the
second request.

Spent nuclear fuel is stored at commercial nuclear power plant sites in two
configuraioicns:

* In water-filled Ools, referred to as spent fuel pools.,
I In dry casks that are designed either for storage (single-purpose-cask or both

storage and transportation(dual-purpose casks). There are two:basic cask
designs: bare-fuel casks and canister-based casks, which can be licensed for,
either .single- or dual-purpose use, depending on their design.

Spent fuel pools are currently in use at all 65 sites with operating commercial nuclear
power reactors at 8sits wher commercial power reactors have been shUtdown, and at
one site not associated wth an. operating or shutdown power reactor. Dry-cask storage
facilities have been'established at 28 operating, shutdown, or decommissioned power
plants. The nuclear industry projects that up to three or four nuclear power, plants will reach
full capacityin their:spent fuel pools each year for at least the next 17: years.

The congressional request for this study was prompted by conflicting public claims
about the safety and security of commercial spent nucdear fuel1 storage at hnuclear .pwer,
plants. Some analysts .have argued that the dense. packing of spent fuel inc, oling pools:at
nuclear power plants does not allow a sufficient safety margin in the event of adloss-of-pool-
coolant event from an accident or terrorist attack. They assert that such events could result'.
in the release of large quantities of radioactive material to the environment ifthe zir'coiumi r
cladding of the spent fuel overheats and ignites. To reduce the potential for& sch fires, these,

In the context of this study, safety refers to measures that protect spent nuclear fuel'storage facilities
against failure, damage, human error, or other accidents that would disperse radioactivity in the
environment. Secunrty refers to measures to protect spent fuel storage facilities against sabotage, -
attacks, or theft.
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6 SAFETY AND SECURITY OF COMMERCIAL SPENT FUEL STORAGE

analysts have.suggested that spent fuel more than five.years old bei'rnoved from the pool
and stored in dry casks, and that the remalning younger fuel be reconfigured In the pool to
allow more space for air cooling in the event of a loss-of-pool-coolant event.,

The committee that was appointed to perform the present study examined the
vulnierability of spentfuel stored in pools and dry casks: to accderntsand terroristattacks.
Any. - event that results in the breach of a spent fuel poolor adiy cask, whether accidentat or
intentional, has the potential to release-radioactive materialto the environmenht..The
committee therefore focused its limited time on understanding two issuees: (1) Under, what
circumstnces could pools or casks be breached? And.(2) what would be theradioactive
releases'frdom such.breaches?

To address these questions, the committee performed a critical review of the security
analyses that have been carried out by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission-and its.

- con•tractors. the Department of Homeland Securit dustrand otherlindeoendent experts

to -tdetOernine if they a'e objective, complete,.and ceible:.e committee was unable to .examine severalimportant issues related to these questions either because it was-unable to
obtain needed information from the Nuclear Regulatoýr Commission or. because of time."
,.,onstaints Detais are provided in Chapters1 and 2s.

The. committee's findings and recommrendations from this analysis are provided
'below,.organized by thefour charges of the studytask. The ordering ofthe ..chargesý has• -,
been rearranged to, provide a more logical, exposition of results.,

CHARGE 4: RISKS OF TERRORIST AITACKS ON.THESEP!
MATERIALS AND THE RISKTHESE MATERIALS MIGHT BE'USED.

TO'. CONSTRUCT A RADIOLOGICAL DISPERsAL DEVICE,.1.

Theý concept ofrisk as applied to terrorist atta-6ks underpins theentire- statement of-
task for this study. Therefore, the committee examined this f1inal chargefirst to provide the.
basis for addressing the remainder of the task s'atement..The committee's examination of

- Charge 4-is provided in Chapter 2. On the basis of this examination, the committee offers
S• e following findings and recommendations numbered ording tothe chapters In which'
they appear

FINDING 2A: The probability of terroristattackis onspent fuelistorage cannot be
"assessed quantitatively or comparatively. Spentfuel.storage rialites cannot be
dismissed as targets for such attacks becausetft s not, possible to predict the
behavior and motivations of terrorists, and because- of the attractiveness of spent fuel:
as. a terrorist target given the well known public, dread of radiation. Terrorists view
nuclear power plant facilities as desirable targets because of the large inventories of
radioactivity they contain. While it would be difficult to attack such facilities, the committee
judges that attacks by knowledgeable terrorists with access to appropriate technical means
are possible. It is important to recognize, however, that an attack that damages a power
plant or its spent fuel storage facilities would not necessarily.result in the release of any
radioactivity to the environment. There are potential steps that can be taken to lower the
potential consequences of such attacks.



EXECUT1VE SUMMARY 7T.

FINDING 2B: The committee Judges that-the i'kelihood trroists could steal
enough spent fuel for use in a significant radiological dispersal device is'small.
Removal • a spent fuel assembly from the pool or dry caskwould prove extremely difficult
undo almost any terrorist attack scenarlo: Attempts by a -knowledgeable insider(S) toremove :ingle rods and related debrs from the pool might prove, easier, but the amount of,
material that.could be removed would be-smail. Moeer,,auperior tmateri ls could be stolenor purchsied more easily from other sources., Even though the likelihood of, spent fuel theft..appea rs to be small, it is nevertheless important that the protection, of these materials be..maintaied• and improved as vulnerabilitiesare identified.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nucle~ar Regulatory Commlsion should -
review and upgrade, where necessary, its security, requirements for,
protecting spent fuel rods not contained.in fueil-assemblies from theft
by knowledgeable insiders, especially in facilitieswhoire individual fuel
rods or portions-of rods are-being stored In pools,

FINDING 2C: -A number of securit Iy improvements at nuclear power plants havebeen instituted since the events of September, 11, 2001. ýH owever, th "Nuclea
Regulatory Commission did not pro0ide the committe'ewithenough informnation to'evaluate
the effectiveness of these procedures for protecting stdent fuel. Surveillance and.
other-humsan-factors related security proc.edurare- ,jus simpotntaste phys.cal. J" t f
barriers in preventing and mitigating terroristfattacks". Aft"hgh •tecommittee did le•rn
about soe of te changes that have been .instýtued sjince'the September 1.1,ý 2001 .,attacks,
Itwas-not provided with enough information to evaluate the effectiveness of:procedures now

RECOMMENDATION: Although ttiecorninttee did not specificaily ':.
investigate the effectiveness and- adequacyof, improved surveillance

'and security measures for protectingtred spent fuel, an assessment'.ofcurrent' measures should be pefmed by an indePendene•
-organization. "

CHARGE 1: POTENTIAL SAFETY AND SECURITY RISKS OF SPENT
NUCLEAR FUEL STORED IN POOLS

Te. comnmittee's examination of Charge Is provided' in Chapter 3. On the baSis of
this examination, the committee offers the following findings and recommendations:

FINDING 3A: Pool storage Is required at all ope ,rating commercial nudear powerplants to cool newly discharged spent fuel. Freshly discharged spent fuel generates too
much decay heat to be passively air cooled. This fuel must be stored in a pool that has anactive heat removal system (i.e., water pumps and heat exchangers) for at least one year
before being moved to dry storage, Most dry storage systems are licensed to store fuel thathas been out of the reactor for at least five years. Although spent fuel younger than fiveyears could be stored in dry casks, the changes required for shielding and heat-removal

That is, independent of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the nuclear industry.
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could be"substantial, especially for fuel that has been discharged for less than about three

FINDING 3B. The committee finds-that, under some conditionsr,a terrorist attackthat partilly or comnpletely drarined a spen ulpolcudla to Ia Ipropagating
zircornium cladding fire aind.:thle releaseof large quantities of radioacte nmaterials tothe environment. Details are provided in the committee's clsssified report.

FINDING 3C: it appears to be feasible to reduce the likelihood of a zirconiumcladding fire following a loss-of-pool-coolant event using readily Implementedmeasures. The following measures appear to have particular merit Reconfiguring the spentfuel in the pools. (ire.r•distibution of-,high b decay-heat assembties so thatthey aresurrounded by ow •decay-hea assemblies) to more evenly distribute decay-heat loads and
enhance radiative heat transfer, limiting the frequency of offloads of full re.actoý cores intospen fuel oi, rqriglnesudosof the reactor before any fuel is offloaded, andproviding ehanced security wheni such offloads must be made; and deyelopment of aredundant ýand: diverse response system to mitigate ioss-of-pool-coolant events that wouldbe capable of ooeratin n even if the pool or overlying, building were severely. da.:aged.

FINDING 3D:, TIhe potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to terrorist attacksare, plant-design sp-ecfik. Therefore specific Vulnerabilities .can: be understood onlyby examiningthe characteritcs of spent fuel storage ateach plant. As described inChapter 3,-there areisubtantial-differenc in the designs of spent fuel pools tmat makerthemn more or less vulnerable' to certain 'types, of terrorist attacks.

-FINDING 3E: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and independent analysts havemade progress in undertnding ;omeievulnerabilities of spent fuelpo6ols to certainterrorist attaCks and the conse nces of such attacks for releases 0f radioacitto
the environment. However, additional work on specific issues is needed... urgently. Theanalyses carried otit.o date provide a general understanding of spenifuel behavior in aloss-ofpool-coolant evetnt and the vulnerability of spent fuel pools to .cetin• terroritacsthat could cause such 'events to occur. The work to date, however, has not been sufficient toadequately understand thevulnerabilities and consequences of such, events. Additionalanafyses are needed to fill1in the knowItlge-gaps so that well-informed policy decisions canbe made.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Comission shouldundertake additional best-estimate analyses to more fully understand:the
vulnerabilities andtconsequences of loss-of-pool-coolaant eventst!q.at couldlead to, a Zirconium cladding fire. Based on these- analyses; the Commis'sionshould take appropriate actions to address any significant vulnerab#jties that,are identified:The committee provides details on additional analyses that should becarnied out in its classified report. Cost-benefit considerations wi)l be an.importantpart of such decisions.

RECOMMENDATION: While the-work described in the previousrecommendation under Finding 3F, above, Is being carried out, the NuclearRegulatory Commission should ensure that power plant operators-take promptand effective measures to reduce the consequences of loss-of.poolýcoolant
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-events in spepitfuel ,pools ýthat~could result in propagating !zirconumclaI-ddIng
fires. The committee judges that there are at least-two such measures that should
be implemented promptly

Reconfiguring of fuel in the pools so that high decay-heat fuelassemblies are
:surroundd by:low decay-heat assemblies, This "Will more evly distribute
decay-heat loads, thus enhancing radiative heat transfer in theeveintof aloss. of
poolcolant.

- Provision for water-spray systems that would be able to cool the fuel even if the
pool broverlying building were severely damaged.

Recoinfiguring of fuel in the pool would be a prudent measure that cou-ld probably be
nimpeented at all plants at little cost, time, or exposure of workers to radiation. rhe

second measure would probably be more expensive to implement andrmay notbe
needed at all plants, particularly ,plants in which spent fuel. pools are, located below,
grade or are protected from external linie-of-sight. atck by exterior wafts and other
sltuctures.,

The committee anticipates.that the costs and benefits of. options for implementing the
second measure would be examined to help decide what requirements would beimod Further, te committee does not presume to anticipate the best design of
sucha system-whethetrlt should'be installedon the wallsof a,pool'or deployed .

frma location whe re it s unlikety to be6 compromisdb h am takbt
siMply notes the demanding requirements, such a system must meet.

CHARGE 3: POTENTIAL SAFETY AND SECURITY ADVANTAGES;
:IF-ANY, OF DIFFERENT DRY CASK STORAGE'DESIGNS

The.third charge to thecommittee' focuses exclusively on the safety and security of
dry casks. The committee addressed this charge first in Chapter 4 toý provide the basis for
the comparative analysis between dry casks and pools as called for in Charge 2.

FINDING 4A: Although therare differences In the robustness ;of different dty,cask .
designs (egg bare-fuel versus canister-based), the differences are not large whnmeasured by'th absolute magnitudes of radlonucilde releases In the event of a
breach. All storage cask desi;gs are vulnerable to some types of terroristacksbut the
quantity of radioactive material releases predicted from such attacks is relatively small.
These releases are not easily dispersed In the environment.

FINDING 4B: Additional steps can be taken to make dry casks less vulnerable to
potential taerrOrist attacks. Although the vulnerabilities of current cask designs are already
small, additional, relatively simple steps can be taken to reduce them as discussed in
Chapter 4,

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commissioii should,-
consider using the results of the vulnerability analyses for possible
upgrades of requirements in 10 CFR 72 for dry casks, specificallyto
Improve their resistance to terrorist attacks. The committee was told by
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff that such a step is, already, under..
:,consideration'

CHARGE 2: SAFETY AND SECURITY ADVANTAGES, IF ANYI OF,
DRY CASK STORAGE VERSUS WET POOL STORAGE

In Chapter 4, the committee offers the following findings arid recomnmendations with
respecGt to the comparative component of Charge 2:

FINDING 4C: Dry cask storage does not eliminale the need forpooli storage at
operating commercial reactors. Underpresent U.S. practices, dry cask storage can only
be used to store fuel that has beenout of the reactor long enough (generally greater than
'five yea'rs, under current practices) to be Passively air cooled.

FINDING 4D: Dry cask storage for older, cooler spent fuelhas two inherentadvantag over pool storage; (1),I is a passive.system ,that relies on no aal a-r

circulation for cooling; and (2) it divid!es the Inventoryl f that spent fuel among a
large number of discrete, robust containers. These factors make it:more difficult to.
attack a large amount of spent fuel at one time and also reduce the consequences of
such attacks. The robust .onstruction of these casks prevents-arge-scale releases of
radioactiVityin all of the attack scenriosexaimined by the .c6mmitteein its'classified'report.

FINDING 4E: Depending on the outcome of plant-specific. vulnerabilty analyses
described in the co mittee's classified report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
might determilne that earlier movementis of spent fue fop ool nodycs..... R g l t ry c s

storage would Oe prudent to reduce theiplot'entilal cosquence of 'terot attacks
on pools at some commercial nuclear plants. T he statement of task dit the
committee to examine the risks of spent fuel storage options and alternatives for decision
makersk, not to ý6recoend whether any spent fuel should: be transferred from pool storage
to cask storage. In fact, there may be some commercial plants that,. because, of pool designs,
or fue1 loadings, may require some removal of spent fuel from their pools. Ifthere is a need'
to remove spent fuel from the pools it should become clearer once the vulnerability and
consequence analyses described in theclassified report are completed". The committee
expects that cost-benefit considerations would:be a part of these analyses. , -

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES:

Implementation of the recommendations in Chapters 2-4 will require action and
cooperation by a large number of parties. The final. chapter of the report provides'a brief
discussion of two implementatiobn issues that the committee believes are of -special interest.-:
to Congress: Timing Issues: Ensuring that high-quality, expert analyses are completed in a
timely manner; and Communications Issues: Ensuring that the results of the analysesare
communicated to relevant parties so that appropriate and timely mitigating actions! canbe
taken. This discussion leads to the following finding and recommendation.

FINDING 5A: Security restrictions on sharing of information and analyses are'
hindering progressin addressing potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage to
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terrorist attacks. Current classification and security practies appear to discourage
information sharing between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Industry. They
impede the review and feedback processes that can enhance the technical soundness of
the analyses being carried out; they make it difficult to build support within the industry for
potentialtmitigative measures; and they may undermine the confidence that the industry,
expert panels such as this one, and the public place in the adequacy of such measures.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should
improve the sharing. of pertinent*information on vulnerability and
consequence analyses of spent fuel storage with nuclear power plant.
operators and dry cask storage, system vendors. on a timely basis,

The committee also believes that the public is an important audience for the
work being carried out to assess and mitigate vulnerabllities of spent fuel storage
facilities; While it would be Inappropriate, to Share all information pUblicy, more
constructive interaction with the public and independentb analysts could: improve the
work being carried out and also increase public confidence in Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. and industry decisions and action to reduce the vulnerability of spent
fuel storage to-terrorist threats.
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16n the Fiscal, Year 2004 Energy and Water Development Conference Report, the'
U.S. Congressbasked the National Academies to provide indexpdert scientific andtechnical advice on the safety and security' of co'mmercialispent nuclear fuelstorage in ther
United States (see Box 1.1). The Nuclear Regulatory.Commission and the Department of
Homeland Security jointly sponsored this study, as directedby Cngres. .

Awareness and concerns about the treat of high-impact terrorism have become
acut8 and pervasive since the attacks on September 1.1, 2001. The information gathered by

. the committee during this study led it to conclude thatftherewere indeedcredibleconcerns
about the safety and securty of spent nuclear fuel storage in the current threat environment.
From the outset the committee believed that safetynd security issues must be addressed
quickly to determine whether additional measures are'needed to prevent or mitigate attacksthat could Cause grave harm to people and ca idsprea 'f6.aeadisruptioni and.
economic°loss. The informationgathered duringthis syreinbc that{vIew. Any conceam
related to nuclear power plantsF has added stakes: Many. people fear radiation more than
they featrexposure to. other physical insults. This amplifies the. concemr over a potential'.tedrroist attack involvingiradioactive materials beyor ndlte'.physical Injuries it, might cause,

ndbeyýond the, economi costs of the cleaniup.'

1.1 CONTEXT FOR7THIS STUDY

The congressional request for this study was prompted by conflicting public claims
about the safety and security of commercial spent'nuclear fuel storage at nuclear power
Plants. Some have rgued 'that the dense packing use for storing spent fuel. in dboling
. pols at nearly every nuclear power plant does not provide a sufficient safety margin in the
event of a: pool breach and consequent water loss fromian accident or terrorist attack.3 In
such cases, the potential exists for the fuel Mostfrecently.discharged from a reactor to heat
'up sufficiently for its zirconium cladding to ignite, •posiblrsulting in the release-of large
amounts of radioactivity to the environment (Alvarez et a•., 20ý03a). The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's own analyses have suggested that, such ziAonium cladding fires and
releases of radioactMty are possible (e.g., USNRC, 201a-.

To reduce the potential for such an event, Alvarez et al. (2003a) suggested. that
spent fuel more than five years old be removed from the pool and stored in dry casks, and

in the context of this study, safety refers to measures that protect spent nuclear fuel storage facilities
against failure, damage, human error, or other accidents ttat would disperse radioactivity in the
environment. Security refers to measures to protect spent fuel storage facilities against sabotage,
attacks, or theft.2 Safety and security of.reactors at nuclear power plants are outside of the committee's statement of
task and have been addressed only where they could not'be separated from spent fuel storage. The
distinctions between spent fuel storage and operating nuclear power reactors are sometimes blurred
in public discussions of nuclear and radiological concerns.,3 The committee refers to such occurrences as loss-of-pool-coolant events in this report.

12
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'The'IS'ueis~ tbe a'ddresse by this studyj are specified In the Energy and Wster,"
:eoometC' eRepoirt and-ave as fo~llpws.

~~ow uai~y avd seuntyrisks` osentiiilcliar uel preently stored &in ooIng

`(2) Safety and secwrity, a Vantae~ 4 nyi~aýofA (~cask ýstorsge versus wet po
'storage at these'reacto:r sites seCatr~soI~*

ý(3) Potential. safety' ;nd se'curýiyadvantages.iay c~r astr
variotis, single, duaV.,and 6iuffi. prlpose k~e desiont (see Ohape 4)t,.

(4), 'lphlht of the $e~tejmbei it,ý'I 20ie~tf atfaks this st tI expl iC3Uy
-cond~er the usofterrorist attacks on the:§e.mateniatsý and the rsk thesernatenialsj Might
:be, used to cottstruct a radiorgta -lses~de ese tr .,

that the remaining younger fuel be earranged in the pool to allow more space for cooling .
(see also Marsh and Stanford, 2001;- Thompson, 2003). The Nuclear Regulatory <

Commission staff, the nuclear industry. and some othiers have argued that densely pack~ed .

pool storage can b~e carried out both safely and, securely (USNRC, 2003a).,

*,Policy actions to improve the safety and security of spent fuel storage could have
significant national. consequences. Nuclear power plants generate approximately 20 percent
of the electricity'prodcI6ed in the United States, The issue of fts future availability and use is

critica~l to ou'r nati~on's present and future energy security. The safety and security of spent -

fuel storag -is -an impnortant aspectof the acceptab~ility of nuclear power.~ Decision~s that *

affect such a large, portion of our nation's electricity supply must be conisidered carefully,
wisely. and With ai balanced view. - K-..

1.2 STRATEGY TO ADDRESS THE, STUDY CHARGES, :~~ .

Congress ,directied the National Academies to produce a classified report that --

addresse6s the sttemeint of. task shown m vBox 1. 1 within 6 months and an unclassified K, .

sum .mary for unlimited public dissem~ination within 12 months. This report, which has
,negone asc rityrview by te Nuclear Regulatory Commi~sson and found 'to contain no

classified nat ional security or safeguards informnation~, fulfills the second request. 4

The National Research Couincil of the National Academies appointed a committee of
15'experts t* early out this. study. Biographical sketches of the committee members area
pr-ovided inlAppendix B.-The committee met six times from February to June 2004 to gather,
inforation and complete its classified report. The committee met again ini August. October,
and November 2004 and in January2005 to develop this public report.

A. etails, on the i . fo rmation-gathering sessions and speakears, are provided in Appendix
A.Most of th0e inforna'tion-gatheiing sessions were riot 'open, to-the'public because they

involved presentations and discussions of classified informatinThei coimmittee recognized,
however,'that important contributoios to this study could be made by industry -i

representativeSt independent analysts, and the public, so ft scheduled open, unclassified .

The classified report was briefed to the agencies and Congress on July 15. 2004.
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sessions at three of its meetings to obtan commentsM interested organizations andindividuals. Pu1lic cr6mmentsat these meetings were encouraged and considered.

Subgroups of the committee visited several nuclear power plants'to learn first-hand
how spent-fuel is being mnaged in wet-and dry storage: the Driesden and Braidwo•"d
Nuclear Gene ratig Stations in Illinois. which areowned and oprated by Exelon Nuclear
Corp.; the Indian-Pont Nuclear G6enetafing-Station initNewYo&rwhich is owned and .
operated'by ENTERGY Corp,; and -the PaloVereNuclear"Gnerating Statiohnin Arizona,
which is operated by. Arizona Public Serice Corp. A subgrpop of committee members :al so
traveled to Germany. to visitspent fuel st6orge insalation at Ahaus and.Liongn and to talkil.
with experts about the safety and security:of German spent fuel storage. The;German
.government has ýbeen concerned about security for a long time, and the German nuclear
industry hasý made adjustments to spent fuel storage designs and operationsthat reduce
their vulnerability to accidents and terrorist attacks, A summary of the. trip. to Germany is.
provided in AppediC.2

The statement of task for this study directed the committee.to examine both the..safetyand thesecuty, of spent fuel storage. It is important to recognize that these are two
sides of the same: cý.oininhe sense that any event.thatresults in the breach f a spent fuel
pool or a dry cask whether accidental or intentional, has te-:potential to .re:.lease radioactive
material to the environment. The com•ittee therefore focuseditslimited t time on
understanding two issues: (1) Under what circumstances could.pools or casks be breached?
And (2) what woiuld be the radioactive releases from such. breaches"? ...

The initiatingevents that could lead to the t cck'entalbreach of a spent felI po9,o l are,.well known: A large simiceventor the acciden.tal ýdr iof a cask on th.e 'pool Wall "that
Scould lead to the Io ofpolco.a4Th condition that coul d to an acciderntalbreach
of a dry gtoag cass siial elkon nacdna rpo h akdurilng handling. operations. Current Nucer Regulto. Cmmissinrgulationsare designed topre-vent
such acdental onditons yin6 eurmnso h de~sign andý operation of spent
fuel storage facilities..Theseregulations have been in place -for decades and havie sdoifr.:been effective.in prevetrihg accidental releases of radioactive materials fromthes•efaciliti.

inote environment.,:

The Initiating vents 4hat could lead to the 4inten#0onalbreach ocf a spent6fuel poolo,
dry storage cask are not as well understood. The NuclearvRegufatory Commission has had
long-standing requirments in'place to deal with radiologicasabotage (included in the"design basis threatw .see Chapter 2);1.btSeptember 11,2001, terrorist attacks provided
a graphic demonstration of a muchi broader arrayof potential threats. As describe.. Inthe
fo11owing, chapters, the NuclearRegulatory Commission is currently sponsoring studies to
better understand the potential consequences of such terrorist attacks on: spent .fuel storage
facilities.

Early on in this study, the committee mae a judgment that it should focus most ofits.
attention concerning such initiating events on tesecurity aspects of its task statement.
Many of the phenomena that follow•.a initiating event (e-g., loss of pool coolant or cask.
breach) would be the same Whether it arose from an accident or terrorist attack, as noted .previously. While the mitigation strategies for such events might be similar, they would
require different kinds of preparation.

Given the relatively short time frame for this study, the committee focused its.efforts -
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on performing a critical review of the security analyses that have been carried out by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission end týs contractors, the Department,"Ofitofrneland Security,
industry (i.e., EPRI, formerly named the Electric.Power Research Institute; ENTmRGY Corp.;
and dry cask vendors), and other independent expers to. determine if they ,ae objective,:
complete, and credible. The committee could only perform limited independent'safety and"
security analyses based on the'Information it-gatheredd.

The ommittee made many requests for infirmation from the: ul6ear.Regulatory
Commission, its Sandia National Laboratories contractor, and other organzations andr
individuals, often with lile a•dVance-notice. .For the most part, all parties resPonded-welltto
these requests. The committee was able to access experts who could, answer its technical
questions and was pleased with the cooperat in-and information it received during its visits
to spent fuel storage facilities. This cooperationwas essential in enabling the committee to
complete its task within the requested six-month timeframe.

The committee was forred to circumscribe SO-me aspects of its examinations,'
however, dueto time and/r information constraints In particular, the committee did not
pursue in-depth examinations of the follwing topwcs.

Human factors issues involved in responding to terrorist attacks on spent fuel
storage. These Inludesueillac ativities to identify potential threats (both
inside and outside the pl•nt);:the response of security forces.; and the preparation
of plant personnel to deploy mitgatiVe measures in the event of an attack.

.. The behavior of radioactive material after it enters the environment frorm a spent
fuel pool or dryccamk. The committee. assumed that any large, release of
radioactivity fromfk aWspent fuels•torage facility woui be problemaeti• evenin the
absence of knowledgeVo howN, itwould disperse in fth environmtenrtt. Te"committee instea•d i fc Its:d effrts on understanding how mudh radioactive

material would be'eleased, ifany'in the case ofan attack.-
* The economic consequences; of •ential terrorist attacks, except insofar as

noting the possible magnitude of cleanup costs after a catast icrelease ofradioactivity.

* The costs of potential measures to mitigate spent fuel storage vulnerabilities. The
commirttee understands that the Nuclear Regaultory Commission would:`includecost-benefit considerations in decisions to impose anyn requirements on
industry for such measures.

The committee also did not exami.ne the potential vulnerability of comnmercial spent,
fuel while being transported. Thattopic is'.not only outside of the committee s task, :but there
is another National Academies study currently underway to examine transportation issues.5

Because most of the studies on spent fuel storage vulnerabilities undertaken for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are, still inprogress, the committee was not able to review
completed technical documents, Instead, the committee had to rely on presentations by and
discussions with technical experts., The committee does not believe that these difficulties,
prevented it from developing sound findings and recommendations from the information it .

Committee on Transportation of Radioactive Waste. See http://national--
academies.orglransportofradwaste. That committee's final report is now planned for completion in-
the late summer of 2005.
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• did receive. The mmittee was able to draw upon other infrmation sourcesboth domestic
and foreign,8 incilbding the experience and expertise of its member, to fill'somne of the
information gaps.

1.3 REPORT RoADMAP

Thesect•ions that follow In this chapter provide background on-storage of spent
nuclear fue:, which .may be helpfull to non-experts in understanding the issues discussed in
the following chapiers. The other chapters are organized to explicitly addfess the four
charges 6f, the commIttee'sý statement of task:-

Chapter.2 addresses the last charge to thecommittee o `explti consider the

risks of terrorist attacks on these materials and the risk these materials might be
used to construct a -radiologica§l dispersal devic'e."

aChapter 3 addresses the first chreto. thecommittee to examine the 'potential
safety and security risks of spent nuclear fuel..presently stored in coolng poole at
commercial reactor sites.".

*Chapter 4 addresses the second. a'nd third cha'rges to examine the "safety, and
security, advantages, if any, of dry cask storage versus wet pool storageat these.
reactor sites" and the potential safety and secur advantages, if any, :fdry,
caskl sto~rage using various single-,, dual-, ,and multi-puirpose cask designs-.'

* Chapter 5 concerns implenentationrof the recommendations in this report,.
spec fically conceming timing and communication issues.

The appen'dixes p'rovide' supporting. i nfoDIrmation,ý including a glossary and acronym_
list, descriptions of the committee's meetings, and biographical sketches of the committee•'
mrrembers.

IABACKGýROUJND ON. SPENT NUCLEAR FEANITSORGE

This section-is provided for readers who are not familiarolwith the technica features of,
spent nuclear fuei nd its storage. Other-readers should skip directlyyto Chapt:r2. ,:-.

Spent nuclear fuelis fuel that has been irradiated or=•burned" in the core'ofa nuclear,
reactor. In power.reactors, the energy released from fission reactions in the nuclear fuel
heats water, to.produce steam that drives turbines to generate electricity. Spent nuclear fuel;
from non-commercial reactors (such as research reactors, naval propulsion reactors, and
pluton'um production reactors) is not considered in this study.,

1.4.1 Nuclear Fuel:

Almbostall commercial reactor fuel in the United States is in the formni of sod,
cylindrical pellets of uranium dioxide. The pellets are about 0.4ý to I0.65 :inch, (1 .0 to 1.65
centimeters)in length and about 0.3 to 0.5 inch (0.8 to 1.25 centimeters) in diameter, The

For example, the aforementioned visits to Lingen and Ahaus, in Germany.
A. dcifferent coolant can be used, but all power reactors now operating in the United States are water

cooled.
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pellets are loaded into tubes, called fuel cladding, made of a zirconium metal alloy,-called..
zircaloy. 'A loaded tube,, which is typicailyj 11.5:to 14.75 feet (3.5 to 4.5 meters) In length, s
called a fuet rod (also referred to as a fue Ipin.or el.elem.ent). Fuel rods are bu••dledn.
together, with a 0.12 to 0.18 inch (0.3 to 045 centimeter) space left betwe• n each for
coolant to flow, to form a square fuel assembly (see FIGURE 11) measuring about 6 to 9
inches (15 to 23 centireters) on a"sid.

Typical fuel assemblies for boiling wa~ter. nuclear reactors (8WRs) hold 49 to, 63 fuel'
rods, and fuel assemblies for pressurized water nuclear reactors (FPWRs) holdý 164 to 2641;;..
fuel rods! Depending In Ireactor design;, typically between 190 and 750 assemb ies, each
weighing from 275 to 685 kg (600 to 100 pounds), make up a power reactor• cre. New fuel
assemblies (i.e., those #that have not been irradiated in a reactor) do not require special
cooling or radiation shieldng; they* ca'n be moved with a crane in open air.~ Once in the
reactor, however, the fuel• undergoes nuclear fission and Ibegins to generate the radioactive
fission products and activation products that require'shielding and cooling. 4

The uranium oxide fuelessentially is composed oftwo 4isotopes of uraniu Itnitially.
about 3-5 perceInt by weight _is fissil uranium (uraniun-235), which is the corponent thatsustains the fission chain reactiion-; and about. 95-97 percent is urnum-23 can
capture a neutron to produce fissile plutonium anohei radioactive heavy isotopes
(actinides). Each fission event, whether irnturanium or plutonium, releases energy and

.. neutrons as the fissioning nucleus splits into two (andr infrequently, three) radioactive,, . .
fragments, called fsinpout.'

4$

4 4

N "'

'4

444 4'
,4$4

When the fissile 'matenial has been consumed to a level where it is no longer
economically viablee (typicaly 4.,5 to :6 years, of operation for current fuel designs), the fuel is
considered sperg and is removed from the re.actopcore Spentfuel assemblies are highly-..,

., radioactive. ThOe decay of radioactiv'e fission products and other constituents generates heat:.%
.(calleddecay hsat) and penetrating (gammazand neutron) radiation. Therefore c6oling:
shielding, and remote handling are required for spent nuclear fuel. .. ,

'The amount of heat and radiation generated bya•.spent fuel assembly Afer itsj .
removal fromi areactor, depends on the number of fisios that have occurred in the fuel,
called the bum-up, and the time that has elapsed since the fuel was removed from the.
reaictorr. The rate' of decay-heat' gene ratio*n by spenit reacor fuel and how ditilcangei with
timeafter t:h• el is removed from the reactor can be calculated. The resuRl of an example.

. calculation are shown in FIGURE 1.2.

At discharge from the reactor, a spent fuel assemly generates on the order Of tens.
of-kilowatts of. heat. Decay-heat production diminishes as vejy short-llivd radionuclides
decaye ' away,-dropping heat generation by a factorof100 duin thefirst year .dropping by
another ,actor 0f,5 between year one and year five; and droping about40percent between
.yer fiv"and year.ten (see FIGURE 1.2). Within a yeao•fdisharge.from t reactor, decay-
heat p ouction in spent nuclear fuel is dominated byo f0ur radonucldes: Ruthenium-106
(with a 372.6-day haf-life) ceriurmn144 (284.4-day half-life), cesium-I 37 (30.2-year half-life),

8Technical. specifications for, the fuel assemblies are taken from'the American National Standard,
docrment for pool storage of spent nuclear fuel (American Nuclear, Society, 1988)i .

..With onya few exceptions, commercial nuclear power reactors in the United States have been
fueled with'low-enriched uranium, that Is, less than 20 percent of the uranium Is uranium-235..
Uranium found in nature has about 0.71 percent uranium-235 by weight. "
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1tol .ekyww" ruel 'u1ý

FIGURE .11 Fuel rods,, also called fuel pins or elements, are bundled together.into fuel
assemblies as shown here. This fuel assembly is for a, PW.R reactor.. SOURCE: Duderstadt
and Hamilton (1976; Figure 3-7).

and cesium-134 (2.1 -year half-life) and their short-lived decay products. contribute nearly 90
percent ofthe. decay heat from a spent fuel assembly.

Longer-lived radionuclides persist in the spent fuel even asthe decay heat drops
further. Cesium-i 37 decays to barium-! 37, emitting a beta particle and a high-energy
gamma ray. The cesiurm-137 half-life of 30.2 years is sufficiently tong, to ensure that. this
radionuclide will persist during storage. It and other materials present inthe fuel will form
small particles, called aerosols, in a zirconium cladding fire.

Shorter4i ved radionuclides decay away rapidly after removal of the spent fuel from
the reactor. One of these is iodlne-131, which is of particular concern in reactor core
accidents because it can be taken up in large quantities by the human :thyroid. This
radionuclide has a half-life of about 8 days and typically persists in,.significant quantities in
spent fuel only on ,the order of a few months.
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FIGURE 1.2 Decay heal~power or, spiet fuel (measuredlin watts per metric ton of uraim),
plotted on a logarithmic scale as a. funcgon of time after'reactor discharge. Note. that the
horizontal axis is a data Series, not a scale. SOURCE: Based on data from USNRC (1984),

1.4.2 Storage of Spent Nuclear' Fuel--.

Storage techrnoogies for spent nuclear fuel have three primary objectives:

- Cool the fuel to prevent heat-up to high temperatures from radioactive decay.
* Shield workers and the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay in

the spent fuel and provide a barrier for any releases of radioactivity.
* Prevent criticality accidents (uncontrolled fission chain reactions).•
After the fuel assemble are unloaded from the reactor they are stored in water

pools, called spent fuel poos The water in the pools provides radiation shielding and
cooling and captures all but.noble gas radionuclides in case of fuel rod leaks.'Oflie
geometry of the fuel and neutron absorbers (such as boron, hafnium, and cadmium) within
the racks that hold the spent fuel or'in the cooling water help prevent criticality events." The
water in the pool is circulated through heat exchangers for cooling and ion exchange filters
to capture any radionuclides and other contaminants that get into the water. Makeup water
is also added to the pool to replace pool water lost to evaporation. The operation of the..
pumps and heat exchangers is especially important during and immediately after reactor.

Io if the cladding in the fuel rods:is breached some radioactive materials will. be released into the pool
!' See the Glossary (Appendix E) for a definition of criticality. Most of the fue's capacity for sustaining
criticality is expended in the reactor as the uranium and plutonium are fissioned.
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refueling operations, because this-is When-larger quantities of-higher heat-generating spent -
fuel are placed into'the pool,.."

Current U.S. regulations require that spent-fuel be stored in the power plant's fuel
pool for at least one year after its discharge from the reactor before being moved to dry.
Storage. After that time the spent fuelcan be oved,;.but only with active cooling. Ac&ve:
cooling is generaliy necessary-forabout three years afterthe spent fuel is removed-from the
reactor core (USNRC, 2003b).

When aspent fuel pool is filled to capacity, older fuel, which has lower decay-heat, is
moved to other pools or placed into dry casks'. Heat generated in the'loaded dry, casks is
removed by air convection and thermal radiation. The6cask provides shielding of penetrating,
radiation and confinement of thetradioneucid es inthe spentfuel. As with pool storage,
criticality control is accomplished by placingthe fuelin a fixed geometry and searating:
individual fuel assemblies with neu"n absorbers-. Standard industry practice-is to paw in
dry storageonly spentfuel that has cooled for five years or more after discharge from the
reactor.' Most spent fuel in wet or dry storage is located at nuclear power plant sites (i.e.,
on-sitle storae).

There are significant differences in the design, and construction of Wet and dry
storage installations at commercial nulear power plants. The characteristics depend on, the.
type of the nuclear power-plant, theage of,the spentfuel storage installation, or. the type of
dry cask used., Trhe desg ndi -ebur of seflpoland dry' storage facikltis are
discussed in Chapters. 3 and 4rePeciey

1.4.3 Spent Fuel Inventories.

As of 2003, approximately.50,000 MTU ,(mebic tons of uranium) of spent fuel have
been generated over the past foui decades in the. United States. A typical nuclear power
plant generates about 20 MTU per year. The entire U.S..nuclear Industry generates about
2000 MTU per year.

Of the approximately 50,000 MTU of commercial spent fuel in the United States,
43,600 MTU are curtently.stored in"poand 6200 MTU are in dry storage. Pool storage
exists at all 65 sites with operatingcommerial nuclear power reactors' 3 ard at 8, sites.,
where commercial power reactors areno lo,1g.eroperating (i.e., they have been shut down
or decommissioned) (FIGURE 1.,3). Additionally, there is anaway-from-reactor spent fuel
pool operating at the G.E. Morris Facility in Illinois (see Appendix D).

Of the spent fuel in dry storage. 4500: MTU are in storage at 22 sites with operating
commercial nuclear power reactos, and 11700 MTU are in storage at 6 sites where the
commercial reactors are no longer oWerating. An additional dry-storage facility is operated,;
by the federal government at the IdahoNational Laboratory. it stores most of the damaged,
fuel from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor accident.

12 Fuel aged as little as three years could be stored in passively cooled casks, but fewer assemblies:
could be accommodated in each cask because-of the higherheat load.

3 There are 103 operating commercial nuclear power reactors in the United States. Many sites have.,
more than one operating reactor:
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TABLE 1.1 Operating ISFSIs in the United States as of July 2004

Name Location

Palo Verde Arizona

Arkansas Nuclea One, Arkansas

Rancho Seco Califomria

San Onofre California

Diablo Canyon California
Fortst. Vrain Colorado

Edwin L. Hatch Georgia

DOE-.NL:2 Idaho.

G.E. Mordsri •Illinois

Dresden Illinois.

Duane Arnold IoWa

Maine Yankee Maine

Calvert Cliffs Maryland

-Big Rock Point MiChigan

Palisades Michigan

Prairie Island Minnesota

Yankee Rowe Massachusetts,

Oyster Creek New Jersey
J.A. FitzPatrick New York

McGuire. North Carolina.

Davis-Besse Ohio

Trojan Oregon

Susquehanna Pennsylvania

Peach Bottorn Pennsylvania
Robinson South Carolina
Oconee South Carolina

North Anna Virginia

Surry Virginia

Columbia Gen. Station Washington"

Point Beach Wisconsin

NOTES:
The Fort St. Vrain ISFSI stores fuel from a commercial gas-cooled

reactor. The facility is operated by the Department of .Energy.
2The.DOE-INL facility stareslfuel from the Thre"ile Islainl Unit

2.reactor. The facility is operated by the Department of Energy.
3•he G.E. Morris ISFSI is a wet storage facility.
SOURCES: Data from the USNRC (2004).
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FIGURE. 14 Projection of the number of commercial nuclea" powerplants that will runouterneeded space in their spent fuel pools In coming years ifthey d0 notaddinterim storage.
These data, looking only at plants that did not already use dry cask storage, were provided
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 2000. SOURCE: USNRC-(2001 b).

disposal of spent nuclear fuel. But a nuclear waste'repository is not expected to be in
operation until at least 2010, and even then it Will take several decades for all of the spent
fuel to be shipped for disposal Thus, onsite.storage:of spent fuel is likely'to continue for at
'east several decades..

Power plant operators have made two changes in spent fuel storage procedures to
increase the capacity of onsite storage. First, starng inthe late 1 970S, plant operators
began to install high-density racks that enable more spentfuel to be stored in the pools. This
has increased storage capacities in some pools by up to about a factor of five (USNRC,

.2003b). Second, .as noted above, many plant operators have moved older spent fuel from
the pools into dry cask storage systems (see Chapter 4) or into other pools when available
to make room for freshly discharged spent fuel and-to maintain the capacity for a full-core

The original spent fuel racks, sometimes called "open racks," were designed to.store
spent fuel in an open array, with open rtical and lateral channels between the fuel
assemblies to promote water circulation. The high-density storage racks eliminated many of
the channels so that the fuel assemblies could be. packed closer together (FIGURE 1.5).
This configuration does not allow as much water (or air circulation in loss-of-pool-coolant
events) through the spent fuel assemblies as the original open-rack design.

1 Although not required by regulation, It is standard practice in the nuclear Industry to maintain
enough open space in the spent fuel pool to hold the entire core of the nuclear reactor. This provides
an additional margin of safety shouid the fuel have to be removed from the reactor core in an
emerenIcy or for maintenance purposea.
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Several-nuclearutlities have already M .xnitted license applicatiohs to •th N...
Regulatory Commission to build 16 newISFSIs. Among the potential new ISFSIS, a
consortium of utilities has submitted a license fora private fuel storage facility (PFS) in Utah
for interim dry storage of up to 040,000 metric t-ons of Spent fuel.

Most or:all poos store some spent fuel that has aged more thanmfive years afterdischarge from the reactor, and ocouldWb•etransferred to dry-cask storage. The amount
that could be transferred depends onplant-specificlinformation such as pool size and
configuration, operating history of the reactor; the enrichment and, bum-up level. in the fuel,
and availability of-an. ISFSI.

Empty
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Boraflex Panel in
Steel Wrapper

sesep late

Flow Holes J4)
(Through the rack
support footing)

8WR Ass~erbly.

Coolant
Flow

FIGURE 15 Dense spent fuel pool storage racks for BWR fuel. This cross-sectional-,,
illustration shows the principal elements of the spentrfuel rack, which sits on the bottom-of.
the pool. SOURCE: NUclear Regulator Commission briefing materials .(2004.: "
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This chapter addresses the-final charge to the committee" to_:explicitly consider the
risks of terrorist attacks on [spent fuelJ and the risk these materials might be used ,to
construct a radiological dispersaldevice" The concept of ,skas appiied :toterrorist attacks
underpins the entire statement of task for this study. Therefore. the'committee'addresses
this final charge first todprovide the basis for addressing the remainder of-the task statement.

The chapter is organized into the following sections-

*Backrouund on risk.
*Terrorist attack scenarios.

Risks of terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage facilities.
A Findings and recommendations.

2.1 BACKGROUND ON-RISK;

"Risk" is a function of three. factors .(Kaplan and Garrick.198 )%I

* The scenaiio describing the undesirable event:.
*The probability that the scenario will occur.,

: The consequences if theýenario should occur.

In the context of the present report, a scenat;: describes the modes and
mechanisms of A possible terrorist attack against a spent fuel storage.facility. Formexample;.
a scenaiomihtinvolvea suicide attack with a hiacked civilian airliner., AMnier mighti.
involve a ground.assault with a truck bomb, Several such, scenarios are.descrbe-d tater inthis chapterand discussed in more detail in the committees classified report.

Probability is a dimensionless quantity that expresses the likelihood that a given
scenario will 9ccur.over-a .specified time period. If the -occurrence, of a iscenario isjudged to;
be impossibletiwould have a probability of 0.0. On the other hand if the' scenai-o were"
judged to be certain,, ithas a probability of 1.0. A scenario that hadoa.50 percent chance of
occurrence during jthe period :contemplated would have a probabiliV of 0.5 . .

Consequen.cesdescribe the undesirable results if the scenario:were to occur. For
example, a terrorist attack an a spent fuel storage facility could release ionizing radiation to
the environment' :The:exposure.of the public to this radiation could have'both deterministic
and stochastic effects.: The former would occur from short-term exposures to very high .
doses of ionizing radiation,, the latter to smaller doses that might have no immediate effects

Terrorist senarios and consequences are being described here for the sakeof illustration, One
should not conclude from this description that the committee believes that such consequences would
necessarily occur as the result of a terrorist attack on a spent fuel storage facility.

25
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.butcould result in cancer induction some years ot decads-Ilaternequenesalso could
be descnibe ii terms' of economic damage. Thee could aise, fOr' e6xample, from the loss of
use of-the facility and surrounding areas or costsjto clean up, those: areas.-Therealso could
be severe psychological consequences, that could drive changes in publicacceptance of-
commercial nuclear energy.,-

The qdantitative expression for the riskof a particular scenano, for example a suicide

terrorist attack with a hijacked airliner, is - -

Risk ,Probability .x.Consequences 0)

The total .risk would be the sum of the. isks r l possible independ attack
scenarios. For example, if a spentfuel storage facility was determi'ned to be vulnerable to
attacks using airliners, truck bombs, and armed assaults, the total risk wouldbe calculated -

as

Risk Risk8a. au, + Risk m.ý ". '. Risk ama mc (2)

Such equations are routinely use0dto.calculate the risks ofvarious industrial .
accidents, including accidents at nuclear power pla•nt•s trough apr s knwno as

prbabilistic risk assessment. Each accidenrIs assigned a numeriical probability based ona a
careful analysis of the seUence of failures (e;g., human or mechanical failures) that could.
produce the accident-. The consequences of such accidents are tyically expressed in terms
of injuries, deaths, ýor economiclos.

ft is possibleeto estimate the risks of industrial accidents bkause there are suf•icient
... experience and data, to quantify the probabilities and consequences. This is not the case for.

terrors-ist ttacks-. To daite, expelrts ,haive not found a way to apply these quantitativ`eirisk.
equations.to tewrrortattacks because of two primary difficulties•;The first is.to develop a
compl~ete set of bounding scenarios for such"a-ttack; the second: is:to estimate their
probabilities. These depend on impossible-to-qu ntif•ynOi f rs such as tefroristmotri ations,

expe"tise, and access to technical.means.3 They:also depend on the ef veness of-
measures that might prevent or mitigate such attacks'.

In the absence of quantitative informationon risks, one could attempt to make.
qualitative risk comparisons. Such comparisons-could estimate, fo:rexample, the relative
risks of, attacks on spent fuel storage facilities versus attacks on commercial nuclear poiwer
reactors or other critical Infrastructure such as chemical plants. Although a comparison of .

... suchrisksis beyond the. scope of this study, the6committee r gizes that policy decisions
about spent fuel storage may need to take into account such comparative risk issues,-

2Such cancers would likely not be directly traceable to the radiation dose received from a terrorist

attack and would likely be indistinguishable from the large population of cancers that.result from other
causes.
3 Political scientists and counter-terror specialists have argued whether terrorists seek headlines,
casualties, or both (e.g., Jenkins 1975, 1985). The September 11i,-2001i ,attacks in the United States
and the March 11,2004, attacksin Spain demonstrate-thatsometerrodrists, particularly those of aM-
Qaida and its allies, intend to commit mass. murder andblor mass economic disruption, both of which
may have important political consequences. Further information about-the motivation of terrorists is
provided in NRC (2002).
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especially for decisions regardingAthe expenditure of limited societal resources-to address
terrorist threats . .

The.2002'National Researchi Council report Making the Nationý Saferý The R( ie -of
-Science and Technolgy in CoUrntering Ter9rism framed this issue as folows (NRC, 2002,

The potential vulnerabilities of NPPs nucldear power plants] to terrorist attack
seem to have capturtedthe imagination of the public~and the media. perhaps ..
because ,fa percepti6n that a successful attack could harn large..,
populatiobs and have severe economic and environnmental consequences.
There are, hoWever, manylother, ty.pes oflarge industrialfacilities that are
" 6 ...... potentially vulnerable to tackor example; petroleum refiei es, chemical
plants, and oil and liquefied natural gas supertankersý These facilities do:.not
havethe robust construction and security features characteristic of NPPs,
and many are located near highly populated:urban•areas.

Groups seeking to carry out hig -impact terrorism will likely choose targets that have
a high probabirty of being attacked s!•ucesfully.4 if success is measured,-by thoenumber of
people killed anhd injured or the permanent destruction :of property then 'sp'en t fuel~ storage
facilities may notmake good terrorist targets owintg totheir relatively robust sonstruton(see Chaptersa 1 and 3) and secutity. Industialized soties lik the United States pride

t s asoft* (i.e., unprotected)targets that could be attacked more
easilywith greater effect than spent fuel storage f es These include chemical plants,
refineries, trahs prtion systems, and other faciSities where large numbersiof p..o..egather.
(see NRC, 2002).-,

On the other hand, there are other success. critria that might influence a terroristi's
decision to attack a sýhard" (i~e.. robust or well'protected) targt su6ch-as, a cmrerciai2
nuclear power plant and its spentfelstorage facilitie. SUchattacks could spread panic :
and shut down the power plant for anex~tended pendod of time even with. no loss oflife.
Moreover, I an att .that resufted in t release of. radioactive material could "threaten the
viability of commercial nuclear" power.

These -cons.1deratlons led the ~otmmittee to conclude that It could not address
its charge using.quantitative •and comparative risk.assesments. The corm i-.ee
decided instead to examine a range of possible terroristattack scenaos. ijnterms of
(1) their potential for damaging spent: fuel pools anrd dry storage casks; aýnd -2) their.hg d, (2 •t1Nr.-i•. I. ....-
potential for radlosctive material releases.,This allowed the committeetomakel0
qualitative-judgments about thevulnerability of spent fuel storage facilities to
terrorist attacks and potential measures that could be taken to mitigate them.

4 This point was made to the committee iin a briefing by the Department of Homeland Securitwhere-
"success" means that the terrorist was able to achieve the goals of the attack, whatever they might.,
be.
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2.2, TERRORIST ATTACK SCENARIOS,

Itis possible to imagine a wide range of terrorist attacks against spent fuel storage
facilities. 'Each would have a range of potentiaWconsequences-depending on the
characteristics of the-attack and the facility being targeted'asvell as any post-attack

igaive actions to prevent or redue the relee ofradioactive materia co

focused its.....ussio.s about terrorist attacks around the, cncept of a maximum credible
scenao-ht is, an attack that is physically possible to carry out and that produces the
most serious potential consequences within a given class ,of attack scenarios,

The following example illustrates'the concept: One of the scenaio classes,
considered by the committee in this chapter, Involves suicde attacks against: spent fuel
storage facilities with civilian passenger ai aft he physics of suuchattacks are well
understood: fIn general, heavier aind higlher-spe edaircraft produce "greater irmpact forces
than lighter and slower aircraft, all else being equal.coneuently,,the maximurnGredible
scen-ario for suicide attacks involving civilian passe'ng'er aircr-aft would utilize the largest
civilian passenger aircraft widely sed in the United States flying at maximum cruising speed'

:and hitting the facility at its most vulnierable point. Such an attack provides an upper bound
to the-dainage that could be Inflicted by this type of aircraft attack. ~

-The maxim~um credible scenariois particularly useful for obtaining, a general.,
undestadin ofthedamge hatcoul bej ificted, but ftwould not necessarily apply to

every spent fuel storage facility. Toogcenario,th terrorist must be
able tb successfully Gary it out as design' - fr example, to hit a spent fuel storage'facility,.
with thela~est civilian aircraft at its • vu nerae nt This would rule out attacks that
are physicaly impossible,; such as.flylng .. a la, civi ia. aircra into a facility that is located. .
below grdund level or protected by surrounding hills or buildings.:This also would rule out

..attacks involving wapons that are not available toterists (e;g.,.Aircraft-laurtct.ed
weapons such as oubunker-buster bombs or nucea" Weapons).-

Tut attacks that, are judged to have a low
probability for success simply, because terriorin might lack the skill- and knowledge or luck
to: crry them outr•t•nfact, if the consequenmof such attack s were severe. poliy makers"
rmight still decide that prudent mitigati actions should:be taken regardless of their low.
probabilities of occurrence.5 This might be especl tre fquick, inexpensive fixes could beirnPemented The main benefit of, anayzing t maximumc ible scenario is that it
provides decision makers with a better characterization of the full range of potential,
consequences so that sound policy judJgments. ca.be made-,"

The-analysescamed out for the Nucear Regulatory Commission (described in the,
committee's classified report) d6 not 6onsider maximum. credible scenai.nstead, theyseseploy erence scenaased either on te .racer
terrorist attacks or on qualitative judgments of the technical means and methods that might
be employed in attacks against spent fuel storage facilities. Although such reference
scenarios are useful for gaininginsights on potential consequences of terrorist attacks, they

.he Department of Energy, for example, routinely examines the consequences-oflvery low
probability events involving nuclear weapons safety and security; see, for example, A5 56XB
Development and Productlon Manual published by the U.S. Department of Energy,' NaIonatNuclear
Security Administration. See htfAp:p.ant.gov/documentsIcf npauaIasp.
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-are not, necessarily, bounding. This becomes -importan~t when the reference scenario attc
S results in damage to. a facility that verges on failure/.

The committee prefers a maximum.credible scenario. approach for one important.
reason: It believes that terrorists who choose to attack hardened facilities like spent fuel..
storage facilities• would choose weapons capable of produbing maxi.mum destructiron Of.,
course, once the consequences of such attacks are known, an element af expert
judgment is required to determine whether suehWattacks have a high likelihood of
being carried out as designed. Such Judg.ent.ts especially important when'making- ;
policy decisions about actions to reduce the vulnerabilitiesof facilities tosu s ch I

attacks.~

The consequences of tefrorist attacks can be described in teris of either maximum.
credible releases or best-estimate releases. The former descnbes the largest releases of,
radioactive material following an-atack based on quantitative analytical models (e.g., the
MELCOR computer code',described-in Chapter 3). The latter describes the median
estimates from such models. In both cases, the estimates may not account for mitigztive.
actions that could be taken after an attack to reduce or even eliminate releases. Th7:,e
Nuclear Regulatory Commissionanaly'ses reviewed by the comrimittee in its classified report
are best-estimte releases for various terrorist attack scenarios. The estimates in NUREG-17 Nivarez ~~et al, .(20036), on thieotherhndeciem

. -redible to worst-case releases.' " -. - -

The committee consideared four classes of terrorist attack scenarios in this study:

& Air attacks'using large civilian aircraft or smaller aircraft laden with explosiVs.
aGrouind attaks by groups of well-amed anid welt-trainved individuals.

* Attacksinvolving combined air and land assaults.
'Thefts of spent fuel for use. by terrorists (i d ko leable insiders) in
radiological dispersal devices. - - "

The'committee devoted time at its meetings discussing these'scenarios. It also
received briefings .on possible scenarios fromn. Nuclear Regulatory-CommJssion stalland',
suggestions for scenarios from the Departn of S•lu•uity(HS),other ex ,-

r,.and the public. Some scenarios were dismissed by the committee as. not credible. An..
examPnleof such a scenario is an attack on a. spent fuel storage:.. aity-with a, nuclear. .

. weapon. Suchweapons would be relatively difficultoteosts' to bild or stea. Even if-
such a, weapon could be obtained, the committee can think* of. no reason that i.would be
used against a spent fuel storage facility rather than anothier target ,There are easier ways,
to aftack spent fuel storage facilities, as discussed i.r6the lsfd rport, and there are.
more attractive targets for nuclear weapons, for example,.large population centers.

" Worstaraie releases are based on the most unfavorable.conditions that could occur in a given
scenario, regardless of whether those conditions were physically.realistic. Forexample, a worst-case
estimate of the radionuclide releases from an attack on a spentfuel: p0olmight assume that all of the
vwlatile radionuclides contained in the spent fuel would be released, even, if quantitative analytical
models showed that such releases were very unlikely to our..

Difficult but certainly not impossible. See Chapter 2 in NRC (2002).
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Given, the experience of Septemnberý' 11,,2001 ;'and the attacks that have occurred in
other parts, of the~wo1ld,1 it is clear to the comm"nnittee that the ability of the mnost capable
terrorists to carry, out attacks is limited only-by their access to technical mheans. It is probably
not limited by. th ability.of terrorist organizations to recruit or train attackers or bring them
andeany neededrequipment into the United States-if indeed they are not already here.
Moreo.ver, the demonstrtedwillingness of terrorists to carry out s .uicide attacks greatly
expands the scen.trpos thathneed to be considered when adoaing potential threats

iel. at As is discussed in some detail in Chapters 3 and 4, the facilities-usedtto store spent
nucl-.Per piers pas bare very robust. Thus, only attackswthanoe the.apiiion'

oflarge energy impulses or that allow terrorists to gain interior access have any chance of,
releasing subsantialquanssenof radioactive material. This further restricts the scenarios
that nIeed ,to býe cons~idere.`:For example, attacks using rocket-propelled. grenades (RPGs)
of the type that have been carded out in Iraq against U.S. and coalition forces would not
likely be succebsisful if the"intent of the att~ck Ais to cause substantial damage to the facility,

~~AOf course, such an attack would get the public's attention and might even have economic
consequences, for the a~ttacked plant and possibly the entire commercial nuclear power
industry,

The: threat scenarios summarized i• ittis chapter are based on documents provided .
to the commrittee, 'Mefihgs received at committee meetings, and the committee's own expert
judgment.::Furtheir o.erview and information on nuclear and radiological threats in general;
can be found in the NRCý ('2002) report and references therein.

2.2.1 AirAttac~k~s

The September 11,2001, attacks9 demonstrated that terrorists are capable-of
successfully 'att'ackinhg f~ixke~dinfrastructre with large civilian jetliners. The~securitypof- civilian
passenrger raifiners has been Improved since these;aft•ackstwere catried o4, and .the
vun o i pger aircraft to highjacking hasbe r c rercathuldss,

"Vl ... imfr eo Moseneg ,pulss en sDt !stge fkriacilites.r Addtinaly tackeswtt,..,•! i'

, the coýmmittee judges, lbsed rfothe evidence made available to itdunring•his tstudy;,that
attiacks with civillian aircrafthremain a credible ttfrest: Such aircraf ae ,us'ed rou tnely in
freight and charter services, and large numbirsof such aircraft enteir tiihUnitd SttWes from
other countries each day. e mprovenents to ground security or car inse tion " wouldlike-y
not e .iminte te thrgat posedby n air crew willing wtstge a suiide attack with a
chartered air freighter..:.

Although the September 11in, 2001, tattacks utilized Boeing'757 and 767 airliners,
larger aircraft (Boeing 747. 777; Airbus 34o) are in routinea use aeround: the world, and. an
even, larger aircraft (Airbus 380) is entering producti.. Assaults, bys:uch lare aircraft could
imprt enormous energy impulses to srpentfiuelso~rage facilities., Additional atcks with"'

The, commrittee found'limited information in the open lilerature on various sdenairios for terrorist
attacks on nuclear pl1ants and their sperit fuel storage facilities.
9,The, al-Qaida terrorist organizatiopn .hijacked. ardid rshed. two Boeinhg 767 -a iriners into Towers 1 arid
2 of the World Trade Center building inNew ,Yorkand aBoeing 757 airfindir into the Pentagon
buiklfing in Arlington, Virginia. A secon6dBoeinlg 757, which was believed to,:be targeted either on the
White H-ouse or the U.S$ Capitol, (see, Natiional Commission on Terrorist Attacks `Upon the United A

States, Staff Statement No. 16 [Oi~lne of the 9/11 PkotIpages 1.8-19) crashed irn an, open field. near
JIennerson Pennsylvania.A
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'icatcarrying large fuel loa~ds co~uld produce fires tht would g Ireatly complic-ate' rescue
and recovery efforts..

Previous studies on aircraft crash impacrts (Drst et al., 2002; Lange et a)., 2002,
-HSK, 2003; RBR Consultants, 2003; Thomauske, 2003) suggest that the consequences of a
heavy aircraft crash on a nuclear installation depend on factors such as the following:;

, Type and design of the aircraft.
*Speed of the 'aircraft.

4. Fuel loading of thieaircraft and total-weight at impact.
* Angle-of-attack and point-of-impact on the facility..
. Constrction of the facility.
0 Location of the target with respect~to ground level-(.e-, below or above grade)..0
.. The presence of surrounding buildings and other obstacles (e-g., hills,

transmission lines) that might bloc certain :potential flight paths into the facility.

In other words, the cotisequences'of such: attacks are scenario-.and plant-design specific. It
is not possible to make any general statements"about spentjfueltstorage facilityvulnerabilitiesto air attacks that would apply to all-US. commercial nuclear power plants.

U.S. commercial nuocear power plants are not required by the Nuclear Regulatory
,Commission to defend againstair attacks. -The Commission believesithat itiis the
.responsibiity of thelU.S. government toimplement security measures to prevent such
attacks. The Commercial nucear industry shares this view. The NuclarRegulatory
Commission staff informed the committee that the Commission has.diretpw plant..
open rats to take steps to reduce the likelihood of serious consequences should such
attacks occur. The staff' als infodrmed the committee that th4,Commission may issueadditional directiveso onc te vulnerability analyses it is' snoig at Sandia National
Labora•as are competed. These anatyses are descibed in ftiheomrnitee's classified
report(see also Chapters.3 and 4 In this report).'

2.22 Ground Attacks

Ground attacks on a nuclear cility could. take three forms: (1),a direct assaultn. nthe
facility by, armned groups`, (2) a stand-ofafattak using a~ppropriate6 weapons, or (3)ain- atssaultl
havingrboth air and'ground components. The direct assault would likely be cried .out by a.,
group:of well-armed and trained attackers, perhaps working with thi assistance ofan -
insider. The objective of such an attack would likely be to gain enty to• t and vital
areas of the plant (FIGURE 2.1) to carry out radiological sabotage. The attackers twould
need to have knowledge of the design, location, and operation of the spent fuel facility to
carry out such anl attack successfully.,

-Commercial nuclear power plants are required by the Nucler Regulato

Commilsson-to maintain a professional guard force at each plant-to defend against a
Commission-Aeveloped design basis threat (DBT), which includes a ground assault.-The
protective force is a critical part of a nuclear power plant's security system for deterring,

m Ali current dry cask storage facilities in the United States are constructed at ground level, whereas
spent fuel pools can be located above or below grade, depending on plant design (see Chapter 3).
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Since the September 11, 2001, attacks,.the Nuc•ear Regulatory Cmmisslon has
issued directive's to porwer plinit operator .s to enhance9 prote Iction against veh icle bo.m~bs. The
Commission also has is.ued directives to power plant operators to enhance, ion
against insider threats,:..

KThe committee does not have enough informnation to judge whether the measures at
power plants areh Ifact sufficieni to defend against.either a DBT ori-a beyod-DBT.attack on
spent fuel storage.:The. Nuclear Regulatory Co.mmission declined to provide .detailed ,:
briefings to the coimnmittee on .srveillane, s rityprocuresand security training at
commercial nuclear power plants. Consequently, the committee was unable to evalu.ate their
effectiveness. Arecent Gene~ral Accunting:Office report (GAO, 2003) was, critic~al of some
of these procedures, but the- commiftte has nlo basis for judging 9whether thes;e , criticisms
were justified. N everth eess, the. comnmittee judges thiat surveillance and security. procedures
at commercial nuclear power p!ants are just as important as physical barriers in preventing
successful terrorist ata and"mitigating their consequences.

223 Attacks Having Both Air and Ground Components,

Hybid attacks that combine aspects of both air nd ground attacks also could be
mounted by terrorists, These could deliver attacking forces9 directly to a spent fuel-storage
facility, bypassing the security perimeters and security p~ersonne elydt rt~ gis

aground attack. The committee considered, vaiu scnariepoye tor prchtetac ais.The
committee judges that some scenarios are feasible. Details are provided in the classified,
report.,..§

2.2-4 Terrorist Thedft o~frSp~ent; F60l fo Use in a Radiological Dialp'rsal Device (ROD)

An RDD, or so-called dirty bomnb, Is a device that disperses radioactive material
A using chemical: expbloslves, or othler means (NRC, 2002). RD ~ dno vlefissioenm-

induced explosions of the kind associated with nuclear weapons. While RDD aacks can be
carred out wihaysuckfradiociiy Ibis discussion is confined bo scenarios that-,_, ý
involvethe theftof snt fel f.A crude RDD device could be faited psiml

9:by loading stolen spent fuel.onto a truck carrying high explosives.:The truck coufd be- driven.
9to another location and-,detonated. The dispersal of radioactivity from ,such aý'n attack w-o'uld

bunkeytcaemayimmedtt deaths, but there could be fatalities' fr Io Im, therheicall
explosion as-well as considerable cleanup costs and adverse psychological'effec..

dt woldbe'difficuilt for eterrists to steal a large quantity of spent fuel egf esnl
.spent fuel assembly) fruse inan ROD for three reasons.. First,, set fuelishighly.

radioactive and therefore requires heavy shielding to handle. Second, the use of he'avy
equipment would berequire' to remove spent fu asse"mblis from:,a pool or dryaskn.-
Third, control are in place at plants to deter and detect such thefts, Addirional details on
these controls are provided in the classified report. .
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: .9 l Thf.. and removal of an assembly or individual fuel rods duing an assaulton the
plant might 'be easier, because the guard force would idkely be preoccupied defending the
plant.!However the amount of material. that could -be emoved would be small, and getting it

t" An attack on a spent fuel facility that resulted In the'direct release of radioactivity would be an act of
tadilogical sabotage of the kind considered previouslyin this chapter.
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-.ut of. the6 plant would, be time consuming and obvious to the plant defenders'.aiid other '.

responding forces.

There are, broken fuel rods and other debris,,mostly from older assemblies, in
storageat many planits;These materialsare typically stored along the sides of the spent fuel
Pools.and ouldbemo r easily mvedfroiim platthan an end' assembly. Pieces of
fuel rods salso a sometimesintetionaiy. removed fýom assemblies for offsite labratry
analysi. aSom fplnts have misp, aced frod pi s.12"A knowledgeable Insider might be
able to reieve some of this material from the pool, but getting it out of the plant under,
normal operating' conditions would be difficult.

Even the successful theft of apart of aspent fuel rod would provide a terrorist with
onya r~elatively small amount'of radioacive material; Superioratilsoudebtne

from other facilities. This material also can be purchased (Zimmerman and Loeb, 2004).

Moreover,.even wih :explosive dissemination, itis unlikely that much .of thespent fuel,
will be aerosolized unless it is incorporated into a we, ldesigned RDD. More likely, such an
event would break up and scatter the fuel pelletsý in relatively large chunks, which~ would not
pose an overwhelming cleanup challenge. -

Even though the likelihood of spent fuel theft appears to be small, it is nevertheless
important that the protection of these materials be maintained and improved as
-vulnerabilities are identified.

2.3 RISKS OF TERRORIST ATTACKS ON SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES3 • • <<+ •++ ;, '1 "• ........

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff told the ommittee that itbelieve that the
'consequences of a terrorist attack, on a spent fuel poo[l would likely unold slowly enough
that there would be time to take mitigative actions to preventt a large, release of radioactivity;
They also pointed out that since the-September I1, attacks, the Nulear RegulatoryCommission has issued everal orders that, tainteýmCompenatory Measures that
-require power plant operators to'consider potential mitigative actions in the eventof such an
attack;, The committee recetved a brlefiengobn s these measures at one of it .
meetings. According to Commission staff, such m res-p.rvde an additional margin of

Th~e nuclear industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commissiobn have also asserted
that the robust construction and stringent security .r~eqyi rerments at nudear power plants".
make them' less. vul.neral toterrorist attack than softer trgets such as chemical plants and-,
refineries (e.g., Chapin, et alf. 2002). They argue that scarce resourtes. should be devoted to

3",,'•'+'"

12 For example, at the:Milkstone and Vermont Yankee plants in 2000 and 2003, respectively, In ..
case of MIllstone, etheNuclearRegulatory Commissiondetermined on the basis of,extensive analysis,
that these rods w':ere iHke( dlspdsed of as low-ievel waste. After the committie's classid report was '
published, Commission staffinformned the committee that-Vermont Yankee had accounted for the'
missing rod segrments.andthal Hurnbolt Say had uncovered and is investigating an inventory
discrepancy involving spent fuel rod segments..

These arguments tend to be generic in nature and do not differentiate spent fuel pools from the rest
of the power plantl.. .
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upgrangsecur at these other criticalfalities rath.rth a lready weI•-protected.

There are two unstated propositios in the argument that nuidear plants are less
vulnerable than other facilities.-The first speaks to the probability of terrorist attacks on such
faciiities; the second speaks to the consequences:

* Proposition 1: Nuclear power plants (and their spent uesl facilities) are less A A ..
deslirable as terrorist targets because they are-robust, and well protected. A

' Pro~positio~n 2: If attacked, nu~clear planits (an'd their. spentfuel, storage facilities)
are.likely to sustain little or no damage because they are robustand well A .

The committee obtained a briefing from the Department of Homeland Security toaddress the first •proposOn. Detailsare provided in.Ifclassified rpt.

While the committee'7sclassified report was in review,the- National Commission on
Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States issued a staff paper (Staff Statement No. 16 "
Outline of the 9111 Plot, pages 12-13).suggeting that ala-Qidaclihitially ,included unidenitifie'd+.A.-
nuclear plants am-ong an expandedlist of targets for the Septemberl1, 2001, attacks.
According to that report, these plants were elinatedfromthe target' listalong with several

.'other facilities when the terrorist organization scaled back the nurnber of planned attacks.Nevertheless, if this informtionis correct,I't provides further idtons that commercial
-•U+• •terroist grous, even thj u6g I ,:+. Wtftr -ges a

nuclear power plants are of interest to trostrups1 4 en thughsfe agt a
S. have a higher priority with many terrorists.

With respect to the first proposition, the committee judges that It is not
prudent to dismiss nuclear plants, includingtheirspent hue storage facilities, as.
undesirable-targets for attacks by terrorists.,..

As to the second proposition that terrorist attacks are likely tocause little or oA•o. '

damage d a ory designed attackOr an attack ,by. unsophis~ptictd::terrris~ts migh rdc
.little physical damageto the planThere could, however, be severe adverse psychological
effects ftrom suc an attack, thatcould have considerable economic consequences. On the
other hand, attacks by knwleg•• eable terrorists with a' to advanced weapons might
cause considerable physical, dmage toa slperntfuel storage facility, eatpieiail" in a suc.ide
attack. ~

"It Is importantto0recgniethat an. attack that damages a power plant or its spent
fuel facilities would not necessarily result in the release of any~radioactivity to • Ae

environment. Whileý it may not be possible to deter such an attack, there are many potenlial
mitigation steps tat can be taken to lower its potential consequences should an attack
occur. These arediscissed. in some detail in the committee's classified report (see also-
Chapters 3 and 4in th:s:ie or ).

",n another exampleof concemrpolice in Toronto, Canada, detained 19 men in August2103 based,
on suspicious activitiesthat included surveillance and flying lessons that would take them over a.
nuclear power plant.(Fergusonetal., 2004).
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In summary, the Committeejudgesthatfthe plausil•itf an attack :on a spent< .
fuel storage facility, coupled with tie pub fear d with radioactivity,Indicates that the possibility ofattacks cannotbe dismlsed-.

>~, 2.4 FINDINGS AND RECOMJMENDATIONS

With respect to the comm.itee's task to "explicitly consider therisks of terrorist
attacks on [spent, fue'l] anda the risk these mateials might be used to constructa radiological
dispersal device-' the committee offers the foilowing findings and recommendations:

FINDING 2A: The probabiity of terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage cannot be
assessed qluant It#atively' or comhpara Itively. Spent fuel storage facilities cannot ibe
dismissed as targets, for such attacks because it is not possible to-predict th•
behavior anid motivationsi of terrorists, and because of the attractivenes's of spenit fuel,

»Žas a terrorisit otar'get g'i've'ýnthe well-known public dread of radIiation. -

Terrorists view nuclear power plant facilities as desirable targets because of the
large inventories of ,radlonucildes they contain. The committee, believes that knowegeable
terrorists .might choose to attack spent fuel pools because (1) at U.S. commercial •power
plants, thesepools are less well, pmtected structurally thanreactor cores;,,and'(2) •theyYI:
typically contain inventories of medium- and •ong4ived radionuclides that are sevetalitimes
greate th.•• thos-e contained in individual r»eacocores.

FINDING 28: The committee judges that the likelihood terrorists could steal
enough, spnt fuel for-use in a .sgniftcant radiological d ispersal device is small.

.. > •>,. :Spent fuelassemblies in pools or dry casks are large, heavy, and highly radi6acve,.
They are too large and radioactive to be handled by a single individual, Removal <ofan-
assembly from the pool or dry cask wold prove extremely difficult under almost any terrorist,
~attack Scenaio Attempts by knowledgeable insider(s) to remove single irs and related
debris from the po01 might prove easier, but it would likely be very difficult to get It out of the,
plant-under normal operating conditions. Theft and removal during an assault on the plant-.
might be. easier because. the guard forcewould !ikely be occupied defending the plant.,1-. ..

4"! •.>Ž However, the amount of materia that.could be removed would be;small. Moreover, ther. are.'
other facilities from which highly radioactive material could be moreeasily stolen, and th-is.:-
mianterial lso can be purchased.. Even'though the likeliho6d'of spent fuel theft appearstobe,
smal I 81;ý ft is nevertheless important that the.protection of these materials be maintained:and.
improved as vulnerabilities are identfifed. 4

S". RECOMMENDATION: 'The'Nuclear Reulry Commission should
review and upgrade, where necessary, its:security requirements for
protecting spent fuel rods not costai6ed'in fel assemblies freIn theft
by knowledgeable Insiders, especIA11y in facilitIes wheire Individual fuel,
rods or portions of rods are being stored In pools.

FINDING 2C: A number of securityimprovements at nuclear power plants have
been instituted since the events of September 11 2001. The Nuclear Regulatory "

.Commission did not provide the committeevwith enough information to evaluate the
effectiveness of these procedures for protecting stored spent fuel.
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Surveillance and securty procedures are just as important.as physical barriers in
preventing and mitigating terrorist attacks. The Nuclear Regulatory.Commission declined to
provide the committee with detailed .briefings on the.surveillance and security procedures
that are now in place to protect spent fuel facilities at commercial nuclear power plants
against terrorist attacks., Although the committee did leamr about'some of. the changes that,
have been instiMed since the September 11, 2001, attacks, it was not provided with enough
information to evaluate the effectiveness of procedures now in place.

RECOMMENDATION:.Although the committee did not specifically
investigate the effectiveness and adequacy of improved surveillance
and security measures for protecting #tored spent fuel, an assessment.
of current measures should be performed by an Independent'5
organization.

SThatis, independent ofthe Nuctear Regulatory Commidssion and the nuclear industry.



SPENT FUEL POOLSTORAGE

This chapter addresses the first charge of the committee's statement of task to
assess 'pOteaial" safety and security risks of spent nuclear fuel :presently stored in cooling
pools atcommercial reactor sites."' As noted in Chapter 1, storage of spent fuel in pools at
commercial reactor sites hasthree primary objectives:

" Cool the fuei to preent heat-up to high temrperatres from radioactive decay-
* Shield workers, anld the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay hn

the spent fuel and provide a barrier for any releas ,es of radioactivity.,
" Prevent Criticality accidents.

The first two of these objectives could'be' compro .mise6d by a terrorist, attack that
partiallyor Completelydrains -the spent fuel pool.2 The committee will refer to such scenarios
as. "oss-of-pool-coolant events. Such events couldd have several deleterious consequences:
,Most immediately, ionizing radiation levels in the spent fuel buiiding rise as the water. level in
,the pool falls. Once the .wat~i4er evlros toithi alf~ew feet ý(a meter~or so) of the tops of
the fuel racks, elevated radiation fields could prevent direct access to the immediate areas,,,
around the lip of the spent fuel:p6ol building by woers ,Tismigiht hamper but would not
necessarily prevent the application of mitigative measures, such as deployment of fire hoses
.to replenish the water in the. pool.

The ability to remove decay heat from the 'spent fuel: also woulcl be reduced as the
water level drops, especially Wh enit drops below the:tops ofthefuel assemblies. This would
.Cause -temperaturesi in.,the fuel assemblies to rise, accelerating the oxidation of the
zlrtýorlim alloy(iraloy),cladding that encases the Uranium oxide pellets. This oxidation".
reaction can occur inthe presence of both air and steam andis strongily exothernic-that is,
the reaction reIe6ases large quantities of heat, which can further raise cladding temperatures.
The steam reacton lalso generates laige quantities of hydrogen:,

Reaction in air• Zr 0-2 4 ZrO2  : heat released . 1.2 x IV0 joules!kilograMr
Reaction in steam: Zr + 2H20 4 ZrO2 + 2H2  heat released = 5.8 x 10 •joulesfkllogram

A basic description of pool storage can be found In Chapter 1 and histcal: back-ground can be
found in AppendclxD. Section 3.1 provides additional technical details abbut-pqolstor4age..-
2rhe committee could probably design configurations in which fuel might be deformed or, relocated to
enable Its re-criticality, but the committee judges~such an event to be, unlikely.. Also, the committee
notes that while re-criticality would certainly be an undesirable outcome, cti•calityl accidents have
happened several times at locations around the world and have not been catastrophic offsite. An
accompanying breach of the fuel cladding would still be the chief concern.

38
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These-oxidation reactions can be~come ý6locall~y teflf'-sustaling 0(ije. adtocatalytic3)at'
high temperatures (i.e., about a factorof 10 higher than the boiling pointof.water) if supply
of oxygen and/or steam is; available to sustain the reactions. (These reactionis will not occurwhen the spent felisunder water because heat removalprevents such high temperatures
from being reached).The result could be a runaway oxidatn reaction-referred to in.this -
report as a zirconium cladding fire-that proceeds asaburn front (e.g,, as se nin a frest
fire or a fireworks sparkler)'along the axis of the fuel rod toward the source of oxidant (i.e.,
air or steam), The heat released from such firýes can be.even greater than the decay heat "

.,Produced in newly discharged spent fuel""

As fuel rod temperatures increase. the gas pressure inside the fuel rod increases...
and eventually can cause the cladding to balloon out and rupture- At highertemper•t.r
(around 1800-C [approximately 3300"Fj),Zirc6nium cladding reacts with the uranium oxide.....
fuel to.form a complex molten phaseco ntaining zimroniururanium oxide. Beginning'with the .
cladding rupture, theseevents would result in the release of radioactive fission gase's and
some of the fuel's rad~ioactive mnaterial in the form of aerosols into the building that housesý
the spent fuel pool and possibly into the environment. If the heat from one burning assembly.
is not dissipated, the fire Could spread to othe soent fuel assemblies in the pool, producing,
a propagating zirconium cladding fire.

The high-temperature reaction of zirconiu m and steam has been described
quantitatively since at least the early 1960s.(e~g., Baker and Just, 1962). The accident at-Athe..
Three Mile Island VnIt 2, r eactor and a sd t of ' epriet(eg.CR FT-6COEX
ORNL-Vl. VERCOR.S)have provided a basis for understanding the phenomena of zirconlum',
cladding fires and fission-product relteases from irradiated'fue in a reactor core accident..
This understanding and data from the experiments form t nifoundation for computer
simulations of severe a•cidents involving nuclear fueL These expe•i•nts and computer.
simulations are fridi0deactor vessel events.rafterthan events in an open-air sp fuel•
pool aray

This chapter exami~nes possible initiating factors for such loss-of-pool-cýoolantevents
and the potential consequiences of such eve~nts. It is orga-nized Into the following 'four main'
sections:

*Backgrou'nddon' spent fuel po ,ol storage.
*Previous studies on safety and security of pool storage.
,.Eval'uation ofthe ,potentiail risksof'pool stoirage.
*Findings and recommendati~ons.

at is,: th~le rection heat will increase temperatures In adjacent'areas orf the fuel rod, which in turn
willaccelerate-oxidation and release even more heat. Autocatalytic oxidation leading to a 'runaway'.
reaction reures a complex balance of heat and mass transfer, so. assigning a specific ignition
temperatuire Is n~ot possible. Empirical equations have been deiveloped to'predict the. reaction rate as

a fnction of temperature when steam and oxygen supply are not6limitd (se; e.g;, Tong and
Weisman, 1996, p. 223). Numerous scaled e~xperiments have found 'that the oxidation reaction
proceeds very slowly below approximately,900*C (1 7007 ).
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K ~~3.1 BACKGROUND ON SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE .

After a pow~er reactor is shut down, its nuclear fuel continues to produce heat from
radioactive decay"(see FIGURE 1.2). Although only one-third of the fUel in there•actor core
is repaced duing each refueling cyce, operators commonly offload the: entie core. epecily a.s..rizdwater reactors WRs) into the pool -during r g4 t

9 K i loading offresh fuel or for inspection or repair of the reactorvessel and intemals. .Heat.
generation in the ýpo'ol is at its highest point just after the full core has been offloaded.

K Pool heat loads ran be quite high, as exemplified by a "typical' boiling water reato
*(B3WR)'whi ,ch wasýused in some of the analyses discussed elsewhere in this chapter (this
E .WR is hereafter r.ferred to as the 'reference BWR*). This pool has"approximately 3800
locations'for' storag e of spent fuel assemblies, about 3000 of w~hichare -,occupied by four-9
and-one-third reactor cores (13 one-third-core offloads) In a pool approximately 35 feet

.. wde, 40 feet long, anId 39 feet deep (10.7 meterswide, 12.2 meterslong, and 11 9 meters
deep) w•th a 'water ,capacity of almost 400,1300 gallons (1.51 million liters). According to
Nuclear Regulatory Cotýmmission staff, the tota'l decay heat in the spent fuel pool is 3.9
mnegawattS '(MW) rten cteys after a one-third-core offload. The vast majority of this heat is
from decay in the rnewy discharged spent fuie[ Heat loads would be substantally higher in

9"' spent fuel pools that contained a f•llcore offload. .''K'-:9 "-9:',

"9" 9 "' .. ..Although spent fuel pools havea variety of designs, they share oneý common 999
ii•!•::••.chamtr Isat~p cq.1ý rostl, ofheot'tane uelrctAlmt all spenit fuel pools are, located outside of the containment.st

.' that holds the. reactor- pressure vessel.5 In some reactor designhs, he spentfuel pools are

9 9containedwtith reactor building,6' which is typically ccnstructedVo abodut 2 feet of9' rinfrce cocree (eeFIGURE 3.1). In other designs, however, one or minore walls of the
spent fuel pool may beloc'ated on the exterior' wall of an auxiliary ! buildin•g hat is located

idjacent to the containment building (see FIGURE 3.2). As descr.bed .nmo.re detail below,
somne pools are built ator belowvgrade, whereas others are located atthetop of the reactor,,5."

9 ~~The enclosing superstructures above the po~ol are, typically steel, Industrial-tye 9,digned tohouse cranes' that are use-d to move reactor components, spent fuel,

and spent fuel cask. These superstructures above the 'pool are designed tresist-damage
r.:om:seismic.loads butn from lart'e tornado-born e miiles(, cars, and telepho ne

poles), which would usraily impact the superstructires at ow angieds (i.e&`,, moving
horizontalty). In contras~t-,the typical spent fuel pool is roibust., Tepodol walls'adh theexternalalls of the :bUilding hbusing the pool (these exernalmwalls may incoote oe or
more pool..alls in some plits) are designed for seismic stability and to.resist horizoMnaI

SA 1996 survey by the NudlearRegulatory Commriission (USNRC, 1996) found'.that therrmajority of ~
commercial power reactors routinely oflload their enttIrecore todthe spentfuel poolduring refueling 9

Outages, The practice is more crmmon among PWRs than BWP-,s, which tend to offload only that fuel
that is to be replaced, but some BWRs do.,ofl•.ad te full core. In response to a committee-inquiry, an ,
Energy Resources International staff memfber ! cfirmed that this is still the case today.
sTe exceptionsin the Uni Stater the Maic'Ill BWRs, which have two pools, one of which is.

.' inside.the containment As'discussed'"i A"ndixC spent fuel poosa German commercial nuclear
power plantsalsoareloctdinie reactor contin'mentstrucres.

A PWR containment structureis a2 large, domed building that housest*he reactor pressure vessel, '9'

the steam generators, and other equipment.In a BWR, the containment structure houses less
equipment, Is located closer in to the pressure ve'sse, and sits inside a building called the reactor
-building, whichalso houses the spent f uel:pooland safety-related equipment to support'the reactor.
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FIGURE 3.1 Schernatic section through a G.E. Mark I BWR reactor plant. The spent fuel
pool is located in the reactor building welabove ground level, This diagram is for a BWR
with a reinforced cbncrete superstructure (roof). Most.designs have thi• steel
superstructures. SOURCE: Lamarsh (1975. Figure 11,3).,

strikes of tornado missiles. The superstructures and pools were not, however, specifica!ly '
designed to resist terrorist attacks.

The typical spent ftel pool is about 40 feet. (12 meters) deep and can be.40 or more
feet (12 meters).ineach horizontal dimension. The pool walls are constructed freinforced
concrete typically having a ffickness between 4 and 8 feet (1.2 to 2.4 meteiis. The pools
contain a Y4- to Y24incK-tick (8 to 13 mrm) stainless steel liner, which is attached :to thewalls,
with studs embeddedinr the, oncree.The pools also contain vertical storage racks for
holding spent and fr fuefassemmblies, and some pools have a gated compartment to hold
a spent fuel storage cask while it is being loaded and sealed (see Chapter 4).

The storage racks are about 13,feet (4 meters) in height-and are installed near the
bottom of the spent fuel pool.The racks have feet to provide space between theirbottoms
and the pool floor. There is also space between the sides of the rack and the steel pool,
liners for circulation of water (FIGURE 3.3), There are about 26 feet (8,meters),ofwater
above the top of the spent fuel racks. This provides substantial radiation shielding even
when an assembly is,bing moved above the rack. Transfers of spent fuel from te reacto r•:
core to the spent fuel pool, or from the pool to storage casks are carried out underwater to.
provide shielding and coollng....

The general elevation of the spent fuel pool matches that of the vessel containing the
reactor core. Pressurized water reactor designs use comparatively shorter reactor.
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FIGUJREý 3.2.Schematic section through a.PWR reactor plant. The spent fuel, pool is located'
in. the fuel-handling building next to the do-ed readctocontainment, building at•or slightly'
below ground level. SOURCE: Modified from Dderstadt and Hamiton (1976,. Fi~gue 3-4).

vesse;s closer to ground level (grade) and also have spent fuel pools tihat are close tograde
(FIGURE 32). The designmshown-in this figure, is typical offthefuel pool0arrangement for"
PWRs. ,Nuclear power plant sites 1hat contain two.react: s are .usually arnged in a mirror-
imagef•ashion,I with the two spent fuel6pl!s (or'a shared pool) locatdi a common area " r•n
adjoining both reactor buildings. For sing!e-plantpor two-plant arrangeiments, the building,,
covering the spent fuel pool and c'riane structures is typically an ordinairy steell industrial:ý,
building. There are 69 PWRs currently.in operat•inin the United States; 6 OW!ks. have been,
decomnmissioned but continue to have active spent!fuel pool storage.

In contrast, in boiling water reactor designs, the reacto vessel isata higher:,
elevation, and the BWR vessels are somewhat taller than, PWR vess.. Consequently,
BWRs have more elevated spent fuel pools, gernerally well above grade. FIGURE 3.1 shows
the.general design for the 22 BWR Mark I plants operating in the-United States.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff is condudting a survey of the plants to obtain a
S better understanding of the variations in design of spent fuel pools-across the nation, The,
following information was provided to the committee from that su6rvey:

-T•e higher elevation accommodates control mechanisms that sit under the reactor, and the extra

height accommodates steam separation and drying equipment at thee top.of the vessel. The fuel is
about the same length as PWR fuel.
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FIGURE 3.3 Example of a .section Of a PWR spenfuel •p and suppo.-aiiies. The pool
is located to the right in the figure; the support equipment to the left. SOURCE: American
Nuclear Socdety (1988).

PWR spet fuel pools:, Spent fuel pools are located in buildings adjoining thereactor containment buildings at PWR ( FIGUR 3. Some pools are:
positioned such that their spent fueli•s below grade. As shown in; Figure 3.2,.
some pool walls also-serve as the external walls of the spentfuel poolbuildings.,..
'Some plants have structuressurrouning the spent fuel pool building that would

. .. ... provide some shielding of the pools from low-angle ine fht . A. more',,
complete plant survey would benneeded to establisW the extent of poolexposure.
to such attacks.

* BWR spent fuel pools: MARKI and.II BWR planare above grade and-"
are shielded byat least one exterior, building wall. 6•me pools are also shielded
bythe reactor buildings Some poolsWae also shleledby signitican.
surrounding structures, and some have supplemental floor and column supports.

The vulnerability of a spent fuel pool to terrorist attack depends in.part on its location
with respect to ground level as well as its construction. Poolsare potentially susceptible to:.
attacks from above or from the sides depending on their elevationwith respect to grade and
the presence of surrounding shielding structures.'_

As noted in Chapter 1, nearly all pools contain high-density. spent fuel racks. These.
racks allow approximately five times as many assemblies tobe stored in the pool as would
'have been possible with the original racks, which had open late ral channels between the
"fuei oassernblies to enhance water circulation.
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3.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON, SAFETY, AND, SECURITY OF POOL STORAGE"

Several reports have been published onI thesafetyiof spent fuel pool storage. One of(
the earliest analyses was contained in the Reactor Safety'Study (U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, 1975). which concluded that spent fuel pool safety risks were very much
smaller than those involving the cores of nuclear reac ,tors..This conclusion is not surprising:
The c~oolinig system in a spent fuel p ,ool.is siniple. The coolant is at atrmospheric pressure;
the spent fuel is in a subcritical configuration and generates'little heat relative to that
generated in an operaing reactor• ;and thedesign and l6cstion of piping in the pool make a"
sev Iere6 loss-of-pool -coolant event unlikely during normal opertin coditions. Despite
changes, in reactor and fuel storagie operations. 'such a.s longer fuel residence times in the
core and higher-densitypool storage, the conclusions" of that study are still broadly
applicable today, It is important to recognize, however, that the Reactor Safety Study did not
address the consequences of terrorist attacks.,

The Nuclear Regul 'atory CZommission and, its contractors have periodically re-
analyzed.the safety of spent nuclear fuel stirage(see Benjamin et al., 1979 BNL, 1987 ,
1997; USNRC, 1983,2001 a, 2003b). All of these studiessuggest that a loss-of-pool-coolant
event could trigger a zirconium cladding fire. inthe po'se dspent fuel. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission considered suchtbhe Ia accident to bi6so.unlikely that no Specific ".
action was warranted, despiterchanges in' reactor opherationsthiat have resulted in. increased'
fuel bum- ps and fuel storage operations that have reultedin me .. "fuel pools.'

In 2001, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published NUREG1 738, Technical :
Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident R disk at theCommsiofn`-ing Nucle.ar Power Plants, to
provide a technicalbasis for rulemaking for powesr plant deoommission.ng (USNR e ' 2001 a).
A draft of the study was issued fort pulaic c enysw i Ih comments by the AdvisoryComm-,ittee on Reactor Safeguards and a qult eiwo'h ehd.asmptions, and
models used in the analysis was canried out by the Idaho National Engineering andy
Envfirio~nmental Laboratory.:

The study prov~ided a pirobabflisftirisk as'sessment that identified severe accident
scenarios and estimated their consequences.d The analysis determined, for a given set of .
fuet characteristics, how much time would be required to boil off enough watnr to allow the
fiuel rodsto reach temperatures sofficiete .. to .inti.atea zrconium cladding fire.-.

The analysis suggested that largeerhuae n drops of fuel casks from an
overhead crane during transfer operations were the two event initiators that could lead to a
loss-of-pool-coolant accident. For cases where active coo~ling (ýbut no~t the coolant) has been
lost, the thermal-hydraulic analyse s sugge site d that oprtrs wo-u'ld have about 100 hours:.ý

(mrhn fou days) to act before the fuel was uncovered suffidenriy thro~ugh boiling of,
cooling water iii the pool to allo~w the fuel. rods to ignite., This timre wýs' characterized as an
."underestimate' given the simplifications assumed for the..loss-oqf-pool-,coolant scenario.

The overall conclusion of the study was that tNe risk of a spent fuel pool accident
leading to a zirconium cladding fire was low despite the large consequences because the,
predicted frequency of stuch.acciidents wa's very low The stuyao cocudeh vr
that the consequences ofap zirconiumn cladding fire in a spent fuel pool ,could be sericius and,
that Once the fuel was uncovered, It might take only a. few hours for the' most recently
discharged spent fuel rodsi to ignite.:
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A paper by Alvarez.etaL. (200.3a;- see'allso -Thompson, 2003 tkteanalyses in
NUREG-1738 to their logical'ed niho the Sep8dtemher. 11, 2001, troitatcs

Namey, hatwoud hppn if tere werea loss-of-pool-coolant event that drained the spent
fuel pool? Such an vent:wais rpot considered in NUkREG-1 738, but the analytical results in
that study were: prsetdna maner that miade such an analysis possible.

Alvarez andhis co-authors concludld that such an event would leadto the rapid•
heat-up of spent fuel in a. deniseý-packed pool to temperatures at wh~ich the zirconbium alloy
cladding wouldca' fire and.release many.of the fuel's fission products, pari cularly
cesium-i1 37'.They suggested that the fire could spread to the older spentfuei, resurltingin"
long-Lerr contamination conse quences- that were worse than those from the ,Chemobyl:ý
accident g Citingtwo reports by Brookhaven Natioa L ratory (BNL, 1987,1997). they
estimated that between 10 and 100 percent of the cesium-137 could be mobilzed in' the
plume from'the6 burn ing spent fuel pool, which could cause tens of thousands of excess
cancer deaths. loss of tens of thousands of square kilomreters of land, and economic losses
An the hundreds of bilihons of dollars. The excess cancer estirnates were revised downward
to between 2000 and 6000 cancer deaths in a subsequent paper (Beyea et at., 2004) that
more accuratelyi accounted for average population densities around U.S. power plants.

Alva eza nd is o~a ft~ s. eco men ed hatspent fuel be transferred toa d ry
, sorage within. five years of discharge from the reactor- Theynoted that this would reduce
the radi6activeInventoreso in spentfuel pools and allow the remaining fuel to be returedf to
open-rack toae'to 6lloW for More effective coolant circulation, should a loss-of-Po-
G' cooa•nt event 'cur. The authors also discussed other compensatory measures that could

,be taken to reduce the consequences-of such events,.

The Alvarez et al. (2OO3a)-paper received extensive attention and comments,.
Including a co -mmrent from the Nu6cle'ar'Regulatory Comm~ission staff (U~SNRC, 203$a, see
Alvar~ez et al. 2003b, for a respse). None of the cortmeetators leedthe mainchaleng-
concl.uson oflthe ivarez etal., (2003a) paper tt asevre loss-of-po-coo!antý accident
might lead to a spent fuel: fire in a dense.-packed poo. Rather, the commentators .challenged
the likelihood that such anievent could occur through accident or sabotage, the'assumptios,
u sed to dcaculate the offsiteconsequences, of such an event, and the cost-effectiveness of:
the authors' proposal to move spent fuelinto, dry cask storage. One commentator,,
sumiiimaed these differences in a single"'sentence (Betnamin, 2003.,p, 53):"ina nutshell,
tljvaree et 6al.] correctly. identify a problem that needs to be'addressed, but tlhey do not:
adequately demronstrate that the' proposed solution is cost-effective or that it: is opiml.

.The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff provided a briefing to the committee that,
provides a further critique of the Alvarez et al. (2003a)' analysis•hAat goes beyond the
USNRC (2003a) paper. Commission stafftoId the committee that the NUREG-:1738
analyses attempted to provide abounding aaysis ofcurrentand conceivable future spent
fuel -pools at plants undergoing decommissioningand thereo elied on
assumptions. The analysis assumed, for example.'thatte pool contained an'equivalent of
three-and-one-half reactor cores of spent fuel, including the cone fr-omthe most recent
reactor cycle. The staff also asserted .tht NUlREG- !738 did nio:t pro'vid a realistic analysis
':.of onsequence. Commission staff concluded ta ithe risks andpotential societal cost of

,[a]terrorist attack on spent fuel. pools do'not justify theMcomplex and. costlyhmeasures

* <A

a

'K'

'A''
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proposed inAvrbe a. (2003) to move and store 1/3 of spent 1 fuel pools (sic] inventory in
drY storage Casks'8

The committee provides a discussion of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) analysis inits ft
classified report.The ,commi Jtdjgdge. Satsome of their release estinmtes sh ould not be
dismissed.

The 2003, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC. 2003b) staff publication '
NUREG-0933, A Pniorftization of.Generic Saft SSuesdscusses beyond-design sis :,
accidents in spentfuel pools. The study draws scme of the same consequence conclusions
as the Alvarezet .(2003a) par. It notes that•i• n ad acked poola zirconium

9c cladding fire would probably spread to most or all of the spent-fuel poor (p. 1). This could -
drive what the report refers to as borderline aged fuel into a mitren condition, leading to the
release of fission products comparable to molten fuel in a reactor core-

'The NUREG-0933 repor (USNRC,2003b) summarizes technical analyses of the
frequencies of severe accidents for three BWR scenarios. The report concludes that the
greatest risk is: from a beyond-designr-bbise seismic event. While the consequencest of.such
,accidents'are considerable; the report concludes that their frequencies are no greater than f

would be expectedfor reactor core damage accidents due to seismic events, beyond. the
design basis safe shutdown earthquake- '~

- An anaysis safe speunt fuel operating experience by the Nuclear Regulatory: -
Commission staff (JSNRC', 1997) showed that.sevefal accidental parttalioss-of-pool1
coolant events have occurred as a result of human error.`Two of these involved the loss of
morethan 5 feet of waterfrom thie poo, but nonehadseousconsequences. Neveitheless,
Commission staff suggested that plant-specific analyses and corrective actions should be 9 9

takeni to reduce the potential for such events in the future.99

It is important to recognize that with the exception of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) paper,
all of the previous U S& work reviewed by the committe hasfocused on safety risks, not
security risks. Th Nuclear Regulatory Commission analyses of spentfuelstorage '.
vulnerabilities were not cormpleted bythe time the.c0mmittee finalized its information
gatherig for. this. report, but the conmmhtee did'receive. biriefings on this work. In addition,
analyses. have been. undertaken of lextenira! :impat npwrpatsrcue by-,rcat o
the few commercial power plantd thatae located close enough to airports to consider
hardening: of the plant design toresadntal aircraft crashes. These analyses were
done.as part of the. plants! licensing safety analy ses. The committee did not took further into .
these few plants because the f arc co.sideried were smaller and the. impact ve ealties.

considered were much lower than those that might be brought to bear in a well-planned
terrorist attack:. . -..

The committee did learn about work to assess the. risks of spent fuelstorage to,.
terrorist attacks in Germany (see Appendix, Cfora description). However, the details of this
work are classified by the German govemrment and therefore are unavailable to the

The quote is from a PowerPoint presentation made by Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff to the
committee at one of its meetings.

NUREG-0933 is a historical record that provides a yearly update of generic safety issues. IIdoes.
not provide any additional technical anatysisorfthese issues.
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committee for, review. Conisequently, the, commnittee; was uniable to provide a technical
assessment-

3,3 EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL RISKSOF POOL STORAGE.

Prior to the September 11, 20011 terrorist attacksý, speant fuel pool analyses by the
Nuclear'.Regd t~ Comiso eefcsdams exclusively on safety. On the basis of
these analyses., the Commission concluded that spent, fuel storage carried risks thatwere no

.greater (and likely much lower) than risks for operating nuclear reactors, as discussed in the
previous section of this chapter.

The September 11, 2001, terroiest attacks raised the possibility of a new kind of
t1hreat to commercial power plants ~and spent fuel storage: premeditated, carefully planned,
high-impact attacks by terrorists to damage these facilities for the purpose of releasing
radiation to the environment and spreadin g lfea and pan ,ic among civilian populations. The
11::Commission informed the committee that its conclusions about risks of spent fuel storage
are now being reevaluated in light of these new threats. -

Prior to September 11,, the Nupiear'Regulatory Commission viwdthe most credible
sabotage event as a violent external land assault by small groups of well-trained, heavily
a. rmed individuals aided by a knowledgeable insider.'0 The Commission has long-. .
established requirements frphysical proteon systems at power plants tothwartsuch
assaults. The committee wAs told that these requirements have been increased since the
September 11 2001, atWcks. To the committee's knowledge,there are currently no
requir6ments In place to defend against the kinds of larger-scale, pOrmeditated, skillful
attacks were• • dout onSe ptember 11, 2001, whether or not a'commercial aircraft is
involved.Stafffrom" the'Nulear Regulatory Commission and represent frmthe
nuclearindustry repeatedliy told the committee that they view detecting, preventing, and
thwarting such attacks as the federal government's responsibility.

Sis, important to reco.nize that nuclear power plants in the United States and most
of the restof theorldd were designed primarily with safety, not security, in mind. 2 The
reinforced-concrete containment buildings that house the reactors were designed to contain
internal preýýures.of up ltoabout 4atmospheres in case steam'is released in the event of
various hypothe•tial.reactor accidents. These and other plant structures were not
specifially designed&tresist external terrorist attacks, although their'robust construction
would certainly ,provide ýsignificant protection against external assaults with airplanes or
othe types of weapons. Moreover, commercial power plants are substantally more robust
than other critical inftstructure such as chemical plants, refineries!, and fossilfuel-fired "._.
electrical generating stations.

1 0 'This is known' as the "design basis threar for radiological sabotage.of nuar power-plantsi.See
Chapter2-

S spent fuel storage facilties in Germany are designed to survive the impact of a Phiantommilitary let
without a significant release of radiation. Since September 11,2001,: the Germans have also Ir

examined the impact of a rangeiof aircraft, including large civilian airliners,on thiesefacilities. A
discussion is provided in Appendix C.
12 No nuclear power plant Ordered after the mid-1970s has been built in the United States, so the
designs were developed long before domestic terrorism of the kind seen on September 11, 2001,
became a concern.,
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In the wake; ofethe September 11, 2001,4attabks, a great deal of additional work has§
been or is being carried out by government and private entities to assess he security rsks -.n
posed by terrorist attacks against nuclear power plants and spent fuel storage. The-'ý,-,
committee provides a.discussion of these studies in the following subsections. Some of,
these studies are still. in progress..

The committee's disclsion of thiswork in the following subsections is organized
arounrd the following two questions:

(1) Could anmaccident or terrorist attack lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant event that
would partially or completely drain a spent fuel pool?

(2) What wouid be the radioactive releases if a pcxl were drained?

3.3.1 Could a Terrorist Attack Lead to a Loss of-Pool -Coolant Event?

A terrorist attack that either disrupted the coolng system for the spent fuel pool or
damaged or collapsed~the pool itself could potentially lead to a loss-of-pooloolant event
The cooling system.could be disrupted by dIsabllng or damaging the system that circulates,
water from the pool to be*at xcihangers to remhove dec-ay 'heat. This system.would notilikely'
be a primary target of a terrorist attack, but it could be damaged as the iresýlt-o an attack on

.. the spent fuel pool or other targets at the plant .(eg., the power for the p umps could be
interrupted). The lossý of cooling capacity ,wouild be of muchi greater qoncer wer nit to occur
during or. shortly after a reactor offloading operation, because the pool would contain a large
amount of high decayrheat fuel.

The consequences of a danmaged cooling system would be quite predictable: The
temperature of the" Pool water. would. rise until the, pool began to boll. $tearn produced by
boiling would carry away heat, and the steam would col as it exp•• ndeda into theopen space
above the pool.1 iBoiling would slowly consume the water in the pool, and if no additional
water were added the pool level would drop. It.would likely take severatcldays of.continuous
boiling tounver the fuel. Unless physical access to thi pool wereicompletelyretried
(e.g:, by-high radlation fields or debris), there would likely be sufficient.0timeto bring in,
auxiliary water suppies to keep the water level In the pool at safe levels, until the cooling
sysitem couldbe repaired. This conclusion presumes. ofcourse, that technical means,
trained' wrkers, and a sufficient water supply were available to implement sutch€ measures."
The Nuclebr Regulatory Commission requIres thatalterative sources of water be identified
and available as an element of each plantes oper6ting license.

Thekpool-boiling event described above could result in the release of small amounts
of radioriuclides that are normally present in pool water.' 4 Theseradionuclides would likely
" a.! ittle or no offaite impacts given thei small oncentratio ý inthe steamandtheir
subsecquent dilution in air once released to the environment. Moreover, as long as the spent
fuel is covered with a steam-water mixture, it would not heat up sufficiently for thecladding

to, ignite.

A loss-9f-pool-coolant event resulting from dage or collapseWof the pool could,

'3 1The building above the spent fuel pool contains blow-out panels that co•ld be removed to provide
'additional ventilation,." This contamination may enter the water from damaged fuel or from neutnctivated mateials that

build up on the external surftces of the fuel assemblies. The.latter material is referred to as "crud."
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-havemore severe consequences. Severe damage of the, pool wallcould potentially result
from several types'of terroristattacksfor instance: . ' ,.

(1)2)Attacks with large .civilianaircraft
(2)hAttackswthhigh-energy weapons.

'(3) Attacks with explosive charges.

The committee reviewed two independent analyses of aircraft impact;,O poe A,""

plant structures: A study sponsored by EPRI completed in 2002pro'vides a, generic analysisj
of civilian aidiner impacts on commercial ower plant structures (EPRI, 2002). A.study in
progress.by. Sandia Nationalaboratories for the Nuclar Regulatory Commissijorn examines i • •-
the consequences of an airc-aft impact on an actual BWR power plant-

.The.EPRI and Sandia analyses used different finite element and finite difference"
to ethat are, in common use inresearch and industry~.'5 Both sets of aaye tepe

vitoyaidate the codes against physical tests, such astlhe Sarndi -slug tesits that.impacted
W ater barrels in't a concrete test wall at high speeds. EPR.'s analysis' usedla Riera impact
loading conditIon, whichmoels Itoe airaft impact on a rigid structure and.is.a;sightly
conservative assumption because the structures are • n fact deformable. The Sandia.
analysis was carried out on powerful computers that alowed the aircraftto be included
explicitlly in the cal.culationis. ,.,

The. committee also reviewed the preliminary results of NLucear Regulatory
Commrission studies on the respo f thick reinfoeconcrete walls sucas those used

in. spent fuel pools to attacks invýolvig simple explosive charges andotherhigh-energy
devices. The details of theanalyses were not provided and thiereforecouldnolt be evaluated
quantitatively. However, some of these preliminary results are descrbed in the commrittee's,
classified report. ';

The results of these aircraft and assault sWdies are classilied or safeguards
nformation. The, committee has concluded tha thr are some scenarios that could lead to
the partial failure of the spent fuel pool wall, th ferey resting inhepartior complete losS

of pool coolant. A zirconium cladding fire could result if timely mitigative actions to cool the
fuel were not taken. Details are provided in the classified re•oýr.

3.3.2 What wnould be the Radlioactive Releases if a Pool Were Drained?

There are two ways in which an attack on a-spent fueli pool could spread radioactive
contamination: mechanical dispersion andzioumcldding fires. Anexplosion or high,
energy impact directly on the spent fuel could mechaically pulVerie and loft fuel out of the
pool. This would contaminate the plant a'n surrounding site with pieces of spent fuel. Large- ,

's The EPRI analyses used several finite element models (ABAQ1US. LS OYNA, ANACAP, and -
WINFRITH) and Riera 4impact ýfun'ctions. TheýSandia' analyses used. the ýCW finite difference model.'
and the Pronto3D finite element analysis odel.TfheTH .r.code has been used.for a wide, range of
impact penetration and explosivd detinati on problemsbythe Department of. Energy, the Department
of Defense, and industry during the past decade. CTH results have been compared extensively with
experimental results. As an Eulerian code (where material flows through a fixed grid) it can readily
handle severe distortions. It also has a variety of.computational material models for dynamic (high-
strain-rate) conditions, although it is limited in that it does not explicitly model structural members,
such as rebar and metal liners-in the concrete structure, because of computational requirements.
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scale cofsite releases of the ridioactive constituents would not occur," how r unlss they
were mobil.,zed yaicolmcadigf that mete'd the fuel pelets adri lasd some

A~of their radionuclid~einveritory. Suchb fires would create thermal plumes tIhat could Potentially
transport radioactiv~e aeroso'ls' hundreds of miles downwind under apprJopriate atmosphericii

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is now s ,ponsoring work-at Sandia'National
Laboratories to improve. upon Ithe..analyses in NUREG-1738 (USfN.RC,,2001a), and in
'particular to6 obtain. an ,improved phehomenological understanding uf the ther'mal and
hydraulic process ,es that would occur in a spent fuel pool from a loss-of-po~ol-cooliant event.
The committee receivied, briefings on this work~ from Commission and Sandia staff during the

cour~~e ~ y, thi suyAdionly, the committee received a briefing from ENTERGY Corp.
A staff and AtA co~nsultanrts under contract to analyze and understand, the consequences of a

108ssf-pool-ýcoolant event in a spent fuel pool in a PWR plant.~

AA The Sandia analyses were carried out on the reference BRdsrbdi eto
3.1.Sandia's analysis cof a, PWR spent fuel pool had onydus bgu b bted ind SfMtio00

arid has 'not yet yielded any 'results. The corrmittee had less opportunity tiv examine
ENTERGY's approiach and results. Because of these limitations~, the committee was unableA

A' to examine in any detaikthe effects of the differences between BWR' and.PWR pools and
fuel, except as noted withsespect to their locations relative to grade.

S: The aralyoes,owere camed-out 'using several. we....stabl.shed computer codes. The,
A A MELCOR code, whichw.asedeloped by Sandia for use in analyzing severe reactor•care

A accidents, was usedto mode~l flid flow, heat tansfer, fuel claddlng oxidation kinetics, and
A /fission product re 'lease. phenomhena associated with spent fuel assemblies. AThis code has

Abeen ben~chm arikeId against ~da~ta from experiments (e.g., the FPT'Aexperiment~s on the.<--..Ph6bus test facility, and the VERCORS. CORA, and ORNL A experiments)" that involve.
A, A i- aoxidaton kinetic land fission product release. However, none of.. epiments

a dt ySical conditions in a spent fuel pool.
phenome notsignificantly different in .re.ctor core and-in a spent.fue..pool..uta few..y In en................ ..
important .diferences, particular onc igre propagation from hotter fuel. asse mblies' to
coolerfue akssemblleis and nuclear fuel volaftlltes, warrant more detaiile~d analyses or fu~rte'experments. In principle, MELCOR can perform T.best-essiate" calculatiins that address a'.... .range:of acident evolutions, acc'inting.for temperature, availab•lity of oxidiziWngair - rnd: .1..-steain,1 and -p-a. and tran"spro radionuclides. :

-. A:. .. Sandia calculated th decay heat in the assemblies using the ANSI/ANS.51bcde.
based'" : onactual characteristics of the.spent fuel,(ie., actualfuel ages, I Uupsand
locations) in the reference BWR poolF•and mixing behavior inthe poo*Uand re-tor
building enclosing the poolwere modeled using a separate computatifonal flUid dynamicsI

Two types of analyses werecamed out A "separate .ffts~ analysis was
undertaken to examine the thermal- responses of a spent fuel assembly'J(FIGURE 3.4) in ar

1These. experiments were designed to: examine phenomena that occur in reatr cores, during.
severe accidenis. The phenomena include cor'e degr'adation.S. Oxygen feeds the zirconium reactionaMdlenhances rease and transport of ruthenium-106, and
the.._ ." steammreaction rleass hydrogenwhlereas lmed-availabil,0 .of oxygen" starves the reaction.

A Steam can also entrain released fission products,;.

A (A

A A A' A

AA AAAA

A A AA~
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FIGURE. 3.4 Conriguration of fuel assemblies used for separate effects analysis. (A) Top
view of BWR spent fuel assemblies used inthe model. (B) Side view showing spent fuel
assemblies in the pool. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory Commission: briefing materials
(2004),
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FIGURE 3.5 Two configurations used in the separate effects models shown in FIGURE 3A,
(A) Center hot spent fuel assembly surrounded by four cold assemblies; and (B),center hot
spent fuel assembly surrounded by four hot assemblies. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission briefing materials (2004).

loss-of-pool-coolant event. This analysis was used to understand how thermal behavior is
influenced by factors such as decay heat in the fuel assembly,.heat transfer with adjacent
assemblies, and heat transfer to circulating air or steam i6 a. drained spent fuel pool. This
analysis was used to guide the development of "global responseW models to examine the
thermal-hydraulic behavior of an entire spent fuel pool..

The separate effects analysis examined the thermal behavior of a high decay-heat
BWR spent fuel assembly surrounded either by four low decay-heat assemblies (FIGURE
3.5A) or four high decay-heat assemblies (FIGURE .15B). This analysis showed that the
potential for heat build-up in a fuel assembly sufficient to initiate a zirconium cladding fire
depends on its decay heat (which is related to its age) and on the rate at which heat can be
transferred to adjacent assemblies and to circulating air or steam..
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In the configuration shown in FIGURE. 3.5A,. the low decay-.heat assemb,.ties act as'
thermal radiation heat srnlis thereby a~llowi"ng the mo~re r.,ap'id transfer of heat 'away from the
center fuel assembly thenwold, be thase i thaereteir assembly were surrounded by
high decay-heat assemnblies'. The results from thls' analysis indicate that this 'configuration
can be air cooled sufficiently to prevent the initiation of azroimcladding fire within a
relatively short time after the center fuel assembly is discharged from the reactor. In the:
configuration ihown in FIGURE 3.5B, heat6 transfer away from the center assembly is
reduced, and heat build-up is more rapid. .Results indicate that this configuration cannot be
air co~ed for a significantly longer time after the center fuel assembly is discharged fr-om the
'reactor,~

The global analysis.Ymodeed theq actual design and fuel lo-ading pattemn of the
reference BWFR spent fuel pooli. The pool was divided into seven regions based on fuel age.

Withn ech o thse svenreginsthe moel for the fuel racks was 4subdivded into '16
zones. The grouping of as~semlnie~is into, zones reduced, the, computational requirements 1x.
compared to modeling: every assemnbly.)s Tw scenarios were examined: (1)'a comiplete{;>
loss-ofpoolh-coolant scenan o. ain which thepooi-is irained to a level below the bottom of
spent fuel assemblies; and (2)8a partialos$of-p&ool-colant scenario in which water levels in
the- pool drain to a level.somewheraebetween the top and bottom of the fuel assemblies. In
theformer ,ase, a convective a6ir circulation path can be e•tablished a•ong the entire length
o'f the fuel assemblies, which promotes convective air cooling of the fuel. In the latter case,
an effect~ive air circulation path cannotform because the bottom of the assembly is blocked
'by water,- Steam isgeeated by boilling of the pool water, and the zirconium cadn

ioxi~tio rectib pn~uce hydoge g~as. Tis analysis suggests that circulation blockage'
has a significant impact, onthermal behavior of the fuel assemblies.-The ,specific impact
depends, on the depth to wtich the pool is drained':

The global analysis examined the thermal behavior of fuel assemblies in the pool at
1, 3, and 12 months after teofodgofn-hidof a core of spenit fuel from the reactor,
Sensitivty studies wer can ott sesteiportance of radiation heat transfer

,between different reg .ions of the pool, .theeffecsOf building damage on releases of
radioactive mateia, to the einviro'nment,,and theeffects of var'yng',the assumed location and
size ofmthe ht..in. the pool wall."

'The result of these, alyearprovided inth6 commnittee's classified report. For
some scenariosthe•fuelrcould be air. cooled'wih 8' re'latively short time6 after its removal
from the reactor. rfeionssof..-coolant eventtook place before, the funIlel could be air cooled,
howiever, a zirconium cladding fi1re could beilnitiated if no mitigative actions were taken,
Such fires co uld trealetase some of the fuels radioafctoive materal inventory o the environment
in the <form of aerossos.

For a partial-loss-of-pool-coolant, event, the danaysis indicates that the potential for
zirconium cladding fires Would, exst for an even greatr inih e (compared, t the-complet.-,
loss-of-pool"-cooilant event) e afteruthe spentfuel was discoharged from the.reacdtor becauvse air
circuln canbe blocked bYwater-at the bottom of the pool.Thermal oupling betwee
adjacent assemblies willfbelO due primarily to radiative rather than convective. heat transfer..
However, this heaittrnsfer mode hais been modeled. simplisticalily in the MELCOR runs

SThe gl1obalrsponse model runs~took between 10 and 12 daysp on the personal comptuters used in"
the. andia analyses.
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performed by S~andia."~,''

If the water level is above the top of the-fUel racks, decay, heat in the fuel could cause
the pool water to boil. Once water level fell belo`w a certain level in the fuel assembly, th~e
exposed portion of the fuel cladding might hieat upsufficiently to ignite if no mitigative '

actions were taken. This could result in the release of a substantial fraction of the cesium
inventory to the environment in the form of aerosols.ý

A zirconium cladding fire in the presence of steam 'could generate hydrogen gas over
the course of the event. The generation and transport of: hydrogen gas in air was modeled in
the Sandia calculations as was the deflagrationof a hydrogen-airmixture in the closed
building ,space above the spent fuel pool. Tiedeflagration of hydrogen could enhance the
release of radioactive material In some scenario6s.

'iSandia Was just beginning to carry out a similar set of analyses for a preference'
PWR spent fuel pool when the committee cornrle~ted informnation gathering for its c I ssif jed
report. There are reasonts to believe that the reosultsfora PWR pool could be somewhat
different, and possibly more" severe, then for a BW pobol PWRassemnblies are larger have
somewhat higher bum-ups, and some assembflekstdirectly over the Irack feet, which may
impede cooling. While PWR fuel assembries hold. mo'dre fuel, they also have more open
channels within themi for water circulation. The comnmittee.-was told th~at as part of this work, :
a sensitivity analysis will be carried out to understand how design differences among U.S.
PWRsewill infuene'the modelfestlts.

ENTERGY Corp. has carried out independent separate-effects moder•ing of a PWR
spent fuel pool using the MELCOR code. The analyses addressed both partial ande comlete.
losAof-pool-cOoolant events for its PWR spent fuel assemrblies in a regioni of the pool where
there are nowater channels In the spent fuel racks. The ae ounahlyses were made for relatively'
fresh spent fueloassemblies (ise., separate models were rn for assemblies that had been
discharged from the reactor for 4,.30, and 90 days) surrunded by four 'cold' assemblies
that had been disch'arged for two years. In general, the ENTERGY results are similar to

t e from the Sandia separat~e-ffects analyses mentined above.:

Several steps could be taken to mitigate the afec of suchloss-lofnpookaoolant
events shnI ort of re.no valt of spent fuel from the pool. ea these are theoG tsowin' t

The spent fuel assemblies in the pools can be reconfigured in a tcheckerboard'
pattern so that newero higher, ecy-heat fudel elements arefsurrunded biy older,
lower deay-he6aofelerentsi The older eldments w Ilact as tad•;ation heat •si•ks in'
the event-of a coolant koss so thatnthe fuel is air coolable withiin abshort • • e••of its,
discharge ftroim the reactr. Alternatively, newly discharged is can ep fed
e n~ear Utheoolwall, .Whih also acts a .a heatrsink. ENTERG Ystaff esti"natesthat
reconfiguerig the•fuemlin one of its pools into a checkesrboard pattern would take

ony bot10 hours of extra' ork, but would not extend a refueling outage..I
Revnflurlg f -fuel. alre'ady in the, pool could be done at any time. It does notý

require a rctor outage.

In a reactor core accident., heat trnster by thermal radiation is not important because -0l of the fuel.
assemblies are at app.roximrately fth same -temperature. Consequently, there is no net heat transfer:

btenthem ut spntfiul poltotansmlies of diferent'Ages, burnups§, and ýdecay-heat
production. The hotter assiemblies will radiate heat to cooler assemblies.
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* If there is sufficient space in the pool, empty slots ýcan also be arranged- to,
prootenatralairconvection in' acoplet -loss-of-pool-coolant ýVevnt. The, as1k loading area in some pools may serve this purpose ,f it is in communication

with the rest of the pool.~
*Preinstalled emergency, water makeup, systemrs . n spent fuel pools would provide

a mechanism to replace pool water in the event ofa •'oolant loss,
*Preinstailld water spray systems a8boV-e- or ithin the pool could also be used to~

cool the fuel in a loss-of-pool-cooiant event.20 Themi1 comittee carried out a simple
agregate calculation suggestingthatawater spray of about o 50to60 gallons
(about 190 to 225 lites) per minute forthe whole pool-would likely be adequate
to.prevent a zirconium cladding fire in a loss-of-poo laont eVent._ A simple, low-
pressure spray distribution experime ,n t "could verify wha t d-istribution of cool ant
would be sufficient to cool a spent-fuel pool. Such a system would have to be
designed to function even if the spent fuel-pool or building were severely
damaged in an attack.2',

S imit•ng full-core offloads to situations when such offloads are required would
reduce the decay heat load in the poolbduring routine refueling outages,
Alternatively, delaying the offoad'of fuel to thepool after a reactor shutdown

w re walls t decay-heatoload in the pool.
Thewalls of spent fuel pools tc-uld be.ýr.ein forced to prevent damage that could,
lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant eventý

* Security levels at the plant could be increased.dunng outages that involve core
offloads$,

Of coursei damage to the pool anid. high radiation felds could Make it difficuit~to take
some ofthese mitigative measuresý..Multiple redundant and diverse, m~esures may be
'require so that more than one remedy is available.to mitigate4a lss-fp loit even .,K
especially'.when access to thie pool is imited by damage or high radiation fields. Cost '
considieratons might be 'significant, aruarty for measures, such asinstalling o hardened
spraysystemas and lengthening refueling outages, but, the committee did not exami n 'th
costs of these measures. "

3.3.3 Discussion

The-Sandia and ENTERGY analyses described In this chapter were still in progress
when the committee completed its classified report. As noted previously, draft technical, ,
documents describing the work were not available at the time this study was being
completed• (C'sequenly, the committee sunderstanding of these analyses isnbased on
briefing materials (ie., PowerPoint slides) presented before the committee by- Nuclear

There is an extensive anlalytic aind'experimental experence base confirminglithat spray systemsarie
effective In providingemrgencyc colfing in BWR'reacor cores, which gener•te much more,
decay heat than -spet fuel.;Detailed experiments have shown that some minirum amount of water
must be delivered on top of each assembly, and if that is provided, the assembly willbe cooled
adequately even if there is significant blockage of the cooling channels.
2 ENTERGY staff mentioned the possible use of a specially equipped fire engine to provide spray-
cooling, The committee does not-know whether this would deliver sufficient spray o g •where it is:
needed or would provide-sufficient protection If terrorists are attempting to prevent eryer genlcy
response, but the strategy i worth further examination..
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Reguaitory.Commission and, ENTERGYstaff and consultants; discussions with•these
-6k.ertsn A com •s own, expert judgment.

The cmmittee judges that these analyses provide a start for understanding the~
behavior of spent-fuel pools in severe environments. The analyses, were carried out by
qualified xpr usingwell-known analytical methods and engineeringhcodes to model
system behavors. Although this is a start, the analyses have important limitations. '! , i

The aircraft attack scenanos conslder onype of aircraft. Heavier aircraft could be
used in suchattacks.These planes are in common use in passenger and/or cargo
opearationsý,and somne'of these planes can be chartered,.

Equally limiting assumptions were2 made in the analyses of spent fuel pool thermai
behaior.To mke he aalyssractable, It was~assumred that the fuel in theý pool was in an

untdamaged conditin .when the loss-of-pool&o~lant event oiccurred,. This isnot necessarily
a valid assuption. Whether such damage would change the outcome ofthe analyses.
described in this chapter is unknown.

Simplistic modeling assumptions were made. about the fujel assembly geometry (e g.
individual fuel bJndles were not modeled in the .ct ul.tion)convective
'cooling flow paths a•dmechanisms, thermal radiation heatrtransfer, propagation of cladding

fie o lwpowe bundles' and radioactivt rees m echasm I addition, flow bl 'ckage
duetonfission-gas-Induced clad balloonlngvwa-s riot c6rnaidred.he thermal analysis
experts on, the committee judge th'at these simplistic assumptonsi could produce results that ~*<
are more severe (i[e., overconsevative) than would be the case, had more realistict
as5sumpitions been used.

More sophisticated models, which invove clad ballooning and detailed thermal! ?
hydraulics, including radiative heat transfer, have bbeen developed, for the analysis of severe

-in-Core accidents.These models can be. evaluatedusing more powerful computers.
MELCOR appears to-have sufficient capability to evaluate m sophisticated rmodels of the
spent fuel pool and Sandia has access to large% sophis ed computersW -State-of-teart
calculations of thistype are needed fr thie ysis of spent fuel Pool$ SO th4t more
informedgulatory.econscan be made',

The analyses also do not consider the possibility of an attack that ejects spent fuel
from the pool. The ejection of freshly discharged spentlfuel fro the pool might ýlead to a
zirconium cladding fire, if immediate mritigative actionts could not. betaiken; The application of
such measures could :be hindered by the-high radiation fieldsaroiundthe fu•e.

While the committeejudges that sme attacks involving aircraft would be fea.sble to
carry out, It can provideno'. ssessment of the probability, of such atta66s Nevertheless;,
analyzing their consequences is useful for informing policy decisions on steps to betaken to
protect these facilities from terrorist .at tack.,

22 If a fuel rod reaches relatively high temperatures, the gases inside can cause the cladding to• "
balloon out, restricting and even blocking coolant flow through the spaoes between the rods within the.
assembly.
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3.• FINDINGSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on its review of spent fuel pool dsks,`thecommittee offers the following

-findings. and recommend ation s.

FINDING 3A: Pool'storage is required at all operating commercial nuclear power
plants tO. cool newly discharged sdpet fuel;

Opeirating nuclear power plants. typically discharge about one-third of a reactor core
od spent fuel every 1-24 months. Additionally, the entire-reactor core may bepacd irtt-.
the... spe S.nt fuelpool(oaded)d~uring.outage periods forrefueling. The analyses of, spent
fu•el +thermalbehavior desbd inrthis chapter demonstrate that freshly dischargedspent
fuel generates too much decay heat to be passively air cooled. The NuiclarrRegulatory
Commission requires that this fuel be stored, ina poolthat has an active heatremoval
system (ie., water, pumps and heat 0exhngers) fra at east ,one year as a safety matter.
Cuirrht design practices for approved dry' tor systems ruire five years' minimum
, • decay in spent fuelu ls.,Alhoughspent fuel younger thafive yars could be stored in dryc asksthe changes required for hieldi and heat. removal could bestntial, esecially

frue that has ben disa than about, three years.

FINDING 3B: The committe, findsthat, idero a terrorist attack
thýpat prtially or completely drained A spent fuell pool co uld lead~to a propagatringzirconium cladding fire and the release of large quantities of radioactive merilsto-
the environment. Details are provided In the committee" c"assfied report..

I.. is notpossiblehtopb iprct the precise magnitude of such relases because the
:.computer models have not been validated for this application;,

FINDING 3C:it appears to be feasible to reduce thel lkeli•h•ooof arzirconium
claddlin e olowig a Ioss-of-poolýcoolant event using readily implemented,
measures.

There'appear to be some measures that could be taken to m•tgate the risks of spent
fuel zirconium cladding fires in a loss-of-pool-coolant event. The following measures appear-
to have patcu'lar merit.

* Reconfiguring.of spent fuel in the pools (ie.', redistribution&of high decay-heat
assemblies so that they are surrounded: by low decay-heat assemblies) to "ore
evenly distribute decay-heat loads. The analyses descnbed'elsewhere in this",
cpter suggest that the potential for zirconium cladding fires. can be reduced
substantially by surrounding freshly discharged spent fuel assemblisrwt older
spent .fuel assemblies in *checkerboard". patterns. The analyses suggestthat,
sucharrangements might even be more effective for reducing:the potenti.al for...
Zirconium claddbig fires than removing this older spent fuel from the, pools:
However, the advantages have not been demonstrated unequivocally by
modeling and experiments.

* Limitin•gthe frequency of offloads of full cores Into spent fuel pools, requring
longer shutdowns of the reactor before any fuel is offloaded to allow decay-heat
levels to be managed, and providing enhanced security when such offloads must
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be made. The offloading of th reactor coreint the spent fuel prO0 during reactorn
outages substantiatly raises th4e 0 decay-heatoddof the pool and'increases the
risk of a zirconium cladding fire1i a loss-of-pool-coolant event. Of course, any
actions that increase the timea:poWer-reactbr is shut down incur costs, which
must. be considered in cost-beneifit'analyses of possible actionsto. reducerisks.
D--evelopm"n of a redundant and diverse response system to mitigate loss-of-
pool-coolant events. Any mitigation system, su.i:as a spray cooling system,
must be capable of operation even when the pool is drained( wichwouldresult
In high radiation fields and limit workeraccess to the pool) and the pool or
overlying build ing, induding equipment attached to the rooforvwalls, is severely
ddam.aged.

I

FINDING 3D:- The potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel pool -to terrorist attacks
areý plant-design specific. Therefore, specific vulnerabilities can be understood only
:by examining the characteristics of spent fuel storage at each plant.-

As described in the classified report, there are substantial: differences in the design of
PWR and BWR spern fuel pools. PWR pools tend to belocated near or.belowgrade,

wereas BWR pools ially. are located well above, graede but'are protected-by•exterior
walls and other structures. Ih addition, there are piant-specific differences amqng BWRs and

" PWPs that could increase or decrease the vulnerabilities of the pools:to various kinds of
terrorist attacks, making generic conclusions difficult..

FINDING 3E: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and independent analysts have
made progress In understanding some vulnerabilities of spent fuel poolsto certain
•terrorist attacks andthe consequences of suchattackis fori releasesof radioactivity to
the environment. However- additional work onspeclflc ssues isted-In the foilblongi
recommendation Is needed urgently.

The analyses carried out to date for the: Nuder Reulatory Commission by Sandia
National Laboratories and by other independet.Organizations suchtas EPRlIand ENTERGY
have. provided a general understanding of spent fuelbehavior in a loss-ofpooblcoolant eventi
and the vulnerability of spent fuel pools to certain, terrrist attacks that could cause such -
events to occur. The work to'. date, however, has not been sufficient to adequately ,
understand the vulnerabilities and consequencIes.This work has'addressed a small number
of plant designs that may not be representative of U.S. commercial nuclear power plants-as
a whole. It has considered only a Ilimited number of threat scenarios that may: underestimate
the damage that can be inflicted on the pools by determrined terrorists. Additional-analyses
are needed urgently to fill in the,knowledge gaps so that well-informned policy decisions can
be made.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should
undertake additional best-estimate analyses to more fully understand the
vulnerabilities and consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant events that could
lead to a zirconium claddng.:fir. .Based on these analyses, the Commission ",
should take appropriate.actions to address any significant vulnerabilitles that
are identified. The analyses ofithe BWR and PWR spent fuel pools should be:
extended to consider the consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant events that are -

described in the committee's classified report.
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The consequence analyes should a'ddres te following questions:
To whatxtent would suc attacks damage the spent fuel'in the pool,and, w 0a wold beý the 'thermal consequences of such dairage?Is is t feasible to reconfigure the spent fuel within pools to prevent. irconium claddino fires given the actual characteristics(., 'heat .geneatin) f sentfuel assembf fes in the pool, even if the fuel 'weredamaged'Iihan artack? Is there enough space in the poos 'a all,commercial reactor Sitesto Implemeit ,such fuel reconflgucraton? .0 In the event of a locaiz.ed zirconium cladding fire' will such "rearrangement prevent Its spread.to the re t of thepool?*How much spray cooling is needed to prleVent zirconiumn claddling firesand prevent propagation of such fires?:Which of feren optionsfor providing spray cooling are effective under attack and accident

Sensitivity analyses should also be undertakcen to accountffor the full range ofvariation In spent fuel pool designs (e.g., rack designs, capacities, spent fuelburn-ups,. and ages) at U.S. commercial nu~clear power planfts.,

RECOMMENDATION: While the work described in thegprevious.recoMme~ndation un'der Finding 3E, Above As'being carrOiedout, the NuclearRegulatory Commission should ensuethiii6~A~t power. plant operators like p-romptand effective measures to reduce the consequences of Ioss-of-poolcoo•lý...antevents in spent fel pools that could reslt Inpropagatng zirconium cladding,filresl. Theý comnmittee judges that there are'at i~asi tW11 býsuchi .measures that sho~uldbe implemented promptly:. '

Reconfring of fuel in the pools so that h devý4-baat fuel asseblies are'surrounded by low. cay-heat assenblies.' Thi-.will iore evenly distributedecayv-heat loads', thus enhancing radiative hat transfer in the event of "a-lossof p06licloolant.
Provision for waster-spray systems that would be able to cool the fuel even ifthe'pool or overlying blding were severely damaged.

Reconfiguring of fuel in the pool would be a prudent measure that could probblybe implemented at all plants atlittle cost,time,.or exposureof workers to radiation.The second measure wo.ld probably be more expensive to Implement and may notbe needed at all plants, pa;ticulaly. plnts iwhich spent fuel poolsare locatedbelow grade or are proteted-fo exernal fine-of-sýght attacks by exterior walls and'",'-,other structures.

The committee anticipatesý that the costs and benefits of options for Implementing,the second measure would be examinied to help decide what requirements wouldl be..imposed. Further, the committee does not presume to anticipate the best design 'of'such a system.-whether it, should te installed on the walls of a pool or deployed.,,from a location where it is.unlikeiy'to:be compromised by the same attack-'butsimply notes the demanding;requirements. such a system must meet.
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This chapterraddresses the second and third charges of the committee's- sttement
of task:

0 The safety and security advanitages, if any, of dry, cask storage' versus wet p I.Iool
storage .at r Ieactor s ites.:

* Potential safety and 'secrity advantages, if any, of diry cask storage USing
-vadr ous single-, dualý-, or multi-purpose cask designs.

The second charge calls for a co .mparative analysis of dry cask storage versu s pool
storage, whereas thes third cha Irge' focuses exclusively on dry casks. The committee will
address the third charge Wis to provide the basis for the comparative analysis.

By the late 10097, fth need for alternatives to spent fuel pool storage was becoming
obv•ous to bothl commercial nuclear power plant operators and the Nuclear Regulatory,
Commission. TheU.S. government'made-a policy decision at that time not to support-,

commrcil rproessng o spnt uclar uel(see Appendix D),. At the same time efforts to
ope a unerroud epoitry orpermanent disposal of commercial spent fuel-wre

proving to be more difficult aand time consuming than originally anticipated. 2 Commer*cial,
nuclear power pant operators had no plaoted to hip their growing inventories of spent fuel

ande e sf poolwr wituu of pool storage.space. ty
.Dry cask storage was developed to met the need for expanded onsite storage of

spent fuel at comei nc Thesfirst d••.ry cask storage fa"l n t

.- ':•:':.-.,a.• ,.. • E auzo n uclpo entar pssower c ans. : iti. in the::

United States was opened in 1986 at. the Surry' Nuclear. Power Plant. in Virginia.. Such
facilities aretno in o ,perattion at 28 operating and-decommissioned nuclear. powrptns.I2000, the rnuclear power Industry 6r6ete thaet up to thre or four iltsperya ol a
out of needeid.storage space in their pools without additional interim sto'rage Oapacity.

This chapte is organized into the following sections.,

.Background on dry cask storage.
*Evaluation- of potential risks of dry cask storage.

. Potential advantages. of drystorage over wet storage.
- Findings and recommendations.

" This storage system is referred to as *dry" because the fuelis. stored outof water.2 T• he Nuctear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and the Amendments Act of 1987 laid: out a process for
identifying asite for a geologic repository. That epository was to be opened and operating by the end,
of January 1998. The federal government now hopes to open a repository at Yucca. Mountain. which
is !ocated in southwestemr Nevada,. by the end of 2010.

60
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4.1. BACKGROUND OND RYCASK$STORAGE,

The storage of spent fuel in dry casks has the same three pnmary objective"s as pool
storage- (Chapter 8):

Cool the fuel to prevent heat-up to high temperaturs from radioactive deay.-

-i•hi e.workers and the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay in
the spent ,fuel and provide a barrier for any releases of radioactivity..

s'a Prevent criticality accidents.~

Dry casks are desitgn-ed to achieve the first two of these objectives without the use of
water or mechanical systems..Fuel cooling is passive: that is, it relies upon a combination of
heat conduction through'solid materials and natural cponvection or theirmal radiatfion throuigh ~

air to mov deca het from the spent fuel into the ambient environment. Radiation. shielding
~; is provided by. thQask mateipals: Typically, concrete, lead, and steel ar us~edlto shield

gamma radiation, aindpolyethylene, concrete, and boron-impregrated metals btoresihs are
us'ed to shield neutronsCriticality control is provided by a lattice structure, referred ýto as a
baesket, which-holds the spentfe assemblies wthin individual compartmentsin the cask
(FIGURE 4.1). These maintain the fuel in afiixed geometry, and the basket may contain

Passive cooling and radiation shielcing are possible because these casks are
designed-to store only older spent fuel. This fuel has nmuchlowe decay heat-than freshly
discharged spent fuel as well as smaller inventories of radionuclides-

The industry sometimes refers to these casks using the following terms:,

" Single-, dual-,and muir purpose casks.:
:f Bare-fuel and aniter-based casks.

The termis, in the firtbllet indicate the application for w*hichlthe casks are intended
'•- to be used. Single-purposiecask systýers are licens0d4 onlyo stoespent fue. Dual- ore,

purpoe casks. are licensed for bbth storage andtai rtation. MultiW-purpose casks arei-
intended, for storage, tr~ansportatiion, and.diI'sa* n a; g9elgi repository. No true imul
purpose casks existtin the United !tates (or in any other country for that matter) because
specifications for acceptable containers for geologic disposal haveye6t to be finalized by the
Department of Energy. Current plans for Yucca Mountain do not. contemplate the use of-- .
multi-opurpose caslks.

AAKA§ A

B

Nevertheless, some cask vendors still refer to their casks as 'multi-pu'pose6 These.
are at best dual-purpose casks, however, b•use thuey have been licensed only for storage

and transport. Because true multi puIrpose casks do not now exist and are not likely to
exist in the future, the commitee did not consider them further in this study.

Criticality control is less of an issue in dry casks because there is no water moderator present after
the cask is sealed and drained.'

Authority for licensing dry cask storage rests with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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system is designed as~a ho.nzontalac.ncrete module (FIGURE 4.2).P <Thet pi!ncipal:: u
characteristics of dry cask storage, systemrs" are summarized lin TABLE 4.1, which is located
attheendof this clapter.

Dry casks are designedto hold up to about 10 to 15 metric tons of spent fuel. This is
equivalent to about 32 pressurizedý water nuclear reactor (P WR) spent fuel assemblies or 6
boiling water nuclear reactor;(BWR)ý spent iuel assemblies. Although the dimensions vary
among manufacturers, fuel types I(e., BWR,"r(PWF fuel), and.amounts of fuel stored, the
casks are typically about 19 feet: (6 meters) i6 height, 8 feet (2.5 meters) in diameter, and

~weigh 100 tons or more when, load.Kii ,A n ,a,.d.- *!

The casks (for.bare-ftui designs or .canisters (for canister-based designs) are
placed directly into the spentfiuel pool forloading. After they are loaded, the canisters or
casks are drained, vacuum dried, and filled with an inert gas (t"cally helium), The loaded
canisters or casks are'then rernvdfo h ol their outer surfaces are

nd they are moved to the dry storage faciy an the property of the
reactor site. Loading of a single cask or canister can take up to one week.-. vacuum
drying proce is the longest step in-the loading process.

In the United States, dry.casks are stored on open concrete pads within a protected
thea of the pl~it site." This p 0rotected, area, may be contiguous with the protected area of

plant itslf or may be located some"distance•away in its own protected area (see

According to the information provided to the committee by cask vendors, nuclear.
power plant operators are currently purchasing mostly dual-purpose casksfoIr spent fuel
storage. The horizontal NUHOMS cask design Is one of the most-ordered designs at

. present (TABLE 4.3). The vendors informed the committee that cost is the chief
Coideration for their customers whentmaking purchasing decisions. Cost considera.-ons
are driving the cask industry away from all-metalcask designs and toward concrete designs
for storage.

' In addition there is one moduladr concret •vnaultdes•ign in the United States. the Fort St V.a,
Colorado, Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, Which stores spent fuel from a high-

/ temperature gas-cooled-reactor1. Ths eato oeateduntil 1989 and is now decommissioned.,
Because this is a oneý-ofa-kind fcltand the tme available to the committee was short, it wsno

. . " ;.:K,."K K ':";,K

examined in ti t~y
7Small amnounts of radioactive oontamin~tion, are present in the cooling water In the spent fuiel pool.,

Some of this contamination isitransferred to the cask or canister surfaces when it is immersed-Ifithe-:
oofor loading,

There may be exceptions in tfie future. Private Fuel Storage has requested a license from the
Nuclear Regulat1.r Commission to construct a dry cask storag facility In Utah that Will store fuel
from multiple reactor sites. An underground dry cask storafacifity has been proposed atrte-
Humbolt; Bay. power plant in California to store old, tow deca-eat f.The eground desgn is
being prosedprmaly because the site has very demandin d mdign requiremts and Is,

'osble only. because thfe fult be stoe Oenerates little heat
In Ger•any,'dry casks are stored in reinforced concrete buildings. The buildings were oiginally

designded to provide additional radiation shielding (beyond whatis: provided by the 6ask itself) to
r.duce doses at plant site boundaries to background levelis.Some, "oftese buildings are sufficienty..rbutto. provide protection against crashes of large aicra ft A subgroup of the ommttee visited
.spentfujestoirage sites atAhaus and Lingen during this: study. Se'e Appendix.C for.details.



mind,.,

The iregulations in 10 CFR 72 require that dry cask strg aiiis(formally-
.referred toas Independent Spent Fuel Storage Instaliatinhs,-or iSFSIs)-bef 'oated within-a-
potected area of, the plant site (seeF•iGURE 2.1). Howeve, he pmt6cton requrementsfor
these Installations are lower than those for reactors- andspent ruei p'oi.-.The guard force is
required to cany side arms, and'its main funmon is surve=llancer to-detect ,and assess
theats and to summon: reinforcements. if the ISFSI is within ihe protected area of the.plant

y~u~prpose6 casks also were designed for safe transport under th;e requirernents-of rthle 10. Part
71 of the Code of federal Regulations. The comrriitee did not examintrspt of spent fuel in this
Study;
"A recent study by the German organization GRS (GeseftchaftfWr iahge- unrid Reaktorsichedrheit,.
MBH) examined the vulnerability o CASTOR-type casksto. large..ircraft impacts.
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it would, 6•.medirectly underte protection-of plants guard foce. she'proteed areas is
su-roun'dediby vehicle' tamers to protect against"the deton n of a:i signbasis threat
vehicle bomb.'

A terrorist attack that breached a dry. cask could potonialy, result 6n theease: o
radioactive matehaf f.ro the sent fuelpit, the environ me1nt thr1ugh onieor bh of the
following, tw processes! (1 ) mechanical dispersion of fuel particles or fragmrents; and (2)
dispersion of radioactive aerosols(eg, esium-137). AS destribed'in Ch, r 3. the latterI ,
processwould have greater offsite radiological consequences: The committee evaluates the
potential for both of these processes later~ In this chapter-,:1:.

In the wake of the September 11, 20G01• attacks, additional work has been oiis being
carried out by government and private entities to assess the security risks to Iry casks from
terrorist aftdcksi Sandia National Laboratorest is currentlyana yzing t respo of dy
casks, to'a numbderof.-ptential terrorist attakscenarios at the reqUest of the Nuciear.
Reulator Commsin. The, comnmittee was' briefed on hes analyses at two crf its'.

Sandia is analyzing the responses of three vertical caskdeslgns$and one horizontal
design to aivarietý-of terrorist attack scenarios (FIGURE:44.3)..These designs are considered
to be broadly represe••tative of the dry casks currently hicensed for storage in the United..-..
States by the Nuclear Regulatory, Com•• • sion (see TABLE-4.1 at the .end of. this.chapter).
The committee received briefings on these studies by Nuclear Re-gulatoy Commission and,."'.
Sandia stafi. ,,ý

.Several attack scenarios are beingconsidered in the .Sandia. analyses. T•hey include
large aircraf impacts and assaults with varioustypes and sizes of exploive ctharges and,
other fegtc devics- Detail ne rr ra'clraenerget dvi • th large airaft impact scenarios arep0•ovIdd In the

Most of this wo. sstll in progress and has not yet resutted in reviewable.
onia the6 -a tof ondocuments. Cdns"equntiy,.thCmnhtee t.on discussionscwimi thetteare carrying out these s Jdies'a its own expert judgment in assessn the quai an

orplfrelyessith the experts wandho

4.2.1 Larg Aircraft jImpacts

'I

4 , 444

Sandia analyieddie impact of .ar ailiner traveling at high speed into-the four cask'
designs shwn in fIGIJR..4.3. Th•se analyses examined the consequencesof impacts of
the fuselage and ,the "iar,* components of the aircraf (i(e., the engines and Wheel struts),
into individual casks and arIays of. asks on-a storage pad. The latter analysis examined the
potential consequences of cask-tocask interactions resulting from cask slidingor pa!a'tip-
over. The objectives of-the, anal•es were first to determine whether the casks would'fail
(i.e., the containment Wou.d be"brached) and, if so, .o estimate the radioactivemraterial
releases and their health .consequences. . .

As noted in Chapter 2, the committee did not examine surveillance requirements or the placement
or effectiveness of vehicle barriers and guard stations at commercial nuclear: plants.
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:.:FIFGURE 4.3 Four cask systems used in the Sandiaeanatyses described in this chapter: (A)
HI-STORM-100, (B) TN-68, (C) VSC-24, (D) NUHOMS-32P. The*Casks shown in A. C. and
j: -are canister-based casks; the cask shown in BWis a bare-fuel cask. SOURCE: Nuclear
Regulatory Commission briefing materials (2004).'

The aircraft was modeled using Sandia-.deve!oped'eý i uan CTH code (see footnote
15 in.Chapter 3). The aircraft manufacturer (Boeing Corp.) was consulted to ensure-that the
aircraft model used in the analyses was accurate. The ,caks were modeled with-standard
finite element codes using the published characteristics ofth casks. The casks were
assumed to be filled with high-bum-up, 10-year-old spent fuel. The fuel:rods were assumed
to fail"(rupture) if the strains in the cladding exceeded 1 percent, which is a conservative
assumption. Sandia evaluated the release of radioacivematerials from the spent fuel
pelletS inside the fuel rods when such cladding failuresoccurred'. Radiological-
consequences of such releases were calcufated forrepp stative (with respect to weather
and population) site conditions, for each cask based on the actual average conditions at the
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site that currently stores the most spent fuel in that cais'ktype. 3 Site conditions differed for
each cask.

The effects of Jet-fuel fires also were not considered in the analyses. Based on an
analysis of actual aircraft accidents, Sandia determined that jet fuel would likely be

or a arge are in alow-anle i onsequentlythe resultn rolem

fire would likely be of short duration (generally less than 15 minutes according to Sandia
researchers). Long-duration fires that cud damage the casks or.ev.en igniteithe cladding of

Sthe spent fuel were not seen to be credi
Sandia.1 befotharrftipcscarocnsdedy

The results of these analyses,' which are considered by the Nuclear Regulatory !..
Commission, tobe classified'or safeguardsrinformat ion, are detailed in the classified report.
In gieneral.t, the-analyses show that some types of impacts will damage some tyýp~es of ca-sks.
For, some scenarios there could be substaritial tcask-to-ask nteractiinclUding collisions
and partial tip-overs.;

Nevertheless, predicted releases of radioactive matenal from the casks,.Mainly noble
gases, were relatively, small for all of the •scenros considered by Sandia. Theaanalyses
show that the releases were govened by design-specific features of the caskls Sand ia
noted that the modeling of such release is difficult and requires expert judgment for several
elements of the callcuation. Detailed cuations of the consequences were stil in progress
when the commititee was briefed on theise alyses.A

4.2.2 MOthe Assaufts

of Analyses are also being carried out to understand the constquences of other types
ofassut on the.cask designs shbown in, FIGUR'E 4.3 . There, include 'assaultsusn

explosives and certain types of high-energy devices. The, analtysesý weesiludrway we
the cornmri6teewas briefed on these analyses, and the results were;characterzed by the,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission as preliminary. Details are provided in the classified report.

As noted Previously, the- dry cask vulnerability analy§ss were still underway 4w-hn the'.,
committee's classified study was completed.. Based on theanalyses itdid re eive,.the
commirntteeojudges that no cask provides ̀coplete protectionagainst all types Jtertrist:
afttcks The committee judges that releases ofradioactive material from dry-casks are low
for the scenarios it examined with one possible exceptinas discussed ~inthe Classified.
report. It is otclear to the committee whether it!is'crdilet asme that this ,exceptionar.
scenadrio.could actually be carried out.,

';; s noted in Chapter :I, the committee did not ocern it se61 wit how'radioactive -matedals wouW. be

trans orted through the environment once they were ;rlease from t"dry cask, Ratherthe committee
"-;- flned its examination to whether andbhow much radioactive materielmight be relea from a dry..

-caskin the eventof a terrorist attack..
. " he'committee subgroup that visited Germany was brfed ona fire-test on the Castoicask that
inolved a fully engulfing one-hour petroleum fire. The:cask maintained Its integrity during'and after.
this, test See Appendix C. The results of this te do not necessarily translate to casks having other
designs.
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-n the committee's opinion, there are severalrlateysimple steps that cbuldc be -
taken to reduce the likelihod of releases of radioactive material frorn dry casks in the event
of•a terrorist attack:t

Additional surveillancetcould be added to dt cask storage facilities to detect and
thwart ground atacks.'

S'eota•ntyps of cask systems could: be prtectedagainst aircraft strikes
partial earthen bermes. $uoh berms "ab Would. deflect the blasts from vehicfe
bomrbs.

... isu.al barrier analdbes placedaroun Storage pads; to prevent targeting of
individual casks by aircraftor standoff-weapons.'6 These would~ have to be
designed so that they would not trap jet fuel In the~ event of an aircraft attack.
The spacing of vertical casks on the storae pads can be changed, or spacers
(shims) can be placed btetween theak, to reduce the likelihood c| f cask-to
cask interactons in the evene of aniarcrat attackn ,

SRelatively minor, changes drthe.design o snewly manufactured casks could be
rmade to Improve their resiseaece.to certain types of attcki'scenr•ris.

4.3 POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF DRY STORAGE OVER WET STORAGE

Based on the analyses presented in Chapter 3 aind previously in this chapter, the
* cotminmittee judges that dry cask storage hasseveral potential safety r and s ecurity

advantages over poolstorag'e. These differences can best, be illustrated usi guscenapos for.
bothmstora systems based on the Sandr a anaysdes prviede byithe omittee. T. use'of. such scenarios should not be taken to' pIpy thatthe commte eleenha hs

"ýscenarios are likely oreven possible at all. storage facilitfies. They ares used only for
IlAlustrative purposes,

The following statements can be made abu teComparative advantages of dry-
cask storage an& pool storage based on thei Sandia analyses

Less spent fuel is at risk inanacidint. or attack on adr storage cask than on
a spent fuel pool. An accident or aadon a dry cask storage facifty'would likely affect at
most a few casks and 'puit a few tens of metric tons of spenrt fuel~at nask.,An accident or
attack on a spent fuel1 pool puts, the, entire-inventory of the pool, potentially hundreds of
rnetri'itons of Spent fi~relatrik

,The po *tential consequences Qf all accident or aterrois attack an a, dry cask
storage fac.Iit~y are tower than those for, a spent fuel pool. There are several reasons fork`"

* this difference:

(1l) There, is, ess fuel in a dfy cask than In a spent fuel pool and therefore less
r dioactive material available for release.

(2 Masured on a per-f i&I14siembly basis, the uinventories of radionuclides availableý.

tesnoted hi Chapter 1, the committee did not examine surveillance activities at nuci-_ar powero
plants and has'no basis4 to judge whether current activites, at dry cask stor-age"Wfaitltes ar e .adequate.ý

The ISFSI atthe Palo Vee Nucle'ar Power Plant in Arizona, whitch Was isVIs'ted b'ya suibgroup of
committee membes,. incorporates a berm into its design to provide a visual ,barrer
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for release fromO a dr caskare loWer than tt~se from a spent'fuel pool because,
dry casks stor~e older, lower decay-heiat fuel.

(3) Radioactive6material releases from a breah in a dry caskwould occur through.
mechanical dispersion.11 Sucihreleases would be relatively small Certain tyýes:
of attacks on speht fuel pootscouldiresult in a much larger dispersal 'f spenthi fuel
fragments. Radioactive material refe eses from 'a spent fuel pool aso~ could occur
as the result.ofta zirconium ladding fire, hich would produce radioactive'-
aerosols. Such fires have-the potential to release large quantities of radtoactive~
material to the ,environment,

The recovery from, an Attack on, a, idrycask would be much easier, than the
reovery from-an atftck on a spent fuel pool. Breaches in drycasks culd be temporarily
plugged with radiation-absorbing materils until permnent fixes o...r.replacements could be
made. The most significant contamrination would'likely be confined largelto areas near the
cask storage pad an Id could be. detected' .and deco~ntaminat Ied. The costs of rec Ioyery could
be high, howeve'r, especially if the cask could not be reaie or the spent fuel could not be'
.remroved with equipment available .at the plant. A special facility might have to be
constructed or brought onto the site to transfer the damaged spent fuelti)othrcss

S' Breaches in spent fuel, pools could be much harder to plug;-,especia ly if high
radiation fields or the collapse of the oveilying' building 'prevented workers from, reaching the'
pool,l:Complete, cleanup from ýa'zirco'nium ~cladding fire would be, extraordinarily expensive,'
and even after cleanup was conpleted large areas'downwind ofthe site might remain

.contaminated to levels, that revented reoccupation se 3)

It is the poten'rtial ,forzirdonhi'um dladding fire in spent fuel pools that gives dry cask
storage mostof its comparative safety and secutity advantages This comparative
ad vantage canbereduced by Iowenng the potential.for zirconum cladding fires in loss-of-
pool-coolant.events. As dis6used in Chapter 3, the committee believes that there are at,.
least two steps that .can beimplemented imnediately to lower the potential for such fires.

4A4 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'7With respect to the comnmittee's task to examine potential safety and security
advantagesof drycask storage using various single-. dual-,ior multi-purpose cask designs,
the committee offers the following findings and recommendations:

ooFINDING : Atough there are differencesin the robustness of ferent dry ca.k
-designs (e1g g., bare-fuel versus canister-based), thle differences are.nd large when
.measured by the absolute magnitudes of radionudlide releases inithe event of.a,.

:-breach , .,. .,--. ,. ,.... : ..... .. ..

Al storage caskidesigns are vulnerable to some types of terrorist attacks. for which
,- relionuClide releases would be. possible. The vulnerabiities are relted to the specific

'1 Since thse =mmittee's classified repOrt was published, the'committee receivedan additional.
briefing from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suggesting- ata rioative, aerosol could be.
released in one type of terrorist attack. However, the scenario in question doe not appear to the.:
committee to be credible.

'4
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design features-of the-casks,.but the committee judges that the quantity of radioactive.
nmaterial releases predicted from ae m:

FINDIG 48:Additional steps can be taken tomk -r asks less vulnerable to,..FINDING14: n tiobl rpao'dy'

pot4ntial tertroristattacks.

SAlthoughthe vulnerabilities of current cask designs are already small, additional
relatively simple steps can be taken to reduce them. SUch steps are fisted in Section 42.3.

RECOMMENDATION: The Ntucliar Regulatory Commission should
consider using the results of the vulnerability analyses for possible
.upgas of requirements in 10 CFR 72 for dry cks, specifically to !
improve their resistance to terrorist a!ttack ,

.,+

The commitee was told by Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff that'sucha
step is already under conisideration. Based onsthe miaterial presented to the
committee, there appear to be minor changes that, c~an be made by plant
operators and cask vendors to increase the resistance of existing and new.
casks to terrorist attacks (see Section 4.2.3).... . . . .

Wi. th resipectit the commrittee's task to examine the safety and security advantages
of. dry cask storage versus wet pool storage at reactor.sites. the committee offers the
follo~w60infndings and recommendations:

.. + ,, .+ . :.+• +•+ ++;)i+F +,- +-•+> + * .. , ..f*. : +. . +< +, +++5:+& •£:,+ .?;i? .!
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.-HINUIAN, 4L:: Dry cask storage does notelimintethe ned for pool storage at
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NeWly discharged fiel from the reactor. must be stored in the pool for cooling, as
discussed in deftil in Chapter 3. Und curre't "U..S. practices, dry cask storage canIbe used
only to store fuel1that has been out ofthe reactor long enough (generally greater than five
years under current practices) to be aircooled.Thpe fuJ.elin dryoya•k st porge lpoe ()fsa
risk in the event of a terroristattack thaný newly dikcharged-fuel in pols beausethrei is
substantially reduced probability of Initating a ctadding fire .

FINDING 40: Dry caskstorge for older, cooler spent fuel.has two inherent
advanitagedsoVer pool storage: (1) It is a pasve system that relies on natural air
circulation fo cooling; and (2) it divdes the inventory of that spent fuel among a<
large number of iscr+te, robust coirtainers. These facto:rmake. It more difficult to
attack a large .aount of spent1fuel at one time and also reduce wtheconsequences Of
such attacks.

Each. stomge.cask holds nomore than aboutl1.0to 15 metric tons of spentfue1,.
compared to the seover''lhundred metric tons of spent fuel that is commonly stored inreactor,
pools. The robust const-ucti6n ofithese casks prevents Iarge-scale releases of radiorhuclidei
in-all of the attack sc Ienaos ex ained by the. committee., Some of the attacks couldbieach,
the casks,: but many of these breaches would be'small and 'could probably be 11m.yoreý easili•y
plugged than a pegtorated spentAfuel pool wall because radiation fieldsowoUt.d beowerand'
there would be no escaping water to contend With. Even large breaches of the cask would
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result only in the mechanical dispersal of sore of its radionuclide inventory in the imrmediate;:
Vicinity of the cask.

FINDING 4E:Depending on the outcome of plant-specific vulnerability analyses:
described In the committee's classified report, the Nuclear Regulator ;Commission,
might detemine that earlier movements ofspentfuel from pools into dry cask
storage would be prudent to reduce the potential consequences'of terroristattacks
on pools at some commercial nuclear plants.

The statement of task directs the committee to examine the risks of spent fuel11
storage options and attematives for decision makers, not to recommend whether any spent
fuel shoud betransferred from pool storage to cask storage. In fact, therem ay be some
commercial plants that, because of pool designs or fuel loadings, may require some removal
of spent fuel from their pools. If there is a need to remove spent fuel it should, become
clearer-once the vulnerability and consequence analyses described in Chapter 3 are
completed. The com'ittee expects that costkbenefit considerations would be a part of these
analyses..



TABLE 4.1 Dry Casks Used for Spent Fuel Storage in the United States

Cask design License holder Type Fuel type Construction Closure system: Number of casks used toD
used for date; sites; and number
storage of Casks on order "

CASTOR V/21

CASTOR Xl33

NAC S/T

MC-10

TN-32, TN-40

TN-68

Fuel Solution
W-150
Storage Cask

Hi-STORM
100

HI-STAR 100

GNSI (General
Nuclear Systems,
Inc.)

GNS (Gesellschaft
ffir Nuklear-Servicl
mbH)

NAC International

Westinghouse"

Transnuc•ear Inc.

Trananuclear Inc.

BNFL Fuel
Solutions

Hollec internationa

Bare-fuel,
storage-only

Bare-fuel,
3 storage-only

Bare-fuel,

storage-only

Bare-fuel,,

Bare-fuel,
storage-only

Bare-fuel,
dual-purpose

Canister-
based, dual-
purpose

I Canister-
based,
storage-only
modUle

BWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR,

BWR

PWR,
BWR.

PWVR,
BWR

Ductile cast Iron

Ductile .cast iron

Inner aand outer
stainless steel

Stainless and

cabnsteel

Carbon steel

Reinforced
concrete with inner
steel shell

Stainless isteel
shells with un-
reinforced
concrete. filler

Carbon steel
shells with neutron
absorber polymer

Primary lid (44 bolts),
secondary lid (48 bolts)

Primary lid (44 bolts),
secondary lid (70 cup
screws)

Closure lid (24 bolts)

One shield lid. and two
sealng lds, ll olted,

(number ofbol not
,. available)

O ne lid , (4. . ,ol. .)

One lid (48 bolts)

Canister lidt welded
cask lid (12 bolts)

Canister lid, welded
cask .lid (4 bolts)

Canister lid, welded

cask lid (54 bolts)

25 loaded (Surry); 0
purchased

1 loaded (Surry); 0
purchased

2 loaded (Surry): 0
purchased

1 loaded (Sury;.0 -
, purchased

61 loaded (4 sites): 22
purchased
24 loaded (Peach
Bottom); :20 purchased

7 loaded (Wig Rock
Point);, 0 purchased

58 loaded (7 sites); 177
on order

7 loaded (2 siltes'); 5 on.
order

0

0

..rI

*1.I
0

Holtec International .,Canister.
based, dual-
purpose



VSC-24
Ventilated
Concrete Cask

BNFL Fuel
Solutions

NAC-MPC NAC International

NAC-UMS NAC International

Canister-
based,
storage-only

Canister-
based, dual-
purpose

Canister-.
based, duae-
purpose

PWR

PWR

PWR,
BWR

Reinforced
concrete with inner
steel shell

Metal canister
surrounded by
storage'overpack.
Stloage overpack
consists 4f an.
,inner steel liner 3.5In U•likk,. two tabar..

cages, end

Metal Canister
surrouoded by
storge overpack.
Storage overpack
consit of Inner
steel liner 2.5 in.
thick, two rebar
cages, and
concrete

Canister lid, welded
cask lid (6 bolts)

Canister lid, welded
cask ld over a shield plug

( gh-strengti baits

,Canister lid, weklded:,
cask itd-over a shield p1ug(6 hgh,-stgth bolts)wil

58 loaded 13 sites); 4
purchased

21 loaded (Yankee Rowe
and CT Yankee), 59.
purchased

80 loaded (2 sites); 165,
pUrchaso ,

0

(o

Holtec.MPC
24EIEF

NUHOMS
24P. 528,
6183T, 24PT1,
24PT2, 32PT

Hottec International

Transnuclear Inc.

Canister
based dual-
,purpose

Canister-
based, dual-
purposei

PWR,
BWR

P'WR'
BWR

Metal canister
surrounded by
storage overpack.
Storage oveipack
consists of Inner
and outer steel
liners, a double-
rebar cage, and
concrete
Horizontal'.
rn.re forced
concrotei soweg
smoiue, wire.:!ith

: shlelded canister -

Canister lid, welded
cask lid, shield plug plus.
48bolts.

CanIster id, welded
storage module.lid,
reinforepd concrete

34 loaded(Trojan); 0
purchased

239 loaded (10 sites);
>150 purchased

ZN



I-4

NOTES'.'The Humboldt Bay Power Plant is licensing a site-specfic variaton "of theHNtSTAR System calldý HI-STAR NB.

'Some licensees have purchased additional casks that have not, yet been loaded, nor are they7planned for loading.

SOURCES: Data compiled from cask:l -kense holders (2004).
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Implementation of the recommendations in this ,eport will require acti ns and
cooperation by a large number of pparties. This chapter:providesa brief discussion of two
implementation issues that the committee beeves wil bef interest toCne

(1) Timing Issues: Ensuring th ai ity, expert analyses are completed in a
timely. manner.,

(2)Commuinication Issues: Ensurng that the results of the analyses are
communicated to industry so that appropri~ateand timely mitigating actions can
be taken.

5.1 TIMING ISSIAE6

The September 1,2001, terrorist atacks forced the nation to begin a reexamination
of the. vulnerability of its critical infrastructure to high-impact suicide attacks by terrorists. TheNu -erRegulaitory Commission was no exceptionzTeCmisobgaatot-otm
review Of se'curitj proceduires at commercial nuclear, power plants., Th'is re6view resulted in
the issuance of numerous directives to power plantOperators to upgrade their security
practices& The Commission also began a seres .of vulnerability analys s of spent ue
storage:to terrorist attacks.These analyses are d ribed in Chapters 3.and 4. -

More than three years have passed since the September 1,0 attacks.
Vulnerability analyses of spent fuel pool storage•to attacks with large aircraft have been
performed by EPRI (Chapter 3), and analyses ofvulnerabilltiesof d6ycask storage to larger,
aircraft attacks have been compiee by•the. German organization G.RS (GesellschaftfVr
Antagen- und ReaktorslcherheiL, mbH)Ho)wever, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
analyses of spent fuel storage vurinerbilities have not yet been completed, and: actions to
reduce-vulnerabil ities, such :as those eijbedh in Chapter 3, on the basis. of these analyses
have-not yet been taken. Moreover;,some Important additional analyses remain tO be'done.
The slow pace in completing this w•o•is of concern given the enormous potential
consequences as described elsewhere in this report.

The committee does not krowjthe reason for this delay, nor was it asked by.Congress for an evaluation, It.is impotatnote thatthe Nuclear Regulatr Commission's• .. ... , . o. . , ot tha the.. .... :.. Nu la Re I.. atOiY , _ mf

analyses are addressing a much broader range of vulnerabilities than just spent fuelstorage. The committee nevertheless raises this issue because it appears to be having an
impact on the timely completion ofritfial` work and Implementation of appropriate mitigative
actions, for spent fuel storage..

&2 COMMUNICATION ISSUES
During the course of this study, the committee had the opportunity to interact with--

representatives of the nuclear power industry to discuss their concerns about safety and
75
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'ý.-security issues. -The co Immittee. recei'ved, numerous commients fronm industry re 11 res Ientatives -
about the tack of information sharIng by the Nuclear 'Reguilatory Commission on the
vulnerability analyses described in Chapter 3. These> representatives noted that information
flow was predominately in one direction, from the industry to the Commission. The
Commission was not providing a reciprocal flow of Info rmatlon that could help the industry
better understand and take early actions to address identified vulnerabilities.

Restrictions on information shaiiNg by the Commission have resufted'{in missed
)opportunifies in at least t:wo cases, obtserv~ed. by. the comhmittee. Analyses~ of aircraft impacts

'into power plant structures describedn apter3were .being cared out lndependently by
Sandia for the Commissiionanidby EPIRI for4thenucleiar power industry.Because of
classification restrictions, EPRI was not pro~ed dw~ith information ~about the Sandia work~,
including the results of physical tests -that would have helped EPRI validate its models. Both
Sandia and the industry would have benefited had their analysts been able to talk with each
other about their models, assumptions, and results, while the analyses were in progress.
Whe~n the EPRI workc was completed the Commrission ,declared it to be safeguards
inforrimation.' As aaconsequence, some of the EPRI anallysts who generated the results no

."longer,>had access to 4themn, and the results could not, be shared widely within industry.

A similar situation exists with respect to-the ENTERGY Corp. spent fuel pod
separate effects analyses described in Chapter 3. ENTERGY is using similar approaches
and models as Sandia but has received little:6r no guidance from Commission staffabout
whether the results are realistic or consistent.,The ENTERGY analysts told the committee
that they would have benefited had they been able to compare and discuss their
approaches aid results with Sandia analysts. Sandia analysts were prevented from doing
so because of classification issues. Sharing of ENTERGY's resultsl" withif the companly or
across industry may bei problematical if they. are''dcetiertiined to be classified or safeguards
information by ehe Comii ssioKl.4

Severar Nuclar Regulatory Commrt issionu staff :also privately expressed to thecommittee their frustaton at the dif Ificulty, in shairin g infoýrmation that they nwiudb
useful to industry. ln1 act,, : .from he onctsthecommittee had, there does not appear to bie
a lack of willingness tshdefinfrmation' a theworing staff level wti the Commission.
Rather, it seemsa to be an issue of gdetting permissionfrofupper rn.nagemen and.

sae ~ m le with • Nu Sii1I!QI1 R'>>oy~nmt in . .. 4':::•:" ...... ." . ..addressing~imalcnOn thonlyc~to rsr~tos

Much of the difficul in sharang s in becauseuthe>
information is considered by the Nuclear Regd latory Commission to be safeguards
informaion orisome cases even assf national sc information-, Industry analysts
and decision makers generally do not have the appropriate personal security'clearances 2 to'
access this information. The commtrittieelearneid that'the Comitpnssion is making efforts to
share more of thfisinformation with some industry representatlve's. The induistry. will be
responsible for implemnenting any changes to' spent fuel storage to make, it less vulnerable to
terrorist attack, Clearly, therefore, the inustry, needs to understand the results of the

1Safeguards information is defined in sectiont 147 of thie Atomic Energy Act and in the Code of
FederaW ftgullatioris, itle 10. Part 73.2., See the glossary for a definition. Authority for designattion of
safeguards- resides wifth'the Nucie*r Regulatory: Comminssion.
2 infact, a plersonne security clearanice is not eqired. to access, safeguards information. One only.

needs to be of good character' and have a 'need. to know' as determ.ined by the Nuclear Regulatory 4,

Comnmission'. .
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Commiss oin' vulnerability analyser to ensure that•..effective implementation strategies are,
adopted.'.:-

The committee also received complaintsdurin this study frommembers of the
pubiic about the lak of information:sharing. Commission staff have responded to these
complaints by stating, that. such sharin .g could reveal se'nsitive information to terrorists arnd
that the public.does not have a "need to knW: this information.

The committee fully agrees that information that could prove useful to terrorists.:
should not be released. On the otherbhand. the- commiltee believes that there is information
thatcouldbdehared without compromising n.atonalseourity. For examplei, general
,in~fration about the kinds of'threats being consideredangenerlsteps being taken tO.
reduce vulnerabilities -could be shared with the pubblic. Informnationi aýbout speciffic-
vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools and dry storagqecasks to terrorist attacks as well as

,.Ipotential rmitigatiVe actions could be shared with inkdstry without reveali•. Ithe'details 4buti
ho~ws um-atas might beca'rried out. Sharing information with industry i0esential for
ensuring that"mitigative actions to reduce:vulnerabilities are crried o haring information
with the pub fisJ essential in a nation with strong democratic traditions for sustaining public

,confidence in thetCommissionas an effective regulator of the nuclear indutry, S andcr•g
reducing the potential 4f6rsevere envronmerntal, hearth, economic, andpsychological
consequenices from terrorist attacks should they occur.'

53 FINDING AND RECOMMENDATION

.FIND..... G5A:. erity restrictions on sharing of info.nation. and analyses are.
hindering progress in addressing potenti~al Vulnerabilities of sen fuel, storage'to

... . terroris attacks, . .. ... . ... , , .,...... ,. .. :. .. . ... .

Current classification and security practices appear to discourage informatlon,sharing betweenmthe Nuclear Regulatory Commrnssin and industry. Ou course of the6
study the committee received comments from power plant operatorsttheircontractobrs, and
Nuclear. RegulatoryCommission staff about the difficulties of sharing.the information on the
vulner•biliftyof spent fuel storage. Indeed, even the committee .oundý It iffcWt and in some

cssmpossible to obtain neededifraon(g 4 ifr #nth design.bsstra)
Such... ns'ns Teimipe•nde -the, reyilt andins !

Suh ,restrictios have several, negative conseene; They impeehe review and
feedbackprocesses that can enhance the technicalsoundness of the analyses being'
carried ou ; they make it difficult to build support within th industry for potential. mitigative
measures, and they may undermine the confidenc that the ind stry,.expert panels such as
this one, and the public place in the adequacy of such measures.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should.
improve the sharing of pertinent informationonvulnerability and
. consequence analyses of spent fuel storage wi nuclear power plant
operators and dry cask storage system vendors on a timely basis.

Implementation of this recommendation wiliallow timely mitigation actions.
Certain current security practices may have to be modified tocarry out this•
recommendation.

A
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The committee also believes that the public is an. important audiencelfOr the.work
being carried o'uto aess arid mitigate vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage facilites., While
it would be inappropriate to share all !nformation publlcly, more conrýýct"ve interaction-with.
the public and independent analysts .could improve the work being carrimed out and: also
.incease public confidence in Nucdear Regulatory Commission and. industry deoisions and:
actions. to reducelthe vulnerability.of spent fuel storage to terror ist thrats.
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A

INFORMATION,-GATHERING SESSIONS

The. committee organized several meet•igs and'tours:to obtain information ut the

safety and security of spent fuel "storage.-A list ,of thesemeetings and tbursis provided.
3: beiow.. The committee held several data-gathotng sessions not open to the pubic to obtain :

classified- and safeguards information aboutthe ̀ afety and isecurity of spent fuel storage. .
The commnittee also held several ciata-qathenng sessions open tothe ,Public to re Icewe
unclasse unfified briefings from Industry, indeendentanalysts, arnd other Interested parties
including members of the public.,The w Mten6materals (e-g, Powerboint presentations and
written statements) obtained by the commi.tteeat these oipen sessions are posted on the:
webl site for this project http/ideis.nas.edufs-,,

A.1 %FIRST MEETING, FEBRUARY 12-13,2004, WASHINGTON, D.C..,

The objective of this meeting. was to obtain: backgroundinfonnation on the study
request from staff of the House Committee( onApropriattons,:Enegy and Water,

Development Subcommittee. The committee also was briefed by:one ofthe sponsors of the
study and by two independent eXperts. hefollwing 4is the: list of tpics and speakers for the
open sessionn

Background on the congressional request for this study. Speaker: Kevin Cook,
Professional Staff, House Committee on Appropriations, Energy and Water
Development Subcommittee. m
k Reducing the hazard from stored spent power-react6r fuel in the United States;.
Speakers: Frank von Hippel. Princeton Unversity, and.1<Kas.Janberg,,
independent consultant. coý-authors of the paper entitled "Reducing the Hazard
from StoredS Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in ited"Sttes" etal.,-.
2003).

!k Nuclear power plants and their fuel as terrorist targets. Speaker: Ted Rockwell,
MPR-Assoclates. Inc., co-auftor of the paper entitld Nuclear Power Plants and,
Their Fuel as Terrorist Targets' (Chapin et al., 2002).

* Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3analyses of spenttfuel safety and security.
Speaker: Farouk Eltawila, director, Division of System Anaysis nd Regulatory

-Effectiveness,'Offce of Re•s•ech; Nuclear Reguliatory Cormission

On the second day of the meeting, the comittee helda data-gathering session not

open to the public to obtain classified briefings frbomthe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission about its ongoing analyses of spent fuel storage security.

A.2 SECOND MEETING, MARCH 4-6,-2004, ARGONNE, ILLINOIS

During the second meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not open to
the public to receive classified briefings on spent fuel Storage secuNty from the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, The committee also toured the Dresden and Braidwood Nuclear
• " .. .~83 . -
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Generating Statons to. see first-hand how spent fuel is manage &and stored. The two plants;
were chosen because of the differencesiin their spent fuel storage facilitis's.

A..3 THiRD MEETING, APRIL 15-17, 2004, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Owi udthe third meeting, the committee held a. datagathering session not open to
the publicto .eceive a briefing from EPRI on spent fuel storage vuierabilities. The
o•mmittee also held a data-gathering session open to the public to:receive briefings on dry

'cask storage'systems and radioactive releases-from damaged spent fuel storage casks.>
Speakers on dry cask storagesystems: William MCdonaghy (GNB-GNlI;"

Steven Sisley (BNFL); Alan HaIn Ison (Transnuciear 1nc6); Charles Pennington
(NAG International); and Brian Gutherman (-(Hlotec Interýational, via telephone).

. Radionuclide releases from damaged s pent fu. Speakl r Robert't LunaanIa .

National Laboratories >(retired).

A.4 TOUR OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE 1INSTALLATIONS IN GERMANY

On April25-28, 2004, a group of committee members traveled to Germany to mee.
toGrmanaofficials and to visit selected' sent fue strg :,-installi:o - -. The agenda of the

tour was. as follows:.

" Me•ing wih Michael ISaler, chairman of the German reactors.safety commis•ion
.(RSK,- Reaktorslcherheltskormission).

. Vlsittothe dry cask manufactubre GNB (Gesellschaft fOrNuklear-Behiter mbH)
haquarters in Essen and the cask assembly facilityand tet museum in,

* Tour of the Ahaus intermediate dry storage facility. .
. Meeting with Florentbn Lange. GRS.(GesellschaftfOr Anlagen-und

Reaktorsicheheit mbH), co-author of the study entitled 'Safet• Margins of
Transport and Storage Casksfor Spent Fuel Assemblies and HAW Canisters
Under, Exctreme Accident Loads.,and. Effects from,.External Events* (Lange et al.,

~2002)-
Tour of the Lingen nuclear power plant and its spent fuel.storage facilities.

A summary of information gathered during the tour is provided In Appendix C,

k.5 FOURTH'MEETING, MAY 10-12, 2004, WASHINGTONWD,•.

During the fourth meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not' open to-
the public to hold in7depth technical discussions with Sandia National Laboratories staff and.-
contractors on their spent fuel storage vulnerability analyses. The committee alsoreceived".
an intelligence briefing from Department of Homeland Security staff on terrorist.capabi fit! es
and from the U.S_ Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff on terrorist scenarios.•I

The meeting also included a data-gathering session open to the public that included
the following briefings:
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,. Summary of the field trip to Gen'rany. Speaker. Louis Lanzerotti (committee
chair).

*vulnerabilities of spent nuclear fuel pools to terrorist attacks, Issues with the
design basis threat. Speaker Peter Stockton, Project on GovernmentOversight.
C Consequences ofa major release of tCs into the atmosphere. Speaker: Jan
Beyea, Consulting in the Public Interest.

A.6 FIFTH MEETING, MAY 26-28, 2004, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Teobjective of this closed meetin-g (i~e, open only to committee members and staff)
was tofnalize the ctasifiedreport for NationW ResearchCouncil review.

AXT TOURS OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES AT U.S. NUCLEAR
POWER.PLANTS

On June 11 and June 14.4 2004 irespectively, committee subgroups visited the Palo
Verde Nuclear Generating Station in, Arina and the Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Station in New York.

&8 SIXTH MEETING. JUNE 28-29, 2004

The objective of this closed, meeting was to complete work on the classified report.

A.9: SEVENTH MEETING, AUGUST 12-13,2004

The objective of this losed meeting was to develop a public version of the
committee's report. The conlrrittee also heldoadata-9athering session not open toathe pblic
to receive a brietn from the' Departm-ent ýof Homneland Seecurity on steps being taken to.
address the lindingsand recommendations in the classified report.

A.10 EIGHTH MEETING, OCTOBER 28-29,2004

The obective of this closed meeting was to continue work to develop a public version
of the commiitees report. The committee also held a datagathering session not open to the
publicto receive a briefing from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on steps being taken to
address the flndingsand recommendations in the classified report.

A&I'l NINTH MEETING, NOVEMBER 29-30,2004

The objective of this closed meeting was to continue work to develop a public version
of the committee's report.
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A.12 TENTH MEETING, January 24-,25, 2005.

The objective of this closed meeting was to continue work to develop a public Version
of the committee's report. The committee, also held a data-gathering session not open to the
public to meet with three commissioners from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(Chairman Nils Diaz and members.Edward McGaffitan and Jeffrey Merrifield) to discuss
what additional information the commission might bewilling to make available to:the
committee on human-factors-related issues.
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LOUIS •. LANZEROTTI, Chair, is an exper .in. geophysics and elecmagneic.wavesand •i
,.a veteran of over 40 National Research Couni (NC stuidies. He Lcurrently consults for Bell
Laboratories, LucentTechnologies, and is a distinguished professor for solar-terrestrial

reerhat the New Jersey Institute of Technology. Previously, he. was a distinguished
member of the technical staff at Bell Labs. His research interests'include space plasmas i:

'Ard~engineering problerms related to the impacts of atmrosphericand space processes on
ý.telecomrmunications on commercial satellite's and transoceanic ,cab61e~s. He has been, K:&•
associated with numerous Natiinal Aeronautics and Space Adminisiratin (NASA), space
missions as wellincluding Voyager Ulysses,ýGialileo, and Cassini, and with commercial~

space satellite missions to research design and operational problems associated ,with ..
spacecraft and cable operations In 1988, he was elected to the National Academ:y of *;:,

Engineering for his work on energetic particles and electromagnetic waves in the earth's~
magnetosphere, including their impact on space and terrestrial communication systems He
Kos twice received the NASA DistinguishiePublic Servi•e;Media and -has a eographa
feature In Antarctica named in his honor, He was appointed to the r National Science Board

byPresident George'W. Bush in~ 2004. Dr., Lanzerotti holds a- PWD. in physics from Harvard

'CARL A. ALEXANDER is an expert in the behavior of nuclear material at high temperatures
and: also in biological~ and chemic-a] weapons. He is chief scientist and senior research
le.Iader at the Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio, Dr. Alexander worked oni fuel
design and behavior for the aircraft nuclear propulsion program and several space nuclear
p ,ower projects, Including the Viking, Voyager, and Cassini misos ehelped analyze the
evolution of the Three Mile Island accident and Isinvolved in the French Phebus fissionproduct experimnents, which are to reprodiu all of the phenomena invoe dunng anulea --
-powe reactor core meltdown accidentL.He has eedt as a consultanttot Ndce -- .

Regulatory Commission and, in the 1970s, worked on the first e .xperiments on the effects, of
anattack on spent fuel ship~ping containers using s "pd cags edieiJ ed

research projects on agent neutratization and collateral effecs for weapons of nass
destruction for the Defense Threat Reducton Agency and the Navy, and on lethality of
missile defense technegi fo0theMissile De.fense Agency. Dr. Alexander has taught .
mate'alsscience and engineering at th i.Ohio State University and ha's sevedasga . ...
advisor and adjunct-professor at the Massachusettsinstitute f 'TechnologyU•' iversity of
Southampton in the United Kingdom, and the University of Maryland. He has authored over
100 pe-er-reviewed articles and technical reportsmany of which areyclassified. Hetholds a
Ph.D. in materials science from Ohio State:Univrsity.;

ROBERT M. BERNERO is a nuclear en~gineering andrglty expert. He is now an

independent consultant after retiring fromth U.6-s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC) in 1995."in 23'.yearsof service for.the USNRC r" "er...o held numerous,
positions in reactor.•i , fIel cycle factiity licensing, engineering standardsdeveltopment- risk assessment risearch, and waste management. His final •o•iin at- .
USNRCwas as director of the:Office of Nuclear Materials Safety anda Safeguards."Prior tojoining the USNRC heworked for the General Electric Company in nuclear technolo for"
13 years. He has served as a-member of the Commission of Inquiry for an International
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'.Review of Swedish Nuclear Regulatr Activities, and he currently consults on nuclear
safety-related maitters, particularly regarding nuclear materials licensing and radioactive
waste management. Mr. Bemero received his BA. degree from St. Mary of the Lake
(Illinois), a B.S, degree from the University of Illinois, and an MS. degree from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute,

M. QUINN BREWSTER is an expert In energetic solids and heat transfer. He is currently the
~'~Hermla G_ Soo Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

,Champaign. He is invoved in the Academic' Strtegic Aliance Program, whose objective is
to develop integrated software simulation capability for coupled, system simulation of solid
rocketi motors including internal ballistics (mut•i-phase, reacting flow)and structural response
(propellant grain and motor case). Dr. Brewster has authored one book on thermal radiative

4transfer and chapters in four other books as well as several publications on combustion
science. He is a fellow of the Amriecan Society of Mechanical Engineers and associate
fellow of the Amencan Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautcs. Dr. Brewster holds a Ph.D.
in mechanical engineering from the University of California at Ber-keley..

GREGORY R. COPPIN is an act!nide elements and radiochemistry expertliHe is currently
the R.O. Lawton Distinguished Professor Emeritus. ofChemisy at Florida State University.
His research interests involve the chemistry and separation of the f-elenents and the
physical cherrustry of concentrated electrolyte sokluions. During a postdoctoral period at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University ofCalioia, Berkeley, he participated in the
discovery of mendelevium, element 101. His researchrand educational actities have been
recognizeda by the American Chemical Society' Award in Nuclear Cer•iistry, the Southern
Chemist Award of th~e American Chemical Society, the Manufacturing Chemist Award in
Chemical Education, the Chemical Pioneer Award of the American Institute of Chemistry, a
Preskidential Citation Award of the American Nuclear~ Society, the Becquerel Medal, British
Royal Society, and honorary D.Sc. degrees from Loyola University and the Chalmers
University of Technology (Sweden), Dr. Choppin previously served on the 'NRC's Board on'
Chemical Sciences rrnd Technology and Board on Radioactive Waste Management He
holds a Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from the University of Texas, Austin.

NANCY J. COOKE is an expert in the development, application, and evaluation of
methodologies to elicit and assess indsidua and team knowledge. She is currently a
professor in the applied psychology program at Arizona State University EasteShe also
holds a National Research Council Associateship position 'with Air Force Research
Labodratory and serves on the board of directors of the Cogniitive Engineering Research
Institute in Mesa, Arizona.- Her current research areas are the following:' cognitive
engineering, knoWiedge elicitation, cognitive task~ analyisteamr cognition, team situation
awareness, mental models, expeirtse~ and human-computer interaction. Hler most recent
work Includes the development and validation of methods, to measure shared knowledge
and team situation awareness andl resedarc~h on the impact of cross- training, distributed
mission environments, and workloadron team knowledge, process, and performance. This
work has been a Ipplied to team cognItion in unmanned aerial vehicle and emergency
operation center commrand-Ond-con'trol. She contributed to the creation of the Cognitive
Engineering Resea i -'rch on team Tasks Laboratory to develop, apply, and evaluate~
measures of tea 'm cognition. She has authored or co-authored over 70 articles, chapters,
and technical reports on measuring team cognition, knvwtedge elicitation, and human-
computer, interacton., Dr. Cookie holds.a Ph.D. in cogritfive psychology from New Mexico
State University-:Las :Cruces.
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GORDON R. JOHNSON Is an expert in penetratfon anics and computational
mechanics. He is currently a senior scientist and manageri of the solid mechanics group at~
Network Computing Services. His recent work has included the development of
computationRal mechanics codes that incude finite elements andteshess particles. He has, ,
also developed,, computational miaterial models to determine the ihýstrength and failure-
characteristics.of a variety of materials subjectedsto larg Mne sstrains, stran rates, tem.peratures,
and pressures. His work for the U.S. Departments of Ennrl'y panhdDefensed has included a
wide range of intense impulsive loading computations for high-velocity impact and explosive
detonation. He was a chief engineering fellow during his 35' years at Alliant Techsystems
(formeuly Honeywell). He has served as a technical advsoran for'universitv contracts with the
Army Research Office,and an Industr representati•vefor its- strategic planning, and was a
member, of thefounding board of directors for the..Hypere4cit .im.act Society. Dr. Johnson
holds a Ph-D.yin structures froD m the'Univneesity of Mioesotar Minneapolis.t

ROBERT P. KENNEY has expertise in stt•uctral dynamics and earthquake engineering,
He is currently an independent consultant in structural me~chanics and engineering. Dr.
Kennedy has worked an static and dyn•mic analysisiand the design of special-purpose cIv il ;;
and mechanicalatype structures, parjicularly for the nuclear, petroljem,. nd defenseh
industries. H-e has:dsgestuurso resist extrme loadings, Including~ seismic <II2
loadings, missilieinapactsi extreme winds, impulsivealoadtsand nucleraenvtr-onmental
effects, arnd he has developed comiputerized stuctuMrals nalysiH s methodsvi'He also senved as
a peer reviewer for an EPRI study on aircraft impacts on nuclear poweroplants'. In 1991, he
was elected to the National Academy of Engineering for developing design procedures forŽ
civil and mechanical structures to resist seismic and other extreme loading conditions. Dr.
Kennedy holds a Ph.D. in structural engineering from, Stanford University.

KENNETH K. KUOL Is an expert in combustion, rocket propeulsion, ballistics, and fluid
mechanics. He is a- Distinguished. Professor of Mectianicall,'Engineering-at the -Pennsylvania,_
State University. He :salso theleader and nirector of the university's High Pressure
Combustion Laboratorysa laboratory with advanced, instrulmentaton andndata acquisition
devices. Dr. Kuo has directed team research projects in propulsion andcambustion studies
for 32s years. He has edited.eig#ht books and authored one book on combustion, published
over300 techpnyical articles,a'nd served as principal investigator for more than 70 projects,
including, a"MuLAIdisipll-nary University Research Ilnitiative (MURI) graint firomh the US.Amy

Invetgtradc-rni netgtrfrtoMR programs on rocke n nrei

M ate da w h e w as et e dufe llo w tA er ina institiute o f A er o n a uit icim s a n d
.astrnaic ed severala wardsafor hisa ok on solid proel laints combustion
processes. Dr olds a Dcan erspace and memical. scinesrom Princeton
University.

RICHARD T. LAHfEY, -JR... is an expert in:11ultiphase 6lW and heat tiransfer technology,
nuclear reactor s~afety, and the use' of a<dvanced technolbogy for. industrial applications. Hie is~
currently the Edward E., Hood Professor of Engineering at Rensselaer Polytechni'c Institute

(PQ) and was previously chair of the Depahrtment of Nuclear EgieringadSine
director of the Center for Multiphase Research, and the dean of eanginheerng oa t RPI.
Previously, Dr. Lahey held several technical andrmanager-Ia positons, With the General
Electric Comp any. including overallre's~ponsibility for all doe~sfti and foreign R&D programs
associated with boiling water nuclea reactor theirmal-hydrailzlic and safety technology. He
has chaired several. commnittees forý the''American Society of Mechanical Engineering1 ,
Americani Nuclear Society, American Institute for, Chemical EngIneeing,, American Society
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for Engineering Education, and, NASA., Hit current research is funded by the Department of
Energy's Naval :ReaC • Progrm, the 04 0#o166 Naral • R a .rch,.the Nabr.i.l Science
Foundation, the New York.state Energy Research ,,and Development Authority, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory., aind the D~efense Adlvanc6'6`ed Researchi Projects Agency. He, currently"
consultshon nuclear react6oerif problems and the chemical processing of noi-nuclear
materials and is a member of the Board of-Managers of PJM iinteronnection, LLC. In 1994,
~he was elected to the National Academy of Engineering for his contributions to the fields of
multiphase flow and heat transfer and nuclear reactor safety technology, In 1995, he
became a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences-Baskortostan and he is a fellow of
the American Nuclear Society and of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, He

:: has authored or co-authored over 30 techni•caspublications, including 10 books or
handbooks and 160 journal aticles• Dr. Laheyholds a Ph.D- in hanicalengineering from
Stanford, University. ~

KATH4LEEN R. MEYER has expertise in health physics and radiologic risk assessmient. She
is arnc Scientific, Inc., ard i8 currently inolved in risk assessments for.
public healthI and the environment from rad onuclides and chemical at several U.S.J
Department of Energy sites. Other work iniudes an assessment ofthe interim radionuclide
soil action levels adopted g bythe U.S. Departmet "of Energy (DOE),the U.S. Environmental
Protetion Agency, and the Colorado Depao:f6f H alth and Environment fo! cMeanup at
the Ricky, Flats Environmental Technology SRe. She hias been ermember o the National.
Cou~ncil on~ Radiation Protection and Meiviuremnentts Historical Dose Evaluation Committee.
Dr. Meyer has authored or co-authored several, peer-reviewed artcies, including papers on
cancer research, historical evaluation of past radionuclide and clemical releases, and risk
assessment of radionuclides and chemicals.. Shehlds a Ph.D.n radiological health
sciences from Colorado State University,

FREDRICK J. MOODY isaln expert theralhydraulicsand w-phase flow in nuclear power
S rea..rs, In 1999, he retred after 41 years•of service at General Electric Company a.. 28

* ye~arsas an adjunct professor of mechanical engineering at San' Jose State University. Dr.
Moody was the recipient of several prustigIous career awards, including the General Electric
Power Sector Award for Contributions to the State-aof-tiheAf for Two-Phase Flow and
Reactor Accident Analysis, He has served as, a consultant to theNiclear Reguliatory, fo
Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor. Se .... ", tache .therm"al hydraulics for
~General Electric's Nuclear Energy Divisio6n, anrd conitinues to review therimal analyses for
Gen~eral Electric. Dr..Moody, is ,a fellow of the Amrerican Society of Mechianical Engineers;
which awardedhiumi the IG eorge, Westingjhou~s e Gol d:Med Ial in 1980 and the Pressure.
Vessels and Piping Medal'in `10999. He has also received prestigious career awards from
General Electric And wass elected to the Silicon lValley Enigineering Hail of Fame. Dr. Moody
was elected to the National Academy of. Engineering in 2001 for pioneering and vital
conrtributions to the safety design of boiling'water, reactors, and for his role as educator-. He
has published three books and, more: than 50 papers. Dr,.Moody holds a Ph.D in mnechanric~al
engineering from Stanford University.,

TIMOTHY R. NEAL. is an expert in weaponis technology and explosives. He began his
career at Los Alamnos National Laboratory in 196,7 and has led programs addressing,
weapon hydrodynamnics,- explosions inside structures and above ground, image analysis,
and. dyn~ami testing He also h as held sev.eral1 mra nagem .ent positions within the
Labqritory~s nuclear weapons, arena, including leadership of the-,Explosives Technology. anid
Applications. ODioado h Adace~d Design and:ProdcinTholgeIitav.
He spearheaded-Los Alamos' Stockpile Stewardship and- ManagementProgrammatic:
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.EriVironmental Impact Statement and helped establish theU.S. ,parment of Enery's new.
.,:Stocie Stewardship Program. .More recenty, Yhe has served as a:senior technicaladvisor
to the U.S. Department of Energy on naclear explosive safetynd he has wo*ed closely
with the Pantex Plant for, nuclear weapons production iný A=ril, Texas, in establishing a

• ,new formal basis for operational safety. Dr. Neal •a•i received four DOE excellence awards,
including one for hydrodynamics, and-authored various te"chnicalpaper's and reports as well
as oneý boon explosive phenomena. He holds a Ph.D. in physics ftromCarnegie-Mellon
University

.LORING A.WYLUEr JR.is an expertin structural engineering and senior principal of"
.;Degenkoib Engineers. His work has include.dsisen•k evaluations, analysis, and design of,:` .-:,'%,;;<,i;: stre;ii; ngthening measures to improve .seismic perf mece. He h)•as" pe•rfo rred seismic,-. i.;,. :..: .

assessment and proposed strengthening solutions forsevea Ibuildings within the U.S.,
Departmentof Energy weapons complexand for civilian buildings,: ome of which havehistorical significance. Mr.Wyllie'sexpr is s o-.es,

.including the former Soviet-Union where he worked on an E• n, fac•lIty. Mr. Wyllie is a past
president of the, Ea~rthquake Enigineering Research Institute. Hi's contributio'ns t6 the
profession of sbtructral engineering were reognirzed by his electio nltothe National
A!cademyv ofdtEngineeringin 1990, and. his, hono memba in the Structural Engineers.
Association of Northern Califomia_ In. recognition of M. Wyllie!s expertise inoncrete des gn
.andperformance, the American Concrete Insttutenaed4 h1imrn honorarymember in12000.,
Mry. Wy!ealso waselected an honorary•;,m•em •of :te•e -A ri canSocety of CiVil Engineers,
in I200. He holds a M.S. degree from the Unive' of California -,a Bereiey,-.` - • 7 -

PETER D. ZIMMERMAN is an expert in nuctearphysics and-terrorism.. Heiscuirrentty the;
'chair:of sosende and'security and director of the Centre for Science & Security.Studies at,..
Kng's College In London. He previously sed athe chief scientist of theSenate Foreign
Relations Committee, where his responsibilifies .included uc"lea t ,•.ti' nuclear, "'ams

control, cooperative' threat reduction, and bioterrorim. Previously, he served as science
advisor for arms control in the U.S. State'Department, where he provided advice directly to
Assistant Secretaryjfor Arms Control and the-Undrsecrtary forArms-Contr6l and "-
-. InternatlonaSecurity. His responsibilities included technical aspects of theloiprehe e

Test Ban Treaty, biological arms controi, mis•sildfense, and strategic arms control Dr.
Zimmerman spent many years in academiaasi professor of physics at Louisiana.State

oUnversit.. He- s the author of more than.100afrtkes.on basic physics as well as arms.-..
control and-national security. His most recent publicatinistlhe monograph "DirtyBombs:..
The Threat.Revisitedi which was published by the Natinal: Defense University in the:
' ,Defense Horizons series. Dr. Zlmmerman holds a Ph.D.in expea.mental nuclear-and:
.. elementary particle physics from Stanford.Unie ia Fil. ic. degree fromthe-
University of Lund, Sweden. He is a fellow of the Americha Physical Society and a member
of, its goveoning council. He is a recipient of the 2004 Joseph A Burton/Forum award for
physics in the public interest.



TOUR OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE-RELATED INSTALLATIONS IN
GERMANY

On April 25-28..2004, six comnilte members visited spent fuel storage-related
installations in Germany. The following is a summary of some of the pertinent information
obtained fromi that trip.

several organizations and individuals worked with committiee staff ,to make this trip
possible,'The committee would especialIly liketo acknowledge fons LUhrmann and William
MqC•6naglhy of GN•/..GS•i(Gesellscdaft for Nuklear-Beh ltermbH/G eral e
" Sys..tems), nci),woranz site visits; KausJanbg (SP engieng)lMihael Sailer
chairmanr ofRSK(Reakoricherheitskommissloný-ector. safetycommitsion); Hoiger
BoIeskamp manager of GNS (GeselIchaft fOr. NukleervIc, mH-Gerimany'snuclear

iustzy cnotim n hsse Wolfgang" Swaw,,mnain"g hgdiretoýrof GNB (Gesetlschaft
for: Nukiear-Behlter, mbl-) and his ' staff; Florentin Lange o GRS (Gesellachaft fir Anlagen-
und Reaktrsicherheit mbH);andfHubertusFl'gge vice-prsd of the RWE Power AG
plantsain Lingen and his staff, who allowed the committee to visit the reactor building and the
site's spent fuel storage facility.

C.. GERMAN COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Germiany currently has 18 operating commercial nuclear power reactors at 12 sites.
Appoximateyotirdo theireactOrs are boiling water reactors )BW.Rs and two-thirds are
pressurized water rc (PWRs ..

The design for PWR. plants is itllustrated schematically In FIGURECIS0l It consists of
a dome-shaped reactor buiIlding onstntJctedof reinforced concrete and as,. s cal inner
containrment structure constructed of steeL The reactor core, spent fuel` p6W and Steam
generators are located within the inner containment. The emergency core-cooling systems
are located otstide the inner containment but within the reactor building . ;-

The German BWR reactor building design is generally similar to a PWR. However,
the spent fuel poolis outside the inner containment structure but within the reactr building.
The reactor building is aI6o a different shape (rectangular or cylindriCali) !.

There areh~r~ee~e~~erations of commercial nuclear power plants"in Germany, each

having increasingly thick walls:.

* First-geeration plants have reactor building.walls that are less than I meter,
thick. There are four plants of this type.

* Secondc-generation plants have reactor building walls that are. slightly more than
1 meter thick There are five plants of this type.

* Third-generationplants have reactor building walls that are about 2 meters thick,
There are nine plants of this type.-

SThe committee subgroup Visited one of these plants (the Lingen power plant')durng its tour.
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Some first- and second-generation plantshave independent emergency, systems in.
abibunkered building thatcohtalnssome safet y .sa in ý .and'a&control :roomi. Thesei systems'are
capable of delivering water to, the reactor after an accident or attackIffthet pipe systems
within the reactor building survive.

, Second, and third-generation planits were designed: to withstand the crash of military
fighterjets. Second-generation.plants6 were deigned to with staiid the crash of a Starfighter
jet at the typical landing speed. Third-generati'oplants wereý"designed to withstand the
crash of a Phantom jet. at the:typical cirising speed. This is considered to be part of the
"design basis threat" for nuclear, power plants in Germ.ny. This information on the design
basis threat.has been made. available to the publi• by the Getmsn 9ovemment.

powerd~ plant design SOURCE:-2 RWMowr

a " i

FIUR C. Scheati ilusraio of th,•ne Rpwrplnatidgnrto

•"power plant design. SOURCE: RWE_ Power. , ,.ili•i•... . .•.:i.
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Plant operators must show that of the four safety trains (each train contains 50
perentf te sfet sytem attheplat, tlest wo illsurvive stuch a crash. The crash

parameters (e.g.,•aircraft type, speed and angle) have been established by RSK The crash
parameters have been published and the• public knows about b ther.I Each plant must
perf oýrmfan Itdep ende••n,- I analys s. ofac•.! .f'e ea uilding.: ometme "s two separate
analyseshave to be provided for the. samie site if there are twolor more reactors with
different- desigs

In 19, h Gearmain goverrm-eant decided to phase-out'nuclear energy. Commercial
nuclear plants will be allowedltogenerate an agreed-to amount of eecric before
sýhutdown.. Currentl Iy, the-L'in'e'n~ahnd, th;fe N ,eckarwestheim;-2 plants have the highest

r0min, .lcrct producion alib ace and willibe shut .down Ii.n 2021 or 2022, should no
revision of~this. political decisio n",-56-implementled.:K

Until-r ecently,aI spentll elat ,Ge n plants.was.stowas -in the reactor poos unfitit

could be's~ent to Sellaflleld (U.K.), or La, Hagti,(rac for r rcsing. In the 1980s
plants began to rerack therspentfuel pools to increase.storag capcties (the older
German nuclear plants we re.s ig i ;d to contain onie fill re actr ce pIus one third of a
.core) q Reguators became concerh,6td egoncy. cooling'systems were notsufficient :to handle thincrased heat loads inih spentfuelpos re-c
plants added. additional coolin cits to ddress this concr. Onlyone power plant (an
older. plant ;at Obrigheim) has wet interim pool storage in a bunkered building.

A discussion. of 'alternative spent fuel storage options began in 1979. A reprocessing
plant had been propos;ed at G6orleben that would have had several thousand metric tons of,
pool stresf . Th. e Germasngovernment concluded that while there were no major technical
issues for reprocessing, wet fuel storage was a potential problem because cooling systems
could:.tbefdisrupted in a war.NS decided to shift from wet to dry storage for centra:ized
storage facilities.

/

& C~C

There are two centralized storage facilities in Germany: Gorleberi and AI1aus.
Gorleben 'is designed to, store vitrified high-level waste from spent fuel reprocessing anid
spent fue'l frm commerc ijsipower rectors. Ahaus is designed to store spent fuel from test
reactors and other special types of fuel. Ahaus currently stores 305 casks of reactor fuel
from ,the decommissioned Thorium High Temperature Reactor, three casks of PWR spent
fuel from the Neckarwestheimf 8~ite, and~three casks of BWR spent fuel from the
Gundremmingen site. The latter shipmen•t produced large public demonstrations and
required the deployment of 35,000 police officers to maintain, seurity.

At the end of 2001, the German, utiity companles and the German federal.
government agreed to avoid all transport of spent fuel in Germany because:of intense public
.opposition.. The German government recently.passed, a law mraking. it ilegal to transport•spnt nuclear fuel to reprocessing plants In France and the United Kingdom after J .une 30
2005..However, there is no 11' llretiction coý"ncerming the: tranport.-ofspentfuel from
power reactors to other destinations (e.g, to dry storage facilities)., The government and
power plant operators have notiated ian ragreement to developdry cask storage facilities

.at each of the 12 nuclear powefrpiant.1 ses to, avoid the need for offsite Spentfuel transport.
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tC3 R.SONSE' TO THE SEPTEMBER .1, 2001, TERRORIST ATTACKS IN THE•
UNITED STATES:"

The Sej ternber 1,2001, terrorst atacks on. pt United sta t f cau the Giermnan

government to reassesst security of its nuclea r poants andspentfue storage,.'
facilitieis.RSKýhd'imeetings starting inrictober 2001 todisc the ns of th.

•.•: Septembrl 11 attacks forGerman :commercsal nuclear power.plants... It : :: issued a .. s -:hort :

statement r(ecomm6nding that an analysis be carded out .on each plant to assess its
vunerbitSpm r l ,yp attaclheseanalyehave not yet been bundertaken..

Plant operators assertthat terrorist attaksarea generalrisko'f society and shouid be
iktreated likeatacks on.other Infrastructurea(e.g., chemical facilities).i The L-nder (state)

governments whc r epnil o iesn omercial power plants in Germany, do

not require these analyses. RKrcmeddtathe federal government develop a
checklist for such an analysis, but this also has not been done..

A general analysis of the impact of the different civilian airraft on commercial

nucle s was reques by r Me ad has been carried outsby GRS. 4 The resultrof the
discujssio -ns betenSKadMUnth ba is otis eport was that plant specific

Yenstvyaflay arneddGRwaaloiolei te framiing of te recent German
"Icesng pcssnthanyssothcosqncsocvlanar af ttacks on STEAG-

anWkdesgpn ulsoaefclte sn he sizes of' air ft (ranging from Airbus,
A320- tol- Boin...g 7.47 size 1aircraft).

CA4 TESTS ON GERMAN: CASKS

The casks that are used In German dry.cask storage facilties have been subjected
,to, sever tesits that simulate accidents and.terrorist attacks. The fllowing types of tests
were performed on these casks or cask materials.

rash thest oas ......... -li (Phanto typ6) -- o

Airplahe crasn test simulations with military aircraf t m ar partof the

licensing requirements for'both casks and storage faCiiti, es.1Bween 1970r and1980 a
numbero•f t6sson storage casks were carded out at th %We ncly In

* Germany. ýAo6nethlrd scale model of a GNB cask was used to simulaatethe impact of a

turbine shaft of amilitary aircraft using a hollow-tube .Two diffetent impact
orien'tationwere, used: perpendicular to upright cask body ,(latera impact) and
perprendiculakr t ocenter of lid system. The projectile completely disintegrated in the test, but

the-cask, sustkned only minor damage.

The jet aircraft tests wer ,e carried out because of safety concerns,, but after,
Septeimber .11f .2001, intentional crashes of aircraft also were considered. Investigations by
BAMW(Bundesanstalt fOr Materlalforschung und -profung ) and'GRSco0ncluded that

CASTOR-type casks would maintain their integrity when intentionally hit by a .ommercial
ai.rcraft. • .. ::

3 Bundesmlnisterium fOr Umwelt. Naturschutz and Roaktorsl•herheit:(Federal Ministry for
Environment, Nature Protection, and Nuclear Safety and Security).:
4 Gesellschaft fr Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherhelt (GRS), mbH (Company for Ihstallation and Reactor

Safetý). GRS is Germany's main research institution on nuclear safety.: It Is an independent, nonprofit
organization, founded In I977, and has about 450 employees. GRS funds Its workthrough research
contracts. Some have compared GRS to Sandia National Laboratories in the United States.,
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Ot heOr ty.Pes-of terrorist attacks have teen a. long-standing ,concierh, to- the G~ermangovernment-because of terrosm activities inEurope In thef1970s arid8190,.-A series of
tests simulating tenrorist attacks on casks were done in Germany,;France, theiUnitedStates
(for:the German govemrment), and Switzerland (for the. Swissg. governt).Additioal tests
may have been done that are not publicly acknowledged.,

.In 19791980, at.theGerman Army facility in leppen, a "hollow chairge" (i.e., shapedchparge)weapon was fitrd at adLdctile cast iron plate and fuel'assembly dummy to simulatea CASTOR cask. The cask plate was perforated but release fractlons fo the fuel
assembly. were not examined. From this experimert, the German govemrment concluded
t hat thewall thickness of the cask should not be less than 300 millimeters.

Other: 1 tests i weread out at the hCentre dEtude de Gramat in France i• 1992 on. behaif of the Germany Federal Ministry of.Envtronrent;;Nature Protection and NuclearSafety (8MU) (Lange et at-, 1994). These test i'nvole hpe hre dietdta
CASTORfdf cask (type CASTOR Ila, the cask was one thir of the regular length) filled withnine fue element dummies with depleted uraniudm., The fuel rods were pressurized to 40ba.rs.t simulate fuel bumvp, but the cask interiorwas a p c pressure or at
reduced prss of 0.8iar. The shaped charge peu td thecask and penetrated fue.
elements. This damaged the fuel and resulted in the releaiseof fuelpartidoes from the cask.

Teeprclser llteadtpartiaril size distribution was measured.u About liýg+r'aof, urantium was relsed in particles of, les tan i1?2:.-microns aerodyndiameter, ;nd 2.6gramns of UraniUm were released in partlclh•s ýw, aizerangebetween
12.5 and 10 mlcrons. If the pressure inside the cask was, reduced., to0. bar (to simulatehecotions:during interim storage of spent fuel in Germany),Athierelesesw reduced
by t-ir:0.4gramforparicle sizes less than •2.5 microns a6nabout 03 gram for.
paric"s bveteen 12.5 and; 100 microns.

iA 1998, a demonstration Was camred out at the Aberdeen.Proving Ground in the
United Statesiusng an anti-tank w"epon on a CASTOR cask. Th•e purpose of thisemonstration was to showthataconcrete jacket on -the exterior of the cask could prevent
perforation. The weapon was first fired at thectask without thejacket. it perforated the frontwealtof the cask. The concrete jacket was effective in preventngperforation of the cask.Committee members saw a specimen of this cask atdthe GNB f'orkshop (see FIGURE C.4).

Also in 1999, explosion of a liquidgas mtank next to a- ask wasperoed by the.Gernan BAM (Federal Office of Material Research and Testing) •t•o4su eeffect of
accidents ..invovimng "fire or explosions in the vcinity of the cask d'ur~inig'ft transportation orstorage.:'he,.gastank and the CASTOR cask were initially about 8.feet4(2.5 matetsl apart.
Explosion of t4he tak generated a fire baei 330 to 500 feet (100 to1150 m-eter) -in diameter.heexplosion prected the cask 23 feet (7 meters) away and tilted it by 180 deg4res,
causing i"tto hit theground on the lid side. Examination after the explosion showed no
change in the containment properties of the lid system.
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"HISTORICAL. DEVE'LOPMENT FCURNCOM CALPOWER REACTRFE

:OPERATIONS~

There are 103 commercial power.;reactors operating:inthe United States at this time.Almost all of them are operating with soent fuel poo"tat are tIosmall to accommodate
cumulative spent fuel discharges. Thisshort appendix was preparedto provide a h lq
background for power reactor fuel7operations and pool andtdry-cask, storageof spent fuel.

0.1 DESIGN FOR A CLOSED FUEL CYCLE

.The first large generation of commercial reactors in hthe United States were almost all
light waterreactors (LRs), that is, nuclear reactors that use ordinary water to cool th core
and to moderate the neudrons emitted by fission,. The hydrogen atoms in the water coolant
moderate, or slow down the fission-emitteday eutrons to an energy level that is more likely to
ca-usefissiorn when the neutron strikes a fissile atom..Theserpeactors were designed,
deVieloped, and licensed in the 1960s and 1970sn altolgh many -were not completed until t.
the. 1 980s. Their design power output'increased'rapid1* a it did or non-nuclear power
-plantsi, in order to achieve economives of scale. Thus,ý the eariler plaiits in thsgenieration

were dsigred toproduce 500-900 megawattsof I Power
increased to I00-19200 MWe. The number of LWRs btan orderetUdby the U.S. indUstr
begapnto approach 200. All of these plants weesengfuel cycle, that
is,, for, he uraniumn oxide fuel, ennH tý ,f ed to 2-5 .percent uranium-235- to be loaded and

med,',• 6a level of 20-30 giuawastdays per metric ton of uranium', (G.Wd/ MTU), then
reprocessed'in commercial plants to separate the: stl uaefissiondable, or fissile, materials
in fespen•tfuel from the radioactivegwaste. The reproce would recover the

...lutonum-239 formed from uraniurn-238Wduhdng reacto orperatons and residual fissile
uranir•.i-23. for use as futel in LWRs an tlater - wi lfn brede ,de r reactors-(USNRC. '19.76).

Bypthe- mid-•1•970s comtercialureprocessin plants were built under construction, or
planned In New York, Illinois, Sou th Carolina, end Tennessee, i'th a combined projected

caait o rpocs or ha 00 T6f spetfe per year. For comparison, a largeC
LWRk discharges about 20 MTU of spent'fupel at a refueling Byvthis time the price of fresh
uranium was dropping and the cost of fuel reprcessingmadef it difficult for recyclefuerl to
compete with fresh fuel. Also, there was controversy, aout the risk of fissile material
diversion f recycled plutonium ~was moved In commercial traffic.3both existing fuel
rep Irocessing plants withdrew from .licens .ing fo .r technical re'asons and then, on April 7, 1977,
President Carter issued a policy staterent that weildfrinentlythe commercial
reprocessing and ,recycling of the plutonium produced in the U.S.* nuclear powpr programs."The saeetwent on tosay'. "The plant at Bamwell, South. Crolina wIt reeiv ,ete
federal enicour.ageme rnt. nor funding for Its completion as arpoesnfaityAfte
consultaton with the. White Houise, the U.S. Nucleari ReguOlatory Commissio UNC
terminated its Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycled Plutonium 46
Mixed OxideFuelin Light-Water Cooled Reactors (GESMO) proceedngs.

Thus, the U.S.:nuclear industry was immediately changed ifrb ajclosed fuel cycle,
with recycle, to an open or once-through fuel cycle with the fuel loaded into the reactor6 -
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.several consecutve locations to obtain maximum economic; use of the fuel before it was

finaldly renove4 as 'waste. The USNRC changed the legal definition of high-level radicoactive
waste to include the high-level waste from both nuclear fuel reprocessing and spent nuclear

fuel.,'~,

For 'this study, the significance of this closed fuel cycle design is that this entire

aageneration of, more than 100 reactors was designed Yth small spent fu~el pools. relying on
prompt shipment away from the reactor to the reprocessingiplant to mak'e rom for later
discharges of spent fuel. Early spent fuel shipping casks were being designed with active
cooling systems to support shipment of fuel less than a. year out of the reactor to a.
reprocessing plant. BOX D.1 diswusses the spent nuclear fuel at reprocessing plants.

Supplementary wet and dry storage systems had to be developed to receive the older spent,
fuel to make roibm for fTesh spent fu.el from a th retor. Many plants had to remove and
modify the storage racks in their spent fuel pools o accommodate more spent fuel in the

pool itself until licensed supplementary systems were available,

* :"(":- 10.2 RETRENCHMENT OF U.S. REACTOR PLANS

a -As noted in Section 01, in the 1970s the United States was building reactors at'sa
high rate. Then, in the lWe 1970, three factors produced a retrenchment in power reactor
plans: rising.interest rates, reversal of the US. fuel reprocessing policy; and the Three Mile

asl.nd-2 ,accident." ' > .<?. .. .-

D.2.1 Effect' ofinteriest Rates'

Com.me.rcial powerreactor have characteristically hgh initial capital costs, The

'~regulated public,, utiliies have had to raise the capital with varnous debt instruments; to build,
license., andboperate the finished plant for a time before it can be declared commercial; and
to chng 0-the electricity rates charged consumers to retire the debt on the capital cost. The

soarg interest"rates in the United States during the late 1970s drovte the costs of new

nuclear plants'that were under construction to extreme heights. This, comnbine with

slacke'nin demnd for electrucity, led to the cancellaion of rany plants, som. e even in
advanced stages of construction. , a

D-2- Effect of ARevrsal of U.S. Fuel Reprocessing Policy

President Carter enunciated a change in U-S. policy for reprocessing of spent

uclea'ner fl In early 1977. Those reactors then operating d se don h

tobegin modifying. their reactor fuel cycle design to go from the closed (reprocessg ),cycle

toa "ance-tht-ugh7 fukel cycle This Induced the designers to go to higher levels ofur-anium-

235 enrichment in the new fuel, ýbut still within the 5 percent licensing imit. It also induced'

the designers to revise the coreloading and operating plans in orde6r to burn oruse the
fissile content of the fuel to the greatest extent economically ssible since the fissile

residue could not be retrieved by rpocessing. As a result, spent fuel burrup levels rose to

levels that are now almost double the 20-30 GWdIMTU characterisc of the original closed
fuel cycle. This results in -an increase in the decay-heat per of the spent fuel assembly by

the time it is put into. the spent fuel .pool.
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shipment or dry storage. Re-racking can make it. more di-fficult to clool the freshly discharged,,
fuel if there is catastrophic loss of the fuel pool water.

0.2.3 Effect of the Three ýMile Iland Accident

The final factor driving the retrenchment of the nuclear power industrywas the Three
Mile Island-2 (TM!72) accident that occurred on March 28,. 1979, in Pennsylvania (Walker,
2004). In that accident. a small failure in the reactor coolant system was compounded by
operator errors to result in catastrophic damage; a partia coemeIlt occurred.The inability of
the operators to understand and control the events, and he confusion among the state, the -
USNRGI and other responsible agencies about publicprtection had a devastating effect on•
public trust inthe safety of nuclear power.. The USNR escailated safe,• y requirements after
the TMI-2 accident. These new requirements substantially modified the operation of licensed
: piants, delayed completion of new. plants, and further i6nieased their construction costs. The
accident also resulted in the retrenchment: of nudea power in the 1980s and led to the '
cancellation of many plaints, decommissioningvof some plants, and the sale of some plants
to other owners, The fleet, oyf, perating S.S reactors was reduced to the presently operating
103 described here-

D.3 COMMERCAL4L POWER REACTORS CURRENTLY OPERATING
,___1INTH.9UNitED STATES,

All of the commercial power reactors oerting in the United States are light water
reactors. BOX D.2 describes the LWRs th' are ocu~rrently operating in the United States.

0.3.1 Prossurized Water Reactors/

About two-thirds of the, U.S. "react'ors are pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), dual13-
cycle plants in which the primary, cooling Water is kept under a pressure, of About 2000
pounds pieirsquire inch absolute (p~sia) asit circulates toiremove fission.. Pn ecyhat
from fthereactorlfuel in the core and carr thatenergy tt~he! stear generators, togenrt
steam. in the' ower-'pressure secndwry op.Tereactordrimr loop piping, And steam,
generators are all. located in. the containment structure; the steam lines penetrate theý
containenri0t ca"rio the steam ito the iturbine6 to genenateý electrical power.,

Abouitvone-thlrd&o the U.S.. reactors lare. boiling-water reactors (BWRý),. single-cyclie
plants in iih thi~fe primary coolant of the reacbto core is operated at about'1000 psa as it
recirculates within' the reactor core. The fission and ~Jecay heat generated in'the ore cause

a usatial amount of the reactor coolant water oblito osemttpaesotdiretty
from fthe reactor pressure vessel to fth turbine-geneiratoar system. Plant: differenc-es, stem,%

intill from te different designs of the nuclear steam-s~istM!r supplier, the different designs
of theý architeict-engineers that built the plants, and the owners that often specified additional
modifications.

replacement racks typically have solid metal wagls with neutron-absorbing material for nuclear safety
reasons. This. configuration inhibits water or air circulation m-ore than the'earlier configuration.
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~ The'PWRS operating in the United State's.weredesigned by three different nu~clear 2

~stea system suppliers; Wetngos Electricombustion Eiigineenr4inad Bacc &'
Wilo.Ms PWRsi have wihat are called''lar'ge ~dr'y'cont'ii~nmerts, that isL containment
structures of about 2 million ~cubic feet volume that 'can absorb the rapid release of steam.2

N~~and hot waterfronm:a postulated ruptureof the primary coolant systemt without exceeding an44
internal pressure of about 4atmospheres. FIGURE D..I ~iustraters a PWR in,a large dr~y :< -

~ containmrent, Somne~ PWRoontalnments are4<essentilaly aslarge but use vetiblation fans to ... ~
maintain ~ ~ o th nta otimn rsuemldly sb-atmospheric to prvde n~additional

prssr marin5Stalon set of nieWstnhus W4, ss c,.ndne
con~tainmentr structures, in which the continment has' ab-out the samie pressure capability

~$~~but is smaller,<Nrety~ingon' massive baskets orfic, emaintained in the co~ntainme~nt to condense ,.
stea'm releases andrn~iiat'e the pressure surge~i.7 'J '4A A N

0 ~ .3.2 Boiling Water Reactors; ~<~N ~ .

The BWR~s in operation today, were, designed by the Genneral ElectricCompariy. TheyA.
Sall use pressure suppression containmen~ts, two6chamber systems with" the, reactor located in

a adryweilithat is connected to a wet well containing a lag .p"ol of wte.

~~~~I wate evevnt of a rupture of the reactor system n~. the.. dry well,,the steam and hot,
wae released are4 channeled into the water in the wet well, co ndensing, and pooling the,

~ < steam rto4<mitigKate the pressure surge. BOX D.2 lists the thr-ee succes~sive generations of
~ ~<BWR containment design, arnd the number of each still op-eatng. FIGURE D.2 illustrates-

Sthree types of BWR containments: Mark 1, Mark 11, and Mark Ill. The Mark, 1 containment is
:><the most common type, with 22 in operation .The reactor pressure vessel, containing the

reactor core is located in a dry well ,of the containment in the shape of an inverted
incandescent light bulb. ~.~.~;j4N(~<.4N4 ~'.
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FIGURE 0.1A PWYR. in a Large dry containment. SOURCE: Modified from Ouderstadt and
SHamnilton (197,6,Figure 34).'.

The-dry' well is conneic'te'd by' large ducts to th6 wet well, a large toroidal (,.
doughnut-shaped) part of the containment that is partiallyItilled with water.' Gasaandsteam,
releas6sfrom.an accident in the dry well would be passed throughAe connecting ducts into
the waterIn, the wet well, cooling.the gas and condensi6g•he stea.m to mtigate the accident.
pre.sure rise in the contalhment, The containment bui.din, Mari iBWR is simiar to. the",
Mark I except that in the Mark It containment the conicai'dry well is diretly above -the
cylindrical wet well. Nine Mark II reactors are still operatnqingir the UnitdSates. In the Mark
III, the dry well around the reactor vessel is vented tor the top of a y•lindricallwet well that.
surrouiids it..

.F6ur Mark ill.BWRsare currently operating. The entre drywell*-et well system- is.
contained within a large steel containment shell and a concrete shield'building.

0.3 Reactor Fuel and Reactor Control

TABLE D01 presents the range of dimensions and, weights for a wide variety of the
LWR fuel assemblies used in the operating reactors. The sent fuel pools and the dry
storage systems used at a reactor must be tailored to the spcficfuel design for that
reactor.
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Ma.k II. SOURCE: ModifiedfromLahey. and Moody (1993, Figure 1-9)7.w:x:. :.•K,..;.! s

The fission process is contraied ,by Oe reactor operators through Ihe use of neutron-
absorbing materials. The primary cpntrol is an array of conttolirods or blades that can be
withdrawn fron the core to the degree needed. In the PWRs, the control rods are moved,
w ithinhselecte empty tubes within the assembly, in the BWR. cruci1form (cross-shaped) -
control blades are moved acrosls the faces of the fuel assembly, 'tyýically narrower than
those in a PWVR fuel assei-nbly.. Reactor fuel designers also use burnabte poisons within the

fuel:assembly to control the fission process.: These poisons are placedin appropriate
amounts within the fuel assemblf so that they buay makingthefue assembl ore
reactive,.as the contiiiued flission process ismnaking it less reactive., PWRs also use neutron
controly dissol.ingn, n6eutrnabsorbing sodium borate in.- -the-reactorc -otlant gradually
lowering, the concen..ratio. fom the peak after refueling .tohe minimum.before the next
refueling. 4
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TABLE D.1 Range of Dimensions and Weights for Light Water Reactor Fuel Assemblies
Used in Operatihg Reactors in the United States.
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Actlinlde" My of a series of chemically similar radioacti ve elements with atomic numbe•s
ranging from 89 (actinium) through 103 (lawrenciumn).This group includes uranium
anrd plutonium.

Alpha particle: Two neutrons and two proto und assasingle particle (ahelium nucleus) i,

emitted fromn certain radioactive isotopes. when they underg -radioactive decay.

ba're-fuel cask:- See Cask.2

Beta Particle: Acharged, Oarticle consisting of apositron or electron emitted from certain
radioactive isotopes when they undergo radioactive decay.

Beyond-design-basils accidents: Technical expressiorndescrlbIngaccident sequences.
S: : outside of those used as design criteria for a fa6diity.,Beyond-desi -basis accidents

are generIally more severe but are judged to be 6to unlikelý to bea basis for design;.
Boiling water reactor (9W":A type of nucear reactor in wich.the reactor'swater coolant

is allowed to boil to produce steami The steam is:used to drive a-turbine .and
electrical generator to pr•duce electricity.

Bum-up: Measure of the number of fission reactions'tat have occurred in a given massof
nucear fuel, expressed as thermal energy released multiplied'by the period of

2 operation and divided by the mass of the fuel..Typical.units.are megawa
metric ton of uranium: (MWJ/MTU) or gigawatt-days per; metric ton of uranium.
(GWdMIMTU)..

Ca.nistar-based cask: See Cask'
Caskc ,LAre, typically cylindrical containers constrcted of steelandlor reinfoceconcrete

thatiare used to store and/or transportspent nuclear fuel. Casks designed for. .
storage of spent nuclear fuel can be of two types: bare4uerl or ucanister-based. In:,*
bare-fuel casks, spent fuelis stored in a fuel basket surrounded by a:heavily shielded.2
and. leak-tight container. In canister-l-ased casks. the fuel is enclosed in a leak-tight :
steel cylinder, called a canisterwhich has a welded lid. The canister is placed in a
heavily shielded cask overpack. Casks canbe single-, dual-vor multiple-purposeI
indicating that they can' be used, respeý•vely, for storage (also called storage-only
casks), for storage and tnsportaption, Iand for storage, transportation, and geologic
-disposal. There are no true mutipurpose casks for spent fuel currently available on,
the market."

Cesium-137: Radioactive isotope that is on6e6f the products of, nuclear fissionL "

Chain reaction: A series of fissionhreactions wherein the neutrons released in one fission
event stimulate the next fission eventor events-
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-Cladding: Thin-walled metal tube that forms the outer jacket of a nuclear fuel Tod.. it
prevents corrosion of thiwnuear fuel in 'the release of fission products:into the
coolant. Zirconium alloys (also caled zirtcalay, see below) are common cladding
materials in commercial nuclear fuel.

Conduction:ln the context of heat transfer, the trahsfer of heat within a medium. through a
diffusive process (i.e., rrfleular or atomic collisions).

Containment structure: A robust, airtight shell or other enclosure around a nuclear reactor
core to prevent the release of radioactive material to the environment in-the event of
an accident.

Corivwection: Heat transfer bhy, the Physical movement of mnaterial` w'ithin a; fluid mendium.

Cooling time: The amount oftime elapsed since spent fueilwas discharged from a nuclear

Core; That portion of a nuclear reactor containing the fuel elements'
. Citicality:-Term used in reacto physics to descinbe the state in which the number Of.

neutrons released by the fission process is exactly balanced by the neutrons being
absorbed and escaping the reactor core.Atcrticality, the nuclear fissionchain .
ýriaction is self-,sustainirng.

Decay heat: Heat produced bythe decay of radioactiveisotopes contained in nuclear fuel.

Decay, radioactive: Disintegration of the nuc..us Of an unstable elernent:by.the
.spontaneous emiSsionDofcha particles (alphav, beta, positron)orphotonsof

energy (gamma radiation) from the nucleus, s•pntaneous fission, or electron
.capture..

Depleted uranium: Uranium enrihed in the element uranium-238 relative to uranium-235
'compared to that usually found in nature! AJSo, uranium in Which the uranium-235
content has been reduced through a physic;a process.

Design basis phenomena: Earthquakes, tomadoes hurricanes, floods, and .other events 4' 44

that a nuclear facility must be designed and built to withstand without loss of
systems, structures, and component cesry to ensure public, health and safety.

Design basis threat: In the context of this study, hypothetical ground assault threat against
a commercial nuclear power plant.' Sihegeneric elements of the design basis threat
are described in Title 10, Section (a) of the Code of Federal Regulations (10
CFR 73.1 (a)).

Dirty bomb: See Radiotogical Dispersat Device.

Dry storage: Out-of-water storage of spent nuclear fuel in heavl shielded casks.
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Dryweql: The containtent structure enclosing a boilingWnater nuclear reactor vsel. The,.
drywell is connected to a pressure suppression syste.' and provides a 'obner to the
relei: ase of radiactive material to$the environrnent-under accident conditons.

Dual-purpose cask: See Cask.

Fissile material: Material that undergdes fission from thermal (slow) neutrons. Adfthug
sometimes used, as a synonym for fissionable material, the term "fissile" has
acquired this more restricted meaning in nuclear reactor teanology. The three
primary fissile materials are uranium-233, uraniurn-235, and plutonium-239.

Fissinon. Splitting of a nucleus into at least two nuclei accompanied by the release of
neutrons and a relatively large amount of energy:

Fissionable: Material that'Is capableof u-ndergoin fission from fast neutrons.

Fission products: Nuclei resulting from the fission of •el•eents such as uranium.

Fuel assembly: A square array of fuel rods.- ,

Fuel pellet-: A small ylinder of uranium. usually in a ceramic fo•i (uranium dioxideU0 2)..,
typically measuringabout 064 to 065 inches (1,0 to 1.65 c•ntirneters)-talliand about
0.3 to 0.5 inc'h(0.81to 1.25 centimeters) In diameter.

Fuel reprocessing: Chemical processing of reactor fuel to separate the unused fissionable
material (uranium and. plutonium) from waste mnateriel.

Fuel rod: Som'etime referred to as a "Ie element or fuel pin. A long, slender tUbe that" holdsthe uranium fuel pellets. Fuel rods are assemble intobundles called fuel
hoemldes.tq lSaeýsebe nobnlep

ama." ray• : • Electromagnetic radiation (highw-nergyo pnhtos) emitted from-certain
radioactive isotopes when they undergo radioactive decay.

-Half-life (radioactive): Time required for half the atoms of a radioactive substance to
undergo radioactive decay. Each radioactive isotope has'a unique half-life. For
example, cesium-137 decays with a half-life of 30.2 years. and plutonium-239
decays with a half-life of 24,065 years.

-",independeft Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFS): A facility for storingspent fuel inwet

pools or dry casks as defined in Title 10, Part 72 of the Code of.Federal Regulations.

SIrradiation: Process of exposing material to radiation, for example, the exposure of nuclear
fuel in the reactor core to neutrons.

i$0otopeo. Elements that have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons.
For example, uranium-235 and uranium-238 are different Isotopes of the element
uranium.
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Lossofpool-cooant event: A postulated accidental or malevolent event that. results in a
lIOss of the water coolant froma spent fuel poo.latfariteirn excess of the capability of
the water makeup system to restore it.

Megawatt: One million watts.

MELCOR: A computer code developed by.Sandia NationalI Laboratories for use in analyzing
severe reactor core accidents, The code has been adapted to model fluid flow, heat
transfer, fuel cladding oxidation kinetics, and fissionbproduct release phenomena
associated with spent fuel assembliesin spent fuel pools in loss-of-pool-coolant
events.

Metric ton: Weight unit correspondingto 1000 kg or approximately 2200 pounds.

Metric tons of uranium: See MTJ. -

Moderator: Material, such as ordinary water, heavy water, or graphite, used in a reactor to
slow down high~nergy neutrons:

MTU (metric tons Of uranium): UNrt oftmeasurement of the n1ass for spent nuclear fuel,
also expressed in metric tons of heavy meta (MTHM). Itrefers to the Initial mass of
uranium that is contained in a fuel.asembly. It does notinclude the mass of fuelcladding (zironium alloy) Or6 the.Oxyge6in the ful cmpound.-

Multi-purpose cask: See Cask,

MWe: Megawatts. of electrical energy output from a power plant.

MWt: Megawatts of thermal energy output from a power plant.'

Neutron: Uncharged subatomic particle contained in th nucleus of an-atom. Neutrons are
emitted from the nucleus during the. fission process.

Open: rac*; A storage rack in a spent fuel pool that hasopen space and lateral channels
between the cells for storing spent fuel asseimblies.to permit water circulation.

Overpack: Metal or concrete cask used for storageor tranisportation of a canister containing
spent nuclear fuel. See Cask.:

Owner-controlled area: That part of the power'plant stte over which the plant operator

exercises control. This usually corresponds to the boundary of the site.

Pellet: See Fuel pellet.

Penetrate: To pass into, but not completely through, a solid object.

Perforate: To produce a hole that goes comrpetely through a solid object.

Plutonium-239: A fissile isotope of plutonium that contains: 94 protons and 145 neutrons.
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Press'urized water reactor (PWVR): A type oqf nuclear reactor in Which t Ihe reactor's water
coolant is kept at high pressure bo preve nt it from boiling. The coolI lant transfers its
heat to a secondary water system that boils into steam to drive the turbine and
generator to. produce electricity.

Probabilistic risk assessment A systematic, quantitative method to assess risk (see
below) as it relates to the performance of a complex system.

"Protected area: A zone located within the owner-c-ontrolled area of a commercial nuclear
power plant site in which access is restricted using guards. fences, and other
barriers.

'Isla: Unit of pressure, pounds per square inch absolute, that is the total pressure including
the pressure of the atmnosphere.

Radioactivity: Spontaneous transfomation of an unstable atom, often resulting in the
emissionaof particles (alpha and beta) or gamma radiation. The process is referred to
as radioactive decay.

Radiological Dispersal Device (ROD): A terrorist device in which sources of radioactive
material are dispersed by explosives or other means. Also referred to as a dirty
bomb.

Radiological sabotage, Any delberate act directed against a nuclear power plant or spent
fuel in storage or transport that could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

Radfonucardes Any form of an isotope, of an element that iss radioactive.

Re-racking: Replacement of the existing racks in a spn fulpo ivth new racks that
increase the number of spent fuel assemblies tha can be stored.

Risk: The potential for an adverse effect from an accident or terro st attack. This potential
can be esthimated quantitatively if ainswerrs to th~e following three questions can be
obtained: (1) What can go' wrongj? (2)-How.-likely is, it? (3) W~hat are the:
consequences?

Sof n: In the context of spent fuel storage, measures that protect storage facilitis against
failure, damage, human error, or other accidents, that. would disperse radioactivity in
the environment

Safegu ards: As used in he regulation of domestic nuclear facilities and materials, the use
of ýmaterial control and accounting progastvefyhtal nuclear material is
properly controlled and accounted for,-and also the use of physical protection
equipment and security forces to protect suOh material-

Safeguards; information: information not otherwise classi'fied as National Security
Information or Restricted Data that sp"fically identifies a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commirission lite'nseea's.'or applicant's detlaile (1)~ security measures for the physical
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protection of special nuclear material or (2) security measuresýfr the physical
protection and location of Certain plant equipment vital to thesafe, ofproduction or
utilizationfacilties (10 CFR 73.2). The U.S.:Nuclear Regulatory Commission has the
authorityý to determine whether, informnation is ':s~afeguards infborntion.

Security. In the context of spent fuel storage, measures to protect storage facilities against.
sabotage, attacks, or theft..

Shaped charge: A demolition and wall penetration or perforation device that uses high
explosive to create a high-velocity jet of material.

Single-purpose cask: See Cask,,..

Special nuclear material: Fissile elements such as uranium and plutonium.

Spent fuel: Siee Spent nuclear fuel.

Spent fuel poot: A water-filled pool that is. used at allcoummercial nuclear reactors for.
storage of spent (used) fuel elements aftertheir removal from a nuclear reactor,
Spenit fuel pools are constructed of'reinforc•ldconcrete and lined with stainless steel.
The inside of the pool has storage racks tohold the spent fuel assemblies and may
contain. a gated compartment to hold a spent fuel cask while it is being loaded and
sealed.,

Spent (or used or irradiated fuel) nuclear fuel: Fuel that has been "bured" in the core of
6a nuclear reactor and is no longer efficint for producing electricity. After'discharge
fromma reactor, spent fuel is stored in water-filled pools (see Wet storage) for
shilelding and cooling.

Strge-only cask: See Cask.

Thermal power:Total heat output from the core of a nuclear reactor.

Uranium-235: A fissile isotope of uranium that contains.92 protons and 143 neutrons. It is
the principal nuclear fuel in nuclear power reactors.

Uranlum,238: An isotope of uranium that contains 92 protons and 11468 neutrons.

Vital area: A zone located within the protected area of a: comrerciai nuclear power plant
site that contains the reactor control room; thekractor ,core, support buildings, and
the spent fuel pool. It is the most-carefully controlled and guarded part of the plant
site.

Watt: Unit of power.

Watt-hour: Energy unit of measure equal to one wattof cpower suppied for one hour.

Wet storage: Storage of spent nuclear fuel in spent fuel pools.
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Zircaloy: Zionium alloy used as claddingfor uranium oxide fuel pellets in reactor fuel
assemblies.

Zirconium cladding-fire: A selfý-sustaining, exotherrnlretion .caused by rapid oxidation
of zirconium fuel cladding (zircaloy) at high temperatures.
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ACRS: Advisory Committee on Reactor.Safeguards

BAM: Bundesanstalt fur Materiaiforschung und -prufung

BMU: BundesministeriumN for UmWekl Naturschutz und Reaktorslcherheit.o

BNL: Brookhaven Nationa11Laboratory.

BWR:Boiling Water Nuclear Reactor: (see Appendix E)

CFD:. Computational Fluid: Dynamics'.,:

DBT: Design Basis:Threat4Qse AppendiX E)

DHS: United States, Department of Homeland Security

DOE: United States Department of Energy

EPRI: Formerly referred to as the.Electric Power Research Institute:

GAO: United States Govemment Accountability Office (formerly the General Accounting

GESMO: Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycled Plutonium inry
Mixed Oxide Fuel in Light-Water Cooled Reactors

GNB: Gesellslchaft fr Nuldear-Behtlter, mbH

GNS: Gesellschaft for NukleaSe -rvicei mbH

GNSI: General Nuctear Systems, Inc..

GRS: Gesellschaft fOr Anlagen, und Reaktorsicherheit, mbH.

GWdIMTU: Gigawatt-Days per Metric Ton of Uranium (see Bum-up in Aopendix )

INL: Idaho National Laboratory (formerly Idaho National Engineering and Environmental.
Laboratory)

ISFSI: Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

HSK: Die Hauptabteilung fgr die Sicherheit der Kemanlagen

MTU: Metric Tons of Uranium (see Appendix E)

MWdcMTU: Megawatt-Days per Metric Ton of Uranium (see Bum-up in Appendix E)

NPP: Nuclear Power Plant,

NRC: National Research Council

PFS: Private Fuel Storage

PWR: Pressurized Water Nuclear Reactor (see Appendix E)

RDD: Radiological Dispersal Device (see Appendix E)

RPG: Rocket-Propelled Grenade
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RSKI Reaktorsicherheitskommission

TOW: Tube-Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire Guided.[Missile] (see Appendix E)

USNRC:.United States .Nuclear Regulatory Commission



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 2, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 3, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NOS. 2 & 3

Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating Licenses
No. DPR-26 and No. DPR-64 for an Additional 20-year Period

NRC Docket Nos.
50-247 & 50-286

ASLB No.
07-858-03-LR-BDO1

DECLARATION OF RAYMOND C. WILLIAMS

I, RAYMOND C. WILLIAMS, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and

correct:

1. I am an independent consultant for James Lee Witt Associates, part of GlobalOptions Group, Inc.

("JLWA"). I have 32-years of professional emergency management experience. I have earned a Masters

of Arts in Political Science from the University of Chicago.

2. I worked for the Federal Emergency Management Agency ("FEMA") for 20 years, and the

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency for 5 years before FEMA was created. I served for one year as

Acting Regional Director in the San Francisco, California Region (FEMA Region 9) in 1998. I also

served for 12 years as Deputy Regional Director in the Bothell, Washington Region (FEMA Region 10).

As Deputy Regional Director, the requirements and obligations of the job included oversight of

preparedness planning and operations, coordination with State and local governments, and federal disaster

mitigation, response and recovery in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.

3. I have considerable experience in national security issues and continuity of government, having

been the Deputy Director of an interagency and interdisciplinary effort encompassing the whole west
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coast. The work was highly classified. After retiring from federal service in 1999, I became the

Authorizing Official for the Cerro Grande Fire Assistance Office, in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Under

special and unique legislative authority, the responsibilities of this position included giving final approval

to claims from victims of the controlled bum that spread though the city of Los Alamos in May of 2000.

4. James Lee Witt Associates, part of GlobalOptions Group, Inc. was founded by and is actively

managed by James Lee Witt, who has a combination of executive level experience at the Federal, State,

and local levels as an elected official and as a cabinet member. As Director of the FEMA, Mr. Witt was

responsible for evaluating and exercising the emergency response plans for the Radiological Emergency

Preparedness program for the Nation's nuclear power reactors. As Director of the Arkansas Office of

Emergency Services, Mr. Witt was the coordinator for the State in nuclear preparedness, response, and

evacuation capability for the Arkansas 1 and 2 reactors. Mr. Witt was also Chair of the Arkansas State

Nuclear Advisory Board while serving as County Judge of Yell County, AR.

5. In 2003, 1 served as Project Manager for JLWA's review and analysis of the emergency responses

of two multi-state utilities confronted by widespread hurricane-induced power outages. I have served as

Project Manager for a JLWA team in 2004 sent to assist an independent island nation in the Caribbean

recover from major hurricane damage to the island's infrastructure and housing. I have also served as

Senior Advisor in 2004 to assist in the preparation of a Homeland Security Strategic Plan for the largest

county in the State of Washington. I also served as Senior Advisor in 2006 for a JLWA project to analyze

and improve the Emergency Management program for the City of Philadelphia.

6. In mid-2002, the New York Power Authority engaged JLWA to perform an independent review

of the off-site emergency preparedness for two nuclear power plants in New York and Connecticut -

Indian Point and Millstone, respectively. I was the Project Manager for this review. The review focused

on efforts to ensure the safety of residents around the plant made by the State of New York, the four

surrounding counties of Orange, Putnam, Rockland, and Westchester, and Entergy which is the operator

and licensee of Indian Point. The independent review resulted in the 2003 Review of Emergency

Preparedness of Areas Adjacent to Indian Point and Millstone ("2003 Witt Report"). Our review

identified serious problems, and we provided extensive and comprehensive recommendations for

improvement.

7. The 2003 Witt Report concluded that there were substantial issues with planning, training, and

exercises that had to be resolved to ensure.the safety of citizens in the surrounding areas from a
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emergency involving a significant radiological release from Indian Point. In particular, JLWA raised

issues about outdated and ineffective aspects of the planning process, inadequate public outreach and

education, outdated communications systems and hazard assessment technologies, lack of first responder

confidence in plans, problems associated with spontaneous evacuation, the inadequacy of the road system,

and the high population density within the ten-mile Emergency Planning Zone ("EPZ").

8. Among other conclusions, the 2003 Witt Report highlighted "significant planning inadequacies,

expected parental behavior that would compromise school evacuation, difficulties in communications,

outdated vulnerability assessment, the use of outdated technologies, lack of first responder confidence in

the plan(s), problems caused by spontaneous evacuation, the nature of the road system, the thin public

education effort, and how these issues may impact an effective response in a high population area." The

Report concluded that

[N]one of these problems. when considered in isolation, precludes effective response. When
considered together, however, it is our conclusion that the current radiological response system
and capabilities are not adequate to overcome their combined weight and protect the people from
an unacceptable dlose of radiation in the event of a release from Indian Point. We believe this is
especially true if the release is faster or larger than the typical exercise scenario.

2003 Witt Report at viii.

9. In August 2007, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation engaged JLWA

to revisit its prior recommendations and determine what had occurred since the 2003 Witt Report. The

State requested that JLWA review State, county, and Indian Point planning and exercise documents,

media articles and published data on demographics, public opinion, 'and road construction, among other

areas. We focused on the major issues from the 2003 Witt Report. However, due to limitations due to the

short NRC timetable for submitting the license renewal contentions petition, JLWA did not contact or

speak with public safety and emergency management officials from the State, the counties, or Entergy.

10. A number of problems persist for the safe and effective evacuation of the residents around Indian

Point and the 10 mile EPZ. These problem areas include roadway constraints and increasing population,

the significant increase of evacuation times over 1994 estimates, the fact that the private sector is not

sufficiently engaged in evacuation planning, the unique problems with school evacuations, the siren

system failures at Indian Point, the lack of annual certifications by the counties since 2003, the uniqueness

of the local terrain, the phenomena and implications of a fast-breaking scenario at Indian Point, and the

hard lessons learned from Hurricane Katrina about the behavior of first responders. These issues are

discussed below.
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Roadway Constraints and Increasing Population

11. The issues that the 2003 Witt Report raised about the road infrastructure surrounding Indian Point

still exist. Based on information received by the counties, the road system around Indian Point is still not

sufficient for a large-scale evacuation. Only one known road-widening program has been completed

(Taconic Parkway) and a number of road resurfacing and maintenance issues remain unfinished, although

Rockland County has resurfaced 80 percent of its county roads within the evacuation zone. However, due

to the increased density of the population and the lack of significant road improvements since 2003, the

original concern in the 2003 Witt Report about the ability of the roads to handle a large-scale evacuation

remains. The most recent figures from 2006 indicate that in aggregate the counties grew 4.49 percent

from 2000 to 2006, with Orange County experiencing the greatest growth at 10.26 percent and

Westchester the least at 2.8 percent. Population growth in areas served by rural roads makes the

evacuation problems more difficult.

Evacuation Times Increased 66% over 1994 Estimate

12. The following table compares the results of the 1994 evacuation time estimates (ETEs) for Indian

Point with the 2003 updated estimates provided by KLD Associates, Inc. Indian Point Energy Center

Evacuation Timne Estimate, KLD Associates, Inc. (2003)("KLD Estimate Study"). The table shows a

66% increase in the estimated time an evacuation would require in favorable weather conditions.

1994 2003

Evacuation Time Winter midweek midday Winter midweek midday
Estimates for the entire good, weather = 5:30 good weather = 9:25
EPZ.

Summer weekend midday Summer weekend midday

good weather = 5:40 good weather = 9:25

13. KLD accounts for this increase by noting:

* An increase of approximately 10 percent in resident population, based on Census data.

* An increase in the number of evacuating vehicles per household of approximately 25
percent based on the results of the telephone survey.

* An increase of approximately 300 percent in the estimated number of employees
commuting to the EPZ based on NYS trip-to-work data and employment statistics.

* Explicit consideration of the impact of Shadow Region traffic movement on evacuation
time. KLD Estimate Study at Chapter 1.
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14. While the surveys are not directly comparable because the 1993 study neglected shadow

evacuation and there are methodological differences, the 66% increase in 2003 ETEs over the nine year

period is significant, especially when considering the trend of population and employment figures

continuing to increase. Shadow Evacuation is the spontaneous evacuation of people who are located

outside the recommended evacuation zones. 2003 Witt Report at 215.

Stakeholders Not Sufficiently Engaged in Evacuation Planning

15. The 2003 Witt Report recommended that Indian Point implement a region-wide process to

engage stakeholders in developing emergency planning guidelines and performance outcomes. Such a

process would improve the transparency of the planning effort and help the various actors in the region

voice their concerns about the level of performance necessary in Indian Point's planning activities. In

addition, it would allow plant, county, and State officials to counter charges that they did not factor

outside opinions into planning functions. It would instead allow for the consideration of many issues that

have been raised by advocacy groups that could strengthen Indian Point's plans. Finally, such a process

would provide actors that are prominent in the community with a greater understanding of their role in an

emergency. Unfortunately, we have found no evidence of systematic or frequent involvement of

stakeholders in a region-wide process.

16. In addition, State and county radiological plans and the Indian Point Emergency Plan do not take

into account the private sector for planning, exercising, or training. As with special facilities, large

employers are responsible for the safety of a number of citizens within the EPZ, and should develop

effective emergency response plans that care for employees and consider continuity of business

operations. It is not a state or county responsibility to provide emergency planning for private businesses.

However, the level of private emergency preparedness can inhibit or strengthen public emergency

response, and, as such, large employers should be involved in the region's emergency planning process

for radiological emergencies. Some employers, such as hospitals and ambulance and busing services, are

covered under letters of agreement, but most employers in the 10-mile EPZ are not referenced in the

county plans. Based on our limited review, there also does not seem to be any effort to assist employers

with their internal contingency planning and business continuity planning.

Siren System Failures

17. Since the 2003 Witt Report, Entergy has put a lot of effort into updating and replacing its siren

system. In 2005, Indian Point had a series of high-publicity test failures of its sirens' backup capabilities.
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In October 2005, 10 of the 16 sirens in Orange County failed to sound and in September 2005, none of

Rockland County's 51 sirens worked. Possibly as a result, Indian Point decided to replace its existing 156

sirens with newer, electronic sirens that contained backup batteries, redundant activation methods, and the

capability to transmit messages to cell phones, computers, televisions, and radios. The upgrades to the

sirens were scheduled to be completed by January 30, 2007. However, Indian Point was unable to meet

the January 30 deadline (and the extended deadline to April 15), and just barely met the third deadline on

August 24, but missed the mandated federal review period for the sirens. The failure to address siren

activation requirements resulted in NRC recommending a S$130,000 fine, "THE WEEK; Indian Point

Faces Fine on Siren System," Tim Murphy, New York Times, April 29, 2007. On September 12, 2007,

FEMA inspectors noted that the new sirens are not loud enough and are blocking the sound from the

original sirens, which are still installed as well.

Evacuation of Children from Schools in the Emergency Planning Zone.

18. The 2003 Witt Report voiced concemn that school evacuation procedures then in place would lead

to a chaotic situation where parents would try to pick up their children (instead of relying on the school

districts to transport them to reception areas outside the EPZ), and citizens would thus be alerted of the

emergency through unofficial channels. The primary issue dealt with the policy of alerting schools and

other special facilities before the general population, due to their unique considerations. Though this

policy is understandable, logistically it presents an untenable situation where students would alert their

parents and others via cellular phones, and the evacuation of schools would be thwarted by automobile

congestion. Since the 2003 Witt Report, the radiological plans for the four counties surrounding Indian

Point still state that school children will be evacuated from the area first. However, there is not a clear

indication from the plans whether the counties would alert schools before the general public. For these

reasons, the evacuation plans do not adequately address school evacuation issues.

Orange, Rockland and Westchester Have Not Submitted Annual Certifications since 2003

19. After issuance of the 2003 Witt Report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and FEMA

recertified Indian Point's emergency plans later that year. Orange, Putnam, Rockland, and Westchester

Counties did not submit their annual certification that the emergency plans would effectively protect the

public. Only Putnam County has since submitted a certification of Indian Point's emergency plans, in

2006.
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20. The refusal of the counties to certify the effectiveness of their plans can have several competing

interpretations. Some may claim the refusal to certify is merely a political decision and that, should there

be an event, the counties will respond effectively using the same plans they refuse to certify. That may be

so. But a competing interpretation is that the counties do not certify because they take certification

seriously, and are no longer convinced that implementation of the plans will result in the protection of the

populace. It is reasonable to assume that County Leaders take annual certification of evacuation plans for

Indian Point seriously, and therefore, their refusal to certify the plan is quite significant. The State and

Federal Govemments are not in a position to step in and implement evacuation plans for the Counties.

FEMA and NRC may think they can confidently certify in the absence of local certification, but

-Hurricane Katrina exposed such judgments as very risky and questionable. Even the White House's

report on Katrina noted that "With respect to evacuation--fundamentally a State and local

responsibility-the Hurricane Katrina experience demonstrates that the Federal government must be

prepared to fulfill the mission if State and local efforts fail. Unfortunately, a lack of prior planning

combined with poor operational coordination generated a weak Federal performance in supporting the

evacuation ... The Federal effort lacked critical elements of prior planning, such as evacuation routes,

communications, transportation assets, evacuee processing, and coordination with State, local, and

nongovernmental officials receiving and sheltering the evacuees." "The Federal Response to Hurricane

Katrina - Lessons Learned," United States White House, Washington, D.C., February 2006 at 56. It is

not likely FEMA will invest in the planning effort it would take to be more successful in Indian Point than

they were in Katrina when they optimistically indicate all is well by certifying plans the Counties decline

to certify.

The Location of Indian Point Demonstrates Its Uniqueness from other Nuclear Generating Facilities
Around the United States

21. NUREG-0654, Rev. I: The overall objective of emergency response plans is to provide dose
saving (and in some cases immediate life savings) for a spectrum of accidents that could produce
off-site doses in excess of Protective Action Guides. Emphasis added.

Technical analyses underlying federal guidelines are, by nature, general and do not account for

local variations. That is normal and acceptable, generally speaking. But there are variations in plants and

surrounding communities that, in some cases, make attainment of dose saving through application of

existing standards problematic. In the case of Indian Point, there are unique considerations that make

protective actions more difficult and further unique considerations that make the consequences of failure

greater. For example, in the 2003 Witt Report it is evident that Indian Point was surrounded by

jurisdictions with greater population densities than most nuclear power plants in the United States. Our

traffic studies, and extensive travel in the area while preparing the 2003 Witt Report, highlighted the
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inadequacy of the road system to handle a sizeable evacuation. Thus the road system made' the

implementation of evacuation difficult as a protective action strategy. At the same time the population

density made the consequences of ineffective implementation of protective action strategies more serious.

Thus, a generic analysis under NRC regulations does not consider local variations and cannot analyze or

address the unique evacuation challenges posed by Indian Point.

22. Increasing population densities also aggravate other Indian Point evacuation problems identified

and addressed in the 2003 Witt Report. The problem of spontaneous evacuation becomes greater as the

population within the EPZ rises, as do the problems surrounding the evacuation of school children, the

problems of overloaded communication mechanisms, and overburdened and impassable roadways.

23. The unique evacuation challenges posed for Indian Point are dramatically worsened by first

responders' and public attitudes regarding evacuation in a radiological emergency. We were surprised

how many first responders within the EPZ told us in 2002 that, because they believe that the evacuation'

plans cannot work, they intend to get their family to safety before performing the emergency related

requirements of their position. Making the situation worse and more complicated is the notable degree to

which the local populace indicates that they will not take actions recommended by the plant and/or local

jurisdictions. A survey was conducted by Ecology and Environment, Inc. for the New York State

Emergency Management Office in July 2004 and February 2005 to provide a baseline, and again in July

2006 to determine changes. In 2004, 69 percent of respondents indicated that they would not follow

advice from public authorities. The follow-on survey conducted in 2006 saw that number drastically

increase to 91 percent. First responder intentions and attitudes found among the general populace work

together to make it even less likely that the evacuation plans will be effectively implemented.

24. The dose saving standard used by the NRC makes sense and on its face may seem to be uniformly

applicable to all nuclear power plants in the United States. But the barriers to effective evacuation plans

must be taken into account, particularly with regard to unique situations posed by nuclear facilities like

Indian Point. Thus, if the barriers to attaining dose savings through effective evacuation are greater at

Indian Point, then the evacuation plans and actions taken need to be more effective and fully reflective of

the unique challenges posed by Indian Point.

25. Unfortunately, NRC regulations do not seem to result in more effective emergency evacuation

actions, as evidenced by the fact that FEMA certified the evacuation plans for Indian Point in 2 003, and

NRC accepted that certification, even thouigh the plans and exercises omitted both realistic consideration
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of spontaneous evacuation and the unique consequences of a terrorist attack (such as the site becoming a

crime scene and the increased likelihood of a fast release). Consequently, any plant adjacent to high

population areas should have different requirements than plants otherwise situated, because protective

actions are more difficult and the consequences of failure or delay are higher. The standard, to minimize

the radiological dose to the public, would remain the same; its accomplishment necessitates higher

requirements in some communities than others, particularly unique situations like Indian Point.

Fast-breaking Radiological Release Event

26. The major problems identified in the 2003 Witt Report that negatively impact an effective

emergency response in the high population areas surrounding Indian Point would be heightened and

exacerbated if the radiological release is faster or larger than the typical exercise scenario, All accident
scenarios in the 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2002 exercises have followed the same pattern-there is a

roughly one-hour time span between escalations of the event scenario. The 2004 exercise scenario had a

terrorist strike as the initiating agent, but the exercise ended without a radiation release. The 2006

exercise reverted to the predictable pattern of 1996.- 2002, but the time between escalating site conditions

was actually longer rather than shorter.

27. There has been no full-scale exercising of an event with a radiation release time of less than

approximately three and one half hours.

28. Several examples can be provided clarifying why fast breaking events are important for effective

and comprehensive emergency preparedness planning:

* The area surrounding Indian Point contains many special needs populations. The plans call for
school bus drivers to collect these individuals and evacuate them after they have evacuated school
children. However, if the event is fast breaking and the time window for action is narrow, there
may not be sufficient time for the school buses to make this return trip to pick up special needs
individuals.

* There are problems with communications interoperability and connectivity, especially in the more
hilly Orange and Rockland counties. In fast-breaking events, these communication channels will
need to carry more traffic.

* Evacuating a threatened area in a slowly developing event makes sense in the typical exercise
scenario, the only scenario practiced, yet could be inadvisable in a fast breaking event (where
shelter-in-place might result in a lower absorbed dose.)
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Lessons on Evacuation Planning and First Responder Actions Learned from Hurricane Katrina

29. Following Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath in the media, I was intrigued by the reports of

police officials evacuating with their families or, for reasons other than inability, not reporting for duty.

The February 2006 Report of the US House of Representatives on the Katrina response noted that

"Dereliction of duty by New Orleans Police Officers factored significantly into the department's inability

to marshal an effective response. Original reports indicated that up to 320 officers (of its 1750 - officer

force) resigned, were terminated, or are under investigation for abandoning their duties." "A Failure of

hIitiative - Final Report of the Select Bipartisan Committee to Investigate the Preparation for

and Response to Hurricane Katrina," U.S. House of Representatives Report by the Select Bipartisan

Committee to Investigate the Preparation for and Response to Hurricane Katrina, February 15, 2006 at

246. While the Report does note that some of these officers were acting reasonably in response to

conditions, the Katrina event validates our findings in the 2003 Witt Report to the effect that first

responders might provide for the safety of their families before they responded to the event. In this

connection, it is interesting to note that, in general, the public is more fearful about radiation and

radiological releases, particularly from nuclear power plants, than about the consequences to them and

their families from hurricanes. Thus, the issue of first-responder behavior could be much more prevalent

for a radiation release at Indian Point.

30. The United States Senate Report on Katrina offered differing numbers in their analysis of the

situation. "At the time Hurricane Katrina made landfall, the [New Orleans Police Department] had a

force of 1,668 sworn officers. By the time the storm had passed, at least 147 failed to report for duty,

while 90 percent of the force remained on duty." S. Rept. 109-322 - Hurricane Katrina: A Nation Still

Unprepared Special Report of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs,

United States Senate, Washington, D.C., (2006) at 441. It is clear that some officers abandoned their duty

and evacuated with their families. In the case of an Indian Point evacuation, some first responders (in

addition to police officers) in the EPZ said they would do the same and evacuate their families before

carrying out their duties in the event of a significant radiological release. As Hurricane Katrina and the

research for Indian Point demonstrate, significant numbers of first responders could either abandon their

evacuation role or have their effectiveness greatly diminished because of family rescue actions they take

prior to responding to the evacuation. Consequently, planning assumptions about the availability of first.

responders in a major event at Indian Point may be optimistic.
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Emergency Preparedness Exercise Deficiencies

31. FEMA places much weight on exercises in preparing its certification to the NRC. The 2003 Witt

Report documented that biennial exercises did not accomplish their purpose, and made a number of

significant recommendations for improvement. It is clear that serious deficiencies remain in the exercise

program. The only significant issue that has been addressed so far is providing for a terrorism scenario,

which was done in the exercise following our report. However, exercise scenarios have avoided one of

the potentially most challenging evacuation scenarios that may face Indian Point and the surrounding

communities -- a fast breaking off-site radiological release. Exercises continue to be conducted

biennially, even though the 2003 Witt Report recommended they be conducted annually because of the

deficiencies identified in that review. The exercises still do not adequately address shadow evacuations.

We have not seen any evidence of no-notice exercises. Non-English speaking populations are not fully

accommodated in these exercises. Advocacy groups are still not allowed to observe exercises. The

failure to implement these recommendations indicates that value of the exercises as indicators of effective

response remains in question.

Conclusions

32. Evacuation planning inadequacies remain for the Indian Point nuclear generating facility,

particularly in involving stakeholders in regional planning and exercising activities and in incorporating

realistic expectations of public behavior. The difficulties of school evacuations have not lessened and the

effectiveness of the evacuation plan in dealing with this special needs population remains questionable.

The problem of spontaneous evacuation remains, as does the inadequacy of the road system in the areas

surrounding Indian Point. Both of these problems are aggravated by the increase in population and in

population density in the evacuation zone. Although public education has improved, much remains to be

done before it is effective in influencing the public to follow the advice of authorities. Finally, although

Entergy and the counties are not responsible for the current approach to exercising, it is clear that such

efforts have not yet become the results-oriented approach the 2003 Witt Report recommended (and that

FEMA is moving toward). Therefore, exercises cannot yet negate or mitigate the residual negatives our

review has uncovered, and cannot demonstrate that a different conclusion is warranted.

33. There has been no detailed discussion and analysis of the evacuation plan or the evacuation issues

raised in the 2003 Witt Report in the applicant's license renewal submission to the NRC. The full
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consideration of the evacuation planning issues facing Indian Point should an emergency situation

releasing radioactivity off-site occur must be addressed. Given the significant failures identified in the

evacuation plans for this nuclear facility, the NRC should conduct a rigorous inquiry by accepting the

emergency evacuation contention of the State of New York and holding a public hearing to address these

issues.
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Pursuant to 28 US.C. section 1746, 1 declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and correct.

Dated: November 29, 2007
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 2, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 3, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. NRC Docket Nos.

50-247 & 50-286
INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NOS. 2 & 3

ASLB No.
Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating Licenses 07-858-03-LR-BD0I
No. DPR-26 and No. DPR-64 for an Additional 20-year Period

DECLARATION OF ROY A. JACOBSON, JR.

I, ROY A. JACOBSON, Jr. declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true

and correct:

1. I amn employed by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

(NYSDEC or DEC), Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources, as a Biologist 3

(Ecology). I am currently the Head of the Landscape Conservation Section within the Bureau of

Habitat. Between 2003 and 2007, I was the leader of the Steam Electric Unit. The Steam

Electric Unit takes the lead role for NYSDEC in evaluating the impacts on aquatic resources

from cooling water use at power plants and other facilities with thermal discharges. As the

Steam Electric Unit Leader, I was responsible for supervising technical staff and overseeing all

biological reviews conducted in matters pertaining to the renewal of the New York State

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permits for electric power generating facilities

across New York State. Specifically regarding generating stations on the Hudson River, I was



directly involved with the development of draft SPDES permits for Roseton Generating Station,

Bowline Generating Station, and the two operating nuclear reactors at the Indian Point Nuclear

Generating Facility (Indian Point). Thus, I am familiar with the facts and circumstances

surrounding the permitting issues at the Indian Point plants as they relate to both the federal

Clean Water Act and New York State water quality regulations (6 NYCRR § 704.5). In addition,

I am actively engaged with other Department staff in reviewing Entergy's application to the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a 20-year license extension for the two

Indian Point plants. As part of this review, I have reviewed Entergy's Environmental Report.

Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of my resume, which describes my professional background.

Indian Point Operations

2. Indian Point is located along the Hudson River in Buchanan, New York. The facility

is composed of three units: Unit 1 (IP 1), Unit 2 (IP2), and Unit 3 (IP3). IPI is no longer in

operation and was shut down in October 1974. 1P2 and IP3 are still in operation and are now

owned by Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.

3. IP2 and IP3 are rated at approximately 1000 megawatts each and use "once-through

condenser cooling" to eliminate waste heat from the generating process. In this once-through

cooling process, water is drawn from the Hudson River into the two active plants by twelve large

pumps and is then passed through a vast network of tiny tubes known as condensers that cool and

condense steam back into liquid water. The generation and condensation of steam turns turbines,

which generate electricity.

4. Additional cooling water is drawn from the river using other pumps referred to as

"service water pumps." Water from these pumps is used to cool bearings and other equipment

within the facility. The heated water from condenser cooling and service water is then
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discharged back into the Hudson River. Maximum cooling water demand occurs when

generating full power during summer with each unit requiring 840,000 gallons per minute (GPM)

of condenser cooling water and up to 30,000 GPM of service water. Thus, the total amount of

water used each day for both units under these conditions is approximately 2.5 billion gallons.

This volume of water is by far the greatest single industrial use of water in New York State and is

more than the combined water use of two other major Hudson River power plants (Roseton

Generating Station and Bowline Generating Station). Put another way, Indian Point uses all the

water in a 450-acre lake (15 foot deep) each day.

Value of the Hudson River Ecosystem

5. 1P2 and IP3 are located in the Hudson River Estuary. Estuaries are among the most

productive aquatic ecosystems on earth where the freshwater that drains from the rivers mixes

with ocean waters. Variable salinity and physical characteristics create a variety of plant

communities and a wide array of habitats for aquatic organisms. Although salinity and habitat

structure are critical components for the functioning of the estuary, productivity is driven by the

nutrients entering the system from upstream and the regular mixing of nutrients caused by tidal

currents. As a result of these processes, the Hudson River estuary supports a rich array of

organisms, including

a) small plants (phytoplankton) and small animals (zooplankton) that form the base
of the food chain;

b) mid-level consumers such as bay anchovy (Anchoa mitchilli) and herring (Alosa
spp.); and

c) top-level predators such as striped bass (Morone saxatilis), which in turn provide
a regionally important sport fishery.
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6. The Hudson River Estuary has long been recognized as a valuable state and local

resource and is an integral part of the North Atlantic coastal environment. The New York State

Legislature has declared the estuary "of statewide and national importance as a habitat for

marine, riverine, freshwater, and migratory fish species." L. 1987, ch. 612, § 2. Over 200 species

of fish are found in the Hudson, and they inhabit over 16,500 acres of river, including tidal

brackish and rare tidal freshwater marshes, submerged aquatic plant beds, and estuarine

deepwater. These habitats support several species of fish that migrate annually past Indian Point

to carry out their life histories.

7. Indian Point is located in an area surrounded by several designated Hudson River

Significant Tidal Habitats, including Hudson River Miles 44-56, Iona Island Marsh, Camp Smith

and Annsville Creek, and Haverstraw Bay. To the north, Hudson River Miles 44-56 is the major

spawning area along the Hudson for the striped bass. Just to the south of Indian Point,

Haverstraw Bay provides extensive nursery grounds for migratory fish species including striped

bass, American shad (Alosa sapidissima), and Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus).

Haverstraw Bay also provides feeding grounds for bay anchovy, Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia

tyrannus), and blue claw crab (Callinectes sapidus). Many of these species, including American

shad, striped bass, and Atlantic sturgeon, must migrate past Indian Point to breed up river and

then they and their young must return down river to nursery grounds and the open ocean.

8. While at last count more than 200 different species of fish are found in the Hudson

River, the diversity of the Hudson River fishery is relatively low since most of the River's fish

production is concentrated among only a few species (i.e., bay anchovy, striped bass, white perch

and herring). See ASA Analysis and Communication, 2005 Year Class Report for the Hudson

River Monitoring Program (prepared for Dynegy Roseton, LLC), attached as Exhibit B.
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Moreover, despite increases in the numbers of different species, diversity, which includes the

number and relative abundance of fish, has declined over time. See John R. Waldman, et al.,

Biodiversity and Zoogeography Qfthe Fishes of!the Hudson River Watershed and Estuary,.

American Fisheries Society Symposium, 51:129-150 (2006), attached as Exhibit C. In addition,

several species of fish in the Hudson River estuary, such as American shad, white perch (Morone

americana), and Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus tomcod) seem to be declining in abundance, and

one species, rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax), has been lost from the Hudson River. Id.

Changes in species composition, changes in the diversity of fish, and declines in the abundance

of several species raises concerns and questions regarding the health of the River's fish

community. See New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Final

Environmental hnpact Statement Concerning the Application to Renew New York State Pollutant

Discharge Elimination Svstem (SPDES) Permits.fbr the Roseton &2, Bowline ] &2, and Indian

Point 2&3 Steam Electric Generating Stations, Orange, Rockland, and Westchester Counties,

June 2003 (hereinafter "2003 FEIS"), attached to the Declaration of William G. Little as Exhibit

L.

Impacts of Once-through Cooling - Generally

9. Decades ago, once-through cooled plants were commonly constructed on large water

bodies, such as the Hudson River estuary. At that time, effects on aquatic organisms from once-

through cooling systems were not well understood nor well documented. However, research

conducted on the Hudson River and elsewhere has shown that aquatic organisms suffer

substantial mortality due to impingement and entrainment in the cooling water systems of power

plants.
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10. Impingement occurs when large aquatic organisms, such as fish, are trapped against

intake screens that are used to keep debris from clogging the mechanisms of the plant. Screens at

most electrical generating stations are constructed of 3/8 inch square wire mesh mounted in

frames that are attached to chains and sprockets. Screens of this type are commonly referred to

as "traveling screens" and can be rotated continuously or at regular intervals to wash off debris

and aquatic organisms. Fish larger than about two inches long are trapped against the screens

while smaller organisms pass through the screens.

11. Fish trapped on the screens can be killed or otherwise harmed from contacting both

the screens and the debris that accumulates on the screens. In addition, as the screens are rotated

for cleaning, fish may be trapped out of water for extended periods and deprived of oxygen,

which causes them to suffocate. Substantial mortality can occur for some species, such as bay

anchovy, even with continuously rotated traveling screens and a functioning system to return fish

back to the waterbody. See Jinks, S., A Review of Impingement Survival Studies at Steam-

electric Power Stations, pp. 219-41, Proceedings Report, Symposium on Cooling Water Intake

Technologies to Protect Aquatic Organisms, USEPA (hereinafter "Impingement Survival

Studies"), attached as Exhibit D. Between 1974 and 1990, when the impingement sampling was

conducted at Indian Point, tens of thousands, and even millions, of Bay anchovy were impinged

at IP2 and IP3 annually. See EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Final Hudson River

Ecological Study in the Area of Indian Point, 1990 Annual Report (prepared for Consolidated

Edison of New York, Inc., and New York Power Authority)(hereinafter "EA 1990 Annual

Report"), attached as Exhibit E.

12. Adult and juvenile fish killed from impingement at power plants are not just a direct

loss of recreational and commercial fish species, but are a loss of fish species that support those
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fisheries and other ecological functions. For example, a bay anchovy is not just food for a

recreationally important species like striped bass, but it is food for other species, such as common

terns, and it functions to convert nutrients from lower levels to upper levels of the food chain.

13. In addition to impingement, aquatic organisms can also become entrained.

Entrainment occurs when small aquatic organisms are drawn into and pass through the intake

traveling screens with the cooling water. These organisms, including early life stages of fishes,

are smaller and generally very delicate. As these tiny life forms move through a facility's cooling

system, they are subjected to injury from contacting screens, pump mechanisms, and piping. In

addition, they are exposed to significant and sudden changes in water temperature and pressure.

The additive effects of these stressors result in the mortality of most entrained fish. In other

words, most entrained fish die.

14. The early life stages of fish entrained at power plants serve many ecological

functions. These organisms have almost an infinite number of interactions with biological and

physical parameters within the complex food chain, or.more appropriately, the complex food

web. For example, organisms that can become entrained can serve as both food for other

organisms and consumers of still other organisms. The interconnected nature of the food web

makes quantifying the full extent of ecological function difficult, if not impossible. However, the

mortality associated with entrainment at power plants alters food webs, disrupts nutrient

conversions, and changes the value of habitats for organisms within ecosystems. See United

States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Proposed Rule, National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System - Proposed Regulations to Establish Requirements for Cooling Water Intake

Structures at Phase II Existing Facilities, 67 Fed. Reg. 17122- 17225 April 9, 2002, attached as

Exhibit F.
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Impingiement & Entrainment Impacts of Once-through Cooling at Indian Point

15. The impingement and entrainment impacts caused by IP2 and IP3 are well-

documented. See Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corp., Consolidated Edison Company of

New York, Inc., New York Power Authority, and Southern Energy New York, Draft

Environmental Impact Statement for State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permits fbr

Bowline Point, Indian Point 2&3, and Roseton Steam Electric Generating Stations, December

1999, (hereinafter "1999 DEIS"), Appendices VI-I-D-2 & VI-2-D, attached to the Declaration

of William G. Little as Exhibit K; 2003 tE1lS, pp. 2-3, Exhibit L attached to the Declaration

of William G. Little). The millions of fish that are killed each year from operations at Indian

Point represent.a significant mortality and a stress on the River's fish community.

16. Several populations of Hudson River fishes have declined, including American shad,

white perch, Atlantic tomcod, and rainbow smelt. The population of American shad in the

Hudson River has declined since the early 1990s. Indices of young-of-year and older white perch

have declined since the late 1970s. Adult Atlantic tomcod abundance over the last ten years has

been lower than in previous years and continues to show high annual variability. Finally,

rainbow smelt have been virtually absent from the fisheries surveys since 1995. See Waldman et

al. 2006, pg. 145, Exhibit C.

17. Annual in-plant impingement sampling was conducted at IP2 and IP3 between 1976

and 1990, and the data demonstrate that impingement figures are significant. During that time,

impingement ranged between 850,000 to almost 6.5 million fish per year, with an average of 1.18

million fish impinged per year over the last five years of sampling (1986-1990). See EA 1990

Annual Report, Table 4-3, pg. 4-6, Exhibit E. Since impingement sampling was conducted

more than 10 years ago, the Department asked Entergy, as part of the SPDES permit review
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process, for more recent estimates of impingement at IP2 and IP3. Consultants working for

Entergy (ASA Analysis and Communication) developed an algorithm to adjust the 1986-1990

data to account for estimated changes in fish abundance since that time. This algorithm uses data

from annual sampling of the Hudson River (Fall Juvenile Survey) and is based on the ratio of fish

abundance when in-plant sampling was conducted (1986-1990) to more recent sampling (1997-

2001). Using this algorithm, Entergy estimated that current baseline impingement at IP2 and IP3

is about 350,000 fish/year. See ASA Analysis and Communication, Response to New York State

Department of Environmental Conservation Requestfbr Information on Indian Point Unit 2 and

Unit 3, Items 3 & 4 (prepared for Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergy Nuclear

Indian Point 3, LLC) (2003) (hereinafter "ASA 2003 Response"), attached as Exhibit G. This

estimate is one third the number estimated from in-plant sampling in the late 1980s. The

decrease presumably is a reflection of declines in the numbers of juvenile and older fish in the

waters near Indian Point.

18. 1 have reviewed Entergy's Environmental Report submitted with its license renewal

application, and I note that it does not provide any estimate of the actual numbers of fish

impinged at either IP2 or IP3. Nowhere in the six pages of analysis regarding impingement are

the actual numbers of fish impinged provided. In my view, that is a major omission because it

fails to acknowledge a significant and obvious environmental impact of once-through cooling. In

addition, I found statements in the Entergy report that were misleading and self-serving.

Misleading - The report concludes on pages 4-19 that given several things, including the

outcome of the draft SPDES permit proceeding, impingement impacts will remain SMALL.

While I agree that provisions in the draft SPDES permit will provide for the eventual attainment

of a SMALL impact from impingement (i.e., after the installation of closed-cycle cooling),
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current impingement impacts are far from small. Even considering the surviyal of impinged fish

resulting from the use of Ristroph-modified traveling screens, hundreds of thousands of fish die

annually from impingement at IP2 and IP3. This impact is not small.

Self-serving - The final sentence in Section 4.3.6 concludes that additional mitigation

measures are not warranted. This conclusion is in direct opposition to the conclusion of

Department staff. When considering all the available data regarding impingement and

entrainment, Department staff concluded that additional measures, namely closed-cycle cooling,

were legally required to fulfill New York' State water quality requirements and the requirements

of the Clean Water Act.

19. The Hudson River estuary is a major spawning and nursery area for anadromous

fishes, which migrate from marine waters to reproduce (spawn) in brackish and freshwater. Most

of the anadromous fishes of the Hudson River estuary spawn eggs that float in the water column,

and these eggs move passively both upstream and downstream with the tidal currents. A notable

exception among the anadromous species in the estuary is the Atlantic tomcod, whose eggs are

demersal and adhere to the bottom of the river where they are not subject to entrainment.

However, larvae of all fish species are only capable of limited movement and drift with the

currents for several weeks during early development. Thus, entrainment of fish eggs and larvae

of these pelagic or free-floating organisms in power plant cooling systems is a major concern.

20. The number of fish entrained by the two Indian Point plants is astounding, with over

1.2 billion fish eggs and larvae entrained each year. See 1999 DEIS, Appendix VI-1-D-2,

Exhibit K attached to Declaration of William G. Little; 2003 FEIS pp. 2-3, Exhibit L

.attached to the Declaration of William G. Little. This estimate was generated based on in-

plant entrainment sampling conducted by the previous owners of IP2 and IP3 between 1981 and
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1987, and only included estimates of entrainment for bay anchovy, striped bass, river herring

(Alosa spp.), American shad, and white perch. More recently, Entergy's consultants created an

algorithm to account for changes in fish populations since in-plant data were collected and

estimated that over 1.3 billion fish eggs and larvae were entrained each year. See ASA 2003

Response, p. 16, Exhibit G. This estimate included all the species of the earlier estimate and an

additional species, Atlantic tomcod.

21. Just as Entergy's Environmental Report does not provide any estimate of the

numbers of fish impinged at either IP2 or IP3, it also does not provide any estimate of the actual

numbers of fish entrained at both plants. Nowhere in the five plus pages of analysis regarding

entrainment are the actual numbers of fish eggs and larvae entrained provided. In my opinion,

that, too, is a major omission of a significant and obvious environmental impact of once-through

cooling. In addition, I found statements in the Entergy report that were misleading and self-

serving.

Misleading - The report concludes on pages 4-13 that given several things, including the

outcome of the draft SPDES permit proceeding, entrainment impacts will remain SMALL.

While I agree that provisions in the draft SPDES permit will provide for the eventual attainment

of a SMALL impact from entrainment (i.e., after the installation of closed-cycle cooling), current

entrainment impacts are in the billions and are far from small.

Self-serving - The final sentence in Section 4.2.6 of the Environmental Report concludes

that additional mitigation measures are not warranted. This conclusion is in direct opposition to

the conclusion of Department staff. When considering all the available data regarding

impingement and entrainment, Department staff concluded that additional measures, namely

closed-cycle cooling, were legally required to fulfill New York State water quality requirements
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and the requirements of the Clean Water Act.

Impingement - Mitigative Measures Currently Used at Indian Point

22. IP2 and IP3 are equipped with a progressive screen design known as Ristroph

modified traveling screens (Ristroph screens). Ristroph screens are designed to protect

organisms from damage by holding them in water-filled buckets until they can be washed from

the screens using a spray of water and returned to the receiving water. Ristroph screens provide a

substantial benefit for reducing impacts from impingement. However, they have no benefit for

reducing impacts from entrainment. In 1991, Ristroph screens with fish return systems were

installed at Indian Point and survival of impinged fish was estimated to be about 70%. While

70% survival is consistent with other estimates of fish protective screens (See Jinks 2003,

Exhibit D), this estimate is based on simnulation studies conducted off site using a prototype

Ristroph system and not the actual systems at use at IP2 or IP3. The actual benefit to fish

impinged on the Ristroph screens currently in use at Indian Point has neverbeen measured and

could vary from this estimate.

23. While reductions in the mortality of impinged fish have been achieved at IP2 and

IP3, few reductions in entrainment have been realized. In'the past several years, Indian Point has

taken refueling outages during March when only a small fraction of the total fish eggs and larvae

are in the water column. In addition, IP2 and IP3 have reduced cooling water flow between

October and early June when river water temperatures are relatively low., However, most of

these flow reductions occur when relatively few fish eggs and larvae are in the water column.

Consequently, all of these operational measures combined result in only a 30% reduction in

entrainment.
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Impingement - Potential Additional Mitigation Measures

24. Other than closed cycle cooling, few options are available to substantially reduce

entrainment and impingement mortality at Indian Point. Those that have been developed have

had varying degrees of success, but few could substantially reduce entrainment and impingement

mortality beyond current conditions. For example, behavioral devices that deter fishes from

entering the cooling water intake - such as angled screens, intakes with escape passageways, and

sonic deterrent systems (none of which are used at Indian Point) - have been effective to varying

degrees. However, these systems can only reduce impingement since they are only effective on

fish with a well-developed ability to swim (juvenile and adult fish). In addition, angled screens

and escape passageways would not likely reduce impingement mortality much beyond the

Ristroph screens currently in use at IP2 and IP3, and sonic deterrent systems would provide

limited additional benefit for reducing impingement since they are only effective on alewife and

herring.

25. The only technology for substantially reducing entrainment at IP2 and IP3 is closed

cycle cooling. Use of closed cycle cooling systems at IP2 and IP3 would result in substantial

reductions in cooling water use compared to the current once-through cooling system because

cooling water would be recirculated and waste heat would be dissipated using cooling towers.

Reductions in entrainment and impingement would be substantial using closed cycle cooling.

Entergy's consultants estimated that use of closed cycle cooling systems at IP2 and IP3 would

reduce both impingement and entrainment by about 98%. See ASA 2003 Response, pp. 16-17,

Exhibit G.
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Endangered and Candidate Threatened Species Impacts at Indian Point

26. The Indian Point plants harm both a federally listed endangered species (shortnosed

sturgeon) and a candidate threatened species (Atlantic sturgeon) by impinging them on the water

intake screens or entraining them through the cooling water systems.

Shortnose Sturgeon

27. Shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum) have been impinged on the screens at

IP2 and IP3. This species was listed by the federal government on the federal list of endangered

species on March 11, 1967 (32 Fed. Reg. 4001 ) under the Endangered Species Preservation Act

of 1966 (predecessor to the Endangered Species Act of 1973). The National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS) has been concerned about the impingement of this endangered species at

Hudson River power plants, including Indian Point, since 1995. See National Marine Fisheries

Service Endangered Species Act Section 7 Consultation Biological Opinion, Nov. 29, 2000, p. 2.,

attached as Exhibit H.

28. Since in-plant impingement sampling has not been conducted in well over ten years,

no accurate estimates exist of the numbers of shortnose sturgeon currently being impinged.

However, twenty-eight shortnose sturgeon were collected in impingement samples between 1977

and 1990. Since impingement collections were only conducted during q small fraction of that

period, the number of sturgeon that were actually impinged at 1P2 and IP3 is likely much greater.

Indeed, the NMFS estimated the number of shortnose sturgeon impinged at IP2 and !P3 to be 63

from 1972-1998.

29. In my opinion, the NRC's extension of Entergy's license would result in another 20

years of impingement of an endangered species and provide yet another source of mortality that
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when combined with other sources of mortality could jeopardize the continued existence of that

endangered species. While the number of shortnose sturgeon impinged may appear low

compared to the millions of other fish (not federally listed) that were impinged at IP2 and IP3

during the same period, any mortality of a listed endangered species, either from impingement or

other factors, is cause for concern. In addition, the life history of the shortnose sturgeon makes

all mortality factors for that species particularly important. Shortnose sturgeon reproduce at a

later age compared to other Hudson River fish species and they have a relatively low

reproductive rate. They also do not reach maturity until they are between five to ten years old,

and spawning can be delayed for as much as two years more for males and up to five years more

for females. In any event, the numbers reported are based on very limited data, which means that

the numbers are actually higher.

30. Moreover, any impingement of shortnose sturgeon at the two IP plants violates

federal law. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) focuses on the taking activity, e.g., the

impingement, and not the result. Moreover, while the ESA provides the opportunity for a plant

operator to obtain an incidental take permit, Entergy does not currently have such a permit, nor

has it made application for one. See M.A. Culligan Letter to James A. Thomas, Enercon

Services, Inc., Regarding Presence of Listed Species in the Vicinity of Entergy's Indian Point

Power Plant (Jan. 23, 2007), attached as Exhibit I.

Atlantic Sturgeon

31. Additionally, the Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus) is also being considered

for listing as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act. See 71 Fed. Reg. 61022-

61025 October 17, 2006. The Atlantic Sturgeon Status Review Team (SRT) recently concluded
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that the New York Bight Distinct Population Segment (DPS) of Atlantic sturgeon should be

considered threatened under the Endangered Species Act. See Atlantic Sturgeon Status Review

Team, Status Review of Atlantic Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus oxyrinchus) (prepared for

National Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) (Feb. 23,

2007), attached as Exhibit J.

32. More specifically, the SRT considered impingement and entrainment as one of the

many factors in its recommendation to list the New York Bight DPS. Atlantic sturgeon in the

Hudson River, which includes the area around Indian Point, are included in this DPS, and if the

recommendations of SRT are followed, the Atlantic sturgeon in the Hudson River would be

afforded additional protection. under the Endangered Species Act. Atlantic sturgeon have been

impinged at IP2 and IP3, with 381 collected during in-plant impingement sampling between

1977 and 1990. When scaled to plant cooling water flows, the actual number of Atlantic

sturgeon impinged during the same period would be greater.

SPDES Permitting - Environmental Impact Statements

33. In June 1993, as a requirement of their outstanding SPDES permit renewal

applications, and pursuant to the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA,

ECL Article 8 and 6 NYCRR Part 617), the three Hudson River power generators (Roseton,

Bowline, and Indian Point) submitted a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). In

response to this 1993 DEIS, Department Staff questioned the generators' data and conclusions,

rejected the DEIS, and directed the generators to provide additional information in a revised

DEIS. The Department later accepted a 1999 DEIS simply to move the permit process forward.

However, the Department determined that the 1999 DEIS was not sufficient to stand alone.
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34. To complete the record, the Department provided additional information regarding

alternatives and an evaluation of impacts in the 2003 Final Environmental Impact Statement

(FEIS). The FEIS consisted of the DEIS, comments received on the DEIS, and the Department's

responses to those comments.

BTA is Required for Cooling Water Intake Structures

35. Section 316(b) of the Federal Clean Water Act and 6NYCRR section 704.5 of New

York's water quality regulations require that cooling water intake structures associated with a

thermal discharge "reflect the best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental

impact." 33 U.S.C. § 1326(b).

36. In preparing the draft SPDES permit in 2003, Department staff determined that the

present use of once-through cooling at both IP plants does not adequately minimize fish mortality

in accordance with applicable federal and New York State regulations and laws. After evaluating

the known available alternatives, Department Staff concluded that closed-cycle cooling

represents the best technology available (BTA) for minimizing adverse environmental impacts

from the cooling water intake structures at Indian Point. In November 2003, the Department

issued a draft SPDES permit for IP2 and IP3 that included provisions for the eventual

construction of closed-cycle cooling. The Department also provided that Entergy could propose

a comparable alternative to closed-cycle cooling (Condition 28 c). (The draft permit is attached

as Exhibit M to the Declaration of William G. Little.)

37. As described in more detail in the Declaration of William G. Little, the Department

determined that prior to the construction of cooling towers, Entergy must perform a number of

tasks. As further set forth in the Declaration of William G. Little, Entergy and several other
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interested parties challenged provisions of the draft permit, which remains the subject of an

ongoing adjudication process.-

Conclusion

38. In the ongoing administrative proceeding, the Department concluded that the once-

through cooling system at IP2 and IP3 produces significant adverse effects on the aquatic

resources in the Hudson River. The Department staff has determined that additional measures

are necessary to reduce the numbers of fish impinged and entrained at iP2 and IP3. After

extensive evaluation and analysis of the known available alternatives, the Department staff

concluded that closed-cycle cooling represents the best technology available (BTA) for

minimizing adverse environmental impacts from the cooling water intake structures at Indian

Point.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. section 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and correct.

Dated: Albany, New York
November 29, 2007

Roy 1W.1clnJr
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51:129-150 (2006)

Exhibit D Jinks, S., A Review of Impingement Survival Studies at Steam-electric Power

Stations, Proceedings Report, Symposium on Cooling Water Intake Technologies
to Protect Aquatic Organisms, USEPA, pp. 219-41

Exhibit E EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Final Hudson River Ecological Study
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Consolidated Edison of New York, Inc., and New York Power Authority)

Exhibit F United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Proposed Rule,
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System - Proposed Regulations to
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Facilities, 67 Fed. Reg. 17122,17225 April 19, 2002
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Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC) (2003)
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(Jan. 23, 2007)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 2, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 3, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC. NRC Docket Nos.

50-247 & 50-286
INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NOS. 2 & 3

ASLB No.
Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating Licenses 07-858-03-LR-BD01
No. DPR-26 and No. DPR-64 for an Additional 20-year Period

DECLARATION OF DAVID W. DILKS

I, DAVID W. DILKS, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and

correct:

1. I am the Vice President of LimnoTech (LTI), an environmental consulting firm that

specializes in environmental science and engineering. My office is located in Ann Arbor,

Michigan. I graduated from the University of Michigan with a Bachelor of Science Degree in

Natural Resources in 1979, a Masters Degree in Public Health in 1981, and a Doctorate in

Environmental Health Sciences in 1987. In 1980, 1 started employment with LTI as a Project

Engineer. During my tenure at LTI, I have also held the following positions - Senior Project

Engineer, Project Manager, and Associate Vice President. During my 27-plus years of

employment at LTI, the focus of my activities has been on environmental assessment of surface

waters. I have conducted studies on over 250 water bodies around the world. I have authored

national guidance manuals for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") on water

quality and mixing zone assessment and have conducted approximately 50 training workshops



designed to teach proper water quality modeling techniques to EPA and State staff. My curricula

vitae is attached as Exhibit A.

2. 1 reviewed numerous documents to determine whether the substantial thermal

discharges from the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Facility meet New York State regulatory

requirements for those discharges. A list of the documents that I reviewed is attached as Exhibit

B.

3. Based on my review of the record documents, I can state the following opinions:

All of the technical analyses conducted related to the thermal discharges from the
two Indian Point nuclear power plants clearly indicate that the discharges do not
meet New York State water quality criteria.

The operator of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Facility has failed to
demonstrate that it meets the New York State water quality standard for thermal
discharges because the analyses that the operator uses in its demonstration that the
discharges "will assure the presence of a balanced and indigenous population of
aquatic organisms" are laced with significant uncertainties, which relate to both
the modeling conducted to estimate the temperature increases in the Hudson River
and the biological assessment of the impacts of those temperature increases.

The operator of Indian Point is using outmoded technology with its once-through,

cooling system, and closed-cycle cooling water intake structures would mitigate
substantially the impacts from the thermal discharges at Indian Point.

Background of Indian Point's Thermal Discharges

4. Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Entergy) currently operates two nuclear power

plants - Indian Point 2 (IP2) and Indian Point 3 (IP3) - at the Indian Point Generating Facility,

which is located along the Hudson River in Buchanan, New York.

5. IP2 and IP3 use "once-through condenser cooling" to eliminate waste heat from the

generating process. In this once-through cooling process, water is drawn from the Hudson River

into the plants by twelve large pumps; the drawn water is then passed through condensers, which

condense the steam back into water for eventual discharge into the Hudson River.
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6. IP2 and IP3 draw enormous amounts of water - 2.5 billion gallons each day. Nearly

all of this water is eventually discharged into the Hudson River, but at a much higher

temperature because it has been used to cool the plants' operations. Collectively, the maximum

permitted thermal discharge for IP2 and IP3 is for trillions of BTUs of total heat per year. Based

on my review of the EPA Permit Compliance System, these BTU limits are hundreds of times

larger than most power facilities.

7. The discharge of this large amount of waste heat can have drastic physical and

biological consequences. The heated water, when initially discharged, is poorly diluted and is

contained in what is called a thermal plume. Because heated water is less dense (i.e., lighter)

than cooler water, this discharge plume rises in the water column until it meets the water surface.

At this point, the plume spreads out and is transported by natural river currents and tidal flows.

Temperatures are generally much higher in the discharge plume than in the surrounding water.

Furthermore, for large discharges such as IP2 and IP3, temperatures are noticeably raised outside

of the discharge plume, because the quantity of heat released is greater than the capacity of the

river to fully dilute it.

8. Increases in water temperatures have been shown to have numerous biological

consequences. These consequences can be divided into the following categories:

• Lethal effects: High or low temperatures, which kill an organism within a finite time.
Low temperature lethality can happen when plant operations shut down temporarily
during cold water periods, exposing warm water acclimated fish to cod water.

" Controlling effects: Non-lethal temperatures which affect biological processes such as
growth or reproduction.

" Directive effects: Changes in behavioral responses or migrations.
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* Indirect effects: Changes in some other factor (e.g., oxygen), which in turn affect aquatic
life.

9. The original NPDES Permit, issued by EPA on March 31, 1975, required the

construction of closed-cycle cooling (i.e., cooling towers). This requirement was challenged by

the former operator of Indian Point, and the parties subsequently entered into the Hudson River

Settlement Agreement (HRSA). The HRSA was designed to study the effects of the generating

facilities on the Hudson River. The final outcome of the HRSA studies has now demonstrated

non-compliance with thermal criteria.

10. The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation ("NYSDEC" or

"the Department") is currently conducting an administrative proceeding for Entergy's

application to renew its Clean Water Act permit, known as a State Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (SPDES) permit in New York. In that administrative proceeding, the

NYSDEC staff determined that current operations at IP2 and IP3 do not adequately minimize

fish mortality in accordance with applicable federal and New York State regulations and laws.

After evaluating the known available alternatives, NYSDEC staff concluded that closed-cycle

cooling represents the best technology available (BTA) for minimizing adverse environmental

impacts from the cooling water intake structures at Indian Point. As explained more fully in the

Declaration of William G. Little, in November 2003, the Department issued a draft SPDES

permit for IP2 and IP3 that included provisions for the eventual construction of closed-cycle

cooling. The Department also provided that Entergy could provide a comparable alternative to

closed-cycle cooling (Condition 28 c).
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NEW YORK'S REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR THERMAL DISCHARGES

11. New York State has regulatory requirements for thermal discharges. First, it

provides a narrative water quality standard for thermal discharges. Second it provides specific,

numeric water quality criteria that are intended to ensure that discharges meet the water quality

standard. These regulatory provisions are set out below.

New York's Water Quality Standard for Thermal Discharges

12. New York State has adopted a narrative water quality standard for thermal

discharges, set forth in 6 N.Y.C.R.R. section 704.1(a):

(a) All thermal discharges to the waters of the State shall assure the protection and
propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife and on
the body of water.

New York's Water Quality Criteria for Thermal Discharges

13. As provided in 6 N.Y.C.R.R. section 704.1 (b), New York State has also adopted

general and waterbody-specific numeric criteria to ensure that the water quality standards are

met:

(b) The criteria contained in this Part shall apply to all thermal discharges and
shall be complied with except as provided in this Part.

General Water Quality Criteria for Thermal Discharges

14. The criteria are comprised of both general and special criteria. Section 704.2(a) sets

forth the general criteria governing thermal discharges:

(a) General criteria. The following criteria shall apply to all waters of the State
receiving thermal discharges, except as provided in section 704.6 of this Part:

(1) The natural seasonal cycle shall be retained.

(2) Annual spring and fall temperature changes shall be gradual.
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(3) Large day-to-day temperature fluctuations due to heat of artificial origin shall
be avoided.

(4) Development or growth of nuisance organisms shall not occur in
contravention of water quality standards.

(5) Discharges which would lower receiving water temperature shall not cause a
violation of water quality standards and section 704.3 of this Part.

(6) For the protection of the aquatic biota from severe temperature changes,
routine shut down of an entire thermal discharge at any site shall not be scheduled
during the period from December through March.

Special Water Quality Criteria for Thermal Discharges - Estuaries

15. In addition, New York State has adopted special criteria for six different types of

waterbodies: non-trout waters, trout waters, lakes, coastal waters, and estuaries or portions of

estuaries, and enclosed bays. The special criteria for estuaries apply to the Hudson River where

the Indian Point plants are located. Those special criteria are set forth in 6 N.Y.C.R.R. section

704.2(5), which provides the following:

(5) Estuaries or portions of estuaries.
(i). The water temperature at the surface of an estuary shall not be raised to more
than 90 degrees Fahrenheit'at any point.

(ii) At least 50 percent of the cross sectional area and/or volume of the flow of the
estuary including aminimum of one-third of the surface as measured from water
edge to water edge at any stage of tide, shall not be raised more than four
Fahrenheit degrees over the temperature that existed before the addition of heat of
artificial origin or a maximum of 83 degrees Fahrenheit whichever is less.

(iii) From .July through September, if the water temperature at the surface of an
estuary before the addition of heat of artificial origin is more than 83 degrees
Fahrenheit an increase in temperature not to exceed 1.5 Fahrenheit degrees at any
point of the estuarine passageway as delineated above, may be permitted.

(iv) At least 50 percent of the cross sectional area and/or volume of the flow of the
estuary including a minimum of one-third of the surface as measured from water edge to
water edge at any stage of tide, shall not be lowered more than four Fahrenheit degrees
from the temperature that existed immediately prior to such lowering.
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VIOLATION OF THE WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR THERMAL DISCHARGES

16. As demonstrated below, based on my review of the record documents in the SPDES

renewal proceeding and the Environmental Report submitted by Entergy in the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) license renewal proceeding, I conclude that the thermal

discharges from IP2 and IP3 do not meet the special water quality criteria for estuaries in 6

N.Y.C.R.R. sections 704.2(5)(ii), (iii), and (iv).

17. The Environmental Report that Entergy filed with its license renewal application to

the NRC does not adequately, or even accurately, address the impacts from the thermal

discharges from IP2 and IP3. Entergy relies on the 1999 DEIS that it submitted in the NYS

Clean Water Act (SPDES) permit proceeding. In the DEIS, Entergy claimed that "[t]he surface

orientation of the plume allows a zone of passage in the lower portions of the water column, the

preferred habitat for many of the indigenous species." DEIS, p. VI-29. As discussed in detail

below, this claim focuses only on the plume itself and does not adequately consider the

temperature impacts on bottom waters that occur outside of the plume.

18. The modeling conducted for the environmental review attendant to the SPDES

permit renewal - i.e., the 1999 DEIS, which was cited by the DEC in the 2003 Final

Environmental Impact Statement ( FEIS) - clearly indicates that the discharge violates these

thermal criteria under certain river flow conditions. This is true both for Indian Point discharges

alone, and when considered along with all thermal discharges in the region.

19. Specifically, operation of the Indian Point facilities alone is predicted to violate 6

N.Y.C.R.R. section 704.2(5)(ii). Where the criteria require that a minimum of one-third of the

surface shall not be raised more than four Fahrenheit degrees, model results indicate that 100%
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of the surface width will be raised by more than four degrees (i.e., 0% of the surface width will

not be raised) during certain tidal conditions.

20. When operation of the Indian Point plant is considered in conjunction with other

thermal discharges, the extent of criteria violation increases substantially. In this multiple

discharger case, the "cross-sectional area" component of the criteria is also violated (6

N.Y.C.R.R. § 704.2(5)(iv)), and the number of months that the "surface" component of the

criteria is violated increases as well (6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 704.2(5)(iii)).

Significant Uncertainties and Flaws with Indian Point's Thermal Modeling

21. 1 have also concluded that while the water quality criteria are being violated by the

Indian Point thermal discharges, either alone or in conjunction with other thermal discharges, the

applicant's modeling contains many uncertainties and flaws. This means that the extent of the

thermal impacts from Indian Point could be much greater than predicted in the DEIS.

22. The DEIS conclusions were largely based on a thermal modeling analysis, linking

three different temperature models: CORMIX, FFTM, and a temperature balance model. My

review of the thermal modeling analysis indicates the following:

The DEIS overstates the degree of accuracy contained in the model predictions.
Many underlying assumptions of the CORMIX model are violated.

CORMIX model results were not calibrated to Indian Point data.

The linkage between the CORMIX and FFTM models is very simplistic.

DEIS overstates the degree of protectiveness contained in the model predictions.

Better models and data are currently available to assess temperature impacts.

These points are addressed more fully below.
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The DEIS Overstates the Degree of Accuracy Contained in the Model Predictions

23. The CORMIX model, as applied for this purpose, is not nearly as accurate as

purported in the 1999 DEIS. Appendix VI-3-A of the DEIS states:

One of the distinguishing features of CORMIX is its use of an expert system to
help the user develop the discharge/ambient description, check the data for
consistency, and tailor the solution technique to the specific combination of
ambient and discharge conditions. The specific mathematical model formulations
embedded in CORMIX are derived from previously developed and tested stand-
alone models. This combination of proven mathematical formulations with expert
system supervisory control provides a high level of confidence that the model has
been properly used and the results may be relied upon.

The CORMIX model is potentially very accurate in certain highly idealized situations. To the

extent that real world conditions differ from these idealized conditions, CORMIX results may be

accurate or may be completely inaccurate. To state, as the 1999 DEIS does, that CORMIX

results may be relied upon due to a "combination of proven mathematical formulations with

expert system supervisory control" grossly underestimates the capability for CORMIX to

provide extremely wrong answers. For example, CORMIX results at times predicted a plume

width wider than the width of the river itself (p..6-7 and 6-8 of Appendix VI-3-A of the DEIS.)

Many Underlyin2 Assumptions of the CORMIX Model Are Violated

24. Certain aspects of the CORMIX model are very reliable, others are not. The

accuracy of CORMIX results is highly contingent on adhering to the assumptions of the model

framework. In this regard, many underlying assumptions of the CORMIX model are violated for

the Hudson River application. Two primary assumptions that are violated for the Hudson River

application are (1) steady state conditions, and (2) constant channel geometry.

25. CORMIX assumes steady state conditions, i.e., all environmental conditions remain

constant in time over the course of a simulation. This assumption, however, is clearly
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inapplicable in a tidal system such as the Hudson, where currents are constantly changing in both

magnitude. and direction. The DEIS also implies that violating the steady state assumption

results in predictions that are more conservative than the real world; this is not necessarily the

case. The DEIS is correct that using a steady state model to approximate tidally varying

conditions may overstate the peak temperature impact, for the individual snapshot in time that a

given simulation represents. However, the application of CORMIX in the DEIS evaluated only a

limited number of snapshots, and may actually underestimate the real extent of the plume.

26. The CORMIX model also assumes constant channel geometry (i.e., widths and

depths) in the receiving water. This assumption, too, is clearly violated in the Hudson Rixer. In

fact, spatial variation in river depth caused errors in CORMIX predictions and required the

modelers to add "patches" to the software (including entering knowfi false geometry inputs) in

order to achieve reasonable results.

CORMIX Model Results Were Not Calibrated to Indian Point Data

27. The draft DEIS shows some limited comparison of CORMIX model predictions to

observed data from 1975 and 1976. These comparisons of predictions to observed data are

provided only in the vicinity of the Roseton and Bowline Point facilities. The DEIS stated that

"Data suited for testing the model at Indian Point were not available." The potential for high

uncertainty in CORMIX outputs near Indian Point, coupled with a lack of model calibration,

calls the accuracy of the model predictions into question.

The Linkage Between the CORMIX and FFTM Models Is Very Simplistic

28. The "temperature balance model" used to merge the results of CORMIX and FFTM

models is very simplistic and is based on assumptions that are violated for this application.
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Specifically, the model assumes that any lateral section of the Hudson River consists of two

parts: (1) an impacted section, defined as where the water temperature is four degrees higher

than background, and (2) a less impacted section, where the water temperature is less than four

degrees higher than background. Calculation of the size of the impacted section is conducted by

assuming all of the water inside the impacted section is exactly four degrees higher than

background, while all water in the less impacted section is at a uniform temperature. This

situation - i.e., two adjacent bodies of water to be at two uniform temperatures, with no other

spatial variability - will not-occur in the real world. In the absence of any model calibration to

demonstrate the degree of error introduced by these simplifying assumptions, the accuracy of the

results must be called into question.

The DEIS Overstates the Deuree of Protectiveness Contained in the Model Predictions

29. The DEIS (p. VI-26) states that the characterization of the extent of the plume

exceeding 40F represents "nearly absolute upper bound estimates." The DEIS included the

following arguments to support this conclusion:

"tidal and river flow conditions modeled represent extreme conditions"; and

modeling assumed steady state conditions, while in reality plume configuration

shifts dynamically with changes in tidal flows."

The environmental conditions used to assess temperature impacts, however, are not nearly as

extreme as the DEIS implies.

30. The DEIS (p. 5-2) states "[tiaken together, these analyses indicate that June, July,

August, and September of 1981 reasonably represent typical conditions in the Hudson River for

summer months." Furthermore, each of these months examined had higher than average river

temperatures. The use of warmer than average ambient background temperatures will actually
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underestimate the extent of the plume exceeding 4'F, as the size of the incremental temperature

impacts will increase as the difference between background and discharge temperature increases.

True "nearly absolute upper bound estimates" of plume extent would use cooler than normal

ambient temperature. Warmer than normal ambient water temperatures would be appropriately

used to assess maximum temperatures in the river, rather than maximum incremental (i.e.

increase over background) impacts. In this regard, comments on the DEIS, which were

incorporated in the FEIS, indicated that temperatures in the river may have increased since the

time of the DEIS analysis. If this is true, the expected maximum temperatures in the river

(although not the extent of the 4'F plume) may be greater than predicted in the DEIS. As stated

above, the use of steady state conditions in the model does not necessarily provide upper bound

predictions for plume extent, counter to the supporting argument in the DEIS.

Better Models and Data Are Currently Available to Assess Temperature Impacts

31. Many of the limitations inherent to the DEIS modeling were driven by computational

and data limitations that existed at the time of the analysis. Three-dimensional far field models

now exist that would minimize many of the limitations of the models that were discussed above.

Remote sensing provides the capability to collect large amounts of surface temperature data, and

could be used to determine validity of the existing models or any other models applied in the

future.

ASSESSMENT OF CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 316(a) REQUIREMENTS

32. Given that the Indian Point thermal discharges exceed the 6 N.Y.C.R.R. Part 704

thermal criteria, it is next necessary to determine whether the Indian Point discharge meets the

thermal discharge requirements of Section 316(a) of the Clean Water Act. Section 316(a)
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provides that:

With respect to any point source otherwise subject to the provisions of section
301 or section 306 of this Act, whenever the owner or operator of any such
source, after opportunity for public hearing, can demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Administrator (or, if appropriate, the State) that any effluent limitation
proposed for the control of the thermal component of any discharge from such
source will require effluent limitations more stringent than necessary to assure the
protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish
and wildlife in and on the body of water into which the discharge is to be made,
the Administrator (or, if appropriate, the State) may impose an effluent limitation
under such sections on such plant, with respect to the thermal component of such
discharge (taking into account the interaction of such thermal component with
other pollutants), that will assure the protection and propagation of a balanced
indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wildlife in and on that body of water.

33 U.S.C. § 1326. To this end, it is therefore necessary to determine whether the Indian Point

thermal discharges provide for the protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous

population of fish and shellfish in and on the Hudson River.

33. The biological community within the Hudson River system is very complex given

the size of the river, its complex hydrologic conditions created by the tidal fluctuations, and the

anthropogenic impacts. The response of higher level trophic communities in a system as large as

the Hudson River requires careful and thorough data co.llection and analysis, particularly for

such dynamic mechanisms as thermal impacts.

34. Based on my critical review of the biological analysis, I can point out specific

weaknesses or oversights in the analysis that was used to support the applicant's original.

assessment:

Thermal effects on benthos and benthic species are not adequately considered.
Background temperatures in the river may be underestimated.
Use of the 30 minute TL95 is not as protective as stated.
Indirect temperature affects are not fully considered.

These points are addressed more fully below.
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*Thermal Effects on Benthos and Benthic Species Are Not Adequately Considered

35. The DEIS (VI-2 1) states that thermal exposure of benthic infauna and bottom-

oriented macroinvertebrates and fish is limited "at most" to the immediate vicinity of the

discharges. This justification only considers the initial plume, and does not consider the heating

that will occur in deeper water as the plume is diluted into the river. The far-field modeling

conducted as part of the DEIS indicates that, under certain conditions, the entire cross-section of

the Hudson River in the vicinity of Indian Point will be subject to temperature increases of more

than four degrees above background. If the heated plume does contact the bottom for a

significantly larger area than defined in the DEIS, the thermal impacts of the plume on benthic

species would need to be examined before a conclusion regarding the biological impact of the

discharge could be made.

Background Temperatures in the River May Be Underestimated

36. Many biological impacts of temperature increases depend on the absolute

temperature of the water, rather than the incremental change caused by the discharge. The DEIS

considered background river temperature data from 1951 to 1992. The reports that I reviewed,

however, suggest that background temperature conditions within the Hudson River have

increased in recent years, both on an average basis and in terms of critical periods. The

biological impact demonstration focused on impacts during average historical water

temperatures. Biological impacts of the discharge will be greater than estimated when more

recent background temperature data, including those for critical periods, are considered.
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Use of the 30 Minute TL95 Is Not as Protective as Stated

37. The 316(a) report equates "the time required for the plume to surface" with

"exposure time to elevated temperatures." Because the time required for the plume to surface is

on the order of seconds to minutes, the analysis concludes that the use of thermal tolerance tests

evaluating 30 minute exposures will be protective. This is not necessarily true, because water

temperatures are substantially elevated in areas outside of the initial plume. Drifting organisms

will therefore be exposed to elevated temperatures long after the plume surfaces, for exposure

durations longer than 30 minutes. This means that the use of 30 minute duration thermal

tolerance tests is not overprotective, as stated, but may be under protective.

Indirect Temperature Effects Are Not Fully Considered

38. The biological assessment focused on direct mortality impacts and did not consider

many potentially important impacts of increased temperature. Disease and parasites do not

appear to be described within the 1999 DEIS, although several factors of thermal discharges,

including (1) winter aggregations of species, (2) enhanced growth, survival and reproduction of

parasites and pathogens, and (3) increased stress among fishes during extreme thermal seasons,

can lead to increased incidences of parasites and disease. Diseases are described in the Hudson

River mollusk populations as driven by anthropogenic causes. It would be valuable to understand

the cumulative effects of the thermal plumes on the aquatic parasites or disease and how these

conditions may affect the biological community.

39. In conclusion, the thermal discharges from the once-through cooling system at Indian

Point are significant and adversely affect the fish and aquatic resources of the Hudson River.

The discharges have not and do not currently meet New York State's water quality criteria.
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Entergy has also not demonstrated that it complies with New York's water quality standard. The

problem here stems from the once-through cooling water intake system that Entergy continues to

use.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct.

Dated: Ann Arbor, Michigan
November L-', 2007

DAVID W. DILKS
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David W. Dilks, Ph.D.
Vice President

Limno-Tech, Inc.

Principal Expertise

* Water Quality 0 Mathematical Modeling

* TMDL Development 0 Exposure Assessment

• Watershed Assessment * Environmental Chemistry

Education

PhD Environmental Health Sciences, 1987
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

MPH Water Quality, 1981
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

BSNR Aquatic Biology/Biostatistics, 1979
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Experience Summary

Dr. Dilks is responsible for the assessment of water quality issues, primarily through the development
and/or application of mathematical models. A Vice President at Limno-Tech, Dr. Dilks has directed
modeling studies on more than 250 water bodies and watersheds nationwide. This work has included
watershed simulation models, hydrodynamic models, and water quality models for conventional and toxic
pollutants. He has also directed the development or review of more than 200 Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) determinations.

Dr. Dilks has directed and lectured at water quality and watershed modeling training workshops for more
than 1,000 State and EPA staff. This training most recently covered the use of the BASINS modeling
software for TMDL development for EPA. He has co-authored three national technical guidance manuals
on water quality modeling and assessment. He was also responsible for the development of the EPA-
supported water quality models SMPTOX3, SMP, and DYNTOX. Dr. Dilks served as a member of EPA's
SWAT team, a group of experts providing nationwide support in the development of watershed-based
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs). He recently served as co-Principal Investigator for two Water
Environment Research Foundation (WERF) research projects evaluating and designing improvements to
the TMDL development process.

With respect to professional activities. Dr. Dilks has served as a technical reviewer for EPA guidance
documents, professional journals, and research proposals. He also serves as an Adjunct Assistant
Professor at the University of Michigan College of Engineering and School of Public Health, where he
has taught graduate-level water quality modeling courses. Dr. Dilks has authored more than 40 scientific
papers and given approximately 100 presentations at national scientific conferences, including more than
a dozen invited presentations. He has also provided expert testimony in several cases related to water
quality modeling.
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Professional and Academic Appointments

Vice President, 1996 - Present LTI, Limno-Tech, Inc.
Associate Vice President, 1990-1996 Ann Arbor, Michigan
Project Manager, 1984 - 1990
Senior Project Engineer, 1983 - 1984
Project Engineer, 1980 - 1983

Adjunct Assistant Professor, 1995-2000 The University of Michigan
Adjunct Associate Professor 1997 Ann Arbor, Michigan

Professional Affiliations

International Association on Water Quality

Water Environment Federation

Professional Activities

Scientific Reviewer: American Society of Civil Engineering, Great Lakes Research Consortium.,
American Water Resources Association

Selected Experience

Consent Decree Response using Adaptive Watershed Management, Sanitation District No. I (SD1)
- Kenton, Campbell, Boone Counties, KY. 2006 - Present. Project Officer responsible for
comprehensive tools for the assessment and ranking of watershed pollutant sources, including sewer
overflows, to develop 14 watershed plans for a three-county area. Work is being conducted to satisfy the
terms of the country's first wet weather consent decree based on the principles of adaptive watershed
management.

Expert Review and Litigation Support for Reservoir TMDL. 2005- Present. Provided technical
review of QUAL-2E and WASP water quality modeling conducted in support of the Gulf Island Pond,
ME, dissolved oxygen TMDL. Identified errors in existing WASP model and conducted calibration of the
corrected model.

Litigation Support for Alleged Impacts of Proposed Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharges on
Cincinnati's Water Supply. 2004 - Present. Provide expert testimony to demonstrate that a new
advanced wastewater treatment plant discharge upstream of Cincinnati, Ohio's water intake would be
sufficiently' mixed to minimize risk of contaminating the city's drinking water supply.

Development of Integrated Watershed Monitoring Plan and Watershed Health Index. 2004-2006.
Served as Project Manager for this project that integrated storrnwater, receiving water quality, and
biological monitoring into a coordinated monitoring plan. Developed a Watershed Health Index for the
Tualatin River watershed that integrated riparian habitat, physical condition, water quality, and biological
health.

Total Maximum Daily Load Development for the Truckee River, Nevada. 2003-Present. Directing
TMDL development for the City of Reno, Nevada. Limno-Tech is revising the current TMDL to include
new data, water quality modeling, river restoration projects, and potential river operation scenarios. The
goal of the project is to determine a scientifically defensible TMDL for the Truckee River and to develop

Limno-Tech, Inc. David W. Dilks
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an economically feasible Waste Load Allocation that is protective of water quality criteria and beneficial
uses for the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility.

Watershed Characterization Process. 2005-2006. Project Officer. Developed conceptual processes to
characterize watersheds for ranking, to determine priority watersheds for implementation activities.
Developed a conceptual process to identify specific data needs to support watershed ranking. Applied the
conceptual processes to a data-rich and data-poor watershed to illustrate how the characterization and data
needs assessment would proceed.

Lake and Watershed Water Quality Evaluation, Houston', Texas. 2004-2005. Directed assessment of
factors affecting water quality at a water treatment plant intake on a lake in Houston, Texas. The
assessment included a review of watershed sources of solids and organic carbon, a review of historic lake
water quality, and an evaluation of hydrodynamic factors affecting lake circulation and contributing to
irregular water quality at the plant intake. The study provided guidance for the plant owners concerning
major sources of water quality impedances, and recommendations for further monitoring to serve as an
"early warning system" for future adverse impacts on water quality.

Water Quality Modeling in Support of Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Development for Two
Watersheds in Texas. 2004-2005. Oversaw the development of water quality models for bacteria and
dissolved oxygen on Sandies and Elm Creeks and the Atascosa River outside San Antonio, Texas. LTI
provided technical support to the Conrad Blucher Institute for Surveying and Science (Texas A&M
University) for both receiving water and watershed modeling to support the development of TMDLs for
the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ).

Phase 2 of the Lake Travis Model Development. 2004-Present. Providing expert technical assistance to
the* Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) for the development of watershed and reservoir water
quality model(s) for Lake Travis, a major water supply source in central Texas as part of the LCRA's
long-term Colorado River Environmental Models (CREMs) effort program. LTI is specifically assisting
the LCRA with the second phase of model development and application, including a hydrologic and water
quality model of the watershed and the linkages required to simulate water quality conditions in Lake
Travis.

Savannah Harbor Dissolved Oxygen TMDL Review. 2004-Present. Directing review of the EPD-RIV1
model, a variation of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers CE-QUAL-RIVI model, EFDC, and WASP7 to
the Savannah River and Savannah Harbor.

Application of a Hydraulic Model for Superfund Site. 2004 - 2005. Directed application of HEC-RAS
hydraulic model to address management questions related to the feasibility of potential remedial design
options for a Superfund site located in the eastern U.S.

Water Quality Modeling of Columbia Slough, OR. 2004. Developed and applied water quality model
to determine the impact of airport deicing loads on dissolved oxygen concentrations in the Columbia
Slough in Portland, Oregon.

Water Supply Suitability Assessment. 2004 - 2005. Directed assessment of watershed erosion potential,
sources of disinfection byproduct precursors, and reservoir circulation patterns for a confidential client.

Water Quality Modeling Training for City of Reno and Sparks, Nevada. 2003. Provided the cities
with extensive training on the Truckee River modeling framework. Day 1 topics included an overview of
the Truckee River HSPF model and its suitability for use as a management tool, and Day 2 provided a
detailed look at the model's development and calibration. The training was conducted over a two-day
period in Reno, Nevada. Over 30 stakeholders attended the training session.

Estuarine Dilution Analysis to Support EPA Policy Evaluation. 2003 - 2004. Directed the evaluation
of alternate estuary water quality models for suitability to assess benefits of regulation and policy
changes.
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Development of the Rock Creek Watershed Toxics TMDLs. 2002 - 2004. Provided senior technical
review of a project for EPA Region 3 to develop TMDLs for metals and organics in the Rock Creek
watershed.

H.L. Mooney Wastewater Treatment Plant Permit Review. 2003 - 2005. Supervised review of the
Virginia DEQ Permit for this facility, including a detailed investigation into the ammonia limits
calculated for a complex estuary environment.

Spokane River/Long Lake Use Attainability Analyses in Response to TMDL Development. 2003-
2005. Directed several series of scenarios for the Spokane River and Long Lake using the calibrated CE-
QUAL-W2 model of the river in Washington in conjunction with a separate CE-QUAL-W2 application
for the river in Idaho to provide upstream boundary conditions. Work included hydraulic and loading
modifications to the model, developing post-processing programs, and compiling comparisons of model
results versus criteria. Prepared time series and profile analyses at critical modeling locations.

Development of TMDLs for Watersheds in Illinois. 2003-Present. Directing the compilation of
information to support watershed characterization, modeling recommendations, and assessment of data
adequacy to support the modeling for numerous watersheds in central and southern Illinois. Subsequent
project phases will involve development of TMDLs for each watershed. This work will conclude with
public meetings in each of the project watersheds, to share and solicit feedback on the TMDL
implementation plan.

Development of a Model Sediment TMDL Protocol. 2003 - 2004. Directed development of a technical
protocol for the development of sediment-related TMDLs, with particular focus on controlling the
impacts of construction stormwater sources.

Water Quality Modeling Analysis and TMDL Review, Spokane River, Washington. 2001-2005.
Directing application of near-field and far-field water quality models to evaluate attainment potential for
metals, ammonia, CBOD and temperature as part of planning for a proposed municipal wastewater
discharge to the Spokane Rivet. Providing technical review of CE-QUAL-W2 modeling of Spokane River
and Long Lake in support of TMDL development efforts.

Assessment of Water Quality Issues Associated with the Deepening of a Water Supply Reservoir.
2003. Directed water quality assessment, including development of a CE-QUAL-W2 hydrodynamic/water
quality model for a confidential client.

Development and Testing of a Watershed Protocol for Implementing Wet Weather Controls in
Northern Kentucky. 2001 - 2004. Directing the development of a protocol for assessing wet weather
water quality impacts on streams located in three counties in Northern Kentucky. The protocol was tested
on Banklick Creek, which has known wet weather impacts. The final report presented the protocol and a
summary of the application of the protocol.

Assessing the Feasibility of Effective Watershed Management in Northern Kentucky through the
NPDES Permitting Process. 2002 - 2004. Directed development of a conceptual model for a watershed-
based permitting approach for Sanitation District No. 1 of Northern Kentucky provided integrated
management of stormwater, combined sewer overflows, and wastewater treatment plant discharges.
Project activities included assessing the feasibility of future implementation of the conceptual model.

Watershed and Water Quality Modeling to Support a Watershed Assessment for Newton County,
Georgia. 2002 - 2004. Directing development of a modified version of the Generalized Watershed
Loading Functions (GWLF) model to simulate daily flow, phosphorus, sediment and fecal coliform
bacteria. The outputs from this model were used to simulate the impact of future development and BMP
implementation on in-stream water quality. The results of the modeling were used as the basis for the
watershed protection and implementation plan.
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Platte Lake, Michigan Watershed Modeling Study. 2000 - 2004. Directed development of monitoring
and modeling recommendations. Directed development and calibration of the BASINS watershed model
for the Big Platte Lake watershed to estimate flows, sediment loads and phosphorus loads at multiple
locations throughout the watershed. Other work on this project involved model calibration using event
data and scenario model runs.

Monte Carlo Modeling of Mixing Zone Impacts in the Sacramento River. 2000-2003. Directed
Monte Carlo analysis using the DYNTOX model and the results of a three-dimensional hydrodynamic
model to predict water quality impacts in the Sacramento River.

Water Quality Modeling in Support of Discharge Feasibility Analysis for Manistee Lake, Michigan.
2002-2003. Directed modeling analysis of proposed industrial wastewater discharge to the Manistee Lake.
Project involved assessment of nutrient impacts to lake tinder various discharge location alternatives and
phosphorus loading scenarios.

Development of Computer Tool to Calculate Sediment Erosion from Development. 2002 - 2003.
Directed development of an assessment tool to calculate sediment erosion from new development. The
tool contains an interactive user-friendly interface that developers and planners can use to calculate
sediment erosion from a site, based on the site plan, soil properties and the application of various
combinations of best management practices. The resulting sediment load from the site was calculated by
the tool and compared to a sediment load criterion that is expected to be protective of aquatic life in the
nearby receiving water bodies.

Assessment of TMDL Results for Buxahatchee Creek, Alabama under Various Levels of Model
Complexity. 2002 - 2003. Conducted TMDL modeling of the Buxahatchee Creek using the Alabama
DEM SWQM model and the QUAL2K model. The models were applied at four levels of complexity,
ranging from simple Streeter-Phelps kinetics to full simulation of phytoplankton and periphyton, to
determine how effluent limitations varied in response to uncertainty in each level model of model
application.

Evaluation and Design of an Improved TMDL Process. 2000 - 2003. Served as project manager of a
three-year study for the Water Environment Research Foundation designed to evaluate the existing
TMDL development process and develop and test improved approaches.

Method Development for Addressing Narrative Criteria in TMDLs. 2001 - 2003. Directed review
and assessment of existing approaches to incorporate narrative criteria into TMDL process for the Water
Environment Research Foundation. Developed a series of guiding principles to improving the upon
existing methods, with a focus on determining impairment, defining causes of impairment, and selecting
TMDL endpoints.

Water Quality Modeling and Assessment in Support of the Southerly District CSO Phase II
Facilities Plan. 1999-2003. Providing technical direction for the development and execution of the
monitoring plans (both biological and conventional pollutants) for the CSOs and receiving waters, which
include several small creeks and culverted systems, the Cuyahoga River, and Lake Erie. Directing
development of the receiving water modeling work plans.

U. S. EPA BASINS Training. 1999-2002. Instructor for course sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of
Science and Technology, conducted at the University of Texas. Austin, Texas. Lectured on water quality
modeling and TMDL development using EPA's BASINS software.

Assessment of Wet Weather Water Quality Impacts on the Ohio River. 1998-2004. Directed
development of a water quality model of the Ohio River in the vicinity of Louisville. Kentucky. Providing
technical oversight for the development of a river monitoring program to assess the impacts of wet
weather pollutant loading.
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Easterly District CSO Phase II Facilities Plan. 1997-2003. Provided technical direction for the
development and execution of the monitoring plans (both biological and conventional pollutants) for the
CSOs and receiving waters, which include several small creeks and culverted systems, the Cuyahoga
River, and Lake Erie. Directed development of the receiving water modeling work plans.

Development of TMDL Work Plans for Massachusetts. 2001 - 2002. Directed the development of
work plans for conducting 13 types of TMDLs for the Massachusetts DEP. The 13 types of TMDLs
include bacteria (lake, river, coastal); chlorine (river, coastal); phosphorus (lake, river); nitrogen (coastal);
un-ionized ammonia (river, coastal); and low DO/organic enrichment (lake, river, coastal). The purpose
of these work plans was to summarize the steps involved in conducting each TMDL and the associated
cost for each, assuming a low, medium, and high level of complexity.

Pumpkinvine Creek, Georgia Watershed Modeling and Assessment. 2000 - 2002. Directed the
development of a linked watershed and water quality model for the Pumpkinvine Creek watershed. Model
development involved watershed characterization; water quality, flow and climatic data analysis; and
calculation of point source loads. This model simulates flow as well as phosphorus, nitrogen, and
sediment loads. The model was calibrated using data collected during 2000-2001, and was applied for
future conditions to simulate the impact that future development, increased point source loads, and Best
Management Practices will have on receiving water quality.

Review of Models Being Used for Development of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) and
NPDES Discharge Permits. 2000-2002: Conducted technical review of models being used and
considered for development of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) and NPDES discharge permits for
the American Chemistry Council.

Final Bacteria TMDL for the Shawsheen River, Massachusetts. 2001 - 2002. Project Officer.
Reviewed the Draft Bacteria TMDL prepared by LTI for the Shawsheen River and responding to
comments from the EPA and Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection to finalize the
bacteria TMDL.

Shawsheen River Sediment TMDL. 2000-2002. Directing development of TMDLs for sediment and
habitat for the Shawsheen River, Massachusetts.

Mississippi River Literature Review in Support of Sediment TMDL Development. 2001. Directed
review of water quality standards, identification of potential indicators of impairment, and review of
information in support of an EPA work assignment to assist the State of Iowa and EPA in determining
whether sediment or turbidity is causing impairment of the designated uses assigned to the Mississippi
River in Iowa.

Mixing Zone Study, Willamette River, Wilsonville, Oregon. 2001. Directed analysis of the water
quality impacts of municipal wastewater discharge to the Willamette River, as part of NPDES permit
development.

Permit Limit Development for Blue Plains AWWTP, Potomac River, Washington, District of
Columbia. 2001. Project officer for mixing zone analysis of municipal wastewater discharges to the
Potomac River, District of Columbia. Applied mixing zone models to the tidal Potomac environment and
reviewed results to support development of discharge limits for ammonia and metals from the largest
advanced wastewater treatment plant in the world.

Lake Okeechobee Water Quality Model Uncertainty Analysis. 2000-2001. Directing development of
water quality model uncertainty analysis to support calculation of a Margin of Safety for the Lake
Okeechobee TMDL.

Newport Bay TMDL Review. 1997-2001. Provided expert external review of TMDLs for nitrogen,
phosphorus, sediments, and bacteria for Newport Bay, California.
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Expert Assistance for Lake Mead Water Quality Planning. 2000-2001. Participated in expert panel to
review scientific data and provide guidance to local stakeholders regarding water quality ramifications of
various outfall relocation issues in the Las Vegas area of Lake Mead.

Mixing Zone Study, Tualatin River, Oregon. 1999-2000. Provided technical planning, direction and
oversight for mixing zone analysis of a proposed municipal wet weather overflow to the Tualatin River,
near Portland, Oregon.

Development of Nationwide TMDLs. 1999-2000: Directed development of TMDLs at three sites
nationwide to serve as case studies for the National Wildlife Federation.

Application of a GIS Decision Support Tool to Urban Watershed Management in Fulton County,
Georgia. 1999-2000: Directed watershed and water quality modeling. using the BASINS interface to
HSPF for several urban watersheds located within the City of Atlanta.

Kanawha River Dioxin TMDL. 1999-2001. Directed development of TMDLs for dioxin in the
Kanawha River, Armour Creek, and Pocatalico Creek, West Virginia. Defined TMDL targets based upon
available water quality and fish tissue data; directed source assessment activities and water quality
modeling. Selected final TMDL allocation and developed implementation/monitoring plan.

Alcovy River Basin, Georgia Water Supply Watershed Protection Study. 1999-2001. Directed
development and application of BASINS to simulate water quality within the Alcovy River watershed in
Georgia. The calibrated model was applied for multiple future scenarios to forecast the impact that
different development scenarios and BMPs will have on water quality within the Alcovy River watershed.
Watershed model outputs were linked with a model of the Alcovy arm of Lake Jackson to simulate the
impacts of phosphorus loads on this reservoir. Authored a report section summarizing the watershed and
water quality modeling. The modeling section is part of a watershed management plan that was developed
for the Alcovy River basin.

Cherokee County Watershed Assessment. 1999-2001. Directed development and application of the
GWLF watershed model to the Little River watershed, located primarily within Cherokee County,
Georgia. The model simulated flow as well as sediment, phosphorus, fecal coliform, cadmium, lead and
zinc loads from numerous subwatersheds. The model also simulated in-stream water quality. Model
development involved the analysis of water quality and flow data, current and future land-use data,
watershed characterization, the development of model inputs and calibration to flow and water quality
data collected during the study. The calibrated watershed and water quality model was applied using
future land use and point source loads for the year 2020 to simulate future in-stream water quality. The
results of this study were presented to the Georgia Environmental Protection Division in a watershed
management plan.

TMDL Development for Standing Bear Lake, Nebraska. 1999-2000. Recommended a watershed and
water quality modeling approach for use in TMDL development for the Standing Bear Lake reservoir
located in Omaha, Nebraska. Assisted with watershed and reservoir water quality modeling for
development of a TMDL for sediment and TSI indicators. Provided training in model use for NDEQ staff.

Platte Lake, Michigan Watershed Modeling Study. 2000. Directed review of available data and reports
as a basis for providing client with monitoring recommendations. Recommended a watershed model for
application to the Big Platte Lake watershed for the estimation of total phosphorus, flow and sediment at
multiple locations throughout the watershed.

Columbia Slough Discharge Evaluation and TMDL and Permitting Support for the Portland
International Airport's Long-Term Deicing Control Plan. 1999-2000. Directed the use of CORMIX
modeling to evaluate the extent of discharge-induced mixing from a stormwater outfall.

Proposed Bacteria TMDL for the Shawsheen River, Massachusetts. 1999. Directed development of a
fecal coliform TMDL case study for the Shawsheen River, Massachusetts. Acquired and evaluated
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existing water quality data; coordinated with both the Merrimack and Shawsheen River Watershed
Councils, as well as the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection; identified and evaluated
potential, sources of fecal coliform; assessed water quality impacts from point and nonpoint sources;
developed recommendations for additional data collection to develop a more rigorous TMDL; co-
authored the TMDL.

Expert Eutrophication Model Review for the Truckee River Nutrient TMDL. 1998-1999. Directed
review of eutrophication model and coordination of Blue Ribbon Review Panel activities in support of the
Truckee River TMDL. Directing update of existing river model to include detailed periphyton simulation
within the HSPF framework.

Wet Weather Overflow Discharge Feasibility Assessment, Fanno Creek, Oregon. 1999. Directed
technical evaluation of the feasibility of a proposed wet weather overflow outfall to a tributary to the
Tualatin River, using hydrologic, hydraulic, and mixing zone analyses. Provided technical planning,
direction and oversight, project management.

Litigation Support for a Commercial Laundry Facility in Caspian, Michigan. 1999. Conducted
assessment of the relative environmental impacts of acid mine drainage and a commercial laundry in
preparation for expert testimony.

Lee/Rickett Road Drainage Study. 1999. Directed evaluation of water quality impacts from proposed
storm drainage alternatives. Evaluated impacts from flooding and from phosphorus loads on the Huron
River and Strawberry Lake.

Peer Review of Draft Ohio River Dioxin TMDL. 1999. Conducted a scientific review of draft modeling
and TMDL development efforts for dioxins in the Ohio River.

Updated Water Quality and Phosphorus Loading Analysis of the Coldwater Chain of Lakes. 1997-
2000. Provided project oversight and technical assistance to a study of the watershed and point source
nutrient loads and impacts to the Coldwater chain of lakes.

Westerly District CSO Phase II Facilities Plan. 1997-1999. Provided technical direction for the
assessment of the impacts of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) for the Westerly district of the Northeast
Ohio Regional Sewer District's (NEORSD) combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in Cleveland, OH.
Managing the application of receiving water modeling to assess the impacts of CSO, stormwater, and
upstream pollutant loads on the Cuyahoga River, Rocky River, and Lake Erie, and documented results.
Developing the recommended water quality modeling options for assessing the water quality benefits of a
Long-term Control Plan.

Water Quality Modeling for Silver and Brush Creeks, Oregon. 1997-1998. Directed water quality
modeling, using QUAL2E, of Silver and Brush Creeks, Oregon, in support of an increased wastewater
discharge permit application.:

EPA Nutrient Criteria Guidance. 1998. Authored chapter on use of models in assessing nutrient criteria
for estuaries.

Expert TMDL Assistance. 1998. Conducted expert review of Hillsdale Lake phosphorus TMDL as part
of EPA's TMDL SWAT team.

Spokane River Water Quality Management Plan: Supporting Studies and Analyses. 1997-1998.
Managing the application of eutrophication models CE-QUAL-W2 and QUAL2E to the Spokane River,
and Quality Control/Quality Assurance planning for monitoring and additional modeling.

Mixing Zone Model Review and Guidance for the Ohio River. 1997-1999. Directing review and
evaluation of mixing zone model procedures currently applied by states issuing permits to the Ohio River,
and developing recommendations for consistent mixing zone analyses across states.
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Guidelines for Determining Background Water Quality Conditions. 1997-1999. Managed
development of statistical procedures for guidance for determining in-stream water quality conditions for
the Ohio River in development of WQBELs.

Eutrophication and Salinity Model Review in Support of the Tampa Water Resource Recovery
Project. 1996-1998. Conducted eutrophication modeling assessment of the water quality impacts of a
reclaimed water discharge on the Tampa Bypass Canal.

Evaluation and Refinement of Fox River and Green Bay Models. 1997-Present. Technical review and
evaluation of PCB fate and transport models in the Fox River/Green Bay system in support of the
feasibility study. Directing model uncertainty analyses.

Nitrate and Sediment Modeling of the Lake Decatur Watershed in Illinois. 1996-1997. Project
Manager. Coordinated the analysis of nitrate loads to and concentrations within Lake Decatur, Illinois, in
response to alternative fertilization practices in the watershed.

Lake Lanier Water Quality Modeling Study. 1995-1998. Directed the development of a linked
watershed/water quality model and mixing zone models for the Lake Lanier basin in Georgia. This model
will be used to predict loads to the reservoir under various future development scenarios.

Assessment of Wet Weather Quality Impacts on the Ohio River. 1996-1998. Directed the
development of a linked watershed/water quality model for the 10,000-square-mile watershed near
Cincinnati, Ohio, as part of a U.S. EPA demonstration project

Mathematical Modeling of PCB Fate and Transport in the Hudson River in support of
Reassessment of Remedial Alternatives. 1996-1998. Provided project oversight on PCB modeling
activities.

Consulting Services to Toxaphene Investigation of the Great Lakes. 1996-1998. Provided project
oversight and investigation into the sources and modeling regarding the fate of toxaphene in the Great
Lakes.

Las Vegas TMDL Assessment. 1996-1998. Reviewed modeling activities and future TMDL scenarios
for Las Vegas Watershed and Bay.

Monte Carlo Discharge Analysis for Storm Water Retention Pond on Tittabawassee River to
Ensure Water Quality Standards. 1996-1997. Provided project oversight on probabilistic modeling
analysis of stormwater impacts.

Preparation of Case Studies for EPA Guidance Manual of Nutrients/Eutrophication Assessment.
1995-1996, Managed the development of two case studies to be included in the EPA technical guidance
manual for performing TMDLs for nutrients.

Revision of EPA's DYNTOX Model for TMDL Guidance. 1996. Directed revision of EPA's
DYNTOX Model and User's Manual to facilitate its use in development of Total Maximum Daily Loads.

Dissolved Oxygen Model Calibration for Spokane River in Support of Wastewater Facilities Plan.
1996. Calibrated water quality model of the Spokane River.

Development of a Watershed Management Plan for Lake Varner. 1996. Directed watershed and
reservoir modeling in support of a watershed management plan to protect a drinking water supply.

Application of a Coupled Primary Productivity-Exotic Species Model for Saginaw Bay, Lake
Huron. 1995-1996. Revised zebra mussel bioenergetic model to account for selective rejection of blue-
green algae.

Preparation of a Mixing Zone Guidance Manual for the American Petroleum Institute. 1995-1996.
Directed preparation of technical chapters of guidance manual on mixing zone assessment for American
Petroleum Institute.
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Assessment of WASP Modeling of the North Saskatchewan River for the City of Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada. 1995-1996. Directed review of WASP modeling used for wasteload allocation
purposes in the North Saskatchewan River.

Enhancement of the Simplified Method Program - Toxics (SMPTOX) to Predict Non-Ionic Organic
Concentrations in Sediments. 1995. Directed development of Windows M-based model predicting
toxics concentrations in the water column and sediments.

Revision of DYNTOX and DESCON Models in Response to EPA's Revision of Aquatic Life Metal
Criteria. 1995. Directed revisions of DYNTOX and DESCON model codes and User's Manual to
conform with EPA guidance regarding bioavailability of metals.

Review of Spokane River TMDL in Support of Facilities Planning. 1995-1996. Directed review of
water quality modeling and nonpoint assessment for Spokane River ID/WA and eutrophication
assessment of Long Lake, Washington.

Wasteload Allocation Modeling for the City of Lincoln, Nebraska Wastewater Treatment Plants.
1994-1996. Evaluated and applied a range of water quality models to define effluent ammonia limits for
the City of Lincoln, Nebraska, that are protective of water quality.

Mathematical Modeling of PCB Fate & Transport for Hudson River PCB in Support of
Reassessment of Remedial Alternatives. 1993-1995. Managed application of physicochemical and food
chain PCB models for the Lower Hudson River to determine system response to remedial alternatives.

An Ecosystem Modeling Study of Saginaw Bay: Impacts of Long-Term Loading Reductions and
Invasion by the Zebra Mussel. 1991-1995. Developed and applied zebra mussel bioenergetic model to
estimate potential change in trophic response to nutrient loads caused by zebra mussels.

EPA Regional Training Workshops on Development of Total Maximum Daily Loads. 1993-1995.
Managed and served as lead presenter for a series of nationwide technical training workshops explaining
the development of TMDLs.

Evaluation of Mixing Zone Models for Produced Water from Oil and Gas Operations in the Gulf of
Mexico. 1993-1994. Provided expert review of the applicability of several models to determine which
would be most appropriate for general NPDES permit development. Resolved dispute between EPA and
industry consultants.

Development of Caloosahatchee Estuary Salinity Model. 1993. Managed WASP model application to
predict estuarine salinity distribution in response to a wide range of freshwater inflows.

Documentation of CORMIX Mixing Zone Model Revisions for U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. 1993. Reviewed applicability of DRBC-sponsored changes to the model CORMIX designed to
facilitate estuarine mixing zone analysis.

Development of a Multi-Branched Stream Toxics Model for Wasteload Allocation Purposes for
Pennsylvania DER. 1993. Managed development of C-language watershed-based expert system for
performing water quality simulation and effluent permitting

Testing the Use of Computer Models for NPDES Permit Development to Protect Sediment Quality.
1992-Present. Directed application of water and sediment quality models for four hydrophobic organic
chemicals in a Louisiana estuary and six metals in a Massachusetts/Rhode Island river.

Water Quality Analysis and Modeling in Support of NPDES Requirements for the Expansion of the
Lower Potomac Pollution Control Plant, Fairfax Co., Virginia. 1992-1993. Managed application of
hydrodynamic, toxic pollutant, conventional pollutant/eutrophication, and mixing zone models to
determine water quality impacts of alternate discharge locations.
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Development of a Demonstration Total Maximum Daily Load for Silver Creek, Arizona for Use in
EPA Training. 1992-1993. Managed development of watershed and receiving water quality models in
support of TMDL development.

Development of a Demonstration Total Maximum Daily Load for Paradise Creek in the Northwest
in Support of EPA Training. 1992-1993. Managed development of watershed and receiving water
quality models in support of TMDL development.

Development of the User Friendly PC-Based DYNTOX Probabilistic Toxics Model for Use in
NPDES Development. 1992-1993. Managed conversion of mainframe-based DYNTOX probabilistic
model to user-friendly, PC-based platform.

Determination of Mixing Zones for Three Dischargers in the Missouri River for EPA Region 7.
1992-1993. Project manager for mixing zone model calibration to field dye survey data.

Enhancements to Multi-SMP Surface Water Toxics Model for EPA Use in Assistance to States.
1992-1993. Managed update of the Multi-SMP model to include refined user interface and additional
modeling capabilities.

Expert "SWAT Team" Assistance to U.S. EPA and States in Development of Total Maximum Daily
Loads. 1992. Provided expert assistance to numerous states in developing total maximum daily loads.

Eutrophication Modeling of Providence River and Upper Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island in
Support of Dissolved Oxygen Restoration. 1992. Managed application of a eutrophication model to
determine nutrient loading reductions required to restore dissolved oxygen to desired levels.

Survey of Existing TMDLs for PCBs. 1992. Managed literature review. of existing PCB modelinig
applications in support of proposed Great Lakes PCB TMDL.

Presentation of Total Maximum Daily Load Modeling Approaches at EPA National Planning
Workshops. 1992. Presented technical approaches to watershed-based water quality control at a
nationwide series of EPA workshops.

Development of Phase II Screening Model for TCDD (Dioxin) in the Columbia River. 1991-1992.
Directed application of a screening-level mass balance model to support development of a total maximum
daily load (TMDL) for dioxin in the Upper and Lower Columbia, Snake and Willamette River Basins.

Development of Draft Technical Guidance Manual for Performing TMDLs, U.S. EPA Office of
Science and Technology. 1991-1993. Authored draft guidance manual containing TMDL case studies,.
along with expanded outline of guidance describing the TMDL development process.

Development of a Modeling Protocol to Support NPDES Permit Limits to Protect Sediment
Quality. 199 1-1992. Managed development of a range of sediment quality models to be used for
evaluation of Sediment Quality Criteria (SQC). Examined the nationwide impact of promulgation of
SQC.

Comparison of Toxic NPDES Permit Limits Developed Using Dynamic and Steady-State
Approaches in Support of EPA Training Workshops. 1991-1992. Managed application of water
quality and mixing zone models, and resulting permit derivation, to determine permit limits for toxic
pollutants.

Development of a Solids and Nutrient Demonstration Total Maximum Daily Load for San Luis
Obispo Creek as a Case Study for EPA and State Regulatory Staff Training. 1991-1992. Managed
development of watershed and receiving water quality models in support of TMDL development.

Statistical Analysis of Rainfall Data for Five Cities in Support of EPA Interest in Design Storms for
Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plans. 1991-1992. Managed statistical assessment of observed data
on rainfall intensity, duration, and volume; provided guidance on selection of design conditions.
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Review of Mixing Zone NPDES Application for Pago Pago Harbor. 1991. Managed review for U.S.
EPA Region 9 of UDKHDEN mixing zone model application.

Development of a SMPTOX3 Surface Water Toxic Chemical Model for EPA to Improve
Availability and Use of Models for Support of NPDES Permits. 1991. Managed development and
testing of a variable-complexity water quality and sediment toxics model.

Waste Load Allocation Modeling for Lead Mining Industry Discharges. 1991. Managed development
of a surface water and bed sediment quality model for heavy metals.

Toxics Modeling and NPDES Permitting Training Workshops for EPA and State Regulatory Staff.
1990-1992. Managed and served as lead presenter for a series of nationwide technical training workshops
explaining the development and application of water quality models for NPDES permitting.

Support of Total Maximum Daily Load Water Quality Model Development for South San
Francisco Bay. 1990-1991. Managed development of screening-level WASP model application using
available data, and provided monitoring recommendations to collect data required to support more
rigorous modeling.

Analysis of Needs and Alternatives for Region 3 Estuarine Waste Load Allocation and Mixing Zone
Assessments. 1990-1991. Reviewed available modeling approaches for estuarine mixing zones, provided
recommendations to EPA.

Toxic Model Update and Toxic Modeling Handbook for EPA. 1990-1991. Managed development and
testing of a steady-state water quality and sediment toxics model

Fate and Transport Modeling in Support of the Columbia River Dioxin TMDL. 1990-1991.
Developed and applied an environmental fate and transport model to support the conclusions of the
Columbia River Dioxin TMDL, in response to a legal challenge of the TMDL developed by Region 10.

Technical Guidance for Narragansett Bay Waste Load Allocation Modeling. 1989-1992. Co-chaired
Water Quality Modeling Advisory Board overseeing development of a dissolved oxygen wasteload
allocation model for the Providence River and Upper Narragansett Bay.

Modification and Enhancements to the Pennsylvania DER Water Quality Analysis Model. 1989-
1991. Managed conversion of expert system dissolved oxygen model from Applesoft Basic to
C-language.

Technical Assistance to EPA in Development of Section 303(d) Wasteload Allocation Program
Guidance. 1989-1991. Provided technical assistance to EPA on a wide range of issues related to water
quality assessment and modeling.

QUAL2E-UNCAS Modeling for use in EPA Technical Guidance Manual. 1989-1990. Managed
modeling analysis and authored chapter on QUAL2E modeling for EPA technical guidance manual.

Preparation of EPA Draft Permit Writer's Guide to Water Quality-Based Toxics Control for
Marine and Estuarine Discharges. 1989-1990. Authored chapter on exposure assessment modeling,
describing alternative modeling methodologies.

Development of Procedures for Waste Load Allocation in Arthur Kill Estuary, U.S. EPA Region 2.
1989. Developed wasteload allocation guidance manual for New Jersey DEP.

Toxics Modeling Workshops for Training EPA and State Regulatory Personnel. 1989. Managed and
served as lead presenter for a series of nationwide technical training workshops explaining the
development and application of water quality models for NPDES permitting.

Water Quality Modeling of Walloon Lake and Development of a Basin-Wide Watershed
Management Plan. 1988-1989. Developed and calibrated multi-segment lake eutrophication model to
predict the impact of watershed development on Lake Trout habitat.
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Development of Waste Load Allocation Technical Guidance Manual for Estuarine Systems on
Behalf of EPA. 1988-1989. Co-authored two technical guidance manuals on estuarine wasteload
allocation modeling.

Training Workshop for EPA and State Regulatory Staff on Development of Water Quality Based
Toxic Effluent Limits for NPDES Permits. 1988. Managed and served as lead presenter for a series of
nationwide technical training workshops explaining the development and application of water quality
models for NPDES permitting.

Assistance to States in Identifying 304(l) Impacted Waterbodies: Candidate Lists for Six States for
EPA. 1988. Managed review of state databases and files to develop lists of impaired waters.

Development of a Dissolved Oxygen Model of the Bon Secour River and Intercoastal Waterway,
Alabama. 1988. Managed water quality model application and conducted technology transfer training
workshop for State and Regional staff.

Development of a Dissolved Oxygen Model of the Amelia River Estuarine System to Assist in
Determination of Effluent Limitations for a Pulp and Paper Mill. 1988. Managed development of
WASP model of hydrodynamics and dissolved oxygen.

Investigation of Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluents Impacts on Sweetwater Creek in Support of
NPDES Permit Development. 1988. Managed field survey data collection and water quality model
application to determine effluent limitations required in response to increased discharge flow.

Dilution Modeling of Toxic Impairment in U.S. Estuaries due to Toxic Discharges to Develop List of
Potentially Impaired Waters as Part of 304(l) Requirements. 1987-1988. Managed database
development and model application for 161 pollutants in 96 U.S. estuaries.

Water Quality, Runoff and Sewer System Modeling in Support of Planning for Wayne County
Combined Sewer Overflow Controls in the Rouge River Basin. 1980-1982, 1987. Applied water
quality models to determine the dissolved oxygen impact of combined sewer overflows to the Rouge
River.

Development of a Screening Model for Lake Toxics Impacts for EPA to Evaluate the Impacts of
Hazardous Waste Landfills. 1986-1987. Developed modeling methodology to determine if landfill
controls designed for protecting riverine water quality would also be protective for lakes.

Dissolved Oxygen Studies of the Potomac Estuary to Evaluate the Need for Wastewater Treatment
by Nitrification. 1986-1987. Managed dissolved oxygen modeling and review; conducted Monte Carlo
assessment of variability in algal productivity.

Development of Prototype Pre- and Post-Processors for EPA Water Quality Models to Improve Use
by Regulatory Staff. 1986. Managed development of user-friendly microcomputer interfaces for the
QUAL2E and DYNTOX models.

Toxics Modeling Workshops for Training EPA and State Regulatory Personnel in Their Use in
NPDES Permitting. 1985-1987. Managed and served as presenter for a series of nationwide technical
training workshops explaining the development and application of water quality models for NPDES
permitting.

Development of Interactive Microcomputer Programs on the Simplified Method for Conventional
and Toxic Waste Load Allocation for EPA. 1985-1986. Managed the development of a user-friendly
stream dissolved oxygen model.

Development of a Monte Carlo Dissolved Oxygen Model for Evaluation of Waste LoadAllocation
for Michigan DNR. 1985-1986. Managed development of a user-friendly microcomputer model for
performing probabilistic modeling analyses of receiving water quality.
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Critical Review of NPDES Effluent Limits for Fairfax County Virginia. 1983-1987. Developed,
calibrated, and applied water quality models for dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll as part of NPDES
permit review.

Evaluation and Expert Testimony on the Impact of Zoning Restrictions on Water Quality in
Occoquan Reservoir. 1983-.1985. Developed, calibrated and applied watershed and receiving water
quality models to determine the impact of urban development on a drinking water supply. Worked with
lawyers during trial to prepare questions for opposition witnesses.

Water Quality Monitoring and Modeling to Critically Evaluate and Revise NPDES Effluent Limits
for the City of Owosso, Michigan. 1983-1984. Directed and designed field surveys; calibrated and
applied dissolved oxygen model to determine appropriate permit limits to protect water quality.

Modeling and Evaluation of PCB and PBB in Saginaw and Pine Rivers to Assess Needs for
Sediment Remediation. 1983. Assisted in PCB model application to the Saginaw River.

Concept Paper and Workshop for EPA to Introduce Specialized Uncertainty and Probability
Analysis in NPDES Waste Load Allocations. 1982-1983. Reviewed alternative probabilistic modeling
procedures for water quality assessment.

Studies of Phytoplankton and Dissolved Oxygen Kinetics in Onondaga Lake. 1982-1983. Developed
and calibrated microcomputer eutrophication model for Onondaga Lake.

Critical Review of Stochastic Modeling Used by Iron and SteelIndustry to Characterize Effluent
Characteristics and Water Quality Impacts. 1982. Reviewed and critiqued stochastic water quality
model application for U.S. EPA.

Hydrologic Modeling of Ellsworth Lake to Evaluate Effects of Withdrawals on Lake Levels. 1982.
Conducted hydrographic survey, model development and application to determine cause of beach
exposure.

Evaluation of the Impacts of Grand Rapids Combined Sewer Overflows on Grand River Water
Quality and the Need for Controls. 1980-1982. Developedý calibrated, and applied water quality model
to determine dissolved oxygen impact of combined sewer overflows.

Monitoring and Modeling of Washington, D.C. Impacts on Water Quality in the Potomac and
Anacostia Rivers, and Rock Creek to Develop a Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan. 1977-
1982. Developed and applied hydrodynamic and water quality models for the Potomac and Anacostia
Estuaries.

Selected Publications

Journal Articles

V.J. Bierman, Jr., J. Kaur, J.V. DePinto, T.J. Feist and D.W. Dilks. 2005. Modeling the Role of Zebra
Mussels in the Proliferation of Blue-Green Algae in Saginaw Bay, Lake Huron. Accepted for
publication in Journal of Great Lakes Research.

Dilks, D. W. and P. L. Freedman. 2004. Improved Consideration of the Margin of Safety in TMDL
Development. Journal of Environmental Engineering. 130(6):690-694.

Freedman, P. L., A. D. Nemura, and D. W. Dilks. 2004. Viewing TMDLs as a Process, not a Singular
Value: Adaptive Watershed Management. Journal of Environmental Engineering. 130(6):695-
702.

DePinto, J.V., P.L. Freedman, D.W. Dilks, and W.M. Larson.,2004. Models quantify the Total Maximum
Daily Load process. Journal of Environmental Engineering. 130(6):703-713.
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Raghunathan, R. K., T. Slawecki, T.D. Fontaine, Z. Chen, D.W. Dilks, V.J. Bierman, Jr. and S. Wade.
2001. Exploring the Dynamics and Fate of Total Phosphorus in the Florida Everglades Using a
Calibrated Mass Balance Model. Ecological Modelling. 142:247-259.

Dilks, D. W. and J.F. Pendergast. 1999. A Comparison of Dynamic and Steady State Models for
Determining Water Quality Based NPDES Limits for Toxics, Water Environment Research, Vol.
7, No. 2, pp. 225-229.

Freedman, P. L. and D. W. Dilks, 1994. A Watershed Event in Water Quality Protection. Water
Environment and Technology, 6(9), 76-81.

Freedman, P. L. and D. W. Dilks, 1994. Revised Methods Considered for Aquatic Life Criteria, Water
Environment and Technology, March 1994.

Dilks, D. W. , J. S. Helfand, V.J. Bierman, Jr. and L. Burkhard, 1993. Field Application of a Steady-State
Mass Balance Model for Hydrophobic Organic Chemicals in an Estuarine System, Water Science
and Technology, 28:263-271.

Dilks, D. W. , R.P. Canale and P.G. Meier. 1992. Development of a Bayesian Monte Carlo Method for
Determining Water Quality Model Uncertainty, Ecological Modeling, 62:149-162.

Meier. P. G. and D. W. Dilks. 1984. Periphytic Oxygen Production in Outdoor Experimental Channels,

(with P.G. Meier), Water Research, 18 (9):1137-1142.

Dilks, D. W. 1983. DOS Depression, inCider, January 1983.

Dilks, D. W. and P.G. Meier. 1981. The Use of Coverslips in Estimating Periphyton Accrual, Journal of
Freshwater Ecology, 1: 321-326.

Books and Published Reports

Navigating the TMDL Process: Method Developmentfor Narrative Criteria. (with P. L. Freedman, H.
Holmberg, P. Moskus, G. McBride, C. Hickey, D. Smith, and P. Striplin.) Water Environment
Research Foundation. 2004.

Navigating the TMDL Process: Evaluation and inprovements. (with P. L. Freedman, W. M. Larson, D.
Schechtcr, A. Ncmura, T. Naperala, J. V. DePinto, M.G. Prothro, G. W. Boese, A. Dettelbach, L.
Nothman, K. Thornton, D. Ford, P. Massirer, T. Soerens, K. B. Stevens, J. A. H. Sobrinho.)
Water Environment Research Foundation. 2004.

Receiving Water Impacts (with P. Freedman)' in The Control and Treatment of Industrial Stormwater,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996.

An Integrated Model of Atmospheric and Aquatic Chemical Fate Useful for Guiding Regulatory
Decisions (with P, Rodgers and P. Samson), in Long Range Transport of Pesticides, Lewis,
Publishers, 1989.

Artificial Substrata for Reducing Periphytic Variability on Replicated Samples, (with P.G. Meier and
D. O'Connor) in Periphyton of Freshwater Ecosystems, Dr. W. Junk Publishers, The Hague,
Chapter 34, pp. 283-286, 1983.

Client Reports

Provisional Buxahatchee Creek, AL (AL/03150107-090_01) Dry Weather Dissolved Oxygen TMDL.
2003.

DYNTOX User's Manual. Prepared for EPA Office of Science and Technology. September 1995.
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DESCON Version 2.0 User's Manual. Prepared for EPA Office of Science and Technology. September
1995.

SMPTOX4 User's Manual. Prepared for EPA Office of Science and Technology. September 1995.

Phase 2 Preliminary Model Calibration Report, Hudson River PCB Reassessment RI/FS. Draft report to
U.S. EPA, January 1995.

Performance Report for Caloosahatchee Estuary Salinity Modeling, prepared for South Florida Water
Management District, West Palm Beach, Florida, October 1994.

Development of the Silver Creek Demonstration TMDL, prepared for U.S. EPA Region 9, San Francisco,
California, February 1993.

Development of the Paradise Creek Demonstration TMDL, prepared for U.S. EPA Region 10, Seattle,
Washington, February 1993.

Development of the San Luis Obispo Creek Demonstration TMDL, prepared for U.S. EPA Region 9, San
Francisco, California, April 1992.

Providence River/Upper Narragansett Bay Eutrophication Screening Analysis, prepared for Narragansett
Bay Project, Providence, Rhode Island, July 1992.

Assessment of American Original, Inc. Dissolved Oxygen Impact onParting Creek, prepared for
McGuire, Woods, Battle, and Boothe, Richmond, Virginia, June, 1991.

South San Francisco Bay TMDL Modeling Task 1: Data Report: Screening Model Application and
Recommendations, prepared for California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Oakland,
California, November 1990.

South San Francisco Bay TMDL Modeling Task 2: Report: Screening Model Application and
Recommendations, prepared for California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Oakland,
California, November 1990.

Toxics Modeling Handbook, prepared for U.S. EPA, Region 4, October 1990.

SMPTOX3 User's Manual, prepared for U.S. EPA, Region 4, October 1990.

Estuarine Dilution Analyses to Estimate Toxic Substance Impairment for 304(1) Identification, for U.S.
EPA Office of Marine and Estuarine Protection and Office of Water Regulation and Standards,
Washington, D.C, March 31, 1988.

State of Kansas Identification of 304(1) Waterbodies: Candidate Lists, prepared for U.S. EPA Region 7,
Kansas City, Kansas, March 31, 1988.

State of Nebraska Identification of 304(1) Waterbodies: Candidate Lists, prepared for U.S. EPA Region 7.
Kansas City, Kansas, March 31, 1988.

Evaluation of Critical Conditions for Assessing the Benefits of Increased Nitrification Treatment in the
Upper Potomac Estuary, prepared for Metropolitan Washington Council of Government, Washington,
D.C., December 1987.

Impacts of Dale Mabry WWTP Effluent on Brushy Creek Water Quality, prepared for Hillsborough
County, Florida, and Greeley and Hansen Engineers, Tampa, Florida, December 1987.

Preliminary Analysis of the Impacts of Dale Mabry WWTP Effluent on Brushy Creek Water Quality,
prepared for Hillsborough County, Florida and Greeley and Hansen Engineers, Tampa, Florida,
November 1987.

Limno-Tech, Inc. David W. Dilks
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Dissolved Oxygen Predictions for Alternative Wastewater Treatment Scenarios in the Upper Potomac
Estuary, prepared for Metropolitan Washington Council of Government, Washington, D.C.,
September 1987.

Validation of DEM to 1985 and 1986 Data, prepared for Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments, Washington, D.C., August 11, 1987.

QUAL2E: Prototype IMF Version, User's Manual, for U.S. EPA Monitoring and Data Support Division,
Washington, D.C., October 1986.

Progress Report: Review of the Waste Load Allocations for the Lower Potomac and Little Hunting Creek
Wastewater Plants, prepared for. Fairfax County, Virginia, July 21, 1986.

Expanded Definition of Surface Water Component for RCRA Land Disposal Facilities, A Proposed
Framework for Lakes, prepared for LimnoSystems, Durham, North Carolina, March 1986.

Dynamic Toxics Analyses (DYNTOX) User's Manual, for U.S. EPA Monitoring and Data Support
Division, Washington, D.C., March 1985.

Projected Impacts of Lower Potomac Pollution Control Plant on Gunston Cover Water Quality, for
Fairfax County, Virginia, December 1984.

Calibration and Verification of a Water Quality Model for Gunston Cove, for Fairfax County, Virginia,
November 1984.

Evaluation of City of Owosso Wastewater Treatment Plant NPDES Requirements, for Owosso, Michigan,
December 1983.

Potomac Estuary Water Quality Causes and Effects as Related to 1983 Observations, for Fairfax County,
Virginia, September 1983.

Development of a Microcomputer Eutrophication Model for.Onondaga Lake, for Calocerinos and Spina,
August 1983.

Review of VIMS Hydrodynamic Modeling of Gunston Cove, for Fairfax County, Virginia, August 1983.

Review of VIMS Water Quality Modeling of Gunston Cove, for Fairfax County, Virginia, August 1983.

Analysis of Virginia Effluent Limitations for the Lower Potomac Sewage Treatment Plant, for Fairfax
County, Virginia, January 1983.

Impact of Grand Rapids Combined Sewer Overflows on Grand River Water Quality. Phase II Report, for
McNamee, Porter, and Steely, Ann Arbor, Michigan, March 1982.

Selected Proceedings

Wade, R. Scott, D.W. Dilks, V.K.S. Breidenbach, L.A. Fowler, E. Heath, C. Allen, and T. Maxwell.
2004. A Watershed Approach to Support River Protection, Land Use Planning, and Open Space
Preservation in a Rapidly Developing Suburban Region. Presented at Watershed 2004, a specialty
conference of the Water Environment Federation, Dearborn, Michigan, July 2004.

Implicit Methods for Addressing Model Uncertainty in Support of the TMDL Margin of Safety.
Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation TMDL Sciences 2003, Chicago, Illinois. November
19, 2003.

Adaptation and Calibration of HSPF to Simulate Periphyton in Support of the Truckee River TMDL
Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation TMDL Sciences 2003 (with T. Naperala), Chicago,
Illinois. November 19, 2003.
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Discharger Led TMDL Study for Findley Lake Watershed, Ohio (How to Get a NPDES Permit for a
303(d) Listed Water When the TMDL is Years Away. Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation
TMDL Sciences 2003 (with V. Breidenbach), Chicago, Illinois. November 19, 2003.

Moskus, P.E., D.W. Dilks, T.A.D. Slawecki, and R.S. Wade. 2003. Lake Lanier, Georgia, Nutrient Load
Analysis. Presented at the Joint International Lake Committee (ILEC) and International Association of
Great Lakes Research (IAGLR) Conference. Chicago, Illinois, June 2003.

Development of a TMDL for Nutrients and Sediment for Standing Bear Lake. Proceedings of the TMDL
Sciences and Policy Conference (with Kathryn Sweet, Daniel Schechter, and Penelope Moskus.) Phoenix,
Arizona. November, 2002.

Narrative Criteria in the TMDL Process. Proceedings of the TMDL Sciences and Policy Conference (with
Hans Holmberg, Graham McBride, and Chris Hickey.) Phoenix, Arizona. November, 2002.

Improved Methods for Calculating the TMDL Margin of Safety. Proceedings of the TMDL Sciences and
Policy Conference. Phoenix, Arizona. November, 2002.

Guiding Principles for Modeling in TMDL Process. Proceedings of the TMDL Sciences Conference (with
DePinto, J.V., W.M. Larson, and P.L. Freedman. Phoenix, AZ. November, 2002.

Turner, C.L., T.A. Naperala, D.W. Dilks, J. Heath.. "Evaluating CSO Impacts on the Ohio River: Project
Overview and Large River Case Study," WEFTEC 2002 Conference Proceedings. September 2002.

Critical Evaluation of the.TMDL Process, Proceedings of the American Society of Engineers TMDL
Conference, Fort Worth, Texas, April, 2002.

Application of Bayesian Monte Carlo Analysis to Determine the Uncertainty in the Lake Okeechobee
Water Quality Model. (with R. Thomas James). Proceedings of Watershed 2002 Conference, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, February, 2002.

Watershed and Water Quality Modeling to Support Watershed Protection in the Pumpkinvine Creek
Watershed, Georgia (with Penelope Moskus). Proceedings of Watershed 2002 Conference, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, February, 2002.

TMDLs: Expeditious or Implementable? Proceedings of Watershed 2000, Vancouver, British Columbia,
July, 2000.

Proposed Bacteria TMDL for the Shawsheen River, Massachusetts. (with P. E. Moskus, K. Dolan, R.
Goodno, and K. Laffin). Presented at Watershed 2000, Vancouver, British Columbia, July, 2000.

Development and Application of a Linked Watershed/Water Quality Model for Evaluating Impacts from
Nutrient Loads to Lake Lanier, Georgia. (with T. J. Feist, T.A.D. Slawecki, P.E. Moskus, R.S. Wade, and
E.M. Buchak). Presented at the 19th International Symposium of the North American Lake Management
Society, Reno, Nevada, December 1999.

A Coupled phytoplankton - zebra mussel model for Saginaw Bay, Lake Huron. Proceedings of the
Workshop on Aquatic ecosystem Modeling and Assessment Techniques for Application within the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. (with Bierman, V.J., Jr., T.J. Feist, J.V. DePinto, and R.G. Kreis.) U.S. Army
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MSI Misc Paper EL-98-1. pp. 43-67. 1998.

Development and Application of a Linked Watershed/Waterbody Model for the Lake Lanier Watershed
Study. Proceedings of the WEF Specialty Conference on Watersheds, Denver, Colorado, May, 1998.

Implementation of a Watershed Management Plan for a Georgia Water Supply Reservoir (with P.
Moskus). Proceedings of the WEF Specialty Conference on Watersheds, Denver, Colorado, May, 1998.

Development of Alternative Management Scenarios For The Lake Lanier Watershed (with R. S. Wade).
Proceedings of the WEF Specialty Conference on Watersheds, Denyer, Colorado, May, 1998.
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Development of a Probabilistic Depth of Scour Model for PCB-Contaminated Cohesive Sediments in the
Hudson River (with J. Helfand). Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation 70th Annual
Conference, October, 1997.

The Development and Calibration of an Everglades Nutrient Fate and Transport Model (with R.
Raghunathan). Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation 70th Annual Conference, October,
1997.

Modeling Wet Weather Water Quality Impacts on Large Rivers: The Ohio River Demonstration Study.
Proceedings of the Water Environment Federation 70th Annual Conference. October, 1997.

A Mass Balance Analysis of the Relationships among Zebra Mussels, Blue-Green Phytoplankton and
Sediment Phosphorus Flux in Saginaw Bay, Lake Huron. Contributed paper at 39th Conference on Great

Lakes Research, Erindale College, Mississauga, Ontario (with Bierman, V.J., Jr., T.J. Feist, and J.V.
DePinto) May 26-30, 1996.

TMDLs as a Tool for Watershed Development (with C. Paulson). Proceedings of Watershed '96,
Baltimore, Maryland, June 1996.

Selecting Design Conditions as Part of a Watershed Approach to Water Quality Control, Proceedings of
the North American Water and Environment Congress, American Society of Civil Engineers, June 1996.

Conducting Wasteload Allocations in a Watershed Framework: Real World Problems and Solutions,
Proceedings of Watershed '96, June 1996.

Development and Application of Models to Determine Sediment Quality Criteria-driven Permit Limits

for Metals. WEF Specialty Conference Series Proceedings, Toxic Substances in Water Environments,
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 1995.

Sediment Quality Modeling in Response to Proposed Sediment Quality Criteria. Proceedings of the Water
Environment Federation 67th Annual Conference, October 15-19, 1994.

Field Application of a Steady-State Mass Balance Model for Hydrophobic Organic Chemicals in an
Estuarine System. Proceedings of IAWQ Specialty Conference on Contaminated Sediments, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, 1993.

Development of the San Luis Obispo Demonstration TMDL. Proceedings of Watershed '93, a National
Conference on Watershed Management, Alexandria, Virginia, 1993.

Screening Level Modeling in Support of an Estuarine Toxics Management Program, ASCE National
Conference on Environmental Engineering, Reno, Nevada, July 1991.

Model Uncertainty in Predicting Eutrophic Impacts on High Quality Lakes. Proceedings of a North

American Lake Management Society Specialty Conference on High Quality Lakes. 1990.

GIS - Water Quality Model Linkage, proceedings of the ASCE National Conference on Environmental
Engineering, Alexandria, Virginia, 1990.

Determination of Water Quality Model Uncertainty using a Bayesian Monte Carlo Technique.
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers National Conference on Environmental
Engineering, 1989.

Application of Microcomputers for Uncertainty Analysis with Wastewater Treatment Facilities Planning,
1st National Conference on Microcomputers In Civil Engineering, 1983.

Expert Testimony

Maine Board of Environmental Protection. Androscoggin River Waste Discharge Licenses and Gulf
Island Pond Water Quality Certification. 2007
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Lake Lanier Association, Save Our Communities Now, Inc., Terence D. Hughey, Upper Chattahoochee
Riverkeeper Fund.' Inc., and Sierra Club, vs. Environmental Protection Division, Georgia Department Of
Natural Resources. 2002.

Western Carolina Regional Sewerage Authority v. South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control. TMDL Development for Nutrients. 1999.

Frank J. Kelly, et al v. M.A. Hanna Company v. USX Corp., et al. Ingham County Circuit Court Case No.
94-77813-CE. Environmental Impacts of Acid Mine Drainage. 1999.

California Regional Water Quality Control Board. Expert Review of Newport Bay Nutrient TMDL. 1998.

California Regional Water Quality Control Board. Expert Review of Environmental Impact of Irvine
Ranch Water District Discharge on Eutrophication in Newport Bay. 1998.

Virginia State Water Control Board. Assessment of American Original, Inc. Discharge on Dissolved
Oxygen in Parting Creek. 1991.

Selected Presentations

Implicit Methods for Addressing Model Uncertainty in Support of the TMDL Margin of Safety. Presented
at the Water Environment Federation TMDL Sciences 2003, Chicago, Illinois. November 19, 2003.

Adaptation and Calibration of HSPF to Simulate Periphyton in Support of the Truckee River TMDL
Presented at TMDL Sciences 2003, Chicago, Illinois. November 19, 2003.

Discharger Led TMDL Study for Findley Lake Watershed, Ohio (How to Get a NPDES Permit for a
303(d) Listed Water When the TMDL is Years Away), presented at the Water Environment Federation
2003 TMDL Sciences Conference, Chicago, IL, November 2003.

"Stormwater and Stormwater Modeling in TMDLs" and "Improved Methods For Calculating the TMDL
Margin of Safety", presented at EPA Region 5 TMDL Training Course, Madison, Wisconsin, August,
2003.

Practical Methods For Calculating the Margin of Safety, presented at the University of California at Santa
Barbara Workshop on Determining the Margin of Safety for TMDLs, Santa Barbara, California, August,
2003.

Lake Lanier, Georgia. Nutrient Load Analysis. Presented at the Joint International Lake Committee
(ILEC) and International Association of Great Lakes Research (IAGLR) Conference. Chicago, IL, June
2003.

Overview of National Research Findings on the TMDL Program. Presented at Ohio Water Environment
Association Watershed Management Workshop, Newark, OH, April, 2003.

Development of a TMDL for Nutrients and Sediment for Standing Bear Lake. TMDL Sciences and Policy
Conference. Phoenix, Arizona. November, 2002.

Narrative Criteria in the TMDL, Process. TMDL Sciences and Policy Conference. Phoenix, Arizona.
November, 2002.

Improved Methods for Calculating the TMDL Margin of Safety. TMDL Sciences and Policy Conference.
Phoenix, Arizona. November, 2002.

Effects of Nutrient Load Reductions on Hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico. Science to Support Nutrient-
Management Decisions Related to Hypoxia in the Northern Gulf of Mexico and Water Quality in the
Mississippi River Basin. St. Louis, Missouri. October, 2002.
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Improved Methods for Calculating the TMDL Margin of Safety. Presented at the 75th Annual Conference
and Exposition of the Water Environment Federation, Chicago, Illinois, September, 2002.

Navigating the TMDL Process: Evaluation and Design. Invited Presentation to the Federal WaterQuality
Coalition, Washington, D.C., May, 2002.

Critical Evaluation of the TMDL Process, American Society of Engineers TMDL Conference, Fort
Worth, Texas, March, 2002.

Application of Bayesian Monte Carlo to Determine the Uncertainty in the Lake Okeechobee Water
Quality Model. Watershed, 2002. Fort Lauderdale, Florida. February, 2002.

A Nationwide Look at TMDLs. Invited Presentation to the Second Annual Advanced Conference on
TMDLs and The Clean Water Act, Environmental Law Education Center, Portland, Oregon, Februaiy,
2002.

Critical Review of the TMDL Program. Invited presentation to the Annual Conference of the California
Water Environment Association. Sacramento, California, April, 2001.

Development of the Newport Bay TMDL. Invited Presentation to the EMAP Coastal Symposium 2001,
Pensacola, Florida, April, 2001.

Caveats for Modeling in the TMDL Domain. Invited Presentation to the TMDL Sciences Conference, St.
Louis, Missouri, March, 2001.

Practical Considerations in TMDL Implementation. Presented at Watershed 2000, Vancouver, British
Columbia, July, 2000.

TMDLs at a Cross-Roads: Expeditious vs. Implementable. Invited presentation to the Annual Conference
of the California Water Environment Association. Sacramento, California, April, 2000.

Development and Application of a Linked Watershed/Water Quality Model for Evaluating Impacts from
Nutrient Loads to Lake Lanier, Georgia. Presented at the 19th International Symposium of the North
American Lake Management Society, Reno, Nevada, December 1999.

Local Approaches to Wet Weather TMDLs. Invited presentation to the Annual Conference of the
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July, 1999.

Models for Mercury and Other Contaminants in Support of TMDL Development. Presented to the Ohio
EPA TMDL External Advisory Group. Reynoldsburg, Ohio, July, 1999.

Current Issues in Contaminated Sediment Modeling. Presented to U.S. EPA Office of Science and
Technology. Washington, D.C., April, 1999.

Development and Application of a Linked Watershed/Waterbody Model for the Lake Lanier Watershed.
Presented at the SETAC National Conference. Charlotte, North Carolina, November, 1998.

Development of a Probabilistic Depth of Scour Model For PCB-Contaminated Cohesive Sediments in the
Hudson River. Presented at the SETAC National Conference. Charlotte, North Carolina, November,
1998.

Applying Watershed Models. Presented at the Summer Conference of the Michigan Association of
County Drain Commissioners, July, 1998.

Newport Bay, California Nutrient TMDL Case Study, Presented at the National Wildlife Federation
TMDL Implementation Summit, Burlington, Vermont, June, 1998.

Effects of Nutrient Source Reductions in the Mississippi-Atchafalaya Basin on Water Quality in the Gulf.
of Mexico. Presented at American Society of Limnology and Oceanography Annual Conference, St.
Louis, Missouri, June, 1998.
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Development and Application of a Linked WatershedlWaterbody Model for the Lake Lanier Watershed
Study. Presented at Watershed Environment Federation Specialty Conference on Watersheds, Denver,
Colorado, May, 1998.

TMDL Case Studies, What's Worked and What Hasn't: Technical Perspective. Presented at the
Chesapeake Water Environment Association Annual Conference, College Park, Maryland, November,
1997.

Modeling Wet Weather Water Quality Impacts on Large Rivers: The Ohio River Demonstration Study.
Presented at the Water Environment Federation 70th Annual Conference, Chicago, Illinois, October,
1997.

TMDLs as a Tool for Watershed Development. Presented at Watershed '96, Baltimore, Maryland, June
1996.

Selecting Design Conditions as Part of a Watershed Approach to Water Quality Control, Presented at the
North American Water and Environment Congress, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1996.

Conducting Wasteload Allocations in a Watershed Framework: Real World Problems and Solutions,
Presented at Watershed '96, Baltimore, Maryland.

Sediment Quality Modeling of Heavy Metals. Presented at WaterEnvironment Federation Specialty
Conference on Toxics in the Water Environment, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 1995.

Sediment Quality Modeling in Response to Proposed Sediment Quality Criteria, Presented at the 67th
Annual Conference and Exposition of the Water Environment Federation, Chicago, Illinois, October 15-
19, 1994..

Field Application of a Steady-State Mass Balance Model for Hydrophobic Organic Chemicals in an
Estuarine System. Presented at the First Annual IAWQ Conference on Contaminated Sediments,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 1993.

Screening Level Modeling in Support of an Estuarine Toxics Management Program, Presented at ASCE
National Conference on Environmental Engineering, Reno, Nevada, July 1991.

Wasteload Allocation, Presented at Water Quality Based Toxics Control: Federal Guidance and
State/Discharger Experience Pre-Conference Workshop, 1992 Water Environment Federation
Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, September 20, 1992.

Permit Development. Presented at Water Quality Based Toxics Control: Federal Guidance and
State/Discharger Experience Pre-Conference Workshop, 1992 Water Environment Federation
Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, September 20, 1992.

GIS - Water Quality Model Linkage. Presented at ASCE National Conference on Environmental
Engineering, Arlington, VA, July 1990.

Model Uncertainty in Predicting Eutrophic Impacts on High Quality Lakes. Presented at North American
Lake Management Society Specialty Conference on High Quality Lakes, Bellaire, Michigan, June 1990.

Water Quality Model of Walloon Lake. Presented at National Conference of the North American Lake
Management Society, Austin, Texas, November 1989.

Determination of Water Quality Model Uncertainty Using a Bayesian Monte Carlo Techniques. Presented
at ASCE National Conference on Environmental Engineering, Austin, Texas, July 1989.

Dilution Modeling to Determine Toxic Impairment in 93 U.S. Estuaries. Presented at 61st Annual
Conference - Water Pollution Control Federation, Dallas, Texas, October 1988.
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Use and Abuse of Microcomputers in Environmental Engineering. Presented at the Joint National
Conference American Society of Civil Engineers/ Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Vancouver,
British Columbia, July 1988.

Development of a Linked Atmospheric/Water Quality Toxics Model, Joint National Conference.
Presented at American Chemical Society/Canadian Chemical Society, Toronto, Ontario, June 1988.

Overview: Microcomputer Graphics Provide New and Innovative Advances for the Water Pollution
Control Specialist. Presented at 59th Annual Conference -Water Pollution Control Federation, Los
Angeles, California, October 1986.

Probabilistic Modeling for Toxic Waste Load Allocation: New Requirements. Presented at 59th Annual
Conference - Water Pollution Control Federation, Los Angeles, California, October 1986.

Application of Microcomputers for Uncertainty Analysis Associated with Wastewater Treatment
Facilities Planning, R.P. Canale, P.L. Freedman and D.W. Dilks. Presented at the .1 st National Conference
on Microcomputers in Civil Engineering, ASCE, Florida Section, Orlando, Florida, November 1, 1983.

Workshop Presentations

"Total Maximum Daily Load Regulation" Michigan Water Law Seminar. Grand Rapids, MI. February
21, 2006.

"It's Time to Start Talking TMDLs" TMDL Informational Seminar. Greenville Soil and Water
Conservation District, et. a]. Greenville, SC. May 25, 2004.

Truckee River HSPF Training Session. Presented at the request of the cities of Reno and Sparks, Nevada.
December 3, 2003, Reno, Nevada.

BASINS Training Course, Sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, April 29 - May 3, 2002.

BASINS Training Course, Sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, March 4-8, 2002.

BASINS Training Course, Sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, November 12-16, 2001.

TMDL Development. Pre-Conference Workshop on Understanding Total Maximum Daily Loads. 7th
Annual Industrial Wastes Technical and Regulatory Conference in Charleston, SC. August, 2001.

TMDL Development. Pre-Conference Workshop on Total Maximum Daily Loads. TMDL Sciences
Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, March, 2001.

BASINS Training Course, Sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, December 4-8, 2000.

Which Model Should Be Used'? Model Selection Approaches. Pre-Conference Workshop on TMDL
Development. WEFTEC 2000, Anaheim, CA, October, 2000.

Overview of Modeling Tools and TMDL Trading: Modeling and Technical Considerations. Pre-
Conference Workshop on TMDL Development. Watershed 2000, Vancouver, British Columbia, July,
2000.

Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL): Current Issues, Oregon Chapter of the Air & Waste Management
Association and the Pacific Northwest Pollution Control Association, Portland, OR, March, 2000
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BASINS Training Course, Sponsored by U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, Feb 28 - March 3, 1999

Watershed and Water Quality Modeling in Support of TMDLs, University of Wisconsin TMDL Short

Course, San Francisco, California, December, 1999.

Watershed and Water Quality Modeling in Support of TMDLs, University of Wisconsin TMDL Short
Course, Madison, Wisconsin, March, 1999.

TMDL Development Pre-Conference Workshop at WEF Watershed Specialty Conference. Denver,
Colorado. May, 1998.

Watershed and Water Quality Modeling in Support of TMDLs, University of Wisconsin TMDL Short

Course, Madison, Wisconsin, March, 1998.

TMDL Development Pre-Conference Workshop at Watershed '96. Baltimore, Maryland. June, 1996.

Watershed Assessment Pre-Conference Workshop at American Water Works Association Annual

Conference. Toronto, Ontario. June, 1996.

Toxics Modeling Pre-Conference Workshop at Water Environment Federation Specialty Conference on
Toxics in the Water Environment. Cincinnati, Ohio. May 1995.

TMDL Regional Information Exchange Workshop: Including Regulatory Guidance, Modeling and
Sampling, U.S. EPA Office of Science and Technology, Exposure and Assessment Branch and Office of
Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds, Watershed Branch:

Region 10, Seattle, Washington, December 6-8, 1994
Region 9, San Francisco, California, November 8-10, 1994
Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, August 30-September 1, 1994
Region 5, Chicago, Illinois, June 28-30, 1994
Region 4 and 6, Atlanta, Georgia, November 30-December 2, 1993
Regions 7 and 8, Denver, Colorado, October 19721, 1993
Region 1 and 2, Danvers, Massachusetts, September 8-10, 1993

Technical Support Document (TSD) for Water Quality-based Toxics Control, Training Seminars:
Region 6, Dallas, Texas, December 10-12, 1991
Region 2, New York, New York, November 19-21, 1991
Region 5, Chicago, Illinois, October 15-17, 1991
Region 1, Boston, Massachusetts, August 27-29, 1991

Region 9, San Francisco, California, July 16-18, 1991
Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 12-14, 1991
Region 8, Denver, Colorado, March 17-19, 1992
Region 6, Kansas City, Missouri, February 11-13, 1992
Region 4, Atlanta, Georgia, January 14-16, 1992

TMDL/Mixing Zone and Toxics Modeling Workshop. U.S. EPA Exposure and Assessment Division,
Office of Water Regulations and Standards:

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 12-14, 1992
Bellevue" Washington, April 14-16, 1992
Denver, Colorado, March 17-19, 1992
Portland, Oregon, August 13-15, 1991
Ithaca, New York, August 6-8, 1991

Limno-Tech, Inc. David W. Dilks
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Toxics Modeling Workshops: Including Theory, Approach, Regulations, Model Selection and Use,
Calibration/Verification, Sampling, Mixing Zones, Probabilistic Techniques, Estuary Modeling,
TMDL/WLA and Permitting, U.S. EPA Assessment and Watershed Protection Division, Office of Water
Regulations and Standards:

Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, December 5-7, 1990
Region 10, Seattle, Washington, January 9-11, 1990
Region 2, New York, New York, September 19-20, 1989
Region 7, Kansas City, Kansas, August 17-18, 1989
Region 9, San Francisco, California, August 8-10, 1989
Region 5, Chicago, Illinois, July 18-19, 1989
Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 1988

Toxic Modeling and Mixing Zone Assessment: Including Regulations, Model Theory, Selection and Use,
Probabilistic Approaches, Permitting, U.S. EPA Assessment and Watershed Protection Division, Office
of Water Regulations and Standards:

Region 4, Atlanta, Georgia, October 10-12, 1990

Region 7, Boulder, Colorado, September 12-13, 1989

Toxics Modeling Workshop for E.I. DuPont DeMours, Wilmington, Delaware, December 5-6, 1989.

Procedures for Water Quality Based Toxic Effluent Limits, U.S. EPA Office of Water Regulations and
Standards:

Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1988

Conventional and Probabilistic Modeling for Toxic Waste Load Allocation, U.S. EPA Office of Water
Regulations and Standards, Waste Load Allocation Branch:

Region 5, Chicago, Illinois, 1987
Region 1, Boston, Massachusetts, 1986
Region 2, New York, New York, 1986

Water Quality Modeling Workshop: Including Regulations, WLA/TMDL, Toxics and Conventional
Pollutant Modeling Theory, Selection and Use, Calibration/Verification, Mixing Zone, Probabilistic
Approaches, Estuary and Bay, U.S. EPA Assessment and Watershed Division, Office Water Regulations
and Standards, Region- 2, Atlanta, Georgia, November 28-30, 1989.

Limno-Tech, Inc. David W. Dilks
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 2, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR INDIAN POINT 3, LLC
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NOS. 2 & 3

Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating Licenses
No. DPR-26 and No. DPR-64 for an Additional 20-year Period

NRC Docket Nos..
50-247 & 50-286

ASLB No.
07-858-03-LR-BDOI

DECLARATION OF WILLIAM G. LITTLE

I, William G. Little, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and correct:

1. I am an attorney employed by the New York State Department of Environmental

Conservation (Department or DEC). Since May 1998, I have served as Department counsel in

the matter of the renewal of the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits for three

electric power generating facilities on the Hudson River, known as the Indian Point Generating

Facility (Units 2 and 3), Roseton, and Bowline (Units I and 2). The administrative proceeding

for the Indian Point SPDES renewal is currently pending before the Department, and I am fully

familiar with the facts and status of that proceeding.

2. 1 submit this declaration to. provide the history of NPDES and SPDES permitting of

Indian Point and of the significant adverse impacts that arise from the technologically outmoded

once-through cooling system that Indian Point uses.



3. The.use and discharge of radioactive materials at Indian Point is under t-he regulatory

jurisdiction of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). DEC re.gulates Indian

Point through its permitting authoriiy under its Clean Water Act delegated permit lrogram,

known as the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) program. D 7EC also

regulates hazardous wastes at Indian Point under the federal Resource, Conservaticzn and

Recovery Act (RCRA). The DEC is also responsible for issuance of a certificatioti under § 401

of the Clean Water Act as part of the NRC relicensing process.

Historical Background

4. The Indian Point nuclear plant is located along the east shore of the :Hucitson River,

approximately forty-three miles from the River's mouth at the New York City Bat-tery. The

Department's records reflect that Unit 1 (IP 1), originally owned by Consolidated Etdison

Company of New York, Inc. (Con Ed), began operation in August 1962. In 1974 Eit ceased

operation and remains in that state pending decommissioning. The initial 40-year license for

Unit 2 (IP2), originally owned and operated by Con Ed, was issued by the Atomic ý"Energy

Commission, the predecessor agency to the NRC, on September 28, 1973. It explres on

September 28, 2013. The initial 40-year license for Unit 3 (IP3), originally ownec3 and operated

by Con Ed and conveyed to the New York Power Authority (NYPA) in 1976, was issued on

December 12, 1976. That license expires on December 12, 2015. Entergy Nuclear Operations,

Inc. (Entergy) currently owns both units; it purchased IP2 from Con Ed in Septem ber 2001 and

IP3 from NYPA in November 2000.

5. On September 28, 1973, the NRC issued Amendment No. 4 to the IP2 license, which

amended the IP2 Facility Operating License No. DPR-26. The amendment proviaed that the

license be subject.to, inter alia, condition (2)(E), containing three special provisio-ns:
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(1) 1P2 would be permitted' to operate with a once-through cooling until May 1, 1978,

after which a closed-cycle cooling system "shall be required";

. (2) By March 1, 1974, an evaluation of the economic and environmental impacts of an

alternative closed-cycle cooling system would be made to determine the preferred system for

installation; and

(3) The licensee would develop a plan of action for operating and design of the once-

through cooling system to minimize detrimental effects on aquatic biota in the Hudson River

until the closed-cycle system was installed. The plan was to include means for reducing:

., thermal shock,
* impingement and entrainment,
* "chemical and thermal discharges,
• loss of dissolved oxygen below 4.5 parts per million, and
, radioactive discharges.

Thus, during'development of IP2, the NRC was aware of and concerned by these adverse

environmental impacts from operations of the once-through cooling system. Furthermore, it was

understood that construction of a closed-cycle cooling system would eliminate the environmental

injuries to aquatic biota associated with thermal discharges and impingement and entrainment.

6. On April 5, 1976, the NRC issued Amendment No. 2 to the IP3 license, which

amended the IP3 Facility Operating License No. DPR- 64. The amendment provided that the

license be subject to condition (2)(E), which, in this instance, was "pursuant to a stipulation

dated January 13, 1975 entered into by the Hudson River Fisherman's Association, Save Our

Stripers, the Atomic Energy council of the State of New York, the Attorney General of the State

of New York, Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission". Condition(2)(E) provided, inter alia, that the once-through cooling system would

be permitted to operate until September 15, 1980, after which time "the Plant shall be operated
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with an approved closed-cycle cooling system".

7. The NRC also imposed special interim conditions for protection of aquatic biota upon

IP3, similar to those articulated above for IP2, along with additional interim conditions providing

for the delay or acceleration of the September 15,1980 date basedon factors such as procuring

necessary government approvals for constructing the closed-cycle cooling system. Any

extension of the interim period after commencement of construction was to be accompanied by a

showing of good cause and a demonstration that Hudson River aquatic biota would continue to

be protected from any significant adverse impacts as a result of continued operation: of IP3., In.

addition, the Amended License specifically provided:

the September 15 dates assumes that the installation of a closed-cycle cooling
system for the Plant will require the relocation of the natural gas pipeline owned
*by Algonquin Gas Pipeline Company.. If the final determination as to the location
of the closed-cycle cooling system does not require relocation of the. pipeline, the
date for the. termination of the interim period of operation with the once-through
cooling system will be May 1, 1980, and all the dates in this condition shall be
deemed changed to reflect those circumstances by substituting "May 1, 1980.
for.September 15, 1980 ... throughout this condition ....

Thus during the start up of commercial operations at IP3, the NRC was aware of and

concerned by adverse environmental impacts, particularly to aquatic biota, due to operation of

IP3'S once-through cooling system. Furthermore, it was understood that construction of a closed-

cycle cooling system would eliminate the environmental injuries to aquatic biota associated with

thermal discharges and impingement and entrainment. Lastly, the NRC clearly found that.

relocation of the existing Algonquin Gas Pipeline was not an impediment to construction of

closed-cycle cooling at IP3, having included additional time into the construction schedule to

allow for moving the pipeline.

8. Pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. §1251, et seq. (The
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Clean Water Act), the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) issued National

Pollutant Discharge Elimination. System (NPDES) permits to the original electric power.

generators operating these plants (Con Ed for IP I & IP2; NYPA for IP3). These permits were

effective in 1975 and expired in 1980. Copies of these permits are attached as Exhibit A, 1 (IP1

and IP2), and Exhibit A, 2 (IP3).

9. These initial permits contained conditions for continued facility operation in

compliance with the Clean Water Act and New York State water quality standards. These

conditions required Con Ed and NYPA to, inter alia, discontinue discharging heated effluent

from the main condensers, "except heat may be discharged in blowdown from a re-circulated

cooling watersystem(s)." This condition was effective beginning May 1, 1979, for IPI and IP2,

and September 15, 1980, for IP3. This condition meant that the permit holder was required to

install a closed-cycle cooling system - most likely cooling towers that constantly recycle cooling

water rather than take it all from the Hudson River - to significantly reduce use of River water

for cooling. The effect. of this would be to reduce the discharge of heated effluent to the River, a

pollutant pursuant to Clean Water Act §502(6), 33 U.S.C. § 1362(6), while also significantly

reducing impingement and entrainment of aquatic organisms at the cooling water intake. The

Indian Point permittees were thus required to replace the once-through cooling systems with a

more efficient (in terms of River water use) closed-cycle system that reduced significant

environmental impacts by as much as 95%.

10. On October 28, 1975, the USEPA approved the Department's administration of the

federal NPDES program through a meinorandum of agreement signed by the Department's

Commissioner, Ogden R. Reed, and the Acting Region II Administrator for the USEPA, Eric B.

Outwater. A copy of the USEPA letter of approval is attached as Exhibit B, From that time the
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Department has had authority pursuant to the Clean. Water Act to issue permits for- Indian Point,

which it does through the State's SPDES program (Article 17 Of the New York Er'vironmental

Conservation Law (ECL) and 6 NYCRR Parts 700 et seq.).

Issues Posed by Once-through Cooling

11. The Indian Point plants have always operated with once-through cool-ing technology,

and that technology has always posed a problem, for the Hudson River environmem-t. Once-

through cooling technology withdraws water directly from the Hudson River to co=ol the..

secondary cooling system and then discharges that heated water into the Hudson I-iver. Once-

through cooling poses three main environmental issues:, impingement, entrainmer-it, and thermal

discharges. These issues are explained more fully in the accompanying Declaratic=3ns of Roy

Jacobson and David Dilks, which accompany the State's Petition.

12. Briefly stated, impingement occurs when the massive flow of intake w--ater

"impinges" or traps larger aquatic organisms, such as fish, against grills or screens. Entrainment

occurs when the microscopic aquatic organisms pass through the grills and screenh-- and are

sucked into the plant operations. In addition, "thermal discharges" refers to the heated water that

is discharged into the Hudson River, after cooling the super-heated water generatec=J by plant

operations.. These thermal discharges also pose problems for aquatic life in the HLjdson River

ecosystem.

Hudson River Settlement Agreement (HRSA)

13. The NPDES permits issued in 1975 by the USEPA for the Indian Poirmt nuclear

power facility contained conditions that restricted thermal discharges. Among the significant

environmental issues that came to light during USEPA's permitting proceedings, -i rca 1975,

were concerns regarding thermal discharges, cooling water intakes, and fish morta-_ities
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associated with the latter. The generators therefore sought an administrative adjudicatory hearing

against the USEPA permit to overturn the conditions that limited their operations. The ensuing

administrative proceeding consumed years of adjudicatory proceedings, during which the parties

ultimately undertook to negotiate a resolution by settlement.

14. In 1.981, the parties to that administrative hearing signed the Hudson River

Settlement Agreement.(HRSA), a ten-year agreement (effective May 10, 1981 May 10, 1991)-

designed to obtain data, impose analytical assessments, and achieve a consensus on an

environmental impact assessment for determining how best to mitigate impacts to the Hudson

River from IP2 and 1P3, and Roseton and Bowline, both fossil-fueled: generation facilities.

15... The HRSA agreement provided that, during that ten-year period, electric. generation

operations at IP2 and iP3 would continue to use once-through cooling for cooling the respective

reactors. In a companion settlement, the USEPA, Con Ed, and the Department agreed that the.

USEPA would re-issue the 1975-1980 NPDES permits, eliminating the references to closed-

cycle cooling at IP2 and IP3. The HRSA was executed by Con Ed and NYPA for IP2 and IP3,

respectively, Central Hudson Gas & Electric (CHGE) for Roseton, and Orange and Rockland

Utilities, Inc. (O&R) for Bowline. The HRSA was also executed by the USEPA, the New York

State Attorney General, the Department, and involved stakeholders, including Scenic Hudson

Preservation Conference (Scenic Hudson), the Hudson River Fishermen's Association

(Riverkeeper), and the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC). The HRSA thus resolved

the disputes relating to the USEPA's 1975 NPDES permits, and, for the ten-year effective period,

was intended to produce sufficient data and analyses upon which the parties could base a final

decision, preferably mutual, on avoiding or minimizing impingement and entrainment of fish

species, as well-as thermal impacts to fish, from, inter alia, operation of Indian Point's cooling
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water intake structure. A copy of the HRSA is attached as Exhibit C.

16. Relative to the operations at Indian Point, the HRSA agreement provided, inter alia, -

for mitigative measures by Con Ed and NYPA to reduce fish mortalities as a result of (a)

impingement of adult and juvenile fish on racks and screens at the plant intake structure, and (b)

entrainment of fish eggs and larvae through the respective Units' cooling apparatus. One

measure required annual "outages," or cessation of cooling water intake usage (and hence no-

plant operations) at IP2 and IP3 between May 10 and August 10, for a combined total of 42 unit-

days per year averaged over the term of the agreement. Another measure required, within three

and one-half years, installation of variable speed intake pumps to keep the volumes of Hudson

River water used for cooling to the minimum required for efficient operation. In addition, the

HRSA established a biological monitoring program for monitoring fish species and their life

stages at different Hudson River locations during each season. -

17. The accompanying affidavit of Roy Jacobson, a biologist with the Department, sets

forth more details of the mitigative measures provided for in the HRSA agreement and how they

have been implemented.

18. On April 26, 1982, the Department issued a joint SPDES permit for the Indian Point

facility to Con Ed (IPI and IP2) and NYPA (IP3). The effective date of the permit was May 14,

1981, to May 13, 1986. A copy of the 1981 permit is attached as Exhibit D. This SPDES permit

included limitations governing the release of Indian Point's thermal discharges and incorporated

the HRSA into the permit as a condition on facility operations, so that the environmentally

protective mitigation measures set forth in the HRSA were included as conditions for the future

operation of Indian Point.

19. On August 28, 1987, the Department issued SPDES permit renewals to Con Ed and
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NYPA, effective from October 1, 1987 to October 1, 1992. Again, -along with appropriate

thermal discharge conditions, the HRSA was incorporated into the permit and the HRSA.

mitigation provisions were continued as conditions for operation. A copy of the 1987 SPDES

permit is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

20. The 1987 SPDES permit expired on October 1, 1992. Before the October 1, 1992,

expiration date, both Con Ed and NYPA submitted timely applications to. renew their respective

SPDES permits. By virtue of those timely renewal applications, pursuant to § 401.2 of the New*

York State Administrative Procedures Act (SAPA) and 6 NYCRR § 621.11 (I), the operation of

IP2 and IP3 was lawfully extended pending resolution of the pending.SPDES renewal

applications. Thus, the thermal discharge provisions and mitigative conditions contained in the

1987-1992 permit have continued during the entire pendency of the Department's review of the

applications.. .

HRSA Consent Orders

21. Also prior to the expiration of the 1987 SPDES permit, by correspondence dated May

15,. 1991, the Department, ConEd, NYPA, and the operators of Roseton and Bowline executed

an agreement requiring that the generators jointly continue the mitigative measures established in

the 1981 HRSA until SPDES renewal permits were issued for their respective facilities. With

respect to IP2 and IP3, the letter agreement also memorialized Con Ed's and NYPA's

commitment to install special fish protective screens (modified Ristroph intake traveling screens)

to reduce fish *impingement at the intake structures. In addition, the agreement provided that the

parties would negotiate in good faith to develop a long-term resolution to cooling water intake

structures, thermal discharges, fish mortality reductions due to mitigative measures, the costs of

mitigative measures, and alternatives. A copy of the May 15, 1991, letter agreement is attached
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as Exhibit F.

.22. On September 13, 1991, that agreement was challenged by Riverkeeper, Scenic

Hudson, and NRDC in a New York State court. On March 23, 1992, the Petitioners and

Respondents in that Article 78 proceeding executed a judicially approved Consent Order

resolving that litigation. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., Hudson River Fishermen's

Association, et al., v. NYSDEC, Consolidated EdisonCompany of New York, Inc., New York:

Power Authority, Orange and-Rockland Utilities, Inc., and Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.,

Index No. 6570-91, Albany County. The Consent Order provided that the generators would

continue the HRSA mitigative measures and continue underwriting significant Hudson River fish

species studies and data acquisition.

23. The 1992 Consent Order was extended by the litigants on four separate occasions,

-with expiration dates of September 1, 1994, September 1, 1995, September 1, 1997, and

February 1, 1998. A copy of the First Amended Stipulation of Settlement And Judicial Consent

Order, reciting the effective date of the original Consent Order at page 2, is attached as Exhibit

G. When the Fourth Amended Consent Order expired on February 1, 1998, the parties - who

were by then engaged in extensive and intensive negotiations regarding elements of draft SPDES

permits - did not reach agreement to continue with a fifth extension of the Consent Order.

However, on an individual basis, each of the generators publicly made a verbal commitment to

continue the mitigative measures included in the continuing SPDES permit and the Consent,

Order until new SPDES permits were issued to them. A copy of the Fourth Amended Consent

Order is attached as Exhibit H.

1993 Preliminary Draft Environmental Impact Statement

24. On May 20, 1992, pursuant to the New York State Environmental Quality Review
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Act (SEQRA), ECL § 8-0109(4) and 6 NYCRR § 617.7, the Department issued a positive

declaration of significance. regarding the 1992 applications for SPDES permit renewals, requiring

that an environmental impact statement (EIS) be produced to evaluate the potential

environmental impacts emanating from operation of each of the Hudson River power plants,

including of course Indian Point. A copy of the Department's positive declaration is attached as

Exhibit I.

25. In June 1993, Con Ed, NYPA, and the operators of the other two Hudson River

plants submitted a draft EIS (DEIS) to the Department in accordance with the regulatory

requirement for submitting a DEIS to renew their respective SPDES permits. 6 NYCRR §

.617.7(c).

26. On September 3, 1993, the Department advised the four HRSA generators that it had

reviewed the June 1993 DEIS and determined that it was inadequate for purposes of further

processing the pending permit applications. The Department also advised the generators that the

respective SPDES renewal applications remained incomplete pending receipt of additional

information. The Department's notification included an attachment providing the generators

with thirty-six pages of comments and inquiries regarding the inadequacies of the DEIS. A copy

of the-Department's notification letter, without attachment, is attached as Exhibit J.

27. From 1993 to 1999, the Department, the generators, the New York State Department

of Public Service (NYSDPS), the USEPA, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the United

States Fish and Wildlife Service, Riverkeeper, NRDC, Scenic Hudson, and New York Rivers

United (NYRU), participated in an extensive effort to address narrow issues regarding the four

generators' plants, including revisions to the scope of the DEIS, developing additional biological

data gathering and analysis, discussing and negotiating a consensus oriented decision-making
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process, conducting technical meetings of experts representing each participant or group, and

conducting plenary meetings of all participants to draw together the technical and legal expertise

devoted to resolving SPDES renewal issues.

1999 Revised Draft EIS and Draft Permit Negotiations.

28. On December 14, 1999, the four generators presented the Department with a revised

DEIS; however, Department Staff reviewed it and determined that it was not as complete and

thorough as it should have been. Nevertheless,.the revised DEIS provided enough basis tO move

forward with the administrative process and Department Staff therefore issued a Notice of

Complete Application (NOCA). The NOCA triggered the administrative process for the

Department to undertake and complete its review of the pending SPDES permit applications.

The DEIS and related documents provided the Department with sufficient basic information and

environmental impact analyses needed to consider the SPDES application complete for purposes

of proceeding with public review, and to take steps toward finalizing the EIS; hence the

Department's NOCA. A copy of the December 1999 DEIS is attached as Exhibit K.

29. The DEIS had reached conclusions and contained substantive gaps-in some critical

areas that the Department found to be unsupportable, e.g., the consequences of potential impacts

to the environment and appropriate impact mitigation. In other words, the DEIS was deficient

-because it failed to take the "hard look" at potential impacts required by the Department's

SEQRA regulations (6 NYCRR § 617.7(b)) and failed to propose appropriate measures to

condition plant operations for SPDES compliance. Consequently, Department Staff concluded

that the Department itself should complete the final EIS ("FEIS"), to ensure both a thorough and

unbiased environmental impact review, as well as to reach findings supported bytherecord.

30. On June 25, 2003, the Department prepared and issued an FEIS for all three power
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plants along the Hudson River, including IP2 and IP3. A copy of the June 2003 FEIS is attached

as Exhibit L. In addition, in reliance on the FEIS, on November 13, 2003, the Department

issued a draft SPDES permit containing general and special conditions for the operation of IP2

and IP3. The Department's issuance of the FEIS superseded the generators' DEIS, and contained

the Department's own review of the potential environmental impacts associated with operation of*

the three power plants', as well as the Department's findings statement resolving that its

environmental assessment and draft SPDES permitting conditions. avoid or minimize adverse

environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable. Entergy's Environmental Report thus

errs by placing any reliance on and directing the NRC's attention toward the analyses contained

in the DEIS (to the exclusion of the FEIS).. The FEIS superseded the DEIS entirely and is the

appropriate final record of environmental analyses and findings.

31. The conclusions in the Department's FEIS about potential environmental impacts

from power.generation at IP2 and IP3 differed significantly from the generator's 1999 DEIS in a

number of respects. For example, the DEIS's assessment determined that adverse environmental

impacts to fish were not significant and, therefore, it would not be necessary for the Indian Point

cooling water intake system to be converted from once-through cooling to closed-cycle cooling.

In other words, the 1999 DEIS would only have preserved the operational status quo at the three

Hudson River power plants, allowing continued significant levels of fish mortalities in the River,

whereas the Department's FEIS determined that impacts to fish through entrainment and

impingement were continuous significant adverse impacts warranting the installation of closed-

cycle cooling.

2003 Draft SPDES Permit

32. To address these significant adverse impacts, the Department's November 13, 2003,
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draft SPDES permit required, inter alia, installation of closed -cycle cooling for 1P2 and iP3 if

Entergy intended to extend its operating licenses with the NRC. Underscoring the draft SPDES

permit was the understanding that, if Entergy did not intend to. seek-license extension before the

NRC, it-would decommission IP2 and IP3 when the respective licenses expired in.2013.and&-

2015, in which case the expense of installing closed-cycle cooling would not be warranted to

address adverse environmental impacts for the remaining life of the license. A copy of the.

November 2003 draft SPDES permit is attached as Exhibit M.

33. In May and June 2000, the Department held public hearings on the DEIS and,•-,.,-

accepted comments. from. interested parties and the public. The parties, including Entergy, then

engaged in extensive negotiations intended to reach a consensus on draft SPDES permit

conditions, prior to DEC's issuance of a draft SPDESpermit. Thenegotiations were informative

to Department Staff but did not result in mutual settlement with other participants as to

outstanding SPDES issues, that is the participants did not resolve what conditions should be

included in the draft SPDES permit, and Department Staff providedthe special conditions

instead.

34. The Department's draft SPDES permit for IP2 and IP3 contains numerous special

conditions addressing minimization of adverse impacts from plant operations and addresses three

environmental issues of particular relevance to the State's contentions in this proceeding and to

the NRC's obligation to conduct an environmental review for Entergy's 20-year relicense

application: (1) thermal discharges, (2) closed-cycle cooling, and (3)-immediate fish protection

measures pending implementation of closed-cycle cooling.

35. As to thermal discharges, the draft SPDES permit provides that Entergy must

demonstrate that discharges of pollution in the form of heated effluent from Indian Point satisfy
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New York's water quality standards found in 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 704.1. To ascertain whether these

water quality standards are met, the Department requires facilities to demonstrate that the thermal

* i discharge meets water quality criteria set forth at 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 704.2(b)(5) ("Estuaries or

portions of estuaries"). If a facility operator or applicant cannot meet those criteria, it still has the

burden to show that it is. still meeting the water quality, standards set forth in §70411 ("All thermal

discharges to the waters of the State shall assure the protection and propagation of a balanced,

indigenous population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife in and on the body of water.").

36. Where a facility operator or an applicant find that thermal effluent controls being

imposed by the Department are more stringent than necessary to meet the water quality•

standards, the Department can require that they performna study or demonstration pursuant to.

§316(a) of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1326(a)) in order to determine if other thermal

effluent limitation measures can be maintained while still meeting water quality standards. The

§316(a) study may result in the Department specifying definable, numerical thermal effluent

limits in the form of a thermal mixing zone to ensure compliance with those standards. 6

NYCRR §704.3.

37. The HRSA settlement had provided for, inter alia, additional analysis of the Hudson

River environment, allowing a period of years to sample and analyze the Hudson River fishery

affected by the four major power plants mentioned in the agreement. Data available at the time

regarding thermal conditions in the Hudson River was relied upon in composing the

Department's 1989 SPDES permit, referenced above. However, the generators' own statements

in the 1999 DEIS pointed out that IP2 and IP3 did not meet the State's §704.2 water quality

criteria as to all requirements. The DEIS states that lateral (across the River) and cross-sectional

(top-to-bottom of the water column) thermal criteria would be exceeded in the. vicinity of Indian
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Point during some months and during full load operating conditions. The effect~is-that aquatic

species could be blocked from migrating through this part of the Hudson River during certain

time periods or seasons. Despite the conclusions of the generators' DEIS, the Department does

not consider thermal discharge impacts from Indian Point to be negligible. As reflected in the

Declaration of David Dilks, on the basis of the DEIS, the Department understands that thermal.

discharges from Indian Point already violate water quality criteria. This is reflected in the.

Department's draft SPDES permit conditions that require Entergy to conduct a "triaxial survey",

a water temperature study, to support the Department's understanding of the contemporary..

condition of the Hudson River as effected by thermal discharges from IP2 and IP3

38. Note that the draft SPDES permitrequires Entergy to convert IP2 and IP3: from once-

through cooling to closed-cycle cooling if it decides to extend its NRC license, which it has

obviously done.. Closed-cycle cooling would drastically reduce thermal discharges from IP2 and

IP3, thereby removing nearly all of the concern with thermal impacts to fish in the Hudson River.

Entergy must demonstrate that its thermal discharge presently complies with water quality

criteria. At present, it cannot. Thus Entergy must demonstrate whether an alternative measure

should be imposed that would still, meet water quality standards. Imposing closed-cycle cooling

is an alternative measure that will accomplish that, eliminating nearly all discharge of heat to the

Hudson River.

39. A closed-cycle system consumes approximately 95%.less River water for the

secondary reactor cooling'system and, concomittantly, reduces impact to fish through

entrainment and impingement by approximately 95%. At the same time, closed-cycle cooling

would reduce or eliminate thermal i.mpacts .to the Hudson River fishery because it- eliminates

approximately 95%. of the thermal discharge.
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40. -The USEPA NPDES permits, issued in 1975 for IPI, IP2, and IP3, required

termination of the once-through cooling system. Indeed, the USEPA, Con Ed and NYPA,(the

former operators of Indian Point) were engaged in an adjudicatory proceeding on the NPDES

permit to determine the type of cooling system to be required at IP2 and IP3, Roseton, and

Bowline. By Order dated May 12, 1981, the NRC granted relief sought in a petition filed by Con

ED and NYPA and deleted license requirements that had mandated termination of once-through

cooling. The NRC did so based on its review of the HRSA agreement and its finding that it is

legally required pursuant to §51 1(c)(2) of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. §137I(c)(2)) to defer

to final decisions made by EPA as to the type of cooling system to be employed by nuclear power

plants. Mtr. of Consol. Edison Co.. of N.Y., Inc., Commission Order, May 12, 1981 (CLI-81-7),

NRC Docket No. 50-247, 50-287. As stated above, the HRSA provided a long-term (but not

final)-mechanism-to. acquire sufficient Hudson River fisheries data and to develop draft SPDES

conditions that would ultimately remedy fish mortalities endemic in once-through cooling. The

HRSA agreement having been extended beyond its initial ten years through four consent orders,

the subsequent negotiations leading up to the generators' 1999 DEIS, and the Department's 2003

FEIS and draft SPDES permit, the day has arrived to finally resolve the cooling issues.

Current Status of State Administrative Proceedings on the SPDES Permit

41. After issuing the draft SPDES permit, on March 3, 2004, the Department conducted

an administrative proceeding to determine whether any issues existed that would require that the

draft SPDES permit and pending SPDES permit application be submitted to adjudicatory

hearings before a Department Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). On February 3, 2006, the

Department ALJ issued a "Ruling on Proposed Issues for Adjudication and Petitions for Party

Status," which found several issues for adjudication before the ALJ. Many of the issues
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addressed closed cycle cooling and the impacts of the discharges to the Hudson River.- This

Ruling is attached as Exhibit N. In April 2006, various parties appealed the ALJ's Issues Ruling-

to the State Commissioner of Environmental Conservation; this interim appeal remains pending

before the Commissioner.

42. In sum, the Indian Point nuclear power plants have come full circle. They were,.

originally required to install closed cycle cooling and the years of subsequent data and known

significant adverse effects on the Hudson River fishery demonstrate that closed cycle cooling

water intake structures are the only solution to those environmental impacts. -

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. d

Dated: November 29, 2007
Albany, New. York.

WILLIAM G. LITTLE
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Senior Counsel for Special Projects
Office of General Counsel
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625 Broadway
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